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Noises " off " are kept off and man-made
static is silenced by B. I. Callender's Anti- Interference Aerial when
properly installed.

Sizzling, crackling background noises caused

by electric vehicles, motor car ignition systems and industrial or
medical high frequency equipment—all these are suppressed and a
quiet background established for radio programmes.

Reception is

improved, for amaximum number of programmes can be enjoyed
on all wavelengths.
The aerial is a 6o ft. polyethylene insulated dipole type, with
suspension insulators and matching transformer.

The 80 ft. down

lead is afully screened coaxial cable with polyethylene plugs moulded
to each end and is matched to the receiver by atransformer with
easily fixed suction mounting.
B. I. Callender's All-Wave Anti- Interference
Aerial will give you better listening and
reveal many stations you never heard before.
Write to- day for the descriptive folder No.
221s on the Anti- Interference Aerial.
Licensed under Amy Aceves & King, Inc. Patents
Nos. 413917, 424239 and 491220.

ANTI -INTERFERENCE
BRITISH
NORFOLK

INSULATED
HOUSE,

AERIAL

CALLENDER'S

NORFOLK

CABLES

STREET,

LIMITED

LONDON,

W.C.2
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ELECTRICAL
TESTING
INSTRUMENTS

This instrument, which is an up-to-date
example of current instrument practice,
has been developed to meet the growing
demand for an instrument of laboratory
sensitivity built in arobust and portable
form, for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should
present a negligible loading factor upon
the circuit under test.
The instrument consists basically of a
balanced bridge voltmeter.
It incorporates many unique features and a
wide set of ranges so that in operation
it is as simple to use as a normal
multi-range testmeter.
The instrument gives
readings as follows :—

49

ranges

of

D.C. VOLTS: 2.5mV. to 10,000V.
(Input Resistance 111.1 megohms).
D.C. CURRENT: 0.25µA. to 1Amp.
(150mV. drop on all ranges).
A.C. VOLTS: 0.1V. to 2,500 V. H.M.S. up to
1Mc/s. With external diode probe 0.1V. to 250V.
up to 200 Mc s.
A.C. OUTPUT POWER: 5mW. to 5 watts in 6
different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.
DECIBELS: —10db. to + 20db.
CAPACITANCE: .000111F. to 50µF.
RESISTANCE: 0.2 ohms to 10 megohms.
INSULATION: 0.1 megohm to 1,000 megohms.
BRITISH MADE

PRICE

£35

The thermionic circuit gives delicate galvanometer
sensitivity to arobust moving coil movement. It
is almost impossible to damage by overload. The
instrument is quickly set up for any of the various
tests to be undertaken, a single circuit selector
switch automatically removing from the circuit any
voltages and controls which are not required for
the test in question.
Fully descriptive pamphlet
available on application.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers —

9/te AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.
WINDER

HOUSES DOUGLAS

STREET

LONDON

SW.1

Telephone

VICTORIA 3404/9
E.T.M. 3

A

I

2
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This instrument is sufficiently outstanding to arouse the lively
appreciation of all High Fidelity enthusiasts. If your equipment
can provide a practically faultless output, we have no hesitation
in saying that its performance with the Axiom Twelve Loudspeaker will impress you agreeably.
It must be emphasised, however, that
the Axiom Twelve is aHigh Fidelity
Reproducer and must be used with

the signal includes any distortion, this
will be reproduced, possibly with
unpleasant aural results. That is why,

equipment which has also been specitically designed for this purpose. If

for general requirements, we still recommend our standard semodel Tz.

FIDELITY

iFFICIENCY

SPECIFICATIO N:—
Freq ,..ney Range .. 40.15,000 e g.
Fundamental Resonance
55 co.

Flux Deueity
Total Flux

Voice Coil Impedance .. lb ohms.
Voice Coil Diameter
.. tr.

Power Rating.. .. 12 watts peak AC•
Writefor fully dereripiire Polder D.».

13.000 goo.,
145,000 maXwella

GOODSIANS INDUSTRIES, LTD., LANCELOT ROAD, WEMBLEY. MIDDX.

'
Phone • Wembley. 1200.

Cables: ' Goodmans, Wembley 1200."

, S1111111

SERNMZE.

SOU

THE

COMPLETE

SERVICE

FOR SOUND RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION
Mobile, static and specialised recording units
Recording amplifiers, speakers, microphones, etc.
Sapphire cutting and reproducing stylii
Blank recording discs from Sin. to I7in.
and DoubleiKiided

Single

Groove locating and cueing devices
A comprehensive range of accessories to meet every requirement of the sound recording engineer
A development of special interest to users of sapphire anddelicate pick-ups—THE SIMITROL. This is acontrolled micromovement easily fitted for use with any type of pick-up
OUR CDR48A RECORDER UNIT complete and self-contained,
measuring only 22in. x I4in. x I34in., incorporating 7-valve
amplifier, recorder unit, light-weight pick-up, speaker and
microphone and with many exclusive features, is now ready
for early delivery.

Portable
Twin Channel Continuous
Recording System incorporating
CDR48A Recorder ¡Amplifier
DR48A Recorder and EM48A Electronic
4 Channel Mixer

OUR WELL-EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS ARE AVAILABLE
DEVELOPMENT

OF

EQUIPMENT

TO

MEET

FOR THE

SPECIAL

NEEDS.

SIMON SOUND SERVICE, Recorder House, 48/50, George St., Portman Square, London, W.1.
CABLES: Simsale, London.

TELEGRAMS : Simsale, Wesdo,

London

TELEPHONE: We/beck 2371 ( 4lines).

January, rye
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HIGH

STABILITY

CAPACITORS

EC

HNICAL

INFORMATION
BULLETIN

N9 1
4BA CLEAR

LEAD- THROUGH " HI- LOAD" CAPACIIOR
this new Ceramic " Hi- Load" Capacitor has been
specially designed as H.T. or Heater By-Pass and
Lead-Through Capacitor.
Although very small in
dimensions the capacitor has acapacitance of 1,000 pF
and it is rated at 40 KVA R.F. with a maximum R.F.
current of 20 amps. The sturdy rod forming the leadthrough connection is capable of handling all normal
currents. The high rating also makes the capacitor
suitable as atank capacitor

Further technical details
furnished on
request.

UNITED

INSULATOR
Telephone:

CO.

Elmbridge

LTD.

OAKCROFT

3241 ( 6 lines)

RD.

TOLWORTH
Telegrams:

SURBITON

Colonel.

Surbiton

SURREY

3
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E.H.T.

HIGH

FROM LINE
FLY BACK •

and

\.

LOW

iÀ

January, 1949

• 6kV
TO LINE
DEFLECTION
COILS

Tripler circuit using

TYPE 36EHT35
RECTIFIERS

and

Peak pulse input approximately 2,500V.
Output approximately 6kV at 100
micro-amperes.
Simple . . . efficient . . . and reliable
Write for data sheet No. 60, to Dept. W.W.I

H.T. BATTERIES

for better
battery radio reception
ISSUED BY THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED

January, 1949
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Make calls
from any point
with the Hadley MULTICOM
The first system of its kind to provide complete loudspeaker
intercommunication between all
points.
Up to seven
Departments are instantly in touch with one another by
the flick of a switch.

All stations are identical.

Priority

of call is provided on the principal unit.
Other Hadley Products
THE HADLEY INTERCOMMUNICATOR

designed for personal communication between master unit and any or all
of the sub-stations and also incorporates the novel feature of a desk radio
which can be relayed to the sub- stations. An inexpensive aid to efficiency.

THE HADLEY INDUSTRIAL UNIT
proved to be well in advance of ary similar equipment.
Provides all
facilities for ' Staff Location," Music for the Workers,' Time Signals,' etc.
All Hadley Equipments are available on Cash Purchase or Rental Maintenance
terms.

All export enquiries to be addressed to oz.fr export agent:
CHARLES BAG LIN
411 COVENTRY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 10
Telegrams: Pentagonas, firmingnam

Phone:BEArwood 2575/6

BEARWOOD ROAD, SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

6 Advertisements
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WHERE S
OLDERING'S CONCERNED

PATIENCE
NO LONGER
A VIRTUE

AMATEURS! SERVICE MEN! ENGINEERS!
Don't be patient.
You are wasting your time.
Use the Burgoyne
Seven Second Solder Gun and take the patience and waiting period out
of your soldering.
The wonderful clean heat which you get with
the Solder Gun will ensure that you do not get dry joints, no fussy retinning required. Use like an ordinary iron but press the trigger
and solder immediately.
Send for fully descriptive folder free.
Sole manufacturers:

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED

BURGOYNE ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
1-3, Robert Street, Hampstead Road, London, N.W.1
Telephone:

EUSton 6094.
PRICE

NE

NI1

COMPLE7E

With Two spare Sits and 4yards of
Flex. Model S.471 for OD 130v. A.C.
Model 5.472 for 200-2S0v. A.C.

INDUCTION SOLDERING GUN

See
Wireless \A., r'd
Test
Report in July issue Page 247,

BUILT TO LAST
M.C.T.

RANGE •
FULLY

CHASSIS

MOUNTING

IMPREGNATED
PRIMARY

SECONDARY

Mains
Transformer

0-200-230-250 v.
40-100 Cps.

300-0-300 v. 75 m'a
4v. 4amps.
4 v. 2amps.

M.C.T.I01

Mains
Transformer

0-200-230-250 v.
40-100 Cps.

300-0-300 v. 75 m'a.
6.3 v. 3amps.
5 v. 2amps.

M.C.T.I 10

Auto
Transformer

0-100-110-200-230250 volts
40-100 Cps. 100 w.

M.C.T.I 20

Mains
Transformer

0-200-230-250 v.
40-100 Cps.

350-0-350 v. 75 rpla.
4 v. 4amps.
1 v. 2amps.

4V. & 6.3 V. types
75

MA ... 37,6

120 M A .. 45 M.C.T. 110

Mains
Transformer

0-200-230-250 v.
40-100 Cps.

350-0-350 v. 75 ma.
6.3 v. 3amps.
5 v. 2amps.

M.C.T.I24

Mains
Transformer

0-200-230-250 v.
40-100 Cps.

350-0-350 v. 120 m, a.
4v. 4.5 amps.
4v. 2amps.

M.C.T.125

Mains
Transformer

0-200-230-250 v.
40-100 Cps.

350-0-350 v. 120 !Ilia.
6.3 v. 3amps.
5 v. 2amps.

376

MAINS

TRANSFORMERS
R.M.

ELECTRIC
LTD.,
TEAM VALLEY,
GATESHEAD, II

January, rget9
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The G.E.C. has always
supplied the fullest possible
technical data on OSRAM VALVES
to assist designers and service engineers
using the wide range of electronic devices
marketed by the Company.
Copies of data sheets embodying all details
on

Ratings, Dimensions, Operating con-

ditions, and Characteristic curves may be
had on specification of type required to the

OSRAM VALVE TECHNICAL DEFT. Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2

THE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.

MAGNET

HOUSE.

KINGSWAY,

W.C.2.
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Measurement by

Mullard

NO
ViAteetite,
Afullard 0.,cillorraph type E.800Ir

The name of Mullard has for long been connected
with cathode ray oscillographs, and their experience
in this field is unequalled. Mullard cathode ray
tubes, Mullard valves and Mullard circuitry have
been combined to produce the accepted standard
oscillograph.

Type E.800/1

Time base frequency 0.25-16,000 c/s.
Amplifier response (
2dB loss) 0.1-40,000 c/s.
Amplifier sensitivity (Max. Gain) zmV.rms/cm.
Delivery—Ex stock.

Type E.805
Time base frequency 5c/s-150 Kc/s.
Amplifier response ( 3dB loss) 2cis-2Mc/s.
Amplifier sensitivity (Max. Gain) 5mV. rms/cm.
Delivery—Ex stock.

Mullard
Electronic Products Ltd.
WORKS,

ABOYNE

ROAD,

LONDON,

Qaitire
el

ûe,

A PRODUCT

METRO

t4ei

PEX

OF

LTD

71, Queens Road,
London, S.E.I5.
'Phone: New Cross 2442.

Electronic Equipment Division
ABOYNE

T L IION
LENS

S.W. I7

(M1.2 76

January, 1949

he world acknowledges British leadership in the
television field. An important factor contributing
T
to this supremacy is the consistent high standard, of
quality and performance, of the components used in
television apparatus. Dubilier Nitrogol Capacitors
are produced with scrupulous regard to the fact that
in all television circuits there are positions where
only capacitors of the highest technical merit and
proven reliability will suffice.
In such radio and electronic applications as undersea
cable repeaters, radar apparatus, high quality
amplifiers, and industrial electronic devices, the use
of outstanding capacitors is aprime necessity; here,
MAKERS

Advertisements

Wireless World

OF

THE

too, experienced engineers specify Nitrogol Capacitors.
We shall be pleased to forward full technical details
of these Capacitors upon request, and our technicians, backed by a competent laboratory organisation, are always ready to advise upon their use.

DUB' HER
CONDENSER CO

WORLD'S

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. ( 1925) LTD.. DUCON
'Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines) 'Grams: HIlvoltcon, Phone London.

9

FINEST

1925 LTD

CAPACITORS

WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD,
Cables: HIlvoltcon, London.

NORTH ACTON, W.3
Marconi International Code
D2I

To

January, 1949
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Covering all
Television

Ádynce

Model A.
Model B.
TYPF

SUB- STANDARD

Ranges

100 Kc/s to 70 Mc/s in 6 Bands
30 Kc/s to 30 Mc/s in 6 Bands

• Negligible Stray Radiation.
• Output accuracy rdb.
• Directly Calibrated.'

GENERATOR
Model A
100 Kc/s
-70 Mo
CALIBRATION ACCURACY:
1% Directly
Calibrated.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: IµV-150 mV up to 30
Mc/s. IµV-100 mV above 30 Mc/s
Monitored
by crystal voltmeter
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 75 ohms, terminated
by 75 ohms terminating pad type TP.IA. providing impedance of 37 ohms, 10 ohms, and 10
ohms standard dummy aerial.
MODULATION:
Internal:
400 c/s. 0-50%
External : 100-10,000 cs ± 6db. 0-80"„.
AUDIO- OUTPUT: 0-15 volts at approximately
400 cis into aload not less than 5,000 ohms.
R.F. LEAKAGE: NegIigible—less than I
MV.
POWER SUPPLY: 110-210.230-250 volts. 40-100
cis, 22 watts.
DIMENSIONS: I3ins. x 12ints. x6ins. deep,
WEIGHT: 25 lbs.

Model B
30Ik/s
-30M0

Accuracy
ldb

Send for illustrated brochure giving full Specification.

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., Back Rd., Shernhall St., Walthamstow, E.I.

'
Phone: LARkswood 4366-7-'

"It is on detail and care in design
of small points that the
modern set stands or falls"
"Radio Times," Sept. 24, 1948

"The Story of Co-Axial
Construction" explains how
our speakers are built. We will
gladly send acopy to any manu.
facturer or overseas buyer who
writes for one.

Voice coil and centering

REPRODUCERS
FREDERICK
Telephone

ST.

AND

Attention to details of manufacture
and assembly; revolutionary design
and the provision of highly accurate
specially designed jigs, ensure that
in each R. & A. Reproducer the
cone, voice coil centre and outer
pole are inevitably and automatically aligned upon the axis of the
speaker. This is why R & A.
Reproducers are free from mechanical defects. Continuous inspection at all stages is a further
insurance that no defect can be
member sub-assembly. present in the complete speaker.

AMPLIFIERS

WOLVERHAMPTON

Wolverhampton 22241

LIMITED
ENGLAND

Telegrams " Audio Wolverhampton"

__REA
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Continuously
Day

and

in

Service,

Night

Noon over Nanking. Dawn over the Atlantic.
Blackness over the Andes. In all parts of the world,
at all times of the day and night, Marconi built stations
are in operation, broadcasting or sending telegraph
messages and giving unrivalled service. Wherever
ships and aircraft are plying, you will find Marconi
apparatus guiding them, every hour of the day, every
day of the week. Pioneers in Wireless Communication fifty years ago,' Marconi's still maintain their
leadership. Behind every new development there will
be Marconi's accumulated experience. Behind every
new piece of Marconi equipment there will be the
honoured name as an assurance of maximum efficiency.

Marconi

eels u)
PS

the greatest name in wireless
w,Rcom's WIRELESS
MARCONI HOUSE

FELEGRAPH

COMPANY LTD,

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

For clean, crisp
reception a silent source of power is essential.
l'ertrix Radio Batteries give silent power.
HOLSUN
137

Victoria

BATTERIES
Street •

LIMITED

London •

S.W.I

January, 194Ç
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NEW

LEAK
"POINT ONE"
AMPLIFIERS

REMOTE CONTROL
PRE-AMPLIFIER

12W. TRIPLE LOOP
POWER AMPLIFIER

£6 - 15- 0 lie.

£25 - 15 - O list.

An original
distortionless feedback tonecontrol circuit which will become a standard.
No resonant circuits employed.
Switching for Pick-up, Microphone and Radio,
with automatic alteration of tone- control
characteristics.
High sensitivities.
Will operate from any
moving-coil, moving- iron or crystal P.- U. ;
from any moving-coil microphone ; from any
radio unit.
Controls : Input Selector ;
Bass Gain
Loss ; Treble Gain and Loss ; Volume.
Output Impedance :

0-30,C001-2 at 20

and

kc.p.s.

The unit will mount on motor- board through
a cut-out of 10in. x 3in., or tcan be bolted
to the power amplifier, when, with a top
cover, the whole assembly becomes portable.

A Leak triple loop feedback circuit the main
loop giving 26 cb. feedback over 3 stages and
the output transformer.
Push-pull triode output stage. 400 V. on anodes.
No H.T. electrolytic smoothing or decoupling
condensers.
Impregnated transformers ; tropically finished
components.
H.T. and L.T. supplies for pre-amp. and radio
units.
Distortion : at 1,000 c/s and 10 W. output, 0.1 %.
Hum and noise : — 80 db. on 10 W.
Frequency response : 1E0.1 db., 20 c/s-20 kc/s.
Sensitivity : 16C mV.
Input impedance : IMS2.
Output impedances : 212 : 7-912 :
15-2012:
28-360.
Damping Factor : 20 ( Regulation : 0.2 db.).
25 W. model available at £27,10/-.

WRITE FOR LEAFLET W.T.L.I2.
TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT. In June, 1945, H. J. Leak revolutionised performance standards
for audio amplifiers by designing the original " Point One " series. Our figure of 0.1% total distortion was then the occasion for considerable astonishment, and even for incredulity, but it slowly
became the standard towards which others were to strive
This is afactual matter recorded in our
announcements in the technical press.
WORKMANSHIP. This evipnnent is built to laboratory standards in materials and appearance
by experienced men.
PRICE. A very large initial contract for the export market has enabled us to produce, at these prices,
equipment of our traditional standards.

H. J. LEAK fiL CO. LTD.
BRUNEL

ROAD, WESTWAY

Phone : SHEpherds Bush 5626.

FACTORY

(
Est. 1934)

ESTATE, ACTON, W.3.

Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, Lcrtdon.

FDreign : Sinusoidal

London.
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PLAN YOUR CAREER
RADIO
and other

TELEVISION

—

INDUSTRIAL

A sk

ELECTRONIC

subjects

ELEMENTARY and

January, 1949

HOOVER LTD CHOSE

TIN NOY

for

SOUND EQUIPMENT

pa rticul ars °f
Evening Classes
Institute
at the

ADVANCED COURSES
WRITE NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET stunmarising
the careers available in Electronics and giving particulars
of Training Courses offered by E.M.I. Institutes Ltd.
The booklet contains full details off CORRESPONDENCE COURSES in Radio, Television,
Telecommunications, Mathematics and Industrial Electronics.
Daytime and Evening Attendance Courses, and Special
Courses for candidates taking examinations such as
those olCity & Guilds,Brit.I.R.E.,etc.are also available.

COLILItbY OF Ilut.WER LTD.

Payment for tuition can be made in easy instalments

MAKE IT YOUR CHOICE TOO !

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD.
Dept. 16, 43
London, W.4.

Grove Park Road, Chiswick,
Telephone CHIswick 4417/8

E.M.I. Insiitutei — barked by the Electronic 0.-gonisation which Inciudes
"H.M.V.", Columbia, Morconiphone, etc.
E.102

SOLE

DISTRIBUTORS

SOUND

RENTALS

LTD.,

CANTERBURY GROVE, LONDON, S.E.27. ' Phone GIP 1131

January, 1949
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As a
SET DESIGNER

I'm on my toes . .

The race is to the swift all right, but you have to be early off the mark.
You have to be abreast with every new development . . . in the " know"
almost before developments occur.
That's why Ilike to pioneer with pioneers. That's why Ivalue my friends
in the T.C.Ç. technical department. In the design, development and manufacture of Condensers, they seem to be always first in the field. If I'm
tight for space, if I'm up against the prospect of rough usage, super tropical
temperature, or even a temperamental customer, then there's always aT.C.C.
type to see me through.
For advanced design and technique, for a truly comprehensive range of
types, and—most important—for sheer dependability, I'm on safe ground with
T.C.C. Condensers.

Ikeep on my toes . . . with
`11111111, '"

A TYPICAL EXAMPLE from the T.C.C. RANGE
Designed for small portable apparatus," Metalmites"
are a miracle of compactness and efficiency.
Temperature ranges extend from — 30°C to + 100'a
They are resistant to tropical conditions including
extreme humidity. Send for literature giving details of
the full range of these and other T.C.C. Condensers.
IN

THE

BEST

THE TELEGRAPH C
NORTH

ACTON •

LONDON • W• 3

SETS

YOU'LL

SEE

NSER CO., LTD.
Telephone.

ACORN

0061

15
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PORTABLE

V.H.F.

COMMUNICATIONS

January, 1949
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EQUIPMENT

The B.C.C.
Hand-Portable
Transceiver
The new Model L59 is a hand-portable transmitter
receiver designed to provide reliable and efficient
two -way communication over 1-5 miles between
sets. This range is greatly increased when used
between a mobile or central station end distances
of 15-20 miles have been obtained with a clear
audible signal.

\bG
11 9'

The model L59 is but one of the many items of
V.H.F. equipment, developed and manufactured by
B.C.C. It is the result of many years' experience
in the design of Miniature Transportable Communications Equipment.

SYDNEY S. BIRD ¿

i'

4

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD. MIDDLESEX

Other outstanding achievements in this field by
B.C.C. are the new L45 One-man Pack Set (' WalkieTalkie ') and the new Low Power Consumption
4-watt Mobile.

Own*: Wield 2071.2

Crones: " Copecor, ['held"

•

PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE MODEL L59
Size or x tor x Sr
Weight 11 lbCrystal controlled transmitter and receiver. Operates on
any spot frequency in the range of 75-100 Meís A.M.
Patented flexible aerial ensures full mobility to user.
Strong, sturdy, watertight ease.
Approved by the G.P.O.

MODEL

L59

Hand-Portable
Transceiver
PICKUP, type J13/19 /Ril
(TYPE 1B/P/R/Im FOR FINE LINE RECORDINGS)
Frequency range, 20 c/s to 40,000 c/s.
Permanent point 6 times harder than sapphire and more robust.
Point pressure. 1/8 oz.
Output voltage, 10 to 15 mV. across 15,003 ohms approx.
" Floating Element" design prevents arm torsional resonance.
Price in U.K., including special mumetal screened transformer and Purchase
Tax, E10/14/11.
The " torsional resonance"
which is due to the mass of the head and in
part the arm vibrating in arotational direction controlled by the torsional
compliance of the arm—occurs in the middle of the frequency range. 1n
view of the fact that the ear is most critical and sensitive to middle
frequencies, this resonance, however small or highly damped, is most
unfavourably situated.
In the BRIERLEY RIBBON PICKUP the ribbon element is isolated from
the arm for all lateral and rotational vibrations, the torsional resonance
being completely eliminated by what we term the " floating element "
design.
Our Pickup Booklet deals with this and other design factors of interest
to the quality enthusiast, and will be sent together with details of our
other products, including Amplifiers, Pre-amplifiers, Filters, Silent Turntables, etc., on request.
J. H. BRIERLEY ( GRAMOPHONES & RECORDINGS), LTD.,
46, TITHEBARN STREET, LIVERPOOL
RIBBON

For full

write to :

information

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION LIMITED
Electronic Development and Research Engineers,
Contractors to H.M. Government, A.I.D. Approved

GORDON AVENUE, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX
Tel. GRIMSDYKE 1455

January, 1949
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The SS/OA 12- inch
Heavy Duty Speaker.
illustrated,

offering

afrequency response
from

55 to

c.p.s. and

11,000

handling

10 watts is a typical
example of TRUVOX
workmanship.

Fidelity of response speaks for itself to the
discriminating ear. Precision manufacture is no
less eloquent to the trained engineer. These
qualities are making TRUVOX speakers famous.

RUVOX

TRUVOX ENGINEERING CO. LTD • EXHMTION GDS • WEMBLEY • ENG

17
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in response to hundreds of requests

REMOTE

pyl

is eA

CONTROL

Now you can enjoy the convenience of remote control : in whatever room
you are listening, you can switch the radio on or off from the loudspeaker.
One " Long Arm " unit will operate any number of Stentorian
speakers and may be usad with any make of set.

extension

Easily installed in a few

minutes : ask your local dealer for a demonstration of this unique radio development—

SWITCHES THE RNDO
\
ON OR OFF FROM
Pei SIENTORIAN
EXTENSION SPEAKER

an exclusive Whiteley product.

PRICE

35P

NO PURCHASE TAX

Stentorian cabinet speakers ( for use with
the " Long Arm ") are available from 80 -.

WHITELEY

ELECTRICAL

RADIO

C 0

• LTD •

MANSFIELD

•
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because they are :—
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED
RIGOROUSLY

from..

D.C., A.C.,

TESTED

MECHANICALLY SOUND
ELECTRICALLY

From few microamps
to
1.5
A.D.C.

PEAFECT

va

T
o

•21!SA

TRANSFORMERS
51,

NORTHGATE

STREET,

DEVIZES.

R.F.

CURRENT

RESISTANCES

"PURPOSE—BUILT"
o

RANGES
VOLTS

Up to,' 00 MS?.

LT D.
Phone 536

ELECTRONIC
17

PARADISE

TESTED

É ."k”

MI COVAC
ELECTRONIC

TESTMETER

A versatile valve voltmeter for
laboratory or test bench.
Being
battery operated, it is instantly
ready for use.
Probe for V.H.F.
measurements.

INSTRUMENTS

LTD

ROAD • RICHMOND • SURREY

January, 1949
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
For A.C. Operation 11012.50 volts
This famous short-wave receiver has specification and
performance equalling communication receivers costing
many times the price :—
Coverage 31 to 1.7 Mc s.
Electrical Band-spread throughout range.
Eight Valves (plus rectifier).
One R.F. and Two I.F. Stages.
Efficient Noise-limiter.

Cash Price £27 10s.

to, 20, 40, 80 and 16o metre Amateur Bands calibrated.
Beat Frequency Oscillator.

May we send you details of attractive Hire
Purchase scheme. Deposit L5.15.0 followed
by 78 weekly payments of 6 -.

Fly-wheel Control on Band-spread.
Vacuum mounted Crystal filter.
Adaptor for Battery Operation.

BATTERY OPERATION OF " 640 "
by specially designed Eddystone Vibrator
Back No. 687 for 6 volt accumulator.
Connections by cable-plugs.
No. 687 Pack — £7 - io - 6.

EDDYSTONE
LOUDSPEAKERS
For matching
your
communic,tions
receiver, also make
neat
extension
speakers.
No. 688-5in. P.M. unit in black diecast
housing. 7in. in dia. £ 2-17-6. (Also in
brown or grey.)
No. 652.-31in. P.M. unit in black or
grey. Overall dia. 5in. £ 1-17-6.

Loudspeakers
STOCKED AND DEMONSTRATED
AT WEBB'S INCLUDE :—
WHARFEDALE WI2CS and WIIICSB
The two units employed in renowned " Corner
Cabinet."
Wi2CS £7.5.0.
WioCSB £7.0.0
WHARFEDALE " SEPARATOR "
For low- impedance division of bass and treble
between two speakers - - - - £3.5.0
'Purchasers of the three Wharfedale components
supplied on request with details for home constructor's " Corner Cabinet.")

ACOUSTICAL
•• LABYRINTH "
£19 - 10 WHARFEDALE
CORNER CABINET "
£48 - 10 -

B.T.H. SENIOR R.K.
Curved cone gives excellent response 30 to 12,000
- - £6.15.0
GOODMANS " AXIOM TWELVE"
Famous twin-cone, outstanaing oass and treble
response - - - - - - - £ 8.8.0.
ROLA " Gll "
Improved version of well known pre-war standard
of comparison - - - - - - £6.10.0

SOUND SALES
"PHASE INVERTER"
£I2 - 10

WEB B'51?adà
14, SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, L.....,NDON, W.I
Phone : GERrard 2089.

Shop hours: 9am—S. '0

SatS• 9am.—! p.m.
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nuary,

the finest in

1‘1ILLIVOLT

electronic valves
11

TO

100
lo

949

«MO

1.111011

FM.=

«Ma

» MI

.1M11

VOLTS

cis TO 560 kcis

THE

NEW

Furzehill Sensitive Valve

Voltmeter Type 378 B/2 has an extended fre-

••••

carry thLs emblem

quency range, now going down to 10 c/s and up
to half a megacycle.
This, coupled with the already established features of high sensitivity, high output impedance
and logarithmic scale providing constant reading
accuracy and immunity from damage by overload,
makes this an essential instrument in the communications laboratory.

Feedback circuiting ensures

stability of calibration over both long and short

Supplied to ADA by R.C.A., ADA electron valves are
designed to satisfy completely the requirements of
radio receivers, service, amateur and
laboratory
equipment.
Sturdily constructed and thoroughly
tested, every ADA valve is guaranteed to give long,
trouble-free use.
The ADA trademark is your assurance of dependable
performance and durability.
Other ADA products :
Household and Commercial Refrigerators
Radios and Components
Home Appliances

AD. AURI EMA, INC. 89 Broad St., NewYork4, N.Y., U.S.A.

periods.

Cable Address : AURIEMA, NEW YORK

Headphones which uphold British Prestige

£75
AVAILABLE

S. G. BROWN, Type ' IC

FOR EARLY

Moving Coil Headphones,
supply that High Fidelity

DELIVERY

Reproductiondemandedtor
DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS.
D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.

For further particulars
please write for our new brochure of Electronic
Instruments.

IMPEDANCE 52 Ohm; at 1,003
c.l.s.
SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-'' Watts
at lItc. =.0002 Dyne cm..
L>escriptive Literacur! 01 reputes.
PRICE

°Wee-he

Your Local Dealer can supp:y

TYPE

LABORATORIES

LTD :`."'t
!i...ee

For

details

from

30/-

of
to

£5.5.0 PER PAIR

other

S.

G.

Brown

(
prices

Headphones

63/-) write for illustrated Brochure "

W.W."

HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE.
Telephone :
Watford 7241.

BOREHAM

WOOD

TELEPHONE

-

•
•

HERTFORDSHIRE
ELSTREE

1137

SHAKESPEARE

STREET,

WATFORD,

HERTS.

January, 1949
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STEATITE &
Stourport on Severn, Worcester

21

FOR SWITCHES
and all radio components
FREQUENTITE-FARADEX-TEMFRADEX

e.-.

PORCELAIN
Telephone:

Stourport

PRODUCTS
III

Telegrams :

LTD.

Steatain, Stourport
S.P. 54
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18, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
Tel: MUScum 2453

Tel : MUSeum: 4539
Shop hours: Monday-Friday 9-5.30. Saturday 9-1

5 ohms 10 watt wire wound resititor, lip. x 3!in. long.

AERIALS.
Copper plated steel " whip" type aerial'.
Full,. extended lift. long.
Collapse. Into 7 sections.
Ideal for aerial or fishing rod. Price 3/6, plus 9d. postage
BAKELITE.
let grade bakelite sheet ( 1)0,iage 0.1
,tra on stated prices).
Approx. 1/161n.
Approx. I ..,),.
thick.
thick.
0x fins.
1/6
1/3
12 xsins.
323
12 x 12ins.
4112x
6146
ERIE RESISTORS.
(
Post free.).
Our normal stock
imludes over 80 values of 5 and I watt resistors all of
which are at the reduced price of 44, each. Also a able
range of Iwet tre.ist ors at 84, each, available from stooL.
METERS.
Now and unused boxed meters 2iu. square
Mist, 1,:tnel mtg. type, postage Mi, extra.
o - 511,A. moving coil at 61- ea.
- 150 to A. moving coil at 6/- ea.
I - 0.5 amp. Thermocouple at 5/I
, - 20 vil. Tn. .• 011 at 6/MIDGET ELECTROLYTICS. (Postage 41. each extra.)
It.F:.c. 8, Mid. 450 v, d.c.
lin. dta. x 11in.,
pH, e 5,- ea.
11.E.C. 8-16 Mfd. 450 w. d.c. wkg., lin, die. x 1fin.
Mire 56 ea.
)nidlier 10 Mfd. 450 v. d.c. wkg.. Iin. dia, x Sin., price
46
HIGH WATTAGE RESISTORS. ( All surplus but unused.)
Postage tid, on each.)
50,000 ohms Vitreous enamel, size lin, dia. x 711n. long.
Approx 125 watt, 36.
40,000 ohms Vitreous enamel, size lin, die. X 9/in. long.
1pprox. 125 watt. 36.
20,000 ohms Vitreous enamel, size Iin. dia. x 7IM- long.
Approx. 125 watt, 38.
900 ohms Vitreous enamel, size / in. dia. x 41in. long.
Approx. 30 watt. 16.
2,5(0 ohm Vitreous enamel, sloe fin. dia. X 311n. long
Approx. 30 watt, 1/6.
I.6 ohms Vitreous enamel size lin. dia. X 5In. long.
%puma. 30 net,
ohms carbon. ciao, 1ln. dia. 0 91itt• tone. 13.
12r, oltnis . 69 Atop ube wound resistor, llin. x lin. 1.0 ,F

1/3.
TELEVISOR COILS.
Wound on standard Aladdin
tormera and complet ewith dust core single hole fixing.
LI, L2 Aerial coils for vision, 2/-.
LS let R.F. Anode, 1/6.
IA Sud R.F. Anode, 1/6. HP'. choke approx. 15 miero.
Ilea, Price 1)8.
L5 3rd R.F. Anode. 1/8.
1.6, L7 Pre-detection for vision, 2/-.
1.9, Lb O Aerial coil for sound, 2/-.
1.11. 12 H.F. roll, 2/-.
L13, 14 Pre-detectIon, 21-.
Postage 3d. per , x,11 or 6d. for two or mote.
OUTPer TRANSFORMERS
Qualrad Midget Q05.
Ratios 30, 60, 90: 1.
09 mA. Oise 11
11 x Ills.. Price 6/-.

Max. d.c.

Wharfdale OP3. Ratio. 30, 60, 90 I. Max. d.c. 30 mA.
Size 11011v 111e.
Weight 6 ors.
Price 6/9.
Elatone multi.ratio 24 01 to 114 1 in 12 ratios Including
push-pull. Sloe 21 x 2 x2in. Price 9/-.
Wharf/hie Type P. Ratio» 30, 45, 60, 90 : 1. Max. d.c.
50 inA. Weight 121 ors. Leakage inductance. 6 fly.

Price 8' -.
Wharfdale
Rat los 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48, 60, 72 : 1.
Max. d.c. 50 mA. Weight 121 oz. Price 11/8.
Role multimateh.
Ratios 24, 41, 48, 58, 82, 116:1.
Size 21 x 2 x 2(1n. Price 10/6.
Malone MI47 7/10 watt . Muit I- ratio. Push-pull or st raight
Si7O 31 X 21 x 3in. Price 18/9.
Quemad Q04.
Multi-ratio 10 watt type.
Max. I.e.
Ion ro.A. Size 31 x 25 x 211n. Fully shrouded. Price
21 6.
Kenton high quality push-pull 20 watt Transformer with
tapped secondary for 3, 71 and 15 ohm speech coils.
Si, ( approx.) din. x 3M. a 3iin. Price £1.
Available for » node to anode impedances of 6,000,
8,000 or 10,000 ohms.
Stewart high quality push-pull 10 watt transforrner with
tapped secondary for 3, 71 and 15 ohm speech coils.
Fully shrouded.
She (
approx.) 31 >. 21
3(10.
Priee

e.

Sole Agents Abroad.

Available for anode to anode impedance of 6,000, 8,000
or 10,000 ohms.
RESISTORS. (5 watt Carbon). 10, 15, 27, 33, 47, 56,
08, 75, 82, 100, 120, 150, 200, 220, 250, 270, 330, 390,
470, 510, 600, 750, 1,000, 1.2K, 1.5K, 2 K, 2.2K, 2.5K,
2.7K, 3.3K, 3.9K, 4.7K, 5.1K. 5.6K, 6.8K, 7.5K, 10K,
12K, 15K, 18K, 20K, 22K, 25K, 27K, 33K, 39,K, 47K,
51K, 56K, 68K, 75K, 82K, 100K, 120K, 150K, 220K,
250K, 270K, 330K, 390K, 470K, 510K, 560K, 6110K,
750K, 820K, 1Meg, 1.2Mg, 1.531g, 2.2Mg, 2.5Mg, 3.9 mg,
4.7mg, 10mg, 50mg.
RESISTORS ( I watt Carbon).
5 INI, g
Not . 501teg.

+ 91% 820Meg, 3Meg.

RESISTORS (
1 WATT CARBON). 47, 100, 120, 150, 180,
220, 270, 330, 470. 680, 1K, 1.8K, 1.5K, 2.2K, 3.3K,
4.7K, 5.1K, 6.8K, 8.2K, 10K, 15K, 20K, 22K, 24K,
33K, 47K, 51K, 56K, 68K, 100K, 150K, 220K, 470K,
1%K, 6830
meg
K.. 8
131
.2m
egeg
y.5
50
Mmee
gg
,.1.811eg, 2Meg, 2.2Meg.
1
33111. 3
RESISTORS a WATT CARBON). 10, 15, 50, 220. 1,000.
4.7K, 8.2K, 5.6K, 10K, 15K, 30K, 33K, 39K, 47K.
120K. 1Meg. Price 1/3 ea.
RESISTORS ( 5 WATT CARBON).
1.2K, 5.6K, 6.8K,
10K, 20K, 33K, 47K, 50K. 68K, 82K, 120K, 150K
220K, 330K, 470K, Meg, 2.2.11eg, 6.2Meg. Price 1/6 ea.
W/W 6 WATT: Other values are available from time to
time. 200, 800, 2,500, 10,000 ohms. Price 1/6 es.
WIRE. Tinned copper wire in lib, reels. ( Postage rel.
per reel extra.) 168W0, 1/8 ;188W0, 1/3 ; 208WO,
1/3: 22811,0, V& Enamel copper wire in ¡ lb. reels.
169WC, 1/6; 18SWO, 1/8; 20SW0, 1/8; 228WG,
1/9; 248WO, 2/.; 268W0, 2/2; 288WO, 2/3
:inswo, 2/4; 32811'0. 2/8
349W0, 2/9; 368wo.
3/-; 388W0, 3/4; 40SWO, 3/9.
sYsTOPLEN. Wide range of colours and bore. Price per
length of approx. 1 yd.. 24.
VCRSH's.
New and crated 6in. surplus eelectrostat is
tubes. Callers only please. Priee 39/6 ea.
SPECIAL OFFER.
Midget telephone transformers for
convert ice low Impedance phones loto high impedance
flreult..
Many other similar applications.
Price 76
each plus 8d, extra for postage. 20 yard lengths lain
23 ,30 SWO wire with PVC eovering.
Only 7,13, 1,10.
1 3 tut p,Mage.

MODERN SERVICING METHOD

K. G. Khosla & Co. 22,
School Lane, New Delhi,
India.
Etablts Octave Houari,
14, Quai de L'Industrie,
Sclessin-lez-Liege.
J.P. Fielding Co. (Canada)
131
Ontario
Street.
St. Catharines, Ontario.
Heftye & Frogg, Oslo.
Norway, Storgaten. 15, '

-

•

MODEL " II

AUTOMATIC COIL
WINDING MACHINES,
AND

HAND

Machines
motor

WINDI NG

supplied

and

MACHINES

complete

Two- Speed

with

Friction

Servicing Method is a combined
fault analyser and
circuit tester ; simultaneously capable of indicating all voltage,current
and resistance on each valee electrode without removing the chants
the cabinet. Readings can be taken whilst the set is under
actual operating conditions. The ' L.S.L." Analyser is a combination
of multi- range instrument and valve tester.
The ' L.S.L."

stand'
Clutch

PRICE : £18 . 18 . 0 Subject.

THE " LSI: PORTABLE ANALYSER
* Saves time and trouble. * Greatly increases Profit in the Service
Department. * Is portable, can be used on the bench or in the home.
* is simple to operate.

ETA

TOOL
(LEICESTER)

29a,

WELFORD

CO

LTD.

ROAD,

'Phone-5386

LEICESTER

Send for further particulars
from the sole distributors

failigary, 1949
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Demonstrate the " De Luxe" Microgram in your showroom today. Invite
your customers to hear their favourite records as they were meant to be
heard and they'll prove to you that
the "De Luxe" Microgram sells itself!

DE LUXE

Miterotp•um
e

kitedie

eeCtide

g

eiaiiiaidfnied

The " De Luxe" Microgram
with the new Collaro lightweight Crystal Pickup Automatic Stop and 6/1" Speaker—
corn plete in handsome
imitation lizard-skin carrying
case. A.C. Supply 200/250 volts.
Retail Price £ 19 19 0. Plus
Purchase Tax al 12 H.

Trade Terms and Literature from:

COLLARO LTD.,

RIPPLE WORKS,

BY-PASS ROAD,

BARKING, ESSEX

Telephone
‘RIPPLEWAY 3333

2:

24
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PRECISION COMPONENTS
CORD
Now

DRIVES

available in five types as

illustrated ( left to right) Standard,
R/V,

Reverse, " D"

type

and

"A " type.

GANG

CONDENSERS

A wide range is now available
in

I, 2, 3 or 4 gang types

of

various capacities.
Write for Catalogue No. ( W.W.I.)

JACKSON
BROS ( LONDON)
KINGSWAY
TELEPHONE
CROYDON 27144

A NEW

LIMITED

WADDON • SURREY
TELEGRAMS WALHLCO,
PHONE. LONDON

B.P.L. INSTRUMENT

STEWART TRANSFORMERS
RELIABLE
TRANSFORMERS
AND CHOKES FOR
C3NTINUOUS
SERVICE.
ODEN AND TOTALLY
ENCLOSED TYPES.

THE VOLTASCOPE—A combined valve-voltmeter and
oscilloscope.
VALVE-VOLTMETER—Infinite Input
Resistance for D.C. ranges 0 to 300 volts. A.C. ranges
0 to 150 volts in 5 ranges.
34 inch scale meter.
OSCILLOSCOPE-3 inch screen tube provided with
balanced amplifiers for Y and X plates giving a 5 times
trace expansion.
Maximum sensitivity 150mVicm.
Response from D.C. to 100 kcs.
Limited quantity available for early delivery.

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS

RADLETT, HERTS.

Tel:

5674-6-6

Radlett

• EHT Transformers for Television.
Medium and Low Voltage Types for
Radio and Industrial Use.
•

Ex Stock: Transformers and Chokes

for " Electronic Engineering " Televisor.

STEWART TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
1021 FINCHLEY RD., LONDON, N.W.I1
Tel.: SPEedwell 3000 and 3533

January, 1949
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ONDON CENT-RA
MADIO STORES
Delivery
R.A.F.

from

6-VALVE SUPERHET
UNIT No. 25

Stock Government

RECEIVING

Surplus —

Immediate

Ex- ARMY TEST SET—NEW
Type Demolition Mk. 1.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAI
NS

1-VALVE
CATHODE RAY TUBES,
R.F. AMPLIFIERS
Ex-Govt.
V.H.F.
teim VCR97
321
Types 24 &25
6M. VCR517
22
40/50
incis.
Complete with
12in. VCR140
£8
I2M. VCR85
£8 3 SP41 valves. In metal
case. Brand new in 10 6
METAL RECTIFIERS
carton
35Y, xi amp.
15/- Plus carriage & packing 1/6.
EX-GOVT. TELEPHONE
RADAR VIEWING UNITS
HANDSETS
Type 182A.
With Sin.
Self-Energising. Needs no VCR517 C.R. Tube, three
EF50, four SP61, one
battery or current.
Less Wall bracket 7/6 5U4 valves, 8 potentiometers,
condenEach
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS sers, ete.
Carr,
and
pkg. 7/6.
'anallinfra-red image, glass
,onverter tube.
Type C.V. NEW 3-VALVE AMPLIFor circuit continuity and germ-'
'"
CO% ers 4.3 to 6.7 inc/s.
FIER
PANELS
with three
143 50-100v. Suit- IA 6
testing, in hardwood carrying ca
Contains two EF36, two EF3S, one Eli32,
1T4 valves, con- 18 6
.,ble for all purposese.r/
one El3C33 valves, condensers,
secA pril i,,tee jar illustration densers, etc.
EX-R.A.F. CINE CAMERA.
Type G45B
New spare
valves
for
resistances, etc.
U.S.
ARMY
MIDGET above, 5;- ea, h.
ROTARY CONVERTER
LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADRECONDITIONED
PHONES. 200 ohms. ge
5-VALVE SUPERHET
isuitable tor
fAidslier/
RECEIVERS
THE
FAMOUS
EDDY- 3 wavebands S.M.L. A C
STONE 358 COMMUNICA- or
D.C.
mains,
20°TIONS RECEIVER
250 v. Size 20 x 11 .<
Range 31 me's to 90 '<c/s, As new
£047 6
9Plug-in coils, 7valves and Complete
rectifier, variable selec- Ex-Govt 100k. COPPER
tivity,
B.F.O. stand-by AERIALS, with ebonite
switch,
A.V.C.
switelh, chain insulators,with 4/3
bandspread
dial,
valve 30f t. guy rope
check meter.
In heavy 2-VALVE UNIVERSAL
black crackle finished steel
RECEIVERS Type 1125
cabinet with chrome fit- 13 V.
heaters.
Fixed
tings. Complete with 200- frequency.
Less
9/6
250 V. A.C. Power Supply Power Pack
Unit. Carriage and /
25 MOVING COIL HAND
To take 16 rum. film. Fixed focus lens approx.
Input 24 V. D.C. Output,
packing 17/6 extra. a,
5 cm., f/3.5. The illustration shows loading
MICROPHONE, 5.6
2:10 v. 50 cycles
chamber partly open. In metal case. DimenR1155
10-VALVE
COMMU2-VOLT POWER PACKS
75 watts. In metal cabinet. Size 13m.
sions 12 x 31 x 2m.
With 12 v £3
NICATIONS
RECEIVERS complete with Vibrator.
12M. deep x 14 high
These sets are as new. Output approx. 200 v.
motor drive
ROTHERMEL CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
Spare ,1,1111 24 s
h.r
9,
Freq.
range
7.5
me/1s 60 mA. Size 9x5x31in.
77, kc¡s in five wavebands. A first-class job, complete
AZIMUTH RELEASE RELAY
Complete with 10 valves with accumulator in carryincluding magic eye. En- ing case. Plus r 2 7 6
aosed
in
metal case. 5/- carr.& pkg.
Every receiver is aerial TRIPLETT Universal TEST
tested.
Complete
with METERS. Ex-Govt.
Power Pack and Loud. 1,000
ohms
per
v,,It
speker,for A.C.
A.C. or D.C. 0- to,
mains 2002-50v.
0-50, 0-250, 0-1,000, 11
5,000.
Milliamps,
I
o
(Carr. and pkg. 10/6 extra) 0-100, 0-500.
Ohms, 0—
u gla ss
FREE with each receiver!

/

nio

/

25/.

42

/

r›.

.

£8_10-0

i_ .

Volts

£14-10

£4-10-6

Complete circuit, description and modifications for
civil use, reprinted from
"W-W." July, 1946.

315"-1
neg.
Slightly '
used
7-VALVE U.H.F.
RECEIVER. Type R1147A
Range approx. 200 megaThis " Torpedo' model has a driver type ot
cycles (with 4Acorn valves).
EX-O.P.O. TABLE
crystal element. A new method of su spensiou
A Real Opportunity
eliminates unwanted peaks and background
MICROPHONES
With plug and
6 6 Beautifully constructed and
noise. Sensitivity level is minus 54 D.B. Has
fitted with micro-condenser
high impedance of So,000 ohms, at zeoo-.
lead
Frequency response is fairly flat from 3o- to
NEW MILNES H.T. UNITS drive. Valve types: two
EF36, one EDC31, three
above 6,000-.
Dimensions
63
(Everlasting)
In black
120 v. 60 mA. Will charge 954, one 935.
8 1a Meinmetal case, 8x 7x 6in. Set
TELEPHONE
from 6V. accumucomplete with £1 17 6
LINE OR UNI - lator. For Callers 6
valves
Only
SE LECTOR
SWITCHES
N.B.—All carriage paid unless other ei
3e
tateil.
Brand New.
We do not issue lists or catalogues.
We hay,
hundreds of items in stock too numerous to list.
S- Laub, 451-.
3-Eatel ,• 38, 8.
when in Town pay us a visit!
Used

/

fronted,

12 x4x2in. Contain:. A.G. Relay, eq
D.C. Relay, Alarm Relay, etc. ..• o'•••

50 ohms, 0.5 amp. Dimensions Sin.
x21in. high

. .

3Laids,

20 -.

6-Dan': ,

X 41'1.8/6

FRACTIONAL H.P.
MOTORS
34
v.
Reversible.
with worm drive,
Can be converted for
ing gram
laredables

.Iris

S
O

11

25i-.

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO S T O RES,

Closed Thursday 1 p.m.

23,

LISLE

Open all day

ST.

(GERrard

.,7..6

SMALL SLIDING RESISTANCES
Ex-Admiralty. Finest quality.
Suitable for Voltage Controls, Speed Regulators.

40_6

7/6

cast

aluminium case, size

2969)

LONDON,

Saturda y and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

W.C.2

12/6

26
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Are you interested i
n 145 Ales?
If so, makc apoint of seeing the new EDDYSTONE 145 Mc/s GUIDE. It describes a compact
and efficient converter using readily obtainable valves and a crystal-controlled transmitter capable
of an excellent performance. Both units are tried and tested, and you can rely on getting really
good results. Advice is also given on aerials.
Perhaps you are a little doubtful about 2 metres? It is an easy band on which to get going, and
the units described in the Eddystone 145 Mc/s Guide will not take you long to put together.
Or do you just want areceiver? The converter in the Guide is very fully described, and construction
has been simplified without sacrificing performa ice. Difficult metal work is avoided if you obtain the
ready drilled chassis, etc. The converter can be used with any receiver which tunes to io Mc/s.

EDDYSTONE

i
n

145 Mc/s

GUIDE

1/6

SHORT WAVE COMPONENTS

'The new illustrated EDDYSTONE CATALOGUE is now available at your Dealer. Many new lines
are included and the range of components and accessories offered is very comprehensive. Prices have,
in anumber of cases, been reduced. You will find it most interesting to scan through the catalogue,
which represents areally good sixpennyworth. By choosing Eddystone you get quality and reliability.
ILLUSTRATED

EDDYSTONE

CATALOGUE

6d.

Please obtain from your Eddystone Dcalcr-7zs .do not supply direct.

STRATTON & Co. , LTD
EDDYSTONE

WORKS

WEST HEATH

BIRMINGHAM 31

NEW G/10 AUDIO

RADIOMART'S

gns.

New Year Offers
H.R.O. SENIOR. Complete with standard coils and 230 y Power
Supply.
C37/10/..
H.R.O. JUNIOR. Ditto. Ct5/-/-.
NATIONAL NCI20. Built in power supply for 110 y. Requires auto
transformer for 230 v., DOH,
AR.88-LF. Coverage 75-550 kc/s-1.5-30 mc/s. 639/15'-.
EDDYSTONE 358. Complete with 7 coils. 622/10 -.
NOTE
For all the above add 10/- for carriage.
ALL ABOVE RECEIVERS IN GOOD WORKING ORDER AND INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM NEW.
WAVEMETER Type 119IA. Portable type in steel case, finished grey.
Operates from 60 v. H.T. and 2 v. L.T. Frequency coverage in 8 ranges
200 c/s to 20 mc/s. Complete with all charts and 1,000 kcis crystal. Can be
modulated by the setting of an M.C.W. switch on the front panel. £5/15/.
plus 7/6 carriage.
WAVEMETER CLASS D. No. I Mk. II. Frequency covered 19008000 kc/s. Also provides check frequency points spaced I mc/s apart up
to 25 mc/s. Operation from 6 v. accumulator. Built in Vibrapack for
H.T. total current Iamp. OH-. Plus 5/- carriage.
DITTO, but for operation from 230 v. A.C. mains, UN-, plus 5/- carriage.
LAVOIE Laboratory Microwave Frequency Meter. This Frequency
Meter is a precision built instrument entirely portable, complete with
calibration charts. Frequency range 375-725 mc/s check points every
10 mc/s. Operates from dry batteries, 45 v. H.T., 1.5 V. L.T. Fitted with
automatic time switch to conserve voltage supply. An excellent Laboratory
instrument. Brand new.
15/-/-.
AYO Model 48A. A.C./D.C. Multi range. 3,600 v. Multiplier, 480 amp.
and 120 amp. shunt. 240 amp and 60 amp transformer shunt. In polished
wood case containing all parts, leads etc. £22/-/-.
Send S.A.E. for standard Raymart list " W " and Special Offers list " 5.0."

al2LOMART
48,

HOLLOWAY

HEAD,

Tel : Mid. 3254.

BIRMINGHAM,

GRAM3,'RADIO AMPLIFIER. 8/ to,
watts, now greatly unproved. Our
standard case, eov,-, baseplate
supplied as shown.
Increased gain
and fidelity. At tract ively„presenti,l,
PP/11 10 w. P.P., 111 gns.
12P/15 Gram. Only, 14 gns.
OP/15 Grarn,'mic., 16 gns.
13P/25 Gram/mic., 16 gns.
All these models are fitted in our attractive cases. Serien là and
have three tone controls, bass and treble lift and treble cut. All modelhave two inputs.
KITS. High quality P.P.15 watts, three tone controls, gramo/radio
inputs. GRK/15. £12. Prints 2/6.
FIDELITY. Three channel sound systems for high quality. Super
tone model, £25. Bestone model, £18.
Send for " Sound Reproducers" brochure.

TRANSFORMERS
Trade-Amateur-Export.

3d.

Type SS as shown.

350-0-350 v. 100 ma. 5 v. 2 a. 8.3 v. 3 a., c.t.
32,8.

Single

shroud

drop

Trade and export invited.
request.
chokes,

thre,

Catalogues

Larger types are made.
autos.

Quality

31/8.
Ull

Outputs,

transformers

for

quality circuits.
Goods shipped to all parts. adents
I.

GENERAL

LAMINATION

its

principal countries.

PRODUCTS LTD.

294, Broadway, Bexleyheath. Kent.
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PRECISION DRAW\
WAVE

G

FREEDOM
FROM DISTORTION
THROUGHOUT WHOLE
LENGTH

MINIMUM RADIUS
OF INTERNAL CORNERS

CLEAN BORE—
COMPLETELY FREE
FROM GROOVING
OR SCRATCHING

This seamless high accuracy wave guide tubing is designed
to meet the requirements of modern Navigation, Radar and
communication equipment. The tubing is hard drawn, has
ahighly finished bore and dimensional accuracy is maintained
throughout each length.
Non- preferred sizes can be
manufactured to specification.
Available in the following materials:
COPPERBRASS
7¡•)/„ COPPER SILVER
SILVER LINED COPPER

io% COPPER SILVER
SILVER LINED BRASS

Dimensions :
Available ut ro ft. lengths
Rectangular tubes up to I" X0.5'
Round tubes up to 1.5" dia.

Details of preferred sizes are available on request.
One of the Specialised Products of

Johnson
Matthey

,
OH NSON, MATTHEY & CO., LIMITED, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. I

Telephone: HOLborn 9277
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into Top Gear. Marconi Test Gear is in the top class.

This is worth remembering because the quality of your repair work is only as good
as can be judged by your test gear.

If you could make thorough and accurate

measurements instead of comparative tests, no limitation would be imposed on
your technique. You could raise it to the highest level and so give unrivalled
service to your customers. You could, in fact, restore a receiver to its original
performance - make it as good as new! And all you need, to get into "top
gear" is the Marconi Receiver Tester - a complete laboratory in itself. Ask
us to demonstrate it, or write for full particulars.

The

MARCONI

PORTABLE

TESTER

TYPE
TF 888

Instruments Limited

Marconi
Dept. 31WD ST.

RECEIVER

ALBANS,

HERTFORDSHIRE •

Northern Office: 30 Albion Street, Hull. Phone: Hull 16144. •

Telephones

St.

Albano

6161,5.

Nt estern Office: 10 Portview Road, Avonmouth. Phone: Avonmouth 438.

Southern Office and Showrooms: 109 Eaton Square, London, S.W.1. Phone: Sloane 8615.

SUPPLIES Ltd.for selected material in first-class condition, immeliate despatch and assurance of
satisfaction. All prices nett.
THERMOSTATIC SWITCHES ( ex A.M.) Capacity 1.5 amp. On at 22 deg. F., off at
49 deg. F., therefore right for f
root protection. Adluntable. 4/8, or 46/- dos.
REMOTE THERMOMETERS ( thermo-coupled micro-ammeter type). Sealed - 35 .
to + 55 - C. (
covering 0,150 deg. P.), lin, luminous dial. With approx 10ft, wire to
teniperat ure rod. Ideal for soil- warming readings and for reading, In situ, outside
tern perat urea. Ex tmoiety handy instruments, 15/-ROTARY TRANSFORMERS (
Anode Converters). This is the really useful one for
mobile radio, etc., for an adequate supply of H.T. froni L.T. Input 12 V. D.C.,
output 250 V. 125 man D.C. Brand new, by Hoover, in original cartons, 21/-.
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. 12,24 v. A0/DC. Immersion type, self-priming, aPProx.
long. Diameter of tube lin. Fitted precision matte and expensively made.
Reinukable duty-approx. 200 g.p.h. Many us«. Brand new in makers' cartons,
32/6. Also a new delivery of the well-known Stuart Pampa, operation 220/250 v.
AC/DC. No. 11 ( 200 g.a.11.1. 27 (
des. 2/6). No. 11 1600 g.P.R.). 18/10/- ( des. 2/6).
LARGE CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS, rated for 100 v. D.C. ( suitable for non- continuo.
running on AC.) Diameter of impeller housing hin., overall length hin. Outlet Si..
Motor Is itnith Ff.?. Very powerful blast. Mounted on base Ilin. by loin., fitted
2.pole Ironclad bunch, new
10'. (des. 5;-).
FUZIT" WIRE JOINTERS, ty S.T.C. Electrically weld all wires ( copper and
resistance), 30 to 50 S.w.g. Operation 200:250 v. A.C. With portable transformer
(see. 45 V. 5 amp.. continuous), carbon-electrode Hand- T..1 etc., reedy for use
brand new £6:6.. maiel for 46:- (des. 2j-). The excellent transformer alone is worth
more.
CLOSE-RANGE-AUTO-TRANSFORMERS, for adjust ment of ma ins volt-drop. Covers
tango of 200/250 volts in 10 v. tatin, loading 500 watts, 27/6 (
d..1/6).
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS,200/250 v. 50 o. llPindies for boom.
and sees., centre bush mount. Silent and fully reliable. 111th plastic dust'
rover 31in. die., 1tin. front to back, and flex IleA, 37/8.
Set of three Hands to fit,
in good Fit yle, to suit .561n. dial, 2
HAND-BEARING COMPASSES, type 06A. Prismatic, alcohol floated. Die. 31 lu.
Torch illuminated ( battery not supplied). Overall length Olin. In wooden transit
case. In ma condition, 55/- (
des. 1(6).
EXTRACTOR FANS ( can be used as blowers). Tank model, brand new. 12/24 v.
A(2./DC. Overall 7in. Diameter of impeller, 511n. Ideal for extraction or cooang in
confined spareq-excellent motor. 15/6 (
des. 1/6).
HIGH-SPEED MOTORS, 12,24 v. AC/DO. Full 1/6th M.P. 6,400 r.p.m. Length of
body Sin. New, slightly soiled, perfect electrically, 26/- (
de.. 1/6).
GOVERNED MOTORS, 24 v. D.C. or 50 v. A.C. Centrifugal device controls speed
at 2,520 r.p.m. ( eau be adjusted). Overall length 71m. Expensively made for
Teleprinter. Brand new, 27/6 (
des. 1(6).
lin, square, panel mount. On ma, new, boxed, 8/13.
CAMBRIDGE THERMO-COUPLES for instruments. Rated S m.a. ( max. 10 rua.)
With ntandard 4-pin valve eap. Boxed, with test-data label, 7/6.
STAGE LIGHTING DIMMERS. Controlling stated load from full-bright to blackout
at 220 240 v. Sliding type
10u- watt, 32/6. 200- watt, 37/8. 500- watt, 159/8
(des. 2 -). Screw- motion type with Ilandwheel: 500-watt 23/18/8, 1.
666- watt
272/8. 1.500-watt 8212 6. 2.500-watt 28/15/- (des. 4/6).
SIGNAL GENERATORS by Marconi. R.C.A. and Cossor. etc., as fully described In
our Ile•einber advertisement. A few of each model available at time of going to press.
ANY RATING et Rains Transformers and Variable Resistances supplied to order.
Please send enquiries. First-class material only.
M.

R.

SUPPLIES

Ltd.,

6C,

New

Telephone;

Oxford

Street,

MUSeum 2958

London,

W.C.1

This

Vibratorpack

developed

by

SMALLER

Specialists will enable users of battery
sets

to

operate

from

accumulator,

thus

pensive

H.T.

battery

Careful

design

interference.

than

has

a 6- volt

eliminating

than
a
H.T.
Battery.
Size 7 Y 4 Y 2

car
ex-

replacements.
eliminated

Consumption

is

all
less

î amp.

as/media

VI BR ATORPACK
MASTERADIO LTD., Sales Dept., 419,321,

Euston

Road, London, NW.)
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The NEW
"STANELECT"
LOUDSPEAKERS
ARE

Giant 6 unit
Hailer type " S "

HERE!

Speakers for every purpose, from Watertight Marine Loud-hailers for Ocean Liners,

Ott*

to Paging Units suitable also for - Music
Standard Marine
Hailer type " G"

while you Work" in Factories.
Representing a remarkable advance in
constructive and aesthetic features, the

Controlled Beam
Duo- Directional
..oudspeakers

new Stanelect speakers are encased in
durable Alloy Die Castings.

Duo- Di rectional
Loudspeaker for
Ceiling Mounting

In this range there are units which are
ideal for any installation you may have
in mind, even so, if you are a bulk

Wall
Mounting
Louchpeaker

user, Standards can design and make
speakers especially for your needs.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MAKERS

OF

STANELECT

PRECISION

HOUSE 16,

Telephone : AVE nue 1633

COMM U NICATION

APPARATUS

HENEAGE LANE, LONDON, E.C.3.
Telegrams " STANESCO " LONDON

I
S

29

30
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Sets a
New High
Standard
toes

R.50
COMMUNICATIONS RECEiVER
This high-grade communications receiver incorporates the most highly
developed techniques in modern receiver design. Five degrees of
selectivity, including a crystal gate and crystal filter are provided, and
the sensitivity is such that an input 1Of between 1-5 tnicrovolts gives a
signal/noise ratio of at least 11). dB over the entire frequency range of
13.5 to 26 ke's and 95 kr a to 32 Me s. Separate power units for A.C.
or 1).C. operations are available.

ediem
Radio

REDIFFUSION LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.I8

DESIGNERS &

MANUFACTURERS

OF

RA 310

COMMUNICATIONJ &

NDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

Phone

PLiTney

5691

RC zot
F.t.1 ; toter Lion
ani with endplate
remoteJ

SMALL GEARED MOTOR UNITS
The Drayton " R.Q." is a25-watt motor
unit geared to afinal shaft, to mit:ch may
be fitted eccentrics, arms or cranks, gears,
ar pulleys for actuating valves or
dampers, movements, switchgear or
other devices.
Supplied continuous running or reversing, with or without self-switching,
for toojr to or 200250 volts A.0
Both types are fitted with an auxiliary
two-way switch actuated by movement
of the final shaft, for operating auxiliary
gear such as fan motors, pumps, interlocking devices, etc.

for
Operzfing Valves,
Dampersor Rheostats,
Cinema Projectors,
Rotat:ng Screens,
Illuminated Signs,
Small Working Models,
Geneva Movements for
Drum-type Switches,
Rocking Baths, Work

Final Shaft Speeds:
600 r.p.m. 27 min. per rev.

Movement.

Torque: 60 in. Ike. Consumption: 25 W.

Continuous Turning,

DRAYTON. ‘ R.Q:
Send for List No.

DRAYTON

RQ7

make a note ot Thompson's
wood turnings

Soldering

and Welding Fixtures,

If you have a special fitting in
mind which you th.nk could be
made better, or more economically or quicker in wood ask
Thompson's advice on it—woodturnings for moi trades.
Any turning in any wood to engineers' precision
standards from blueprints. drawings or samples.

Feed of Light Strip
under Process.

W. &

N302 I

REGULATOR & INSTRUMENT CO,
WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX.

LTD.,

J.

R.

(WOODTURNERS)

THOMPSON

LIMITED.

EST.

1862

CROSS HILLS, KEIGHLEY, YORKSHIRE.
Phone: Crosshills 2312 ( two lineo

Grams: Turnwood, Crosshills

January. ? op;
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NEW BRANCHES AT
207, EDGWARE RD., W.2 Phone: AMBassador 4033
AND AT 152-153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4

Phone: CENtral 2833

All POST ORDERS to 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD. LONDON, E.5.
Phone
AMHerst 4723.
Terms o Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. over Li.
Send 2d. Stamp for list.

C.R. TUBES
3-inch EMISCOPE, 4 I ( Mir.o.nit as used In W AV, •.„.
(December ' Pt), 1716. Complete kit of M valves, £2 7 6.
All other parts :tvailable.
VC. 1197. New. with rocket, 35:-. 5 CP1, with •••• cket,
Guaranteed perfect, 20/-.
MOLLARD M.W. 18-2, New, with tao. Tee.
V.C.R.138, with socket, 19 8.
RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE.
APN-4 contain. 76116,
1-6827, 18-11SN 7. 1-5.'I'l and I00 Is". crystal, £31.9 6.
Carriage and packing 111 •.
15,11
valt en. with
5CP1. 25 ,-; too ko•!tidal only. 12 6.
RECEIVER AND POWER SUPPLY for shove unit
rontains l•fisN7, 1-1331.7. 1-6116,
1-194K7. 1-V111n-350,
1-6827, 2-2 -. 3, 1-5U-10, 3-1114, 1-65A7, 411.u1200 eyele
input. £3 76. Carriage and packing 76.
RECEIVER TYPE 184. Radar Unit contai tt i
tt 14
1 CU67, 4 V1191, 7 V1165, 1 VU Ill, 1 VROS. Unit
contains a 45 rocs LP. Strip suitable for use no a ison
Receiver. There is ample space for building Power Pecks
or Time Basen. Also included are 5 Potentiometers.
all told. 2.500- volt Condenner, 2 Relays, 3 Neon Lamps,
aquantity of Resistors. rondenners told Co- Axial Slwkets.
£2151-.
SPECLILL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
16 S16 mf .. 500 V. working, Cardboard
4 11
18mt.
511
32 -! 32 m1.350 ,.
Ali. Cans
26
:12 m f. 350 v. „
26
16 mf 350 v.
39
mf . 450 v. „
Carlboard
8nit . 450 v. „
34inf ..t00 „
216
told. 450 v.
All. Cane
411
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
All are for use on 230 volt 511 eyrie Mains.
Type
:13 :48 v. 2 a. Tapped at 32, :14, 30 V.
15 42 500-0-500 V. 170 mA 4V. 4a.
35 44 10 v. 5a., 10 v. 5a., 10 v. 5a.
3550 12 v. 70 a. An Meal Trumformer for soil
heating or welding
80'51 350.0-300 v. 60 InA. 6.3 v.1 a., 6.3 v. 2-5 a
12.6
52 250-0-250 v.1S5 ni Am 4v. 1.5 a., 6.3 v. 2w
128
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. For '
200-230 v. ail C. input
Hale w as, For
ith Valve or Meta Rectifier
Used in a Voltage Doubling Circuit, these will give
slightly over double the half wave output. We ran
silingly suitable rectifiers.
11.11.T.1. Output 8011 v.
17:6
25'E.R.T.2. Output 1,000 v. and 2-0-2 v. 9a.
.T.d. Output 2,0110 v. and 2-0-2 v. 2a.
354
TANK AERIALS. Seven 2ft. lengths of steel tube mhich
lit into each other. making a very efficient aerial.
3 6each
Runner Bases to lit
2,6 each
PREMIER COIL PACK 4-BAND. Consists of a fully
wired and calibrated Coil Pack of the latent type.
5.posirlOn switch includes a gram. position.
Wavebands covered 13.6-52 metree ( 22-5.8 Ines), 51-200
metres ( 5.9-1.5 une/e). 200-550 metreg and 900-2,100
metres Air Dielectric Trimmer, on all Short Wave (Mils
Unit consists of 3screened sections AERIAL. R.F. and
Oscillator.
Dimensions of Pack. (On. '14110. x21in.
Also Included pair IF. Trangformere with permeability
tuned Litt windings of high " Q " 3- gang condenser
drive spindle. drive wheel.
Price, with circuit diagram
85/.
or complete with coloured glass dial, backplate, pointer,
dial light brackets and drilled 7-valve chatted, with blue
prints, 15:10 ,-.
MOVING COIL EARPIECES
Comprise a UM. Moving Coil Loudspeaker ttted with
napse excluding rubber capa. Make excellent Mikes.
Phones or Speakers, 2/- each, 18 ,-doe.
PLESSEY AUTO CHANGER with magnetic pick-up.
AG. 2.10/250 V. 8-records mixed, £18/8-8.
GARRARD ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE UNIT with
magnetic nIck-tut. A.C. 11.0/250 v. £5119 ,5.
COLLAR° ACT) CH ,NGZES with magnet!, pick-up,
A.C. 100 ,250 v. £22 461.
COLLARO ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE UNIT with
magnetic nick-up and auto stop. AC. 100,250 v.
19/13/6. With crystal pick-ap. £1112i2.
COLLAR° ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR with
12M. turntable. A.C. 100 ,250 v.
£51.8 ,4.
CONRAD ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR. Sin. turntable. 200,250 v. A.0
5713.
All above motor. include Purchase Tax.
OSCILLOGRAPH POWER UNITS. Input 230 volts
Consists of Kit of Parts Incorporating Mains Transformer. metal rectifier, voltage doubling condensen
TYPe
408 Output 800 V.
409 Output 1,800 v.
25 Output 2.500 y at 3mA and 4 v. 2 a. GT.
For use with 2 or 4 v. C R. Tubes ...
55 Output 5,500 v. at 3mA and 4 v. 2 a. CZ.
For or, with ? or 4y CR Tube.

RCN.
49'8
81--

PREMIER KITS AT REDUCED PRICES

ALL-WAVE SUPERHET KIT. A Kit of Pang to build a
Ii- valve ( plus rectifier) receiver, covering 16-50 metreg.
Median, and Long- wave bands.
Valve littemP, 6Ka,
6K7, 0Q7, 6,17, two 2556 in push-pm:I. Metal Rectifiers
are incorporated for H.T. supply. Output impedance is
for 3 and 15 oltne. The latest Wearite Coil Pack incorporating Iron Oust Coils is used making constructiofl
and alignment extremely simple. A glielt-up position on
the wave-change twitch and pi,k-up Mrtniaals ir provided. A complete kit, including saives, hut without
speaker or cabinet. Chatedn size, 14in. x6in. Overall
height. Sin. Prue 410/16/6, including Purchase Tax.
Wired awl tested. 11210'-.
Suitable loudspeakers are the GOODMAN:4 10in. 6- watt
P.M. at 47 6, or for naperiative reproduction, the
Goodman's 12in P.M. at 66/15'-.
NEW 2-VALVE ALL WAVE KIT. 16 to 2,1.00 metres.
Switched Coil Pock ready mired and tested.
2 Magda
R1.23 Valves, Phones, HT. sr,,) L T. Batteries, Condenser.. n•sistorn. diagrams and steel care, sél ready to
assemble. £3/10,-, including intrehrte Tax.
ALL WAVE RECEIVER KIT, 7- Valve Gilt. Metal
Rectifier for H.T. Supply) Superhet; for AC/DC Maim
200/250 volt... 441/60 cycles. Four wayebar
13.0-52
metres ( 22-5.8 ngris), 61-200 gortnrs ( 5.9.1.5 me/n)
200-550 metres end 900-2160 metres. The five position
Switch includes aPick-up Position, and Pick-up Terminate
are provided. Valve linemp 6K7
0Ktl.FrequencY
Changer). 6K7
6Q7 Itind ltd. A.V.C. and 1st L.P.
Amplifier), 627 ( Phase Inverter) 2 25A6 Pugh Pull
Output).
Specially designed Output Iran ' former to
match the 25A6'e to Speaker of or 15 ohms Inpedance.
Negative feedback is applied over tinee stems, giving a
very high fidelity output. The Coil Pack whitit is tested
and calibrated is of the most modern type. riolistantial
smoothing gives an exceptionally low hum level. Large
illuminated Clans Dial in colour.
The Complete Kit os Parts including Velvet and Complete
Instructions, na 810. Inc. tax. Completely wired anti
tooted
.
12 8
,5fi.1
.
5. Recommended Loudspeaker. Rota Super
n
NEW 1948 MIDGET SUPERHET RADIO KIT, with
Illuminated Glass Dial. All parta, including Valves
WC Speaker and instructions, 4 valves plug Meta.
Rectifier. 16-50 metres and 900-557 metes. 200 to
250 w. A.C. or AC/D.C. mains. State which ir required.
Size, loin. x
tin. £8 5 ,
lisd ng Purchase Tax.

MIDGET RADIO CABINETS in Finn. Bakelite. Can
be supplied tor tire above Midget Kits at 25/-, including
PT.
NEW MIDGET T.R.k. RECEIVER. Specie. offer o
completely bull' and tested T.R.F. Receivers In bakedb
cases Medium and Long Wavebands. Sire Iffin.
6in. Xfin. As illantration. Two modest are available
sus AC. and an A.C./D.C. Both for 200-250 v. main.
These are offered at the ore- war mice of £7:19 ,13.
neturling
urchae 'Pax.

METERS
Full Scale
Deflection

Scale
Marking

ImA
I mA
5 mA
25 mA
30 mA
50 mA
50 mA
100 mA
150 mA
250 mA

0-100
0-1
0-5
0-25
0-30
0-50
0-50
0-100
0-150
0-250

External
Dimensinos
31"
2.1"x21"
2r
2'
31"
2"
2rx2r
2"
21"
31"

1amp.
2.5 amp.
8 amp.
20 amp.
25 amp.
40 amp.

0-1
0-2.5
0-8
0-20
0-25
0-40

2'
21"
21-"x21"
21"
31'
21"

15
20
40
2000
5000

0-15
0-20
0-40
0-2000
0-5

31"
21"x21"
21"x21"
31"
4+"

0-500
0-500

21"
31"

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

500 u.a.
500 u.a.

Move/
nun(

Price

MC
M C
MC
M I
PVC
Mil
M/C
Mfl
MiC
M/C

15 11
76
5 126
106
126
86
126
6 10 -

12

6
5 12 6
7/6
2/11
7/6

MI
Thermo
M I
M C
M I
M C
M I
M C
M/C
Elect.
Elect.

716
59
59
25 52 -

M/C
PVC

76
196

PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All primaries are tapped for 200-230-250 v.
mains 40-100 cycles. All primaries are screened.
All LTS are centre- tapped.
List No.
SP. 250A

Output
250-0-250 v.

SP. 300A

300-0-300 v.

SP. 30IA

300-0-300 v.

SP. 350A

350-0-350 V.

SP. 352

350-0-350 v.

SP. 375A

375-0-375 v.

SP. 375B

375-0-375 v.

SP. 425A

425-0-425 V.

SP. 425B

425-0-425 v.

SP. 50IA

500-0-500 v.

SP. 503

500-0-500 v.

Price
60 mA, 6.3 v.
2-3a., 5 v. 2 a.
60 mA, 6.3 v.
2-3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
120 mA,
5
v.
2-3 a., 6.3 v.
3-4 a.
100 mA,
S
v.
2-3 a., 6.3 v.
2-3 a.
150 mA,
5
v.
2-3 a., 6.3 v.
2-3 a., 6.3 v.
2-3 a.
250 mA, 6.3 v.
2-3 a., 6.3 v.
3-5 a., 5 v.
2-3 a.
250 mA,
4
v.
2-3 a., 4 v.
2.3 a., 4 v.
3-6 a.
200 mA, 6.3 v.
2-3 a., 6.3 v.
3-5 a., 5 V.
2-3 a.
200 mA,
4
v.
2-3 a., 4 v.
2.3 a., 4 v.
3-6 a., 4 v.
150 mA,
2-3 a.,
2-3 a.,
2-3 a.
250 mA,
2-3 a.,
2-3 a.,
3-5 a.

25
2 51.
/

28'-

291-

46/-

46,'-

47/.

47,'.

5
v.
6.3 v.
6.3 v.
5
6.3
6.3

LOUDSPEAKERS BY FAMOUS MAKER
sin. P.M. 2-3 ohms
Sin. „ 2-3 ,
Sin.
2-3
10111. ,
2-3

v.
v.
v.
65/-

16/b
17 ,6
23/6
85e

32
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MASTERPIECE IN
MINIATURE
WIDTH

2▪
1"

HEIGHT

643"

DEPTH

01"
74

C.R.T.

11/P
12

DIAMETER

NETT WEIGHT

7Vbs

Miniscope
MINIATURE CATHODE

full specincatkon from:

THE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CO.,

"SETTING

LTD.,

RAY OSCILLOSCOPE

MAGNET

HOUSE,

KINGSWAT,

BY

aee

LONDON,

VV.C.2

TELE -RADIO ( 1943) LTD.

A NEW

177 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2

STANDARD"
Lfl

moderately priced

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
Scanning G)11, ($,., o)
Focus Coll. ( Scanco)
Line Output Trans. ( Seanco)

25
30
25

WOOER MAINS TRANSFORMER
,50-350, '
2 . 0le A 4v. 3a., 6.3 v. Sa., 4v. 8a., 0-2-6.3 V. 2a.

986

WODEN EHT TRANSFORMER
4ky. 0.2-1 v. Heat rr4

63

WODEN CHOKE
5 H. MO tn A.
1011.80 ntA.

290
17 0

6
0
6

0

All the above are approved for the ' HE." Televisor.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

WODEN 100- watt Auto Tmneformer
Output Transformer, 10,000-10,060 ohm. A.-A., 15 ohm secondary
with 15 ohm feed back winding, suitable for valves In puaispal
616, fiL6, 6176, 6246, 6133, 38
WOOER OUTPUT TRANSFORMER HIGH FIDELITY
6,000-6,000 ohms A-.4., 3.73 and 15 olune eecondary.
valves 6L6, 0/13, 6.43. etc.

Suitable for

21

0

26

3

40

0

Gamorawrz

•Sensitivity less than

• Crystal

Imicrovolt

Calibrator:

Noise

with cortstant gain 2-36 Mc/s.

oA.C.

main?,

power supply

•5- position

in

•
Six

tanges

0.175

to

36

Mc.s.
•

Calibrated

Band- Spread

High slope miniature R.F. pentodes ( B7G).

(1.6 I.F.).

e

Xtal

and Audio filter.

eluded ( 110-250 v.).

e

seectivity:

5

Bands-

— too

many

good

points

OLD

ROAD, CLACTON, ESSEX
Telegrams- Denco, Clacton

£5 1
£7
19
£22
£5 1
118
£2

041

6
e

Original price
14

1949 Catalogue now availabl^. 1 - post free.

TELE -RADIO ( 1943)

LTD.

177 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2
Ant:. . 393.

4
6
6
5
8

2
8
8
8
0

13
231
141
131

Piense forward sufficient for postage and packing.

to

Write for leaflet and full details to:
LTD.,

ROTHERMEL CRYSTAL MICROPHONE (TORPEDO).
418. 18. 0, our Special price

Robust, Compact, Lightweight

enumerate here !

DENCO ( CLACTON)
Telephones_ Clacton 007-8

MOTORS AND PICKUPS, eta.
Collazo AC47
.,
AC-17, with auto stop
„
Universal
„
Auto Changer
Garrard "
Unit with pick-up
Plessey Auto Changer
sound Sal« Non- Magnetic Turntable
„ „ Rubber Mate
Connoisseur with Transformer
Rothernel Crystal type 88 and 812
Marconi type 14.4
„ 14 with Trans..
I;exington Jun.
SPECIAL REDUCED PRIC'F

4

0

January, lop)
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The Mazda 12E1 is an indirectly heated Beam
Tetrode designed for use as a series or shunt
control

valve

in

stabilized

power

packs.

Although comparable in size to the average
large Output Tetrode it is capable of passing
amaximum control current of 300 mA.

RATING
Heater volts ...
Heater current (amps.)
Max. Anode volts ...
Max. Screen volts ...
Max. Grid No. 1volts ...
Max. Grid 1to screen volts
Max. Anode dissipation ( watts)
Max. Screen dissipation ( watts)
Max. Cathode current ( mA)
Max Heater to Cathode volts

6.3
1.6
800
300
100
400
35
5.0
3(X)
(Cathode positi‘e) 300

DIMENSIONS
Maximum overall length ( mm.)
Maximum diameter ( mm.)

Further details on request.

150
54

1R0111111Z DA
RADIO

VALVES

AND

CATHODE

RAY TUBES
V.76

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON, W.C.2
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Idverliseme nts

The ' CINTEL'

UNIVERSAL OSCILLOSCOPE
A highly versatile laboratory
instrument of outstanding performance
Designed on the unit principle the 'Cintel' Universal
Oscilloscope offers a basic instrument which is expandable at
will to meet your requirements. Units now available include:

e Basic unit, comprising console, Cathode Ray Tube
and power pack and calibration device.
eSimple time Base with frequency range from 5c/s to

200 Kc
• Amplitude Stabilised Time Base with calibrated
frequency range from 5c/s to 150 Kcis.
A.C. Amplifier with frequency range from 5c's to
T. 5 MC ;S.
D.C. Amplifier with frequency range from oc/s to 5 \
Double Beam Switch Unit.
Five Beam Switch Unit.

e
e
e
e

CINEMA - TELEVISION
WORSLEY

BRIDGE

Ltd.

ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.26
Telephone:
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

HITher Green

4600

Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments and Photo-electric Cells

NE
w and now available
If you are interested in the
mechanics of good reproduction,
you should have this book.
It
contains lIt pages of valuable,
detailed information, together
with 30 diagrams.
The first
edition of 5,000 copies has already
been sold out. The second edition
contaitt'ng only minor alterations
is now available.
The falowing extract from recent rev ewn
give, an idea Ilf
worth:—

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
All " Varley" products are manufactured from the
highest quality materials.
Transformers etc., are individually wound and have
nterleaved windings with ample insulation, ensuring
freedom from breakdown.
The comprehensive range of Shielded and Open type
Transformers available meets the requirements of
every circuit.
Write for list etc
MADE BY

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROW • WOOLWICH •. S•E•18
Telephone •

WOOLWICH 1422 "

Ju'y issue of American
zine ELECTRONICS.

Maga-

' { Urine» fol dome', FigS rd-lily odder.
—prensil the mention for Intelligent
cricri 'ox and maws:on of lo senscakers —
inform the critical ! Diener of the lechelralittee e, reproduction.
It is a picazo,
to see the Doppler ,ffeet correctly protean(
as a incise pruldena."

ASK YOUR DEALER OR POST
COUPON FOR YOUR COPY

Published by

WHARFEDALE
WIRELESS

WORKS

BRADFORD ROAD,
IDLE,
BRADFORD,

YORKS.

LOUDSPEAKERS
The ilihy and ilote of Good
hy

G.A.Briggs

,
oduction
see

POST COUPON FOR
YOUR COPY.
Please semi onmeMately copy o. your
book LOUDSPEAKERS.
I enclose
P.O Value 5. In lull payment.

Name
Address

January. 1949
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TYPE 1.36
SINGLE
List
No.

HOLE

Cap.
uF.

MOUNTING

DC Wkg. Type of
Volts.
Anode

TYPE

Dimensions
L.
Dia.

.K4I7

30 + 30

150

C

31

1"

.K4I8

50+50

150

C

3i

l

K4I2

16

350

B

3:

ir

K4I9

32

350

C

3

l"

K4I3

16+24

350

C

3

K414

24 + 24

350

C

3t

K4I5

32 r32

350

C

32

K400

8

ir
ir
ir

L.36
Litt Price
s. d.
10

0

II

0

7 3
8 3

io
io

0

13

0

6

450

A

31

1"

6 3

16

450

A

5-

Ir

8 0

K402

16

450

C

31

I"

7 6

K403

24

450

C

3I

1
-

8 9

K404

32

450

C

3}

ir

K405

8-8

450

A

5'

1r

9 6

.K416

8+8

450

C

31

I
-

8 6

K401

lo

K406

8+ 16

450

A+ C

5

ir

ii

o

.K407

8+16

450

C

31

I"

10

0

14

0

14

0

K408

16+16

450

C

31

ir

K4I0

16+32

450

C

32

Ir

K409

24+24

450

C

32

K4I 1

32+32

450

C

r

ir
ir

Cylindrical Aluminium Cases
with 6 flexible leads and single
hole mounting.
Also available are Standard
and " Little Giant" Electrolytics in cardboard cartons with and without fixing
feet and " Minitubes" with
wire leads and cardboard
sleeves. These new ranges
of special replacement
electrolytics will be invaluable in servicing older
types of Radio Equipment.
Place your
order now for

ii o
16

CAPACITORS
A•H•HUNT LTD

6

'Case Negative
First capacitance is outer winding and should be used as Reservoir

D

e

lgn

for

purpose

BENDON VALLEY • GARRATT LANE • LONDON • S.W.I3

is

as important in radio servicing as in
nature.

The

Weston

Model

E772

Analyser has been designed to make
the detection of electrical faults as
simple and speedy as possible.
features

include

high

(20,000 ohms per volt
ranges),

wide

range

Its

sensitivity
on

all D.C.

coverage

and

robust construction— its quality is
unsurpassed.

Please write for details.

WESTONEmaea,
SANGAMO WESTON LTD. .

ENFIELD .

MIDDX.

Teiephone: Enfield 3434 & 1242

If One hand with one hand and
one little horse can do the work
of ten hands with tWenty hands
and no horses, it is obviously
handy to keep little horses
on hand and hand every hand
alittle horse when he needs it.
79014, evoeceyoie
14is séeee46:en...?

OF-SOUTTER BROS. LTD., THE HYDE. HENDON, LONDON, N. W.9.

TELEPHONE: COLINDALE 6346-7-8-9.

isee ,
iX es

TELEGRAMS. DESPNUCO, HYDE, LONDON
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WEAR ITE

COMPONENTS
Keeping abreast of fast-moving technical development calls
for anew approach to production problems. The " WEARITE "
Pressed Circuit System iepresents a substantial advance in

Sides removed
tor clarity of
Mustiiation.

production science to speed assembly and lower costs. The
first of these " Wearite" New Approach Components is
a Coil Pack comprising coils, switches, trimmers and
padders completely wired and ready for instant incorporation
into any standard Superhet circuit.

e3 ranges eGram switching •2- hole fixing
ir centres •All trimmers and adjusters

Prov. Pat. No.
26387,47.

at

conveniently placed in one surface
Manufacturers are urged to write for full technical details.

Owing to raw materia; restrictions. supplies, for the
time being. are confined to Radio Receiver Manufacturers
at home and abroad.

Wright and Veaire Limited
138, SLOANE ST. • LONDON

S.W.1

TEL

SLOANE 2214.5

FACTORY

SOUTH SHIELDS, CO. DURHAM
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Valves and their applications
THE

EF42

IN

WIDE- BAND

THE

A C.R. tube presents a largely capacitative load to the
preceding stage which must therefore have a low anode load
resistance, while the voltage swing required for full deflection
of the beam entails a high maximum current.
When an ECR35 C.R. tube operating at 1.2 kV is used, a
total signal of 180V (peak to peak) must be provided on the
most sensitive plates (allowing, say, 25% over-deflection) and
if this is derived from two EF42s in push-pull, each must
give 90V.
With a250V H.T. line, the EF42 will give this signal swing
across a51CD anode load resistance provided that alittle nonlinearity can be tolerated at the lower limit of current. This
is quite permissible as over-deflection has been allowed for.
The bias resistor necessary for this condition is 180D.
This ampler-C.R. tube combination has a frequency
response falling by rather more than 3db at 1Mc/s., but this
may be improved by compensation. One of the most convenient methods of doing this is to arrange that negative
feedback shall appear in the amplifier at low frequencies, while
at high frequencies the full amplification shall be used. This
can be carried out in avariety of ways, but the most convenient
and economical in components is that in which the existing
cathode resistor is partially by-passed by a small capacitor.
+ 2501,

STAGE

OSCILLOGRAPH

In the design of a high.
gain amplifier for aC.R.
oscillograph, it is usually
necessary to consider the
output stages first, as
the major frequency
limitations usually occur
at this point.

OUTPUT

OF A

AMPLIFIER

3
2

db
2
0 00 pF
3 -I - C= ,
4 - 2-C = 2,000p F
5
-3 - C = 3,000 PF

it

I HUM
10 Kcis
100Kcis

Mc/s

0 Mcis

FREQUENCY
The circuit of the amplifier then becomes that shown in Fig. 1,
while Fig. 2 indicates the frequency responses that can be
obtained when three different values of cathode by-pass
capacitor (C) are used. It must be remarked, however, that
at high frequencies the full sweep available at low frequencies
will not be obtained from the valve owing to the current
swing limitation.
The transient response of the amplifier — usually a more
important feature where oscillographs are concerned — is such
that asquare wave with arise-time of 0.2s is reproduced with
an " overshoot" of 0%, 10%, or 20% when the cathode
capacitor is 1,000pF, 2,000pF or 3,000pF respectively.
On this basis, a capacitor of 1,500pF would probably be
satisfactory in most cases, but if the preceding amplifier stages
were found to limit the response severely, up to 2,000pF could
be used, as such rapidly rising transients would never reach
the output stages. The amplifier gives a voltage gain of
15 times when used under these conditions.

SK it
TO DEFLECTOR
PLATE OF ECR35

INPUT,

Reprints of this report from the Mallard Laboratories, together
with complete circuit diagram of a push-pull amplifier and
circuit notes, can be obtained from the address below.

I
8OIL
o

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,
CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2
(Nivmso

VOL. LV.

NO. 1
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Comments of the
POPULARIZING TELEVISION
ONSIDERING that there is only one trans-

C

mitter at present working in this country,
the spread of television may be regarded as satisfactory. But the time will probably come when
the potential output of receivers is greater than
public willingness to absorb them; this state of
affairs will certainly come about all too soon unless
energetic steps are taken to dispel doubts, which
still seem widespread in the lay mind, as to the
adequacy of picture quality. The desirable end can
best be achieved by well- organized public demonstrations, and we are glad to see that the Radio
Industry Council has already made a start in this
direction.
So far, most members of the public have gained
their first impressions of television from demonstrations in retail shops. Without belittling the efforts
of individual dealers, many of whom have shown
great resource and enterprise, it is true to say that
conditions in shops are inherently unfavourable,
or even unfair, as they are worse than those obtaining in the average home. The interference level
prevailing in a busy thoroughfare is higher than
in most residential districts. Moreover, the average
person naturally hesitates to visit a shop unless he
has almost made up his mind to buy a television set.
Co-operation between industrial organizations
and public bodies seems to be needed to ensure
that in every large centre of population where a
service is available the interested citizen can see
demonstrations that fill all the requirements.
We believe that in the whole of London the only
place satisfying these requirements is the Science
Museum at South Kensington, where the public
can see the transmissions every afternoon. No
doubt many comparable institutions within the
service areas of the present and of future transmitters would be willing to grant facilities for
regular demonstrations. Even if reception condi-

L

tions are not ideal in conveniently central situations, most of the difficulties could be overcome at
a cost that would not be excessive for a co-operative effort. We suggest that in this effort both the
industrial organizations and the B.B.C. might cooperate with advantage.

"STATIC"

T

HIS synonym for " atmospherics," " interference," or even sometimes " jamming,"
is a word which Wireless World tries to avoid.
We were glad to see that a contributor, writing in
our December issue, refuses to accept " precipitation static" as a term to describe corona discharge interference.
Though this may have a
static origin, conditions are anything but static
when the interference manifests itself.
A misleading—if not meaningless—statement
due to a mistranslation ascribable to the currency
of the deplorable term " static" has just come to
our notice—and in an official publication at that.
Below are given short extracts from the parallel
French and English texts in the report in the
Journal des Télécommunications* (Berne) on the
Maritime Regional Radio Conference, Copenhagen.
The italics are ours.
ARTICLE 12.
L es
administrations
prendront, en ce qui concerne
leurs
stations
cotiéres, les mesures nécessaires:

ARTICLE 12.
With regard to their
coast stations, administrations
shall
take
the
measures necessary :

(b) to avoid any static
(b) pour éviter toute émisemission likely to cause
sion parasite susceptible
harmful interference.
de causer des brouillages
nuisibles.
* September, 1948; p. 353.

Comment is hardly necessary, but we cannot
help saying that the figurative French use of the
word parasite for " interference" seems to be
hardly less confusing than the Anglo-American
"static," and to be even more to blame.
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LOW- IMPEDANCE VARIABLE
The Cathode Follower as a D.C.
Potential Divider

Oct., Nov., Dec., 1948.
*The Partridge Manual, p. i6. ( Partridge
Transformers Ltd., Kingston By-Pass, Tolworth,
Snge_91.
.
.

essentials of the " electronic tapping." The symbols have been
chosen to fit on to those used in
the previous articles dealing with
the main unit. Vo can therefore
be assumed to be a stabilized
output, variable, say, from zoo to
400 V.
Il io R„ is a wire-wound
potentiometer of about o.r
controlling the tapping voltage,
V . R12 is a grid-current limiter
to take care of the valve under
conditions when R„ and the load
resistance, R,„ are low.
The question is, what sort of
valve should be chosen?
The
answer quickly becomes clear if
one takes any valve characteristic
curves and uses them to calculate
the performance. Short-circuiting
preliminary bad guesses, let us
start with a type that will turn
out to be particularly suitable in
most respects—the Mullard EC52.
(This happens to be intended
primarily for very high frequencies, up to 400 Mc/s, so it is
perhaps not the most obvious

STABILIZED INPUT

I

N previous issues' the series
type of voltage stabilizer has
been considered in some detail.
It is, as we have seen, essentially
a cathode follower with amplified
feedback. The amplification enables a very high degree of stabilization and absence of internal
resistance to be achieved, but
introduces difficulties when the
output voltage is required to be
variable below about + re.° V.
It is also rather elaborate if
several
independently - variable
stabilized outputs are to be provided.
The internal resistance of aplain
cathode follower, being approximately r/g,„, is relatively high—
of the order of 150 il— but is
nevertheless far lower than that
of a potential divider across the
main stabilized output, even if the
resistance of the potential divider
were made so low as to waste most
of that output. The various types
of Marconi " Stabilivolt" provide
from one to four tappings, with
internal resistance in some types
as low as 400, but are limited to
certain fixed voltages, generally
multiples of 70 V. Cathode followers, on the other hand, can be
controlled to provide continuously
variable outputs from nearly zero
up to that of the main supply,
are simple and cheap, and in most
cases their internal resistance is
less than r per cent of the load
resistance and therefore practically
negligible. They can be added to
any existing stable-voltage unit,
or incorporated in the design;
so the whole becomes a very
flexible equipment for laboratory
use.
The same idea has been
applied in power units forming
parts of equipment such as amplifiers, to supply constant screengrid potentials, and was devised
for that purpose by the late
Dr. Partridge.' Fig. r shows the very simple

By M. G. SCROGGIE,

choice for azero-frequency application).
Fig. 2 consists of the ordinary
Ia/V,, curves, which as regards
Fig. I are It/V, curves.
Since
Vt = Vo — V„, we can easily mark
a scale of Vt for any given Vo.
This is done in Fig. 2 for Vo = 400.
We can at once see the available
range of It at any specified Vt.
Suppose, for example, that with
Vo set at 400, Vt is 250.
The
curves show that anything up to
18 mA is available, at V, from
o to — 3.5. One has only to add
this variable V, to the specified
Vt to get the relationship between
It,the current drawn, and V I,the

M.I.E.E.

setting of the Vicontrol (assuming'
no grid current to cause a drop in
R„).
What we want, of course, is not
a curve of V1 against It for a
fixed Vt, but Vt against It (the
so-called regulation curve) for
any fixed VI. Under these conditions, when V, varies owing to a
change in I drawn, V, is altered
by the same amount. But with a
hight
avalve such as this ( it = 50)
the effect of the change in V, is
quite negligible. So far as the
characteristic curves are concerned—in particujar, the
relationship corresponding to any
value of VI— it is legitimate to
disregard the difference between
Vt and VI,and to use the Vt scale
as a scale of VI.
Supposing for example that
V1 is set to 250 V, then; zero
It is represented in Fig. 2 very
nearly by point A, where V,
is — 3.5, so the corresponding
Vt must be 253.5, represented by
point A', set off to the left by a
distance corresponding to V„.
Looking upwards from A, we can
read off at intervals the decreasing
values of — V, (and hence of Vt)
corresponding to increasing load

p,

Fig. t. Stable-voltage " electronic
tapping," with output adjustable
over nearly the whole range of V„.

currents, and set them off to the
left. The limiting point is where
grid current starts to flow, causing
a voltage drop in R„ and R„.
Voltage stabilization then fails.
The start of the grid current
varies from valve to valve of the
same type, and in the EC52 lies
between o and — rV. The dotted
curve at — 0.5 represents an
average, and in the assumed circumstances is met when It is
14-5

niA (Point t)From the way in which the
regulation curve A'B has been
derived it is obviously the familiar
Ia/V, curve (for V, --- 150 in
this case), crowded on to the Va
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VOLTAGE TAPPINGS
scale. That being so, it represents
a resistance equal to i/g., confirming cathode- follower theory
when i/i.t is neglected.
Thus,
over the range o to 14.5 mA,
the variation in output voltage is
32

vertical voltage scale, we can draw
it as in Fig. 3, constructed from
data transferred from Fig. 2.
For
preliminary
purposes
it
should be enough merely to
inspect the valve makers' curves
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ly to this assumption, so that
Ia/V t characteristic should not be
expected to represent this part
of the curve accurately. So far as
regulation is concerned, that matters little, seeing that it is a
condition one avoids; but it does
slightly affect the risk of overrunning the valve. Experimental
results (with Ru ,R 11 = 0.1 Mû;
Ris
0.25 Ma) have been
plotted in Fig. 3 for comparison.
Whereas the difference between
them and the theoretical plots is
imperceptible over most of the
flat part, the experimental curve
slopes less steeply in the unstabilized condition.
Regulation curves for other
settings of VI can very quickly
be added to Fig. 3 if the corresponding Io/V, are available; failing which, the data can be derived
from the Ia/V, curves of Fig. 2
as previously. This exercise makes
it clear that on open circuit the
output voltage is equal to the V1
40
EXPERIMENTAL
PLOTS

•

I V, characteristics of EC52, il ustrating properties and design
of electronic tapping.

3 V. If this variation were uniform, it would indicate agenerator
resistance of 3/0.0145 = 207 a
Actually, as the curves show, it
is greater than this for small It,
and decreases to about r
4oû in
the region of V, = — I.
Assuming that R I, is large
enough to keep V, constant at
—0.5 V as It is increased beyond
point B, we must now follow the
clotted line.
In due course this
would bring us into the zone fenced
off by the maximum cathode
current rating for the valve
(20 mA). If it were not for this,
one could proceed as far as point
D, on the boundary set by the
maximum
anode
dissipation
(7.5 W).
With other valves or
conditions, especially with low
Vt,
it is possible to strike the anode
dissipation limit first.
A third
limit, maximum rated Vat , is
shown as a vertical dotted line.
Exclusion of the area to the right
of it conservatively assumes that
Vt is liable to go right down to
zero.
If we prefer a regulation curve
in the more usual form, with a

turned through — 90O.
This is
because the regulation curve comprises two regimes ; the first,
A'B, in which stabilization is
effective, consists of the Ia/V,
curve for the appropriate V,
(,V 0 — V1), and with a high-ga
valve is nearly level. The second,
BC, follows ( unless the
max or
pc,„„ix limits have intervened) when
the tapping is overdrawn so that
grid current flows.
If R 12 were
so large that further reduction in
—V, could be neglected, this
part of the regulation curve would
coincide with the Ia/V, curve for
V, corresponding to the start of
I, (the dotted curve OBCD in
There are practical
Fig. 2).
disadvantages in making R 12 large
enough to approximate very closeFig. 3. Regulation curve, A'BC,
derived from Fig. 2, with the
voltage control set at V1 = 250.
An experimental curve is dotted
in for comparison. The modification due to afixed resistor in
series with the anode, sufficient
to prevent the rated limits from
being exceeded under any conditions, is also shown.
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go V. On the other hand, high µ
means high ra,which means that
the current output at voltages
not much below Vo is very limited.
Fig. 2 or 3 shows that with the
EC52 the stabilized I, from a
tapping loo V below V, is only
about 8mA, whereas the PX4
yields about 65 mA.
In estimating the current requirements, allowance must be
made for any modulation of the
mean current drawn. While the
peak I, can be allowed to overstep
the pa,„ ax and Ikmaz limits (
SO long
as the mean I, or working point
is within), it should not exceed
the limits of stabilization, or unexpected effects may occur in the
apparatus being fed.
When neither of these special
requirements settles the u question, the fact that high-gm triodes
are generally more easily obtained
with low u may be relevant. It
must be remembered, however,
that gm is not constant, but
decreases to zero as I, is reduced.
So if I, is small relative to the
maximum available, the nominally
high-gm valve may actually be
inferior. For supplying, say, 5mA,
the EC52 would not only give a V,
much closer to the V1 setting but
would have a higher working g.
than the PX4, which would be
under-loaded at that current.
Alternatively one could keep clear
1-4
V
.
of the bottom bend by using a
shunt across the load.
Fig. 4. Construction for drawing an accurate regulation curve, a"b, taking
Among other triodes which
account of V, being at the expense of V. a'b is the approximate curve of
might be considered, there is the
the type shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
ECC32 with its two sections in
parallel, totalling io W dissipasort of a valve one should look for
Fig. 2 or Fig. 3.
The output
tion and 50 mA output but a
to fulfil the requirements. If the
lower gm and Van= than the
power is a maximum when the
most important need is good
working point lies on the line
EC52, and the ECC35 with u -- 68
V, = V., at the highest permissible
regulation, which can be reckoned
but maximum current only 16 mA.
in terms of low internal resistance,
A rather expensive but effective
current.
The foregoing analysis has been
clearly high gm is the most imporway of increasing the stabilized
tant feature. But of a number of
range of current, while retaining
based on the assumption that
valves having similar g„,, should
the high- 1i advantages and reduou> 1.
This undoubtedly applies
preference be given to high is or
ing the internal resistance, is to
to the EC52, with a u of 5o; in
low r. ?
We have already seen
fact µ has to be exceptionally
connect valves in parallel.
The
small for the error to be signifithat high u is convenient for
performance is indicated by multidesign purposes, in that one can
plying the I, scale by the number
cant. If it makes one happier to
neglect the fact that V, is obobtain the more exact result, it
of valves used.
tained at the expense of V.. And
One might ask, why not use a
can be done quite easily, as shown
if one wants to be able to control
tetrode or pentode, seeing that
in Fig. 4. Here ab is a vertical line
the output voltage to practically
representing the selected V1. The
there is a wider choice of these,
zero, a high is is again an advanapproximate regulation curve, a'b,
and they offer high current, high
tage. Looking at Fig. 2, the output
has been obtained as before, by
gm , and very high u?
The
voltage when V, = 400 and V 1=o
practical difficulty, which will be
setting off distances to the left of
is never higher than 8, even on
discussed later, is the need for
ab to represent V,. Consider, for
open circuit;
whereas with a keeping the screen grid at a
example, the curve marked V„ =
low- u valve of similar gm (
the
—2o, which crosses ab at c. Then
constant
voltage
above
the
if cd, drawn horizontally, reprecathode. Such valves can be conOsram PX4, see Fig. 5) it is nearly

Low- Impedance Variable-Voltage
Tappings—
setting plus a voltage that ranges
from practically zero when V1= Vo
to V/u when V1 = o. The maximum stabilized output current
increases from zero at V1 = V, to
approximately the zero- V, anode
current of the valve at V. — V,
when V1 — o, subject to Ikm „„
and p„, x ratings.
If V, is altered, V I obviously
changes in proportion; and so
(approximately) does V.
The relationship of output to
load resistance can be examined
by drawing the usual load line
from the point V,
o, 1g = o,
to the working point, in either

bents —20 V on the voltage scale,
d is a point on a'b. Dropping a
vertical from d to meet the V, -=
—zo curve gives a point on the
accurate regulation curve, which,
when completed, is a'b.
The
correctness of the construction
can be seen by observing that eg
represents V. at the I. and V,,
considered, and ef = dc =--- V9,so
fg represents V.
V9, which is
V, — VI, and V1 is thus represented by fh, f being on ab, which
was drawn to mark VI.
For most valves the difference
between a'b • and a'b is imperceptible on an ordinary curve
sheet.
It should now be clear what
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nected as triodes, however. The
clue to their triode e, if it is not
stated, is their ¡t
o,
which is
of the same order, and is beginning
to be quoted more freely by valve
manufacturers. It can be dedueed
from Ia/V, curves, if they are
shown for more than one V 02 , by
noting the increment of Va
needed to maintain constant I„,
per volt of V„ increment.
The
triode-connected
Osram
KTEer
offers a useful combination of high
gm and high i.
The valve's rated limits
Va. and Ik max must of course
be taken into account.
Unfortunately the published figures
do not always include all three,
and sometimes the voltage limit
may seem lower than it need be
on purely technical grounds.
It
is clear from the diagram that if
V, is never greater than the Va at
which the zero-I, bias line first
meets a limit line (e.g. point C
in Fig. 2) there is no need to worry
about over-running the valve;
the output terminals can be shortcircuited at any setting oi the V,
control.
The valve can be made similarly
foolproof for any higher value of
V, by inserting in series with its
anode sufficient resistance to drop
the excess voltage.
Suppose in
Fig. 2 that the maximum V, 11,7
400. Then the line representing
the minimum fully safe resistance
91

.

8I

1

is the steepest that can be drawn
from 400 on the Va scale to meet
the zero- I, curve without crossing
a limit boundary. In this case it
joins point C ; without the Ik0.0,
limit it would have been D.
The
slope of the line shows that the
resistor should be just over io kû
and its maximum wattage 0.02
X 210

4.2.

Unfortunately such a resistor
if fixed is in effect an increase in
the valve's " a so it degrades the
performance correspondingly. The 8
modified characteristics can easily
be drawn by an obvious construction, in Fig. 3, shifting the points
on the V, = — 0.5 curve downwards sufficiently to represent the
voltage drop in the safety resistor.
The " level ' part of any regulation curve begins at the original
point and meets the new curve at
the same voltage, so obviously
must slope more. It can be seen
how seriously the current range is
restricted at the lower settings
of V,.
As a compromise, to ensure
safety when the widest possible
range of adjustment is liable to be
made in an experiment, but to
retain maximum I, and constancy
of voltage in less severe conditions,
the safety resistor can be made
variable, from the safety value for
maximum V„, down to zero, and
fitted with ascale marked in ohms
and also in the value of V0-V, at
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which safety is assured.
When
the load resistance can be relied
upon to be not less than the
figure on the rheostat scale corresponding to V0---V, equal to the
maximum that will be used, th
safety resistance can be turned
to zero.
For \relax 4.00 in Fig. 2, the
scale markings would be:
R(kfi)

o

0.5
1.75
3.0
4.25
5.5
6.75
8.0
9.25
10.5

—

V„)

0-190
200
#1#>5
250
275
300
325
:350
375
400

A suitable value for the resistor
iS 0.25 Ma, rated to take
maximum V, across it.
Lower
values cause the valve to reach
its rated limits sooner, while
higher values tend to encroach on
the" level " part of the reguktion
curve.
Both these effects are
illustrated to some extent by the
experimental curve in Fig. 3.
There are at least three possible
causes of hum in the output.
The most straighforward of these
is hum in the input, V,. Regarding
the arrangement as a cathode
follower, and assuming e > 1,
load resistance high, and grid
current nil, it is easy to see that
the proportionate unsteadiness
in V, is approximately equal to
that in V 1,which in turn is equal
to that in V,. The errors in this
approximation,
due
to
load
resistance and µnot being infinite,
tend to cancel out. Since the
main stabilized supply presumably
is extremely smooth (e.g., in a
unit designed on the lines described in the preceding articles
it was i mV or less) this cause is
not likely to be troublesome in
practice.
A relatively enormous amount
can be introduced via the heater,
if the heater winding is not
screened, and especially if it is
wound next the H.T. coil. Permissible
maximum
heater-tocathode voltage forbids the heater
from being tied to a constantpotential point, except for very
limited ranges of V, ; and the
maximum heater-to-cathode reR
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sistance rating forbids one to
leave it floating. So one is obliged to join the heater to cathode.
B3tween the heater winding and
any others there
UNSTABILIZED
should therefore
INPUT
be
a
screen
connected to the
common negative
point.
The grid circuit,
STABILIZED
INPUT
owing to its
high
resistance,
is sensitive to

connection;
especially such a
valve as the Mazda 12E1, with
rated limits at 35 W, 700 V, and
300 mA. The snag is constancy
of V„. It is possible to provide
it by means of an auxiliary cathode

Fig. 6. A more elaborate
type of tapping, to provide
heavy current at voltages
as high as vo.
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lamp, without internal resistor,
maintains about i6o V at currents
of a few microamps, which are
small enough not to cause serious
trouble at the cathode end of
the potential divider; and the
resulting Voo fits the 22E1 nicely.
This arrangement is rather
tricky to design, however, and
is subject to a number of limitations which make it not entirely
suitable for general use. It is
not easy to find acathode follower
valve rated to stand the anode
voltage when Ve is low, nor to
arrive at values of the potentialdividing resistors that are satisfactory over wide ranges of V,
and I. If low values of
are ruled out, one might as well
revert to series stabilization, with
its much better performance.
Nevertheless it is mentioned,
because it might be quite useful
in special circumstances.
Vi

hum, and should be laid out so
as to minimize pick-up. What
is unavoidable can be reduced to
a low level by about i or 2
connected to negative (C in Fig.
I): This confers the additional
benefit of smoothing out contact
irregularities as the voltage control is operated.
The overall hum is generally
least at some middle setting of
this control, depending on the
load resistance. That is because,
as already mentioned, the hum
voltage increases in proportion
to Ve towards the maximum Ve;
and it also increases near minimum Ve because ( with constant
load resistance) the output current
tends to be cut off, and with it
the low cathode- follower output
resistance which " holds down"
hum.
In case it occurs to anyone to
insert a voltage-calibrated milliammeter in series with the negative end of the voltage-control
potentiometer for indicating the
voltage of the main stabilized
supply, it may be as well to point
out that the reading is pulled
down appreciably if the tapping
valve runs into grid current.
The fact that the available
current output falls off to zero as
Ve is brought right up to Vo may
be a disadvantage. To get over
it, the anode voltage must be
supplied from a more positive
point. The pentode (and tetrode) property of anode current
being almost independent of anode
voltage above a fairly low figure
is an attractive one in this

e

follower

Fig. 6.

an I neon tube, as in
An ordinary " beehive "

ELECTRONIC

MOISTURE

CONTROL

Manual or Fully Automatic Operation
customary method of judging
THE
the degree of dryness of textiles

during manufacture is by feel.
Human judgment being far from infallible, electronics has now stepped
in and apparatus is available for
giving a more exact measure of the
moisture content during the drying
process.
The Fielden Drimeter can be used
with any type of textile drying
machine in which the material passes
at a pre-determined speed between
drying elements.
Operation of the Drimeter is based
on the fact that the dielectric constant of the material passing between two flat electrodes varies with
its moisture content. Thus by con-

electrodes and setting the pointer of
the indicating meter to a pre-determined zero. A knob is provided on
the unit for this purpose.
Alter- natively, a moisture calibrating unit
can be employed.
When the drying machine is in
operation it is then only necessary
e regulate its speed so that the
needle of the indicator remains
steady.
The Drimeter can be supplied either with the indicating
meter built-in or on a separate unit
including the adjusting knob.
A more recent development is the
production of a companion unit
which gives full automatic control
of the drying process.
Control is
electronic and the operating voltages
are derived from
the Drimeter and
also
from
a
small alternator
driven
off
the
main
shaft
of
the machine.
It functions on
Fielden Drimeter
with indicator
and control embodied in asingle
unit.

stantly monitoring the capacitance
of these electrodes variations can
easily be converted into changes in
current and applied to a visual
indicator.
The equipment is first set up by
inserting a sample of material, dried
to the desired degree, between the

the difference principle and produces

a voltage that is applied to an electric motor which operates the speed
control mechanism of the drying
machine.
The equipment is made by Fielden
(Electronics),
Ltd.,
Holt Town

Works, Manchester, ro.
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"Q"
A

T his desk the radio engineer is, perforce, a purist.
He precisely separates, and
maintains separated, his inductances, capacitances and resistances. It is the most convenient
basis for his calculations and, as
frequencies rise, he clings to it
until defeated by an invasion of
lines, waveguides and resonant
cavities.
At the bench, however, such an
attitude is impossible.
His Cs
have some L, his finest R always
contains L and C as trace elements,
but, most annoying of all, his
L always has some R. Furthermore he cannot separate these
quantities physically.
Yet, in
most cases, he must determine
their separate values if his design
is to go forward.
On the average, of all components, inductors fall farthest
short in their standard of purity
and so, whenever a high- quality
tuned circuit is required, the
primary consideration is the goodness of the coil. Now it is not an
easy task, and certainly not a
speedy one, to measure directly
and accurately the inductive and
resistive
components
of
any
arbitrary coil at any arbitrary
frequency
with
simple
radio
apearatus. As a result, the Q
meter has been evolved, an instrument designed for the express
purpose of effecting this by what is
known as Q measurement.

Fundamental Considerations
The fundamental definition of
the Q-facf or of any component
is the ratio
Energy stored
Energy dissipated
and this is applicable to all components and conditions. In ultrahigh- frequency
circuits,
where
inductance, capacitance and resistance are distributed throughout
each component, it is indeed the
only definition, but at lower
frequencies, where lumped components are involved, it is convenient to convert this ratio to
the more practical form,
reactance

Q —

resistance .
Furthermore, since, as suggested
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METERS

Function and
Application
By H. G. M. SPRATT,
B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
above, the limiting factor in the
majority of tuned circuits is the
goodness of the coil, it is usual to
ignore the Q of the capacitor and
consider that of the inductor
alone, namely mL/R. Now cuL/R
is the ratio of the voltage developed across the coil inductance
in the tuned circuit to the voltage
injected in series with the circuit
and is what used to be termed the
circuit magnification. It is essen-

Dawe Instruments
Q meter.
tially this circuit magnification
which is. measured by the Q
meter, though such a term is
hardly appropriate when applied
outside the realm of coil measurement. Nevertheless, the fundamental nature of the measurement is such that it is applicable
not only to coils and inductances,
but to any electrical element
which has both a reactive and a
resistive component. It, therefore,
applies to virtually all electrical
elements.
The Q meter, intended primarily
for coil measurements, naturally
does not cover infinite ranges of
frequency, reactance or resistance.
Nevertheless, the ranges usually
provided are so wide and the
versatility of this instrument so
great, that several other important

uses have been found for it. It is
perhaps obvious, from what has
already been said, that if the Q
measurement of coils is possible
with it, the same should apply to
capacitors.
What
is
not
so
obvious is that the technique can
be extended to the determination
of the characteristics of transmission lines, the residuals of
resistors and the dielectric constant and power factor of insulating materials and the like, the
last named being an enormous
field by itself.
There is a number of methods
of measuring Q but one only has
found favour in the majority of
Q meters as manufactured and
marketed today. Considering the
case of a coil measurement, an
oscillator injects a known voltage
into a measuring circuit. This
measuring circui t
includes a cal i
•
brated
low - loas
variable capacitor,
the resonant circuit being completed by the
component under
test. A calibrated
valve voltmeter is
connected across
the variable capacitor and the circuit
tuned
to
resonance; i.e., to
maximum voltage
reading.
Then
this maximum voltage reading
is a measure of the Q of the component.
This method has for a start
the great advantage of speed.
In the case of a coil measurement,
one reading only is needed, and
that reading is the Q itself.
Other components may demand
more than one measurement and
one reading but the method is
still a quick one.
Accuracy is,
of course, dependent upon the
absolute calibration of the meter
but in the rare case where extreme
accuracy is essential, the instrument can be used as it stands to
measure the Q by another method,
a lengthier one in which the
resonance curve is plotted and in
which the important factors are
the accuracy of the capacitor

Wireless World
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an extremely small resistance
of an amount which is negligible,
except where high Q values,
particularly at the higher frequencies, are involved. A correction for this small resistance in
the circuit can easily be made
where considered justifiable, as
is shown later.
The measuring circuit also includes the calibrated variable
capacitor, terminals for the connection of test components in
series and parallel and the valve
voltmeter. The latter must cover
a wide voltage range, have a low
input admittance and maintain
a fixed calibration over the whole
frequency range. The voltmeter
circuit used depends upon the

calibration and the relative accuracy of the meter calibration.

Main Design Details
The modem Q meter is designed
to cover a wide frequency range,
generally from 50 kc/s up to at
least 50 Mc/s, this coverage being,
of course, effected by coil switching.
In addition provision is
often made for connection to an
external oscillator, should operation at still lower frequencies
be desired. Coupled to the oscillator coil is a second circuit
consisting of a thermo-ammeter
and a very small non-inductive
resistor, this resistor forming part
of the measuring circuit as well.
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coil is carried out by connecting
it across the series terminals
and
adjusting
the
oscillator
frequency and voltage level to the
correct values. The variable capacitor is then tuned to resonance
at this frequency and the Q value
read directly off the meter. This
is the effective Q, which is
adequate for most purposes, but
whose value differs slightly from
that of the real Q owing to the
fact that the self-capacitance C,
of the coil has not been taken into
account.
There are two easy
methods of determining C, on
the Q meter itself and then the
true Q can be determined from
the equation—true Q=effective 0
(1 2- CoiC,) where C, is the
00000`--N-7.
0

s
240V
220V

pF
\•411.--

eµF

500

200V

HIGH
?

365V a

o

PILOT LAMP
o
v
R.F. OSCILLATOR UNIT
--10
.
00snF

1kn

000nF

?RAINS

THERMO
COUPLE

Fig. o. Circuit diagram of the
Dawe Instruments Q meter; V1
is the oscillator and V2 the valve
voltmeter.
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o—.
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PU 0--

oooti£F
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reading in pF of the calibrated
variable capacitor at resonance.
The two methods of deriving
Co are as follows: (a) With the
coil connected in circuit, the
variable capacitor is set to a low
value, not more than 70 pF, and
the oscillator tuned to resonance.
The oscillator is then reset to
precisely half the frequency and
resonance now obtained by means
of the variable capacitor. If the
two capacitance readings are Co
and Cb, then the self-capacitance
of

SCREENED CABLE

(See Fig. 1). Thus the measuring
circuit has injected into it a
small but definite voltage across

individual
preference
of
the
manufacturer.
The measurement of a normal

the

coil

is

C, —

Cb

4Ca

3
This method requires extreme care
if accurate results are to be
obtained.
In method (b) readings, with
the coil connected, are taken of

January,
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resonant frequency L and capacitance C. with C. at about
400 pF.
The test coil is then
removed and resonance obtained
with a shielded coil of 1120-1/30
the inductance of the test coil
at a frequency fd,about to times
f. When resonance has been
obtained, the test coil is connected
in parallel and resonance again
sought. If the tuning capacitance
has to be changed, the oscillator
frequency must be changed, ( an
increase in frequency for an
increase in capacitance), the test
coil removed, the shielded coil
re-resonated and the effect on
tuning again observed when the
test coil is replaced in parallel.
This process is continued until no
change in tuning capacitance is
required when the test coil is
included in the circuit. At this
frequency, h, the test coil is
self- resonating and its self-capacitance Co is given by—
o
which for most
(fd/fc) 2 eases sd ( fdf4) 2 Cs.
From the above data the true
inductance Li of the coil can be
obtained from the formula
25,300
L -f2C (t - Co/C,) [ µ}1, pF, Mc/s]

9

be carried out and the values
determined in a similar manner
in the case of low-inductance
coils by introducing a larger
coil and taking measurements on
it with and without the small
coil in series.

Capacitors
Measurements on small capacitors are carried out by introducing
a suitable coil to complete the
tuned circuit and then taking

00 --

1

This takes account of the selfcapacitance of the coil.
The
effective inductance L. at the
frequency fl is given by the
simpler formula
25,300
L. pF, Mc/s]
feC i
Similarly the true series resistance of the coil R is given by
2
159,000C1(
R fC, Q • Ci - Co
pF, Mc/s]
and the effective resistance R
at the frequency f by
159,000
Re [
a, pF, Mc/s]
fC, Q
As suggested above, in the
case of high Q values at high
frequencies the additional accuracy obtained by correcting for
the internal resistance of the
measuring circuit may be desirable. This is effected as follows:
If the value of the internal
resistance is Ri,(generally 0.05 û
or less), the net coil resistance is
R. Then the absolute Q.
of the coil is
6.28 fLt
=
[
pH, n, Mc/s)
— Ri
All these measurements can

Dawe Instruments production
Q tester.
readings with and without the
test capacitor connected across
the internal calibrated capacitor,
the setting of the latter being
adjusted to resonance as required.
If the readings taken are C1,C2
and Q 1,Q, then the capacitance
of the test component is Ci - C2 ;
its Q value -

(
CI

C2) Q, Q2

and its power factor
e%1

100 C1 (Q, — Q2)
(C, — C2) Q, Q2

Other formulae will give the values
of the effective series and parallel
resistances.
For the highest accuracy when
dealing with small capacitors of
high Q, an external standard
variable capacitor can be introduced into the measurement, the
internal variable capacitor being
left untouched throughout the
measurement.
Limitations on measurement of
capacitors are set by the high
order of Q value associated with
the components.
Whereas the
Q value of coils can be expected
to range
from
100-50o the
corresponding values for capacitors
will be t000-6000 and even higher
for high-quality air components.
A value of 6000 will be about the

highest that can be measured on
most commercial Q meters. Most
Q measurements on capacitors
involve the determination of small
differences between two comparatively large quantities and
reasonable accuracy can only be
obtained by taking careful measurements.
Another limitation is size, but
capacitors above 400 pF up to
about o.t cF can be measured
by connecting them, in series with
a small coil, across the coil
terminals. Measurements are then
made with and without the capacitor short circuited and appropriate formulae enable the Q, R
and power factor figures to be
determined.
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"Q" meters_
ance is the time constant, given
by L/R or RC measured in
henrys, ohms and farads, and
obtainable direct from the above
data. The higher range of resistance values is dealt with in a
similar fashion only here measurements are made with the resistor
first out of circuit and then
connected in parallel with the
capacitor.
The measurement of the dynamic resistance of a parallel-tuned
circuit is merely a variant of the
measurement of a high resistor.
With a suitable coil connected
to the Q meter, resonance is
obtained at the desired frequency
f, giving values C, and Q l. The
tuned circuit is then connected
across the capacitor terminals
and itself tuned to give resonance
again. If the altered value of
Q is Q2,the dynamic resistance
value is:
0.
1.59 1
21Q 2

fci (Q2 — Q2)

[pF, Mc/s, M

Insulating and Dielectric Materials
The essential qualities of these
materials are revealed by the
dielectric constant and the power
factor, these parameters usually
being determined by arranging
for the material under test to
form the dielectric of a capacitor.
There are standard recognized
procedures
recommended
for
effecting this and it is not proposed to discuss them in detail.
One method is to use mercury
electrodes, while in another a
sheet of the material is thinly
coated with petroleum jelly and
tinfoil of appreciably less area
pressed down on both sides. In
the case of a liquid a suitable
vessel has to be constructed:
Whatever method is followed,
edge effects must be avoided by
a generous margin of uncovered
material around the edge of the
sample. Suitable leads are fitted
to the electrodes and taken to
the capacitor terminals of the
Q meter. The sample is then
measured as a capacitor at the
desired frequency. If the capacitance of the sample determined
in the way described above is
C pF the thickness d cm, the
covered area A cm 2, then the
II.3Cd
dielectric constant
e —
A
The Q and, hence, the power

factor are determined by taking
measurements as described above
for small capacitors. Then
Q

—

(Ci — C2) Qi

Q2

Ci (Qi — Qs)
and the power factor
ioo/Q.

Transmission Lines
There are two methods by which
transmission-line constants can
be determined with the Q Meter.
In the first, the frequency in
c/s is fixed and a line length
1metres, less than A/8, is chosen.
With the far end open circuited,
the capacitance C, in farads and
resistance R, in ohms are measured
following the usual procedure for
small capacitors. The resistance
value is then transformed into
the
equivalent
conductance
G, mhos. With the far end shortcircuited, the line is now measured
as a coil and its inductance Ls
henrys and series resistance Rs
ohms
measured.
Then
the
characteristic impedance
Zo = VR. + j2711..,
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circuited. The line is connected
to the Q meter as a capacitor and
the frequency adjusted until the
capacitance on short and open
circuit are equal and opposite in
sign.
Then Z, =

wvc„c o [ Û,

c/s, F]

At even multiples of 11/8 the
input impedance becomes a very
high or very low pure resistance,
depending again upon the multiple
and whether the far end is open or
short circuited.
By adjustment of the Q- meter
frequency a high-resistance condition is selected and this high
resistance 12, measured.
The attenuation is then given
by
Zo
A —
db/metre
8.69 R,./
If in one of these measurements
the frequency is fand the number
of .1
/ wavelengths
n, then the
velocity of propagation is
81f
= — metres/sec.
n

[n]

G, + j2irfC,
or for low values of Rs and G,
Z, = VLs/C,
The attenuation A is given by
GoZ, + Rs/Z,
8.69 x 21

I + ( 2irf ) 2L,C,
db per metre
and the velocity of propagation by
2irfC/
metres/sec.
tan- 2 w VL sCo
The second method avoids the
measurement of very small or
large reactances and enables any
length of line above A/4 to be used.
With a line of length exactly 11/8
or an odd multiple of it, the
numerical value of the reactance
is equal to the characteristic impedance, being positive or negative
depending upon the multiple and
whether the far end is open or short

OUR

Conclusion
The measurements which have
been described are now recognized
as well within the capabilities of
the Q meter and are treated as
standard practice.
No doubt
additional uses will be found from
time to time. The outstanding
advantages of the instrument
throughout are its wide frequency
ranges, direct reading feature's
and ease and speed of operation.
The last two features have led
to the appearance of a modified
form of Q meter, generally known
as the Q Comparator.
It is
intended for repetitive and comparison testing and has in consequence been simplified by the
removal of the thermoammeter,
although the constancy of the
injected voltages is still assured.

COVER

A 27- in circular mirror and an I8- in diameter plastic correcting
plate is incorporated in the television projector illustrated on
the front cover. This equipment, which has been developed
by Cinema- Television Ltd. for use in cinemas, operates on
405 lines with an anode voltage of 50,000.
Experimental
equipment has been in operation in a cinema in Bromley,
Kent, for some time and it is hoped to give a description of
the equipment and the proposed method of linking London
cinemas in a future issue of Wireless World.
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T YPE 89 is a low consumption output pentode used mainly in car
radio receivers. It may be replaced most conveniently by type 41,
or with change of socket, by type 6K6G. Type 6V6GT may also be
employed together with change of socket and bias resistor.
G2

GI

89

G2

KEY
Type 89

Types 6K6G, 6V6GT

Type 41

CHARACTERISTICS
Heater Voltage
Heater Current
Anode Voltage
Anode Current
Grid Bias
Cathode Resistor
Optimum Load
Power Output
CHANGE VALVE
FROM

TO

Type
89

Type
41

TYPE 89

TYPES 41, 6K6G

6.3
0.4
250
32
-25
680
7000
3.4

6.3
0.4
250
32
—18
470
7500
3.4

FROM

TO

Pin 1
U.X.
6 pn
No Change

„

5

Top Cap
Mn 1
89

6K6G

U.X. 6 Pin
Int. Octal.

„

S

Top Cap

89

6V6GT

6.3
0.45
250
32
-15
390
7500
3.3

CHANGE SOCKET, CHANGE CONNECTIONS
FROM OLD
SOCKET

U.X. 6 Pin
Int. Octal.

TYPE 6V6GT

TO NEW
SOCKET

volts
amp.
volts
mA
volts
ohms
ohms
watts

OTHER WORK

PERFORMANCE

NECESSARY

CHANGE

Change bias
resistor if
necessary. The
correct value
for type 41 or
6K6G
is 470
ohms I watt

NEGLIGIBLE

Pin I

Disconnect
Pin 5
„

4

Pin 2
„ 3
„ 4
Disconnect
Pin 8
„ 7
„ 5

As for Type 6K6GT

Change bias
Resistor to
390 ohms
1 watt
See NOTE.

HIGHER
SENSITIVITY

NOTE.— In 12-volt receivers where the heater of the 89 is connected in series with one of the other valves
a balaicing resistor may be required in the heater circuit.

Wili/WINg SON'S
RES? WISME.5 AND
BETTER ttSIE.Stt4G

P
RIMA°
RADIO VALVES

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY. SIDCUP, KENT.
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40
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A poor life this
if full of care,
You end with voltage
through your hair,
No time to sing
and dance and play,
Because your volts
aren't under way.
No time to step out
just because,
Your step-up system's
full of flaws.
No time because
tests have revealed,
That your Transformers
are not sealed.

Evidence o
fPROGRESS
The illustration above shows an ACOUSTICAL produce
of ten years ago—an amplifier designed for high quality
reproduction of records and radio programmes.
Using push-pull tricdes throLghout—RC coupled throughout—independent treblc, middle and bass controls etc., it
was considered about the best that could then be obtained.
Indeed the circuit is often specified today for high quality
reproduction.
A comparison of the performance with that of the QA12/P
reveals the extent of recent developments.
Pre- Afar

QA12/P

Improvement
achieved

Output deviation
within 20-20,000
c.p..,. range ...

3db

0.3 db

7 times better 1%
power change).

erequency
range
within ± Idb ...

30-15,000
c.p.i.

15-30,000

Total distortion at 10
watts ( Both models
rated 10-12 watts).

2%

0.1%

Sensitivity ( r.m.s. for
full output) ...

0.2 y

0.0015 v

Background
noise
(equivalent
r.m.s.
at input) ......

120
microvolts

1
microvolt

Background for equal
(low) gain ... ...

—65 db

—80 db

Load impedance .
Internal Impedance

2

12

Treble and bass controls ... ...

variable
extent of
boost_ and
cua

variable
slops oi
boosts and
cues.

feSC

an

PRICE

arrease
octaves.

of

'Gainst moisture - cold vibration - dust Heat - humidity and rust,
Fumes and fungus, sudden shocks,
Altitude and hearty knocks.
No time to seal
hermetically,
As Mercury
emphatically.
If you've no time
to take this care,
You'll end' with voltage
through your hair.

two

20 times less distortion.

120 times more gain
with no background
increase '

15 db lower
ground.

back-

Better damping.
Wider range of conr.rol and slopss of
cont-ols more accurately
designed
for
ornarl
room
listening conditions.
50% lass cost.

cvasTicaL
Acoustical Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
HUNTINGDON.
Tele.: Huntingdon 361.

PAR MEKO

of

LEICESTER

Makers of Transformers for the Electronic and E:ectricai . ndustrics

e
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DISTORTION:
DOES IT MATTER?
Further Discussion by the I.E.E. Radio Section

A

r a meeting of the Radio Section of The Institution of
Electrical Engineers on Tuesday, 9th November, 5948, P P.
Eckersley re-opened a discussion on
"To What Extent Does Distortion
Really Matter in the Transmission
of Speech and Music?"
He began by saying that the overall impression left by the first discussion' on the subject was that
none of us knew a great deal about
the subject, but many found it as
engrossing as ever. Two questions
still remained to be answered,
namely, was it worth while to try
to find out more and, if so, what
line of attack against obscurities
would be the best?
Although the final judgment of a
transducer
must
be
subjective,
surely much could be learned by
objective tests.
For instance, the
fact revealed, as we were told, by
measurement, that the loudspeaker
generated harmonics, should stimulate someone to produce an instrument that did not.
Then the ear
would judge whether the improvement in eliminating harmonics and
combination tones were substantial.
Further experiments with audiences
listening to live performances, the
sounds of which were modified artificially, ought to tell us a great deal
more about what to aim for. Precise
information could thus be obtained
about the preferences of the ear.

Artificialities
This led to observations concerning a misunderstanding that was revealed during the previous discussion regarding certain suggestions
made in the opener's previous remarks, namely, that in the presence
of inevitable artificialities due to the
circumstances of reproduction of
broadcast programmes and gramophone records, other artificialities
might, with advantage, be introduced. The object of these suggestions was that the impact of the
'Reported in
March, 1948.
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reproduction upon the senses might
be the more certain to " evoke emotion" in the hearer than if an exact
copy of the original were reproduced.
Some speakers seemed to
imagine that he proposed a wholesale cutting away of parts of the
spectrum.
There was, in fact, no
proposal, explicit or implicit, to
perform any major operation upon
the spectrum, but rather, as in
beautifying by plastic surgery, to
reduce exaggerated features and to
encourage those that were weak.
By such methods, the reproduction
should gain in beauty, even though
the means to that end were artificial.

Judges of Quality
Turning to detail, the dispute
about the competence of musicians
to judge loudspeakers was not resuscitated in the introduction, but
it was raised apparently from the
dead, during the discussion. It was
revealed that B.B.C. engineers had
discovered that certain of their
musical colleagues could not form
useful judgments on the qualities of
loudspeakers.
This was a limited
discovery. Pursued a little further,
it would be found that some musicians had sensibilities which transcended those of some technicians.
Continued research would reveal
that the co-operation of each person, according to competence rather
than trade or calling, would be of
greater benefit than the dismissal of
one class of persons by ill-considered
generalities.
This second introduction, bridging the two discussions, must once
more stress the importance of providing better transmission facilities.
As it was, the best of loudspeakers
had no value since the conditions of
radio transmission and often the
background noise on gramophone
records, made it impossible to use
the upper parts of the audio spectrum.
Thus, while there was no
demand for a good loudspeaker
because the lower and middle regis-

ter sufficed to give pleasure to most
ears, there would, in the face of the
poor transmission facility, be not
much use for it even if it existed.
The contention remained that, if
transmission
facilities
were
improved, an insistent demand would
be created for à better reproducer.
For nearly 30 years we had used the
same type of radio transmitter and
for 2o years the same type of receiver had cut off more and more
of the spectrum broadcast at greater
and greater levels.
A solution of
the problem of programme distribution, be it by frequency- modulated
transmission or by the use of the
much simpler wire networks to link
microphone and transmitter, would
put us on the way to find out which
distortions did and which did not
matter. We might also discover, in
terms of a widespread high-fidelity
service, how to shape an artificial
spectrum for the greater benefit of
the art of sound reproduction.

Heresy
The discussion wnich followed was
by no means restricted to the technical and engineering aspects of
transmission and reception.
Valuable contributions came from representatives
of
the
programmes
department of the B.B.C., who put
forward what to high-fidelity purists
must have seemed paradoxical, not
to say heretical views. In the broadcasting of eye-witness accounts the
presence of considerable distortion,
it was contended, would not only
be tolerated by the listeners but
would convey an atmosphere of
actuality and excitement which
could not be put over if the transmission had the impeccable quality
of a studio broadcast. Even when
distortion was so bad as to threaten
intelligibility, there was still justification for re-broadcasting, for example, Mr. Churchill's speeches from
the other side of the Atlantic.
In the broadcasting of symphonic
music the best place for the microphone was not, according to one
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speaker, just above the conductor's
head, or, indeed, any position which
faithfully reproduced the sound in
the immediate vicinity of the instruments.
The experienced concertgoer did not like his oboe " neat,"
but always chose, if he could, the
loth or 20th row back, where the
higher-order harmonics were to some
extent absorbed. Too much " top "
was often associated with what
musicians would dismiss as a bad
hall. Often it was also a symptom
of faulty tone production, which
would incur the conductor's displeasure; yet engineers were always
trying to preserve what the musician wished to get rid of.

Atmosphere
Support for this view was given
by an authoritative statement that
broadcasts of the Scottish Orchestra,
which met with wide approval
among the musically informed, were
restricted to an upper frequency of
little more than 6,000 c/s; but the
acoustics of the studio were exceptional. This quality, which might be
likened to the background scenery
and lighting of a stage presentation
was largely fortuitous; we could
avoid the grosser errors in studio
design and reduce the bad effects of
existing halls by placing the microphone closer to the performers, but
much remained to be learned before
the creation of naturalness, perspec-

ti‘e and " atmosphere" could be
described as a known art.
One speaker thought that the
comparatively simple task of reproducing the voice of a solo artiste
with naturalness had not yet been
solved, and suggested that the " invention " of the crooner was an engineer's subterfuge to circumvent
this particular problem.
Musicians
often tried to persuade those responsible for " Balance and Control" to
place the microphone farther away,
"because it sounds better," but
they did not always appreciate that
an estimate of the optimum distance
made by direct listening would not
hold for the microphone, which was
a monaural device and would make
the reverberation components of the
sound seem more pronounced.
It
was for this reason that the engineers insisted on bringing the microphone closer to the performer.
Few listeners took much trouble
to improve the acoustic background
of their rooms. It was true that the
scope
for
such
treatment
was
limited, and one speaker revived
the suggestion that high-quality
headphones might solve the problem
when conditions proved intractable.
It was agreed that comparisons
of qualit, using as a reference standard the sound that one imagined
would come from the mouth of the
loudspeaker if it were, in fact, an
aperture in the wall separating the
living room from an adjacent concert
hall—the " Pyramus
and
Thisbe" theory, as the opener put
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it—could be of value in judging the
performance of equipment; but the
opinion of those who had had actual
experience of listening to " live"
performances under these somewhat
unusual conditions was that the
quality was far from satisfying and
not much to be desired.
The œsthetics of listening covered
such a wide field, and tastes were so
varied that in the opinion of some
speakers
the
B.B.C.'s
function
should not extend beyond the transmission of a " facsimile" of tie
original.
It should then be left to
the listener to modify this by tone
and volume controls " according to
his perversity." The difficulties of
sustaining a wide audio- frequency
spectrum on programmes of varied
origin was recognized and a plea was
made for adequate top cut at the
source when intermodulation distortion, which would be at once revealed by modern high-grade loudspeakers, could not be avoided. One
speaker thought that binaural transmission would be a more welcome
development than efforts to extend
the higher frequency response.

Physiology of Hearing
All agreed that studies of listeners' preferences should be extended, but that the results should
be analysed with due caution to
avoid drawing false conclusions.
Much remained to be learned about
the physiology of hearing and the
importance or otherwise of phase
distortion.
The difficulty was to
measure the true phase relationships
of the sound at the observer's ear,
and experiments which were based
on observations of the input waveform to the loudspeaker were of
little value, without detailed knowledge of the transient response of the
diaphragm and its effect on the
acoustic output. Clear thinking was
necessary before making generalizations, and comparisons of aural
quality involving changes in the
make-up of complex waveforms
from similar spectral components
were invalidated if there were redistribution of energy with time.
An interesting case was cited of a
series of pulses of random sign and
amplitude, equally spaced in time,
which on analysis showed a continuous spectrum like that of ran,cm noise. The aural effect, however, bore no resemblance to the
characteristic hiss of random fluctuations.
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AMATEUR RADIO SHOW
New V.H.F. Equipment at the R.S.G.B.
Exhibition
rONSIDERING that for the past available to amateurs and several

three months amateur radio
circles have buzzed with discussions on 2-metre operation, it was a
foregone conclusion that V.H.F.
would be the dominant note at the
1948 Amateur Show organized by
the Radio Society of Great Britain.
Despite the comparatively short
time that has elapsed since the r45Mc/s band was opened to amateurs
all the radio manufacturers catering for this market had something
of interest to show.
A complete new range of miniature variable condensers on din
square ceramic plates and with
heavily silver plated metal parts
was shown by Stratton.
Included
was an 8+8pF butterfly type with
wide- spaced vanes as well as several
split- stator models with staggered
sections of from 15 to 4opF. The
first- mentioned condenser is used
in a new 145-Mcis tuning unit consisting of an adjustable hairpin coil
and coupling loop.
A well-finished four- element beam
array for 2 metres, with a folded
dipole radiator matching to a 72
ohm co-axial feeder, exemplified the
compactness
of high-gain
aerial
systems for these frequencies. Made
of enamelled brass tubing it costs
£6 5s complete.
An interesting example of ingenuity was the 3-element beam
shown by G.E.C. and made entirely
of standard light-alloy electric conduit and die-cast fittings. All parts
screw together and only a hacksaw
is needed to cut the rod elements to
the required length. Tubing screwed
at one end and up to ro feet in
length is readily obtainable.
Several
V.H.F.
transmitters
exemplifying the best of modern
miniaturisation technique were seen
among the exhibits on the TeleRadio stand. Although capable of
quite a large power output, the sets
are extraordinarily compact and
serve as excellent examples of the
advantages attendant on frequency
modulation which is the system
favoured.
Narrow or broad band
systems are applicable.
Among their receiving equipment
was a neat converter for 2, 5 so and
II metres using plug-in coils, miniature valves and parts, and having a
built-in A.C. power supply. It costs
£21.

A few new valves for the very
high frequencies are now becoming

are
in
course
of development •
according to the prototypes seen on
Mullard's stand. Their double R.F.
power pentode is now known as the
(NVo7-4o. It is an improved version of the American 829B, and fits
the same valveholder. Some new
miniatures on the B7G base were
also seen, notably the EL91 pentode
suitable for early stages in a transmitter, the EC9r grounded grid
triode for R.F. amplification at
E.H.F., and a double triode, the
ECC9.
For final amplifiers in low-powei
V.H.F. transmitters, G.E.C. has
now available an improved version
of the TTI5 double R.F. power
tetrode. It can be used effectively
to 200 Mc/s and at 300 volts on the
anodes in a push-pull circuit gives
18 watts R.F. output for 9omA consumption. A feature of the valve is
that the two electrode assemblies
are virtually separate and can be.
used independently if required. An
application of this kind was demonstrated in a 145-Mc/s transmitter.
Other Osram valves of interest to
the amateur include the DETr()
(Re34 equivalent) a new high slop
R.F. receiving pentode, the Z77 on
a B7G base, the B65 double triode
(6SN7 equivalent), and a range of
A.F. power valves for modulators.
Some transmitting valves were
shown by E.M.I., while Ediswan
had a comprehensive range of receiving valves, such as the Mazda
6F12 RF pentode on the B7G base.
It is a close equivalent, electrically,
to the SP6r.
Although components dominated
the Webb's Radio stand, several interesting pieces of apparatus were
also shown.
For example, there
was a 145-Mc/s transmitter, a variable frequency oscillator of high
stability and a useful radio globe
divided into amateur call- sign zones.
Of the components a mention might
be made of some valveholders for
the 829 type valve. One is
a screened
version
with
built-in bypass capacitors
on all contacts except the
control grids (anodes being
on top of the valve) and the
other is a ceramic plate
Four new Osram valves comprising the B65, TT15, WEtz
and Z77.

Mullard valves for V.H.F., the
QVo4-7, ECC9r, EC9r and ( at
back) the QQVo7-40.

Eddystone ceramic Microdensei s.

Panel handles made by Imhof.

Webb's Radio screened and open
style valveholders for the 829 type
valve.
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type. The former costs is 6d, the
latter 55 6d.
With •gn much new V.H.F. equip-
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Considerable changes have been
effected in
the
Eddystone
68o
communications set, which now
gives
continuous coverage
from
490 kc/s to 30.5 Mc / s in
fine switched bands. Panelcontrolled selectivity is
obtained by mechanically
varying the I.F. couplings,
in addition to which a• crystal filter is embodied for
telegraphy reception. Thirteen of the latest all glass
miniature valves are used
with two R.F. and two I.F.
amplifiers
on
450 kc/s.
Other features include noise
limiter, " S " meter and
bandspread.
(Left) Tele Radio V.H.F. converter with coils for the 2-, 5-,
6- and II-metre bands.
(Below) Denco model DCRI9
communications receiver.

inent, the more orthodox H.F.
sets and parts were inclined to
be overshadowed, but there was
nevertheless a good selection in
all classes.
Components were
shown by Denco, Odeon Radio.
Radiocralt,
Southern
Radio
and Electrical Supplies, Stratton, Tele- Radio and Webbs.
A range of 25-watt C.W.
transmitters for all amateur
bands from 28 to 1.7 Mc/s with
and without self-contained A.C.
power supplies was shown by
Radiocraft, while Odeon Radio had
a 3-tier miniature rack transmitter
measuring less than a foot high complete in every detail including plate
current meter and giving ro watts
output on all bands.
Some tine examples of modern
communications
receivers
were
shown at this exhibition, but only
an all-too- brief mention of them can
be made here.
The G.E.C. model
BRT400 is a r4- valve receiver with
six switched bands covering 150 kc/s
to 33 Mcis and it uses the latest
miniature all-glass valves.
It has
two RF stages, mixer and oscillator,
two I.F. amplifiers at 455 kc/s and
a six-position selectivity switch for
bandwidths of 5oo c/ s to 9kc/s.
Another set of the same general
category is the new E.M.I. communications
receiver
covering
55o kc/s to 30.5 Mc/s in six bands,
and having a double 4-gang condenser with large and small capacitance sections. The five-stage selectivity
switch
makes
available
bandwidths of too c/s to 5kc/s. An
interesting feature of the design is
that the A.G.C. line is accessible for
connection to other receivers for
diversity reception or for the injection of muting pulses from the keying circuit of a transmitter. It has
a noise limiter and an " S" meter.
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limiter, three I.F. stages at 1.6 Mc/s
and a calibrated " S ' meter. The
price is under £ 50.
High selectivity combined with
good second-channel rejection is obtained in the
new Commander
communications
set
made
by
Radiovision by using the double
superhet principle.
The first I.F.
is r . 6Mc/s and the second too kc/s;
coverage is 1.7 to 31 Mc/s in five
switched bands with electrical bandspread on all the amateur bands including 21 Mc/s. It employs eleven
valves with voltage stabiliser for the
oscillators, B.F.O. and " S" meter.
The price is £ 48 ros.
A comprehensive selection of test
equipment, multi-range meters and
panel
meters
was
shown
by
Sangamo Weston, Taylor Electrical
and Automatic Coil Winder and
Electrical Equipment, while transformers for power supplies, audio
amplification and modulation were
prominent on the stands of Oliver
Pell Control ( Varley) and Woden.
Among the wide range of fixed
capacitors shown by T.C.C. were
seen a number of new and improved
models, a range that should interest
makers of miniature equipments
being the latest Metalite additions.
A o.or
zoo-volt capacitor in an
hermetically sealed aluminium tube
measures
in long and lin in
diameter.
In this size capacitors
range from o.or to o.0002 µF.
A comprehensive range of metal
cabinets with and without chassis,
rack assemblies and a selection of
chromium- plated
panel
handles
were shown by Imhof.
A typical
receiver or transmitter cabinet, such
as the type ro53A measuring ,51x
9x8in overall and fitted with a
14 x7x3in chassis and
in panel
handles costs £4 5s
complete.
Handles range in size from in to
81in in eight different styles and
cost from 3s to 7s each.

e

A unique feature of the Denco
DCRI9 communications set is the
use of a rotating coil turret fitted
with dust-iron-cored coils wound on
polystyrene formers.
It is a 12valve set, covers 175 kc/s to 3o Mc/s
in six ranges with bandspread on the
five amateur bands. It includes a
5oo-kc/s crystal calibrater, noise
LIST
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Alfred Imhof,
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BOOK REVIEWS
Ionospheric Radio Propagation. By
the staff of the National Bureau
of Standards. ( Circular 426).
Pp. 209; figs. 205. Supt. of Documents, U.S. Govt. Printing Office,
Washington 25,
D.C., U.S.A.
Price SI; outside U.S.A. $ 1.33.
by a team of eleven
W RITTEN
experts, under the direction

of the heads of the Central Radio
Propagation Laboratory of America,
this publication should, and does,
contain a great deal of useful information about the ionosphere, and
about radio propagation by its
means. It is, in fact, the most comprehensive work on the practical use
of ionospheric data so far published.
The book is divided into nine
chapters, the first of which is
merely an explanation of the scope
and purpose of the book. Chapter II
deals with the theory of wave propagation, and, considering that the
book is intended to be of some use
to those with only an elementary
radio knowledge, this chapter might
have been more lucid had the
mathematical treatment been supplemented with more complete and
somewhat less disjointed prose explanations of the physical processes
involved. In Chapter III the details
of the measurement, not only of
ionospheric, but also of other atmospheric phenomena affecting radio
transmission and reception, are well
described, the principles of the
equipment employed, as well as the
techniques themselves, being briefly
dealt with. Chapter IV deals with
the main features of the ionospheric
structure on a world-wide basis, so
far as they are known. In Chapter
V are described the very involved
ionospheric variations with time,
including those connected with the
sunspot cycle. Chapter VI is perhaps the most important in the
book, containing, as it does, not
only a good explanation of the basis
upon
which
are
founded
the
methods for finding the M.U.F.s for
any path at any time, but also full
details of the operational procedures
employed for this purpose, some of
which, it is explained, have been
established by other processes than
theoretical ones.
Chapters VII,
VIII and IX deal with all those
phenomena
which
affect
the
L.U.H.F. ( lowest useful high frequency)
or,
alternatively,
the
L.R.R.P. ( lowest required radiated
power). These things include ionospheric absorption, fading, different
forms of radio noise, radiated power,
differences in aerial or set performance, etc., and finally, the calculation techniques employed.
The

whole subject is dealt with at considerable length, and some very

useful graphs and diagrams are
included.
Summing up, the book appears to
be an almost indispensable publication for the ionospheric worker and
for the specialist short-wave engineer, whilst it contains much that
will be of use to the less specialized
engineer and to the radio student.
It is doubtful whether it will appeal
to the amateur radio man, the techniques described being, in general,
far too involved and cumbersome to
suit his particular needs.
T. W. B.
Electronic Musical Instruments. By
S. K. Lewer, B.Sc. Pp. tor, with
52 diagrams. Published from the
offices of Electronic Engineering,
28, Essex Street, London, W.C.2.
Price 3s 6d.
I N his introductory remarks the
I- author defines an electronic
musical instrument as one in which
electrical oscillations are produced
under the direct creative control of
the performer.
He excludes pipe
organs with electrically operated

actions, the amplification or reproduction of recorded sound and also
synthetic sound tracks, but includes
electric
pianos
and
guitars
as
borderline cases.
The treatment covers a wide field
and the author has obviously made
a diligent search of the files of the
Patent Office and of the world's
technical literature for any information bearing on his subject.
The
fruits of this search are recorded in
a bibliography running to seven
pages.
The facts are marshalled
under headings determined by the
principles of operation of the various
instruments, and a chapter is devoted to an explanation of the
method
of
classification.
The

emphasis throughout is on principles, and would-be amateur constructors of electronic organs will
not find immediate answers to all
their practical problems. Diagrams
are chiefly schematic and circuit
values are given only in a few
isolated cases.
As an historical survey and a
comparative analysis of principles
and methods, this monograph is
strongly recommended. F. L. D.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Electronic Engineering.
Edited by
E. Molloy.
A general survey of
applications of electronic methods to
research
and
industry.
Subjects
covered include C.R. tubes, thyratrons
light-sensitive
cells,
radio-frequency
heating, etc.
Pp. ro8, with many
diagrams and illustrations.
George
Newnes, Southampton Street, London,
W.C.2. Price 5s.
Dictionary of Photography.
17th
edition, revised by A. L. M. Sowerby,
Editor of Amateur Photographer.
A
reference book for amateur and professional photographers dealing with all
aspects of modern practice. Pp. 705; 67
illustrations. Fountain Press, 46, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Price 15s.
40 Abaques de Radio.—By A. de Gouvernain.
A collection of abacs for
making design calculations graphically,
each on a loose sheet card, with a 72page book describing the method of use
(in French).
Société des Editions
Radio, 9, Rue Jacob, Paris 6.
Price
r,000 francs.
The following volumes in the Radiation Laboratory Series (Massachusetts
Institute of Technollgy, U.S.A.) are
written by a number of authors. They
are published in this country by
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Ltd.,
Aldwych House, London, W.C.2. All
are fully illustrated. Prices given are
those applying in U.K.
Microwave
Transmission
Circuits.
Edited by George L. Ragan. A compréhensive treatise on the theory and
practice of the transmission of microwave power along coaxial cables and
waveguides and in their ancillary corn-

ponents, such as motional joints, impedance transformers, filters and power
dividers. Pp. 725. 515.
Loran.—Ed. J. A. Pierce, A. A.
McKenzie and R.
H.
Woodward.
Operation and design of the long-range
navigational aid, mainly devoted to
equipment now in operational use. Pp.
476. 36s.
Pulse Generators.—Ed. G. N. Glasoe
and Jean V. Lebacqz. Theoretical and
practical treatment of the generation of
power pulses.
Pp. 741.
54s.
Microwave Magnetrons.—Ed. George
B. Collins. Theory, design and application of multi-cavity magnetrons for
r,000-2.4,000 Mc/ s. Pp. 8o6. 54s.
Klystrons and Microwave Triodes.—
Ed. D R. Hamilton, J. C. Knipp and
J. B. H. Kuper. Low-power valves as
local oscillators, signal generators and
transmitters are discussed and there is
a theoretical treatment of their use as
mixers, amplifiers, oscillators and frequency multipliers. Theory and use of
two-cavity and reflex klystrons is discussed. PP. 533. 45s.
Principles of Microwave Circuits.—
Ed. C. G. Montgomery, R. H. Dicke
and E. M. Purcell.
A fundamental
treatment of guided electromagnetic
waves. Pp. 486. 36s.
Microwave Duplexers.—Ed. L. D.
Smullen
and
C.
G.
Montgomery.
Methods of using a single aerial for both
transmission and reception, as in radar.
PP. 437. 39s.
Cathode Ray Tube Displays.—Ed. T.
Soller, M. A. Starr and G. E. Valley.
Basic
characteristics,
principles
of
operation and methods of applications.
4 PP. 746.
60s.
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COMPACT
with automatic starter and control
unit.
The virtue of combining the
transmitter-receiver unit with the
aerial scanner is that ashort fixed
waveguide, fully protected from
moisture and mechanical damage,
is possible.
The transmitterreceiver unit is housed in a steel
casing Kovided with three large
hermetically-sealed
doors.
A
thermostatically-controlled heater
prevents icing in the aerial head.
Components have been kept
small by using a high-frequency
(5oo c / s) power supply, as is
common practice in aircraft radar
equipment.
The
magnetron '
heater transformer and pulse
transformer are contained in an

Kelvin- Hughes radar installation in alarge trawler.
An enlargement of
the unit in situ is shown at the top of the opposite page.

T

HERE is a current belief
that navigational radar is a
luxury for the big ships of
the more opulent steamship companies. This may have been true
in the early days after the war
when the prototypes of mercantile
radar were based on some of the
larger Admiralty equipments, but
now that designers have had an
opportunity of exercising their
ingenuity, the possibility is within
reach that not only small coasters,
but even fishing vessels may be
able to avail themselves of this
paying aid to navigation.
The latest Kelvin-Hughes equipment, which incidentally was one
of the first commercial radar sets
to obtain the Ministry of Transport's certificate of conformity
with the Marine Radar Performance Specification, 1948, is a good
example of the trend towards
compactness and ease of installation. It has been fitted in a large
trawler and has proved invaluable
in locating fishing marker buoys
in thick weather as well as for
general navigation.
There are three main units: ( 2)
the aerial, consisting of a rotating
' • cheese"
reflector
mounted
directly on top of an " ironclad "
case containing the transmitter,
receiver and power supply units;
(2) the display console, measuring
4ft 3in x2A-in x29¡in, with which
are incorporated supervisory controls; and (3) a motor generator
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MARINE RADAR
Details of the Latest
Kelvin- Hughes Installation
Some

oil-filled tank immediately below
the magnetron valve. Peak power
is 3o kW in a o.2-,usec pulse
having a repetition frequency of
Loofa per sec.
The approved
frequency band is 9434-9524 Mc / s.
A common T.R. waveguide
switch, with gas cells, is employed
and the frequency changer of the

wheel projecting slightly
below the underside of
the top panel for fingertip control. This, and the
substantial handholds on
either side of the console
indicate that the designers have
had ample experience of operation in small vessels in a seaway.
There is an
electronic
marker, indicating ship's head,
and also acentre
expansion control to facili(Left) Aerial unit
with inspection
covers open. (Below) Display console with sliding
front down, showi
ng supervisory
control panel and
rear view of console, showing
method of withdrawing units for
inspection.

receiver comprises a CV72o klystron local oscillator and a mixer
crystal.
The intermediate frequency is 6o Mc / s with a bandwidth of ro Mc / s; there is a preamplifier in the aerial unit and the
main I.F. amplifier is in the
display console.
The magnetic deflector coils
surrounding the neck of the gin
C.R. tube are rotated mechanically by servo motors coupled to
the aerial scanner drive.
The
speed of rotation is 30 r.p.m.
There are three range scales
with maxima of 5, 9and 27 miles,
and concentric calibrator rings are
provided at intervals of r,000,
2,000 and 4,000yds, according to
the range. In addition there is a
continuously
variable
rangemarker ring working in association
with a calibrated dial on the top
of the console. The manual control for the range marker is
particularly neat and practical,
and consists of a knurled edgewise

tate the observation of bearings
of nearby objects. An auxiliary
gain control is available to reduce
sea clutter near the origin, according to weather conditions. There
is an illuminated bearing cursor
which enables bearings to be
taken with an accuracy of 1°.
The supervisory controls—stopstart switch, supply voltmeter,
focus,
brilliance,
etc.—are
mounted on a sloping panel in
front of which is a sliding door—
normally kept closed to prevent
interference with the settings.
All units are mounted on guides
and can be readily withdrawn
from the back for inspection.
Fuses are readily accessible.
We have seen the equipment in
operation and were impressed by
the neatness and simplicity of the
layout. The display was notable
for the sharpness of focusing and
the general clarity of the picture.
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TELEVISION

DISTRIBUTION

Details of a Communal System
By PAUL ADORIAN (Central Rediffusion Services)
(Adopted from apaper read before the International Television Convention, Zurich)

I

N closely populated areas, and
in particular in blocks of flats,
the siting of television aetials
presents many difficulties to individual householders.
It is usuallSr possible to locate
a good television aerial system at
the top of a block of flats so that
it gives reasonably good reception.
The remaining problem, therefore,
is to distribute the signal received
by this aerial to the tenants in the
block of flats concerned.
The same problem applies to
groups of houses sharing a communal television aerial. The advantages of the latter case may
not be fully appreciated but it has
been established in practice that
there is a considerable variation
in signal to noise ratio at sites
quite close to one another, depending on the relative position of the
receiving
aerial,
transmitting
aerial and sources of interference.
Thus, while on one side of a road
considerable interference may be
caused by passing traffic, on the
other side of the same road, by
the use of a reflector on the receiving aerial, this interference
can be reduced very considerably.
It is obvious that it is a great advantage to bring up the quality
of reception on both sides of the
road to the same level.
Ultimately, one can visualize
large groups of such local wire
television
distribution
systems
interconnected by a main distribution system.
The present paper is limited to
the problem of local distribution,
but reference is made to use of
the wire distribution system for
the simultaneous distribution of
radio broadcast programmes.
Choice of System.—There are
several methods by which television programmes can be distributed; we will consider the main
systems.
Distribution
at
video
frequences. say o-5 Mc / s, might at
first sight seem the most advantageous owing to the simplicity of
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the receiving sets. It also has the
advantage that for very short distances the various H.T. and other
power supplies could also be transmitted on cables as well as the
audio-frequency
sound
programmes so that the viewer would
have an extension loudspeaker for
sound reproduction and acathoderay tube display unit for picture
reproduction with little additional
equipment and no direct local connection to the electric mains
supply.
TELEVISION
AERIAL

to be avoided. It must be remembered that at video frequencies,
the attenuation along wire lines
of the low and high frequencies is
very different, and such attenuation will vary considerably along
the line. In addition, correction
must be made for phase distortion. Thus, such systems are very
critical as regards variation in
load, which would entail expensive engineering operations.
Distribution at an intermediatefrequency carrier on which the
modulation could be superimposed has also been considered. A
carrier of the order of to Mc/ swas
considered with modulation of up
to ± 5Mc/s.
This system has the advantage
of simplifying the television reT — TELEVISION RECEIVER
J - JUNCTION BOX

WIDEBAND
AMPL FIER
TRIPLE OUTLET
JUNCTION BOX

î

Fig. it.

Arrangement of a direct carrier distribution system.

After practical examination of
this system, the conclusion was
reached that the saving made in
cost of receiving equipment would
be counterbalanced by the cost of
special cables and distribution
equipment required. Further, it
was thought, right from the beginning, that eventually, due to
mass production, the price of
television sets would come down
to such a low figure that the technically simpler sets such as envisaged by this system but made
in smaller quantities, could not be
made at much lower prices.
A further technical difficulty
that must be taken into account in
this system is that at video frequencies careful correction of lines
is necessary if serious distortion is

ceivers by eliminating the radio
frequency part of the equipment.
However, it introduces more complicated sending-end equipment,
and on balance could only be
justified with very large systems.
Direct Carrier Distribution.—
The third system which was considered consists
of receiving,
amplifying and distributing over
wire lines the complete carrier
and sidebands of the transmitted
programmes.
So far as the
B.B.C. television service is concerned, this involves the transmission of a frequency band of
from 41 to 49 Mc / s.
The advantages of this system
are numerous. First, subscribers
connected to the system can utilize
any television receiver suitable

'te
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include a loss pad which, near the
sending end, introduces a 4o-db
loss between line and receiver,
while the matching pads farther
away from the sending end introduce a loss of 20-db between line
and receiver.
The wide- band amplifier has
four reactance-coupled stages, and
gives approximately uniform gain
of 55 db from 42 to 48 Mc / s. The
response falls off symmetrically at
each end and the response is
about 6-db down at 41.5 Mc / sand
48.5 Mc / s respectively. The output voltage is of sufficiently high
level so that when followed by a
three-way matching pad connected to three 8o-ohm lines, an
input of 0.75 volt is available to
each line. All the four amplifying
valves are of the same type and a
valve rectifier is used in the builtin A.C. mains power unit.
A concentric
semi-air- spaced
polythene-insulated cable with the
following dimensions and characteristics is used for distribution :—
Overall diameter: 0.685 cm.
Inner
conductor
diameter:
0.091 cm.
Outer
conductor
diameter:
0.533 cm.
Loss per metre at 45 Mc / s:
0.062 db.
Loss per metre at iMc / s :
o.009 db.
Characteristic
impedance
of
cable 75-80 ohms.
60

0.7SmV

for the London
transmission.
Next, the distribution equipment
is extremely simple and, what is
considered most important, the
system is not particularly critical
as regards load variation and,
once a television supply feeder is
constructed and laid out to the
plan described below, there is no
further
engineering
involved
except normal maintenance.
A disadvantage of this system
may be that as a relatively high
carrier frequency is used, a more
expensive cable may have ta be
employed than for a system distributing at lower frequencies, but
in practice this difference in cost
if almost negligible in relation to
the total cost of the installed system.
It has been found in practice
that this type of distribution system can be operated with line
lengths up to 50o metres.
A further advantage of this system is that as the frequencies below
40 Mc / s are not used for main
television distribution, the same
concentric cable can be used for
providing aerial inputs to broadcast receivers and possibly, at a
later date, when high television
subscribed densities are obtained,
a second television programme, if
available, could be simultaneously
transmitted on the system in
accordance with the intermediate
system referred to above.
Details of the System.—In view
of the foregoing considerations
this system was adopted and at
the time of preparing this paper
57 systems have been installed,
making television service available to 6,400 households, of which
approximately 600 are subscribing to the system.
In view of the interest already
shown, it is expected that this
number will be considerably increased in future, and work is in
hand for the installation of similar
systems for several other groups.
The system used as shown schematically in Fig. r.
A conventional vertical dipole
with reflector is used which is connected to a broad-band amplifier,
and from this connection is made
to up to three concentric cables
through a matching arrangement.
In the diagram the concentric distribution cables are shown in
dotted lines.
It should be noted that, as explained later, the junction boxes

LEVEL IN db ABOVE
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supply under these conditions up
to about 30 television receivers on
each line spread over a length not
longer than 480 metres.
Fig. 2shows the performance of
such a feeder, 480 metres in length
with 32 television receivers connected,
distributed
uniformly
along the feeder.
The top graph in this diagram
shows the attenuation along such
a feeder in a completely unloaded
condition, but at the end the
line is terminated with an 8o- ohm
resistance, which is always used.
The middle graph shows the
actual line voltage due to the
attenuation caused by the connection of the television receivers,
while the bottom graph shows the
actual voltages as applied to the
inputs of the television receivers
along the line. It should be noted
that the first 16 receivers are connected through 4.0-db pads, while
the second 16 receivers are connected through 2o-db pads. (As
the receiver input impedances are
about 75-80 ohms each, in the
case of 40-db pads a 7,50o-ohm
series resistance is used, while in
the case of 20-db pads a 75o-ohm
series resistance is used at the
appropriate junction boxes.)
Increasing the Scope.—While
the system described above is able
to supply over 90 television sets
on three lines, a further extension
of the system has been developed
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Performance of the system shown in Fig. I, giving line distribution characteristics (one subscriber per is metres).

The system has been so designed that the input voltage to
receivers at different positions
along the lines is not less than 0.75
millivolt and not more than 7.5
millivolts.
The system is designed to

by means of which it is possible to
feed up to 15 lines and a total of
about 450 subscribers.
In this arrangement the output
of the wide- band television amplifier is connected to the inputs of
up to three output units.
Five
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Television Distribution—
similar cathode followers are incorporated in each output unit,
and each of these one-stage
"buffers" can feed one line.
Thus, 15 lines can be supplied.
Fig. 3 shows the general arrangement.
A further extension of the system is possible by extending the
length of the feeders by the introduction of repeater amplifiers, but
up to the time of writing this
paper, this has not yet been necessary in practice.
Television and Broadcast.—The

present form for the distribution
of medium- and long-wave broadcast inputs and the television distribution described above.
The
general sending-end arrangement
used is shown on Fig. 4 and is
self-explanatory.
Where such arrangements are
in use, it is usual to connect the
aerial terminal of the subscriber's
broadcast receiver to the concentric cable through a 75o-ohm resistance and connect a small
capacitor which presents high impedance to the medium- and longwave broadcast signals, in series

O - FIVE- WAY OUTPUT UNIT

TELEVISION
AERIAL

T -

J
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band amplifier is shown in conjunction with the broadcast aerial
as this is not necessary at sites

!
AERIAL
TELEVISION

BROADCAST
AERIAL

WIDEBAND
AMPL FIER

\./

TRANS ORMER

-T -

TELEVISION RECEIVER
- JUNCTION BOX

4eon

'••••41.

O

HIGH PASS
FILTER

LOW-PASS
FILTER

COAXIA CABLE
FEEDER

Fig. 4.
Communal distribution
system for both television and
sound broadcasting.
WIDEBAND
AMPLIFIER

44

O
TRIPLE OUTLET
JUNCTION BOX

Bon

rT7
o

Fig. 3.

Extending the system to feed more receivers.

system has been further developed
for use as a combined television
and broadcast aerial system, in its

Basingstoke.—Two series of lectures
—one on A.C. theory and the other
on television theory and practice—are
being given to members of the Basingstoke and District Amateur Radio
Society during this session.
The lectures will be held on alternate Tuesdays at 7.45 at the British Workmen's Assembly Rooms, Potters Lane,
Basingstoke.
Sec.: L. S. Adams, 16,
Bramblys Drive, Basingstoke, Hants.
Chatham.—Two
thousand
people
visited the exhibition organized by the
Medway Amateur Receiving and Transmitting Society in Rochester from November 24th to 27th.
Among the
manufacturers exhibiting were :—Mullard, Decca, Denco, S.T.C., Philco and
Automatic Coil Winder Co.
On the
Admiralty stand was included W.T.
equipment, radar gear, and the Decca
Navigator. Meetings of the society are
held on Mondays at 7.30 at the Cooperative Employers' Welfare Club,.
2o7, Luton Road, Chatham. Sec.: H.
Howell, G5FN, 39, Broadway, Gillingham, Kent.

with the subscriber's television set
aerial terminal.
It will be noted that no wide

NEWS FROM THE CLUBS
Derby.—The annual general meeting
of the Derby and District Amateur
Radio Society will be held on January
5th at 7.30 in the Club Room, 67s, London Road, Derby. The society, which
now has its own transmitter licensed
under the call G3ERD, meets on alternate Wednesdays. Sec.: F. C. Ward,
G2CVV, 5, Uplands Avenue, Littleover,
Derby.
Edinburgh.—The
general
monthly
meeting of the Lothians Radio Society
will be held in the Chamber of Commerce Rooms, 25, Charolette Square,
Edinburgh, on January 27th at 7.30.
Meetings are held on the last Thursday
in each month. Sec.: I. Mackenzie, 47,
Easter Drylaw Drive, Edinburgh, 4.
Nottingham.—New
premises
have
been secured by the Nottingham ShortWave Club, and weekly meetings are
now held on Mondays at 7.15 at the

where strong broadcast signals are
available, but such an amplifier
could be included between the
aerial and the low-pass filter if
necessary.
Acknowledgment.—The author
wishes to thank H. J. Barton
Chapple and R. I. Kinross, of
London Rediffusion Service, who
have been mainly responsible for
this development and who have
assisted in the preparation of this
paper.

Old Boys' Club, Middle Street, Beeston,
Notts. The club's transmitter, G3EKW,
was officially opened on December 6th
by F. R. Sharp, Radio Editor of the
Nottingham Evening Post. It is situated at Chilwell and at present radiates
on t.7Mc/s.
Sec.: N. W. Adcock,
"Bryn-gates," Harlaxton Drive, Long
Eaton, Notts.
Oldham.—Meetings of the Oldham
Radio Society are held on alternate
Wednesdays at 7.30 at the Civic Centre,
Clegg Street, Oldham. The next meeting is on Dec. 29th. Sec.: E. Hulme,
G3BQT, 20, Parkway, Chadderton,
Lancs.
Romford.—The late secretary of the
Romford and District Amateur Radio
Society, R. C. E. Beardow, has emigrated to Canada and has taken with
him his to-metre transmitter (G3FT).
The new secretary of the club, which
meets on Tuesdays at 8.o at the
Y.M.C.A., Western Road, Romford, is
D. Coppendale, G3BNI, 9, Morden
Road, C.hadwell Heath, Essex.
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VERSATILE

POWER SUPPLY

Wide Range Voltage Control
with Simplified Switching
By K. F. BUTCHER

I

N experimental
work there
often arises the need of a
power supply giving a wide
range of voltages at various
currents and which is easily and
quickly set to any desired value.
The unit described here covers
most requirements of light current
work and has proved well worth
the time expended in its construction.
It will be seen from the circuit
diagram that the main supply is
in three steps of 150 volts with four
half- wave selenium rectifiers giving 120 mA maximum.
This is
not the most efficient arrangement, but it keeps the switching
simple. There is afourth t50-volt
winding feeding a potentiometer
comprising R, and R, which is
connected in series with the other
windings. This is a more convenient method of regulating the
voltage than the usual series
resistance, or potentiometer across
the output. Also the potentiometer current is supplied by the
transformer and not by the rectifiers.
This is rather wasteful at
the lower voltages but the convenience is well worth it.
Two
potentiometers were used in series
as there did not appear to be a
single one listed of the correct
value and wattage in a reasonable
physical size.
This necessitated
S 3 to switch the sliders for each
half as required. In use this was
found to be an advantage rather
than otherwise, inasmuch that the
scale is approximately 600 degrees
for 150 volts variation, which is
4 degrees movement per volt, and
it was found quite easy to adjust
the value to within 0.25 volt. This
gives a smoothness of control
which is a pleasure to use.
A 32-F reservoir capacitor
was specified by the makers for
the rectifiers, and it was considered desirable to allow for a
working voltage of i,000. These
are not listed in electrolytic types

so a series- parallel combination of
four standard T.C.C.
500- volt
working capacitors is used. It was
not necessary in this case to put
equalizing resistances across the
series circuit, but it is advisable
to check the voltage distribution
and fit them if it is unequal, otherwise at the higher voltages one
half may well exceed the permissible rating, as on light load
the maximum voltage will be at
full peak value, about 840 volts.
There are two other rectified
outputs, a screen supply of zoo or
200 volts nominal,
and a bias
supply of 25 or 50 volts.
The

ably constant for a given voltage,
and usually amount to only a few
milliamps, resistance smoothing
has been used, but a choke and
capacitor can be added externally
with the series resistance if needed.
The current output of 30 mA
allows for the drain of a highresistance potentiometer if a variable voltage is required.
The bias supply has a bridge
type rectifier and double resistance
smoothing, the reservoir and first
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sv2A

A.C.
MAINS

4V

6.3V 2A

MAIN
SUPPLY

Theoretical circuit diagram
of the power supply unit
described in the text.

AC.
MAINS

screen supply will give zoo volts
at
30 mA,
or proportionately
higher at a lower current.
As
most screen currents are reason-

smooth"ng capacitors being 8µF,
but the final one is 32 14F.
The
output is across a 2o,000-ohm
potentiometer 12 1,and the current
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Versatile Power Supply—
is limited to rmA. This will allow
for any reasonable grid current
encountered and has been found
adequate. It was felt that at low
voltages a wider scale would be
advantageous so the input to the
rectifier is in two halves which
doubles the scale of the potentiometer.
It is apparent that with the
addition of a filament supply we
have a complete unit that will
supply a single valve hook-up,
amplifier or radio chassis.
Also
it is possible to take a complete
family of curves of most valves in
general
use.
Consequently
a
SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS
heater transformer is incorporated
having double windings of 4, 5,
and 6.3 volts at 2 A each and with
appropriate terminals brought ,out
to the panel.
Three eight- volt
tappings on the primary enables
the correct voltage to be obtained
when using one valve or several.
When taking valve curves it
This photograph shows the form of construction adopted and the position
is advisable to put a bleeder
of the main components.
resistance across the main output
when on low currents as there is a
150 volts at 0.3 A, one of 150 volts
at o.or A.
T 2 requires six 2-A
visible delay of the potentiometer
at 0.6 A, two of 120 volts at
windings for the three heater
setting due to the charge on the
0.07 A, and one of 36 -4- 36 volts
voltages.
capacitors.
In conclusion, any stampings
available will do for the two
transformers, in this case 144 pairs
of I.S.C.O. 435A (Stalloy 35A)
were used for T 1, which worked

COMPONENT

VALUES

32pF 500 V electrolytic
8µF roo V „
32/zP I00 V

„

16e 500 V

„

0.66 A toroidalwound potentiometer
(Berco Type I00)
ykfl, 2-watt (carbon)
2okf2,
2-watt
wirewound potentiometer
S.P.S.T. switch
S.
P.
D.
T. „
Half-wave
selenium
rectifier (S.T.C. Type
H3- r4- IL)
Half-wave
selenium
rectifier ( S.T.C. Type
H18- I2- IL)
Half-wave
selenium
rectifier (S.T.C. Type
1318-4- IL)
225n,

R3,R4,R6
R5
SI,S2

..

S3, S4, S3

MR I-MR 4
MR5,MR6
MR7 ..

out at 1.85 turns per volt, and
8o pairs of I.S.C.O. 46oA (Stalloy
33A) for T 2 at 4 turns per volt.
T 1 requires three windings of

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE
Descriptive leaflet of st ri-ws and ¡mall
parts made by the AngloSwiss Screw
Co., Trout Road, West Drayton, Middlesex.
Leaflet giving details of the Type
NAIS industrial noise measuring instrument made by A. E. Caukell, 7, Victory
Arcade,
The
Broadway,
Southall,
Middlesex.
List No. 5of disposals radio and electronic equipment from Clydesdale Supply Co., 2, Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.5.
Leaflets describing Type r210A frequency meter and photoelectric pick-up
unit, and Type 125oA dynamic balancihg machine, from Dawe Instruments,
130, Uxbridge Road, Hanwell, London,
W.7.
Folder giving ratings and operating
data on the Mazda B8A range of valves,
from the Edison Swan Electric Co, i55,
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Leaflets dealing with Type XE and
Type 1115 (heavy duty) relays, from
Electro Methods, 112, Brent Street, London, N.W.4.
Data sheets Of sound reproducing
equipment made by Grampian Reproducers, The Hanworth Trading Estate,
Feltham, Middlesex.
Illustrated leaflet describing electronic audio-frequency mixer units made
by Hifi, Ltd., Lye, Worcs.

Catalogue C262 of replacement capacitors made by A. H. Hunt, Bendon
Valley, Garnet Lane, London, S.W.r8.
Available to members of the distributive
and service trades.
Leaflet describing the Pennine Ranger
Model E54 / 2 superheterodyne receiver
made by Pennine Amplifiers, Southgate,
Elland, Yorks.
Illustrated folder giving details of
television receivers, from Ultra Electric,
62, Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.r.
An illustrated booklet isued to the
trade by Whiteley Electrical Radio,
Mansfield, Nobs, gives details of the
"Long Ann" system of remote control,
production of which has now been resumed.
CRYSTAL CALIBRATION SERVICE
Measurements of the resonant frequency of quartz crystals of all types
with an accuracy of at least 5parts in
a million are undertaken by Salford
Electrical Instruments, Q.C. Department, Birch Mill, Birch in Hopwood,
Heywood, Lancs. A fee of 5s (which
includes return registered postage)
should accompany each crystal, which
should be sent by registered post and
marked " Frequency Calibration Service."
The full name and postal
address to which the units are to be
returned should, of course, be included.
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CIRCUITRY

from a Designer's Notebook
McG.

SOWERBY

T

HERE are now several
interval timers available
commercially, intended for
measuring times from one millisecond to one second or so. Most
of these operate much as shown
in Fig.
1.
A
constant current
circuit (e.g.,
a
Interval
pentode) is adTimers
justed to pass a
current i;
this
current passes through the switch
S which is closed for the duration
of the time interval to be measured
and charges the condenser C.
The potential difference, E, appearing across C is measured by a
valve voltmeter V. The equation
for E is
it where tis the time for
E — -c which S is closed.
If now a resistance R is placed in
parallel with C, and S closed, the
p.d. across it will be
(i)
Eo = iR .. ..
We may now adjust i until E0
produces full scale reading on the
valve voltmeter. In the absence

(
Cinema Television Ltd.)

For much longer times wither C
becomes uneconomically large, or
ibecomes awkwardly small. Much
shorter times can be measured by
means of more complicated circuits but these will not be considered here.
A typical circuit used for this
work is shown in
Fig. 2.
Suppose S, to
be open and that
E, is sufficient to
make V, conducting.
The resistances are chosen
so that V, and V2
form a trigger circuit, and V2 is
consequently cut
off. If S2 is now

appears as a slow change of voltmeter reading.
Taking Fig. 2
as a sample of the numerous
circuits available, drift can arise
from one or more of any of the
following causes :—
(1) Leakage in C. (2) Leakage
in V. ( 3) Leakage across the valve
holder of V2. (4) Leakage across
the insulators of the electrode
assembly of V2. (5) Failure of V2
to cut off completely. (6) Emission
of photo-electrons by the anode of

Fig. 2.
Combined
trigger and charging
circuit.

closed temporarily any remanent
charge on C is removed, and the
valve voltmeter V indicates zero.
S, is now closed for the duration
of the interval to be measured,
V, cuts off and V, conducts,
behaving much as a cathode
follower passing a current of
ER 3
i
(R, + R2 -r R3)R,
(approximately).
This current flows into the conFig. 1. Schematic circuit of interdenser until S, is opened and the
val timer.
trigger reverts to its rest state of
V, conducting and V2 cut-off.
of R, full scale will be produced
The voltmeter is calibrated in
by S remaining closed for a time
terms of time with the aid of R
given by
as described above. The current
EC
may be adjusted by viriation of
t
o = —2-. . . . (2)
R,.
The input circuits are not, of
Now substituting the value for i
course, limited as that shown in
from (1) in (2) we obtain
Fig. 2, and may be arranged in a
t
o = RC
variety of ways so that measureThus the instrument is calibrated
ments of the time between two
in ternis of R and C exclusively,
pulses, the duration of a pulse or
and provided good drift-free components are chosen for R and C light flash, etc., may be made.
The main design difficulty of
the calibration should remain unthis type of device is the eliminachanged over long periods of time.
tion of drift, due to charge accumuVarious ranges may be obtained
lating on, or being dissipated
by varying i, C or Eo in known
from C, both before and after a
steps, yielding full, scnIe readings
MeasUrement is ma'de. This drift
of aut imilliSe'cb
-nil to ssect:incl.

V2 ( 7) Leakage across S2. This
seems a formidable array of
difficulties, but all can be overcome with care, and drifts in
good
commercial
instruments
seldom exceed 5 per cent of full
scale on the indicating meter per
minute.
HE phase shifting device
of Fig. 3 is well known;
T
it is described for instance in
Puckle's " Time Bases" (p. i9o).
Readers of that useful work will
remember that if the reactance of
the condenser is
Transformer- made about one
tenth of the maxiless Phase mum value of R
a very
useful
Shifter
phase shift from
about 2o° to about 16o ° can be

Fig. 3.

A well-known phase-shifter
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Electronic Circuitry—
obtained, and that if no load is
imposed on the output terminals,
the output voltage E =--- 2e.
When it is desired to phase shift
a wide band of frequencies (for
which a number of condensers of
varying capacities will be needed,
chosen in rotation by aswitch) the
design of the transformer presents difficulties.
It is not always
realised that an excellent
alternative* is the circuit
shown in
Fig. 4.
Here
Fig. 4. Transformerless phase
shifter. Typical values: V —
EC9t; RL -= R0 = 2.2 k ; Rb
100
H.T. supply 250 V,
io mA.
At input frequency
about too kc/s, C = 50 pF.
R 5o kt] (carbon), r = 8.2 kf.
/.

quite normal and straightforward
and familiar to readers.
Two
signal voltages eare obtained, and
their " centre-tap" is virtually

INPUT

the
valve
is
arranged as a
"concertina" phase splitter and
R,. = ( 12, + Rb). The design is

the earth line. Consequently the
valve replaces the transformer of
Fig. 3, and the R.C. phase shifting

NEW DOMESTIC
A CONSOLE version of the A52

bandspread receiver for A.C.
mains
reviewed in our issue of
March, 1948, has been produced by
E. K. Cole, Southend-on-Sea.
It

is known as the C87

and

costs

. .10

19s, including tax. A special
rxport version of the Ekco " Con,ort " A.C. / D.C. transportable has
also been introduced.
With the
type number U83, this model has

General Electrical Radio " Mighty
Midget" A.C./D.C. receiver.
t
hree waveranges covering i, 500560 ke/s, 8-3 Mc/ s, and 22 7.5 Mc / s.
The " Mighty Midget"
A.C. /
D.C.
receiver made by General
Electric
Radio,
92,
Charlotte
Street, London, W.', sells for the
unusually low price of go 19s 6d, including tax.
It is a straight set
with 12K7 R.F. amplifier, 12J7 detector, 35L6 output valve, 35Z4
rectifier ( or metal rectifier) and
1669 barretter regulator. The single

January, 1949

network is applied between anode
and cathode as shown. The overall
gain is about 1.8 for usual designs.
Care must be taken to make the
impedance of the R.C. circuit
large compared with 12,, and so an
additional resistance r is used to
prevent the resistive arm being
reduced to zero resistance.
This circuit finds many uses,
one of which is in the generation
of circular and elliptical time bases
for cathode ray oscillography.
The writer has used this circuit
at z Mc/s quite successfully to
obtain a 45° shift, employing a
miniature high-slope triode and
low values of R, and Rc ; but
this is probably near the limit,
because as the frequency increases
the loading on RLincreases and the
available range of phase shift is
reduced.
• Dome, R. B., Electronics, Dec. 1947. p.

RECEIVERS

waverange covers zoo- 55o metres.
The walnut veneered cabinet measures fikin x7in x4kin and houses
a frame aerial in addition to the
5in moving coil loudspeaker.
Two new table models for A.C.
mains have been announced by
Pye, Ltd., Radio Works, Cambridge. The Model 19A is a superhet. ( 3 valves plus rectifier) with
the following waveranges:
16m,
31m and 49m ( bandspread), 200550M and 1,000-2,000m.
In the
Model 19D ( 4 valves plus rectifier)
there are additional bandspread
ranges centred on 13m, 19m and
25m and a wider range from 38 to
tom.
The Model 19A has a 64in
loudspeaker, a five-position
tone
control and costs £21 13s 4d, while
the 19D with eight- position tone
control and 8in loudspeaker costs
£26 15s 4d, including tax.
The circuit of the new Ultra table
Model T457 for A.C. mains comprises
a frequency changer, I.F.
amplifier, detector and phase.131itter, and push-pull output
valves, delivering 6 watts to
an elliptical loudspeaker. The
six waveranges cover to.718m, 18.7-20m, 24.2-26.3m,
3o-5I.8m,
zoo-550m
and
,000-2,000m
with
bandspreading on the ranges centred on 19 and 25m.
The
An elliptical loudspeaker is
fed from a6-watt push-pull
output in the Ultra Model
T457 receiver.

price is £37 14s 4d and the makers
are Ultra Electric, Western Avenue,
London, W.3.
In the Invicta Model Tioz television set the T.R.F. vision receiver
is fitted with an interference limiter,
and the time base circuit has a
positive interlace filter with grid
blocking line and frame scan oscillators.
The picture size is
in x
6in and the price is £55 5s 9d, including
tax. A console
version
(Model Tio3) is available at £66
7s 3d; the makers are Invicta Radio,
Parkhurst Road, London, N.7.
Brief details
have
also
been
received of a new television receiver
(Model MTS389) made by Mullard
Electronic
Products,
Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2. It is housed in a table
model
cabinet
254in x 17in x i3in
and employs a gin tube with black
and white screen.
The price is
L61 74S 5d, including tax
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" BELLING LEE" PAGE

Providing technical

information, service

and advice in

to our products and the suppression of electrical
The Wireless Telegraph
Bill
By the time this is published, it is
expected that the Bill will have
passed the committee stage and many
" Wireless World" readers will have
been asked what it is all about.
There really has been a lot of fuss
over very little.
Anyone who has
a wireless licence has already given
permission for the representatives
of the Post Master General to enter
at reasonable times.
There is a
similar clause in the contract regarding the supply of gas and electricity.
Among the most prevalent causes
of electrical interference are thermostats in electric bed-warmers (pads,
blankets and imitation hot water
bottles).
Advice to the Culprit
Many domestic appliances can be
very efficiently dealt with by feting
flex lead suppressors" preferably
close to the appliance.
Every few
inches of lead count.
These suppressors will prove adequate, except
in particularly fierce cases of earthed
(3 core flex) portable appliances used
in blocks of flats where neighbours,
with radio sets in close proximity,
might still hear some residual interference unless they have taken
special precautions with their aerials.
More thorough suppression requires
the filter component fitted inside the
appliance.
If in doubt, go to your
local
radio dealer or write
to
" Belling- Lee."

Flex lead suppressor L.30I ( 3core)

Advice to the Sufferer
If a person is being troubled by
outside interference, the first question
should be: " What do you do about
an aerial ? " There must be tens of
thousands who do nothing about it,
or at best dangle a bit of wire about
the room.
Some kind of outside
aerial is necessary before alistener can
expect sympathetic help from official
channels. The simplest remedy is a
"Win rod window mounting aerial* 2
This is not an anti-interference
aerial, but in most cases will greatly
improve reception.

In circumstances
where
interference is
very severe, or
where exceptional quality is
L300/3 Set lead
the aim of the
SUppraisor
listener, it will
be necessary to erect a " Skyrod "
vertical aerial" with " Eliminoise "
transformers and a screened down
lead.
In cases where interference
is reaching the receiver via the
mains, i.e. mains borne, a set lead
mains filter * 4 will be necessary. This
is fitted at the power plug supplying
the receiver. It is asimple" plug-in "
device
Car Interference with
Television
Most of the cars on the
roads just now can be dealt
with by unscrewing the
central lead from the disgl
tributor, and in its place
screwing a two shilling
resistor," into which the
original lead will go. This
is all that need be done
unless car radio is fitted in
L630
which case the car should
already be suppressed for optimum
results.
Alexandra Palace Television
in Cape Town
There have been an increasing
number of cases reported, of very long
distance
reception
of television.
Sunspots are said to be responsible.
The writer well remembers sitting
up with an amateur in the very
early 'twenties and hearing the first
reported reception in the country, of
American
amateur
transmissions.
This soon became commonplace. It
is appreciated that the two cases may
not be comparable and " Belling-Lee '
do not advocate the sale of television
equipment outside the normal range
of Alexandra Palace, except experimentally, but it is of interest to
readers of this page that at least one
viewer in Capetown reports that he
was unable to resolve the picture
until he had erected a " Belling- Lee"
dipole and reflector.** Please note
that no elaborate array was used.
A New

Indoor Television
Aerial

The " Doorod "* 7 is a fully dimensioned half-wave dipole with one

relation

interference

rigid and one flexible element for
use within six or seven miles of
Alexandra Palace and where
interference is not severe. It
is so named as it is thought
that the most likely place for
its fixing will be by the side of
the door frame.
The" Doorod " must not be
confused with miniature or
compressed dipoles.
All indoor aerials have their limitations and the best position
must be found by trial and
error.
They should not be
placed too near the receiver.
The great thing to avoid is
the effect of people walking
about near the aerial. Don't
forget that in a semi-detached
house or in fiats, there may be
fluctuations in picture strength
caused by the unconscious
movements of neighbours on
the other side of the party wall.
Any indoor dipole will also be
affected by the presence of
standard lamps or metal pipes,
girders, etc., even though they
are behind plaster, bricks and
mortar.
If an outside dipole
is impossible, an inverted " V" in the
loft will always give
better results than any
television aerial in the
same room as the set.

*1 Flex lead suppressors. L.301
(3 core), 15/6.
L.I174 ( 2 core),
9/6.
*2 " Winrod " window mounting
aerial.
L.581, 19/6 each, sold in
cartons containing 6.
" Skyrod "
anti-interference
aerial. L.638/K, chimney mounting.
£10.
Set lead filter. L.300/3, 59/6.
L.630, distributor suppressor,
2/-.
" Viewrod " television aerial
L.502/C, for mast mounting, 88¡-.
•2 " Doorod " indoor television
aerial. L.645, 30/-.
(
Registration
and patent applied for.)
The words " Winrod," " Skyrod " and " Viewrod " are Registered Trade names
*3

*4

*5

*G

BELLING f, LEE LTD

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD. ENFIELD. MIDDX
ENGLAND
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. but there is a difference in tgrumm
sound equipment
The Kt a/to and K52/20
Moving Coil Loudspeakers,
designed especially as good
quality single unit reproducers, can be relied upon,
as can all VITAVOX products, to give an outstanding
performance under exacting
conditions.
VITAVOX LTD., WESTMORLAND

ROAD,

Retail Price
KI2 10

£7 0 0

KI2.'20

Ell

LONDON,

0 0

N.W.9.

Tete:

COLindale 8671.

etteln
'TRANSFORMERS Esc

CHOICES

COMPLETE range will
meet ALL your normal needs . .
This

The requirements of the Electronic Industries are many and varied. It is
to meet such demands that the " Somerford
range of Transformers and
Chokes exist.
No matter whether you are engaged in radio, the manufacture of industrial or domestic apphances, or laboratory work, if you are
looking for components that will give you accuracy and dependability at an
economical cost, you will do well to choose GARDNER products. Research,
skill and modern manufacturing methods have been combined to produce
components that will withstand the most arduous working conditions and
meet the exacting demands of present day standards. The " Somerford "
range comprises 141 different types—a type for every normal need.

Ready for IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

Full details and specifications will be sent on request.

ARDNERS
SOMERFORD, CHRISTCHURCH,

AD19,7,7
HANTS.
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P.T. Concession + Industry's Enterprise + More
Amateur Wavebands +
P.T. on Communication
Sets
consultation with the
I.
Radio
Communication
and
Electronic Engineering Association,
the Commissioners of Customs and
Excise have agreed that, in general,
receivers which are designed, and
offered for sale solely far amateur
or professional communication reception shall for the present be
regarded as not chargeable with
purchase tax.
It is pointed out,
however, that this exclusion from
tax does not apply to sets which
are of " the domestic or portable
types used for the reception of
public broadcast programmes."
Manufacturers of communication
receivers are advised to secure confirmation of non-liability to tax
from the Commissioners at City
Gate House, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2, submitting ( in duplicate) full specification, descriptive
literature and other appropriate information
including
frequency
coverage, incorporation of B.F.O.,
ranges, wholesale price, etc.

Radiolympia
THE R.I.C. has announced the
dates
on
which
the
16th
National Radio Exhibition will be
held at Olympia this year—from
September 28th to October 8th.
There will be a preview with admission by invitation only on September 27th.

Interference Suppression
Radio Industry Council is to
THE
be congratulated on its efforts

to correct misconceptions regarding
the effect and cost of supptessing
electrical equipment causing interference with radio and television reception.
By staging a demonstration at the height of the debate on
the Wireless Telegraphy Bill, of
types of interference and its suppression, it gave Members of Parliament,
Press representatives and
manufacturers an opportunity of
obtaining first-hand knowledge of
the main causes of interference and
the most effective methods of suppression.
Technical members of the staff of
the manufacturers, whose identity
was not revealed, gave convincing
demonstrations of the interference
caused by vacuum cleaners, thermo-

E.H.F. Broadcasting
statically controlled electric irons
and electric dry shavers and, too, of
the effect of fixing a flex-lead suppressor costing 9s 6d.
It was not
possible to demonstrate the effect
on television reception of suppressing car ignition interference. However, by installing two aerials—one
at a normal height of about 25 feet
and the other at about 120 feet—
and switching from one to the other,
visitors were shown how good television can be when ignition interference is eliminated.

Amateur Frequencies
the provisions of the
\VHEN
Atlantic City Telecommunica-

tion Convention come into operation on January 1st a number of
additional or extended wavebands
will become available to amateurs
in this country.
Amateurs will
then be permitted to operate in
the following bands,
but those
marked with an asterisk are released
on a non- interfering basis:—
Mc/s
1.715 - 2.0
3.5 - 3.635
3.685 - 3.8
7.0 - 7.3
14.0 - 14.4
28.0 - 30.0

144
420
1,215
2,300
5,650
10,000

Mc/s
- 146*
- 460*
- 1,300*
- 2,450
- 5,850
- 10,500

Frequency modulation as well as
amplitude modulation will be permitted on all bands from 42o Mc / s
upwards and on all these, as well as
on 144 -1 46 Mc/ s, an input power of
25 watts will be permitted.
The R.S.G.B. has negotiated with
the G.P.O. for the retention of the
5-metre band ( 58.5-6o Mc/s), allocated to television, and this has
been granted temporarily.

TOWERING 175 feet above London's streets is this new aerial, the
first of six to be erected between the
capital and Birmingham for the
television link.
The paraboloids
have built-in electrical heaters for
de-icing.
This terminal station,
designed by G.E.C., is at the
Museum telephone exchange, Tottenham Court Road.
mitter is to be installed. Both
transmitters will work in the 87.5
to 94.5- Mc / s band.
The Year Book costs 3s 6d.

B.B.C. on E.H.F.

City and Guilds Exams

N the very small amount of space
devoted to the engineering side
of broadcasting in the r949 B.B.C.
Year Book, reference is made to the
research which has been undertaken
to determine the possibilities of
common-wave working on ultrashort waves.
Elsewhere in this r9o-page book
of general information for the broadcast listener and viewer, it is stated
that as a long-term solution to the
ever-growing
congestion
in
the
M.W. and L.W. bands, a chain of
extra- short-wave stations is planned.
In addition to the 25-kW frequencymodulation transmitter at Wrotham, Kent, an r8- kW A.M. trans-

DEADERS may like to be reIt minded of the dates on which
entries to the various City and
Guilds Examinations in radio subjects should be made.
Those proposing to enter for the
Telecommunications
Engineering
examination,
the Radio Service
Work intermediate examination and
that for the radio amateur's licence
should make their entries through
local technical colleges or the local
education authority by March 1st.
Candidates for the Radio Servicing Certificate final examination should apply to the Secretary,
Radio
Trades
Examination Board, 9, Bedford Square,

I
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London, W.C.T, by February ist on the
special entry form obtainable either
from the City and Guilds, Department
of Technology, 31, Brechin Place, London, S.W.7, or from the R.T.E.B.
When candidates' eligibility has been
confirmed by the R.T.E.13. they should
enter for the written papers in accordance with the normal C. and G. procedure, i.e., through a technical college or local education authority.
The dates given apply only to candidates in Great Britain and Northern
Ireland.

Radio Regulations
A PHOTOSTATIC copy of the
English version of the Radio
Regulations annexed to the Atlantic
City International Telecommunication
Convention has been issued by the
G.P.O. This volume, of some 300 pages,
includes such generally useful information as the complete tables of frequency allocations to the various services, international call signs, revised
classification of types of transmission
and the " Q" codes. It is obtainable
from H.M. Stationery Office, price
3s 6d

Sir Edward Appleton
HE appointment of Sir Edward
Appleton as Principal and ViceT
Chancellor of Edinburgh University

was announced at the end of November. This means that he will be leaving the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research.
He has been
Secretary of the Committee of the Privy
Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research since 1939.
Sir Edward,
who
was
recently
awarded the Valdemar Poulsen Gold
Medal by the Danish Academy of Technical Sciences for " outstanding contributions to radio technics and particularly for remarkable achievement in
research on the ionosphere,"
was
Wheatstone Professor of Physics at
London University from 1924 to 1936.
He was Jacksonian Professor of Natural
Philosophy at Cambridge from 1936 to
1939.
His ionospheric researches are
too well known to need reiteration.
He was knighted in 1941 and a year
ago was awarded the Nobel Physics
prize. Among the positions now held by
Sir Edward, who is 56, are: chairman
of the B.B.C. Scientific Advisory Committee, president of the International
Scientific Radio Union and a member
of the Government Television Advisory
Committee.
He is a Fellow of the
Royal Society.

Who is Director of Radio Research
at D.S.I.R.
The present members of the Board
are:
Sir A. Stanley Angwin (Chairman), Cable
and Wireless; Prof. H. E. M. Barlow. Professor of Electrical Engineering, University
College, London; F. S. Barton, Director of
Communications Development, M.o.S.; H.
Bishop.
Chief
Engineer,
B.B.C.;
E.
Brundett,
Controller
of
Physical
Research, Admiralty; A. J. Gill, Engineerin-Chief, G.P.O.; Brig. J. B. Hickman,
Director of Telecommunications Research and
Development (Defence), M.o.S.; Dr. L. G. H.
Hanley, Electrical Engineering Dept., Birmingham University; Sir N. Johnson, Director of Meteorological Office, Air Ministry;
Capt. E. M. Knapp, Director of Radio Equipment, Admiralty; Prof. H. S. W. Massey,
University College, London; J. A. Radcliffe.
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge; Air Corn.
F. H. Richardson, Director of Signals, Air
Ministry; Prof. F. J. M. Stratton, Deputy
Scientific Adviser to the Army Council, War
Office; Dr. H. W. H. Warren, Managing Director. B.T.H.; and G. M. Wright, Engineer-inChief, Marconi's.

W. S. Barrell, technical director of
E.M.I Studios, who is president of the
B.S.R.A., recently visited the U.S.A.
and during his stay addressed the
Audio Engineering Society in New
York.
G. M. Wright, B.Eng., Engineer-inChief of Marconi's W.T. Co., has been
appointed a member of the Radio Re-

Slow Morse Transmissions
IDEA DERS wishing to learn morse
IV may be interested to have details
of the latest schedule of slow morse
transmissions radiated by a number of
amateurs whose efforts are co-ordinated
by C. H. L. Edwards, G8TL, lo, Chepstow Crescent, Newbury Park, Ilford,
Essex. The times are G.M.T.
Monday
20.001900 kc/s G2AJU ( Stutton, 1PswielO•
20.00 1800 kc/s G214.1S ( Bradford).
21.00 1900 kc/s 61313LN (
Bournemouth).
Tuesday
22.00 1896 kc/s G8TL ( Ilford).
23.00 1820 kc/s GM4AN ( Kirkaldy).
Wednesday
22.00 1800 kc/s G3DLC ( Grays).
Thursday
22.00 1896 kc/s G2BCX ( South Woodford).
22.30 1803 kc/s GSOB ( Manchester).
Friday
19.00 1900 kc / s G3BLN ( Bournemouth).
20.00 1900 kc/s G2AJU ( Stutton, Ipswich).
20.00 1860 kc/s GSAKW ( Wirral).
20.30 1868 kc/s G8LZ ( Gravesend).
23.00 18201(c/s GM4AN ( Kirkaldy).
PERSONALITIES
Sir Ernest Fisk, managing director of
E.M.I., has been given the Silver Medal
of the Royal Society of Arts for his
paper on " The Development of Sound
Recording and Reproduction" read
before the Society last session.

Radio Research

T

HE appointment of a new member
to the Radio Research Board ( see
"Personalities") makes it opportune
to give some information on its constitution and functions.
There are at
present sixteen members of the Board
which advises the Lord President of
the Council (as the Minister responsible
for D.S.I.R.) on radio research matters
in general and in particular on what
research should be undertaken.
The
decisions made by the R.R.B. are put
into effect by Dr. R. L. Smith-Rose,
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E. G. ROWE, M.Sc., who has joined
Standard Telephones and Cables.

G. M. WRIGHT, B.Eng.
t!‘trch Board of D.S.I.R.
During the
war he was, at the Admiralty and became Chief Scientist at the Admiralty
Signal Establishment. He returned to
Marconi's as Engineer-in-Chief in 1946.
Prior to his war service he was head
of Marconi's research department.
E. G. Rowe, M.Sc., who has been
with the M.O. Valve Co. since 1933 and
for the past eight years has been in
charge of valve design and development, has resigned to join Standard
Telephones and Cables, where he will
be in charge of valve engineering and
technical control of production.
He
has been a member of the B.R.V.M.A.
Technical Committee for some years
and has served as its chairman for the
past two years.
IN BRIEF
Licences.- \ record monthly increase
of 7,200 in the number of television
licences in force was recorded at the
end of September, when the total was
73.800.
The number of broadcast receiving licences ( including television) in
force in Great Britain and Northern
Ireland was 11,329,400.
Cost of Television.—In rely to a
question in the House, the P.M.G.
stated that whereas the cost of operating the B.B.C. television service during
the financial year 1947-48 was £7oo,000,
the gross revenue from television
licences for the same period was
£91,1 00 .
Magnetic Recording Standards.—A
committee has been set up by the
British Standards Institution to consider the standardization of terms, engineering practice, etc., for magnetic
recording. The chairman of the committee is M. J L. Pulling, vice-president of British Sound Recording Association
Three sub-committees have
also been formed to deal with magnetic
sound film; disc and tape; and wire.
The chairmen are Dr. O. K. Kolb,
R. W. Lowden and P. T. Hobson, respectively.
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Can Electronics Help?-- During his
opening speech at the Electronics
Symposium organized by the Scientific
Instrument Manufacturers' Association,
Sir Edward Appleton stated that the
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research had set up a small group of
advisers to visit firms with a view to
assisting them in assessing the possibilities of using electronic equipment
in industrial processes.

D.S.I.R.—The headquarters administration of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research (excluding the
Intelligence
and
Overseas
Liaison
Divisions) has been transferred to Dorland House,
14-16,
Regent Street.
London, W., ( Tel.: Whitehall 9788).
The Intelligence Division is at 4-12,
Regent Street, and the Overseas Liaison
Division at Africa House, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

Railway Radio.—After six years' experimenting a new V.H.F. train radio
system is being introduced in Sweden.
F.M. equipment operating on approximately 2 metres with a range of so km
is to be used, it having been found
the most satisfactory in view of the
extensive electrification of Swedish
railways. The service is not yet available to passengers.

Industrial
Electronics.—A
special
course of six lectures on electronics in
industry, by L. I. Farren, of G.E.C.
Research Laboratories, will be given on
Fridays at 6.30 at the Regent Street
Polytechnic, commencing on February
4th.
The fee for the course, which
covers ultrasonics, R.F. heating and
control systems, is los.
Enrolment
forms are obtainable from the Head of
the Electrical Engineering Department,
307, Regent Street, London, W .I.

Denmark's new 50-kW S.W. broadcasting station at Herstedvester, near
Copenhagen, operates daily from 2400013o G.M.T. 00 9.520 and '5.105 Mc/s.
British Council Scholarships.—It may
not generally be known by overseas
readers that scholarships are awarded
to overseas graduates or to others of
like status to help them to undertake
a year's specialized study at a British
university, college or other educational
institution.
Particulars are obtainable
from the offices of the British Council,
3, Hanover Street, London, W.', or
from Government representatives overseas.
" Britain Goes Ahead."—Radio is
featured at the " Britain Goes Ahead"
exhibition being staged at Charing
Cross London Transport Station. Muirhead
photo-telegraphic
equipment,
linked by line to Cable and Wireless
headquarters, is being demonstrated.
Two television sets—Cossor and Ekco,
a Hughes supersonic flaw detector and
a " Rebecca ' transmitter-receiver made
by E.M.I. are also on view.
Radio S.E.A.C.—It is understood
negotiations are being made for the
transfer of control of the Forces broadcasting station, Radio Seac, in Colombo
to the Ceylon Government. It is to be
known as Radio Ceylon. The 7.5-kW
transmitter radiates on 6.075, 7.185,
9.520, 11.770, 15.120, 17.730, 17.770,
17.820, 21.470 and 21.820 MC/ S.
Ionosphere Research.—A permanent
ionosphere research station is being
established in Singapore.
The experiments are to be conducted by the
Ionosphere Recorder Team of the U.K.
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, whose officer in charge,
B.
W.
Osborne,
has
arrived
in
Singapore.
Canadian
Television.—Applications
have been made to the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation for licences to
erect six privately operated television
transmitters.
Four are for Toronto
and two for Montreal.
The Corporation has recommended that they should
not be licensed until agreement has
been reached on the questions of technical standards and co-operative action
by private and national interests.
Business Radio Licences are now
being issued by the Australian Government to newspapers and utility services.

C.G.I.—In the 1947 report of the
City and Guilds of London Institute,
it is shown that there was an increase
of 3,813 in the number of entrants for
the
telecommunications
engineering
group of examinations compared with
the previous year.
The year's total
was 18,754.
Noise in the Home.—A report on the
results of a survey to obtain information on the incidence of noise in houses
and flats, published by H.M.S.°. under
the title " A Survey of Noise in British
Hennes," shows that although the
sound of neighbours' radio is " noticed "
by the largest proportion of the 2,000
people questioned, it was considered by
them to be much less troublesome than
what is classed " banging of doors."
Australian F.M.—For some time the
Postmaster-General's Department has
been conducting tests with F.M. transmitters in Melbourne and Sydney. The
Government has now announced its intention to proceed with F.M. as a service in all the capital cities of
Australia.
No licences will be issued
to commercial broadcasters and the
service will be controlled by the
Government.
FERRY
RADAR.
The London Midland Region of British Railways has
installed
Cosso r
radar equipment at
its Riverside Station,
Tilbury, which, together with Marconi
R.T. gear on the
steamers,
enables
the ferry service to
be maintained
in
foggy weather. The
transmitter operates
on a frequency between
9,425
and
9,524 Mc,'s. The indicator
unit
has
three
ranges—o.8,
1.2 and 3 nautical
miles. In this photograph of the display
a ferry can be seen
leaving the landing
stage.
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"World
Radio
Handbook,"
the
fourth edition of which is now available, is being distributed in this country
by Wm. Dawson and Sons, Cannon
House, Macklin Street, London, W.C.2.
Printed in English, although published
in Denmark, the book, which costs
6s 6d, gives information on the world's
broadcasting stations and schedules of
regular transmissions.
N.P.L. " Open Days" will be held
next year on May 26th for representatives of industry and 27th for members
of university staffs and Government
Departments.
Exhibitions.—The 1949 British Industries Fair will be held in London
and Birmingham from May 2nd to 13th.
The 26th Daily Mail Ideal Home Exhibition will be held at Olympia from
March ist to 26th.
Great Circle Map.—In our note on the
new edition of the Wireless World Great
Circle Projection Map in last month's
issue, the cost, including postage and
packing should have been given as 3s.
Radio in the House.—It has been
announced that it is hoped to provide
facilities for the reception of broadcast
and television programmes in the new
House of Commons.
INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Hunt•Mycalex.—The
world
selling
rights for the Mycalex capacitor, which
in future will be known as the HuntIngram capacitor, have been taken
over from the Mycalex Company by
A. H. Hunt, Ltd., of Bernion Valley,
Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, London,
S.W.i8, to whom all enquiries should
in future be made.
Marconi marine radar and radio apparatus is being installed in the new
28,0oo-ton Orient liner Orcades.
The
equipment includes the M.I.M.C. Co.'s
new Mercury and Electra marine receivers. The Mercury is a medium and
long-wave receiver covering the frequencies 15 to 40 kc/s and too kc/s to
4 Mc / s. The Electra is principally for
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short-wave work but covers the frequencies 250 to 520 kc/s as well as 1.5
to 25 Mc/ s. Both receivers are capable
therefore of reception on the calling and
distress frequency of 500 kc/s. A wire
recorder forms part of the ship's soundreproducing equipment.
Marconi communications equipment,
to the value of / 15,000, has been
ordered by the government of Saudi
Arabia
The equipment consists of
short-wave R.T. and C.W. transmitters
which will provide a communications
network linking the principal cities of
Saudi Arabia.
The company is also
supplying
two-way
V.H.F.
radiotelephone equipment to the Singapore
police. Two zoo-watt transmitters will
be installed on high ground in the interior of the island and will operate
in double-diversity. The transmitters,
spaced several miles apart, will be controlled by a rowatt transmitter at the
police headquarters.
T.C.C. has acquired the premises of
S. G. Brown, Ltd., adjacent to their
own factory in North Acton.
The
additional space will be used for development and research work.
The
company asks us to correct two errors
which appear in their advertisement
in the December issue.
The price of
the Visconol capacitor Type CP58Q0
should be is and the maximum working voltage 7,000.
Pye television equipment was recently used in Cambridge by the
town's Accident Prevention Council to
transmit on a closed circuit scenes from
a busy thoroughfare during a " Safety
First' campaign. The amplifiers and
control equipment were linked by
1,5ooft of cable to receivers at the road
safety exhibition.
Beethoven.—All
departments
of
Beethoven Electric Equipment, Ltd.,
have been transferred from Chase Road,
London, N.W.ro, to the company's new
factory at Chapel Lane, Sands, High
Wycombe,
Bucks (Tel.:
High
Wycombe 1152-3).
Scophony, Ltd., has taken over two
companies—John Logic Baird, Ltd.,
who have recently introduced a television receiver incorporating a mains
aerial, and its associated transformer
manufacturing concern, W. Andrew
Bryce and Co.
H.M.V.—For the benefit of the eighty
or
more
delegates
from
overseas
parliaments and legislatures attending
the recent meeting of Empire Parliamentary Delegates in London, H.M.V.
installed a television receiver with a
z5-in C.R.T. at the Savoy Hotel where
throughout the conference the delegates
took their meals.
Portable Record Player.—The price
of the Vidor battery-operated record
player was incorrectly given in our last
issue. It is 14 guineas exclusive of tax.
Wolsey Television, Ltd., which recently moved to 75, Gresham Road,
Brixton, S.W.9, has now changed its
telephone number to Brixton 7566.
E.I.B.A.—The Electrical Industries
Benevolent Associatioh benefited to the
extent of over £500 as a reiult of the
Electrical Industries Ball recently held
at Grosvenor House.
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French Television.—The system developed by the firm RadioIndustrie is
to be officially adopted. According to
a Government decree, the national
system will have a definition of 819
lines with positive modulation and A.M.
sound.
The 455-line transmitter now
serving the Paris area will remain in
operation until January 1st, 1958.
It
is expected that the first high-definition
transmitter will be installed in Paris
in 1949 and that a second station will
be built at Lille in mo.
Philips organization has recently
established a factory in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, for the manufacture of radio
receivers and electric lamps.
"F.B.I
Register."—Nearly
1,000
pages, giving details of the members
of the Federation of British Industries
and their products, are included in the
1948-49 edition of the " F.B.I. Register"
which was published last month. The
price is 42S.
Home orders should be
sent to Kelly's Directories, Ltd., 196,
Strand, London, W.C.2, and overseas
orders to our Publisher.
EXPORT
South Africa.—Agencies from British
manufacturers for radar, B.F. heating,
communications and P.A. equipment
and electronic control and testing
apparatus are required by Dowson and
Dobson, Ltd., P.O. Box 7764, Johannesburg. Further information can be obtained from the Export Promotion
Department, Board of Trade, Thames
House North, Millbank, London, S.W.r,
quoting reference E.P.D. 42959/48.
Philco ( Overseas), Ltd., is the name
of the recently formed British subsidiary of the Philco Corp. of Philadelphia, U.S.A., for the purpose of
selling British-made Philco products in
all export markets.
The managing
director is R. W. Cotton, who was with
British Rola until 1945.
Ceylon.—It is reported by the U.K.
Trade Commissioner at Colombo that
there is a wide scope in Ceylon for a
moderately
priced
receiver,
about
Rszso ( 118 r5s), covering short and
medium waves.
MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Radio Section.—" Double-ratio A.C.
Bridges with Inductively Coupled Ratio
Arms," by H. A. M. Clark, B.Sc. (Eng.)
and P. B. Vanderlyn, and " A Direct
Capacitance Aircraft Altimeter," by
W. W. Watton, B.Sc., and M. E. Pemberton, on January nth. (Joint meeting with Measurements Section.)
"Some Aspects of Design of Balanced
Rectifier
Modulators
for
Precision
Applications," and " The Effects of an
Unwanted Signal Mixed with a Carrier
Supply of Ring-and-Cowan Modulators," by D. G, Tucker, D.Sc., Ph.D.,
on January 12th.
"Should British Universities
the Establishment of Special
in Radio." Discussion opened
E. B. Moulin, M.A., Sc.D., on
18th.

Consider
Degrees
by Prof.
January

"Small Power Transformers for Aircraft Electrical Equipment," by A.
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Langley Morris, on January zoth. (Joint
meeting with the Measurements and
Utilization Sections.)
The above meetings will be held at
5.30 at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
Cambridge Radio Group. — "The
Testing of Communication-type Receivers," by W. J. Bray, M.Sc. (Eng.),
and W. R. H. Lowry, B.Sc., at 6.o on
January rith at the Cambridgeshire
Technical College.
Mersey and North Wales Centre.—
"Communication of Technical Ideas,"
by H. E. Dance, M.Eng., at 6.o, on
January 19th, at 24, Dale Street, Liverpool. (Joint meeting with the Liverpool
Engineering Society.)
North - Western
Radio
Group.—
"Three Dimensional C.R.T. Displays,"
by E. Parker, M.A., and P. R. Wallis,
B.Sc. ( Eng.), at 6.30, on January 19th,
at the Engineers' Club, Albert Square,
Manchester,
South Midland Centre.—Faraday lecture on " Television," by Sir Noel Ashbridge, B.Sc. (Eng.), at 6.o, on January
25th, at the Town Hall, Birmingham.
South Midland Radio Group.—" Television Developments," by K. R. G.
Sturley, Ph.D., at 6.o on January 2.4th,
at the James Watt Memorial Institute,
Great Charles St., Birmingham.
Western Centre. —" A Resumé of
V.H.F.
Point-to-point
Communication," by F. Hollinghurst, B.Sc. (Eng.),
and C. W. Sowton, B.Sc., at 5.0 on
January loth, at the South Wales Institute of Engineers, Park Place, Cardiff.
Sir Noel Ashbridge's Faraday lecture
on " Television" at 6.30 on January
19th, at the Victoria Rooms, Bristol.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section.—" Developing an Indicator Unit for 1-1 2S Equipment," by
R. T. Croft, at 6.0 on January 20th, at
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London,
W.C.i.
South Midlands Section.—" Telecommunications in Turkey," by A. E. Harrold at 7.0 on January 27th, at the
Technical College, The Butts, Coventry.
Merseyside Section.—" Ràdar Experiments," by E. V. Jacobs, at 6.45, on
January 5th, at the Incorporated
Accountants'
Hall,
Derby
Square,
Liverpool, 2.
British Sound Recording Association
"Gramophone Record Processing,"
by E. D. Parchment, at 7.0 on January
28th, at the Royal Society of Arts, John
Adam St., London, W.C.2,
Royal Society of Arts
"Radar and its Application to the
Science and Art of Marine Navigation,"
by Lieut. P. Satow, D.S.C., R.N., at
6.o on January 4th at the R.S.A., John
Adam Street, London, W.C.2,
Radio Society of Great Britain
Annual General Meeting followed by
a discussion on " 420 Mc / s Work,"
opened by W. A. Scarr, M.A., and
D. N. Corfield, D.L.C. (Hons.), at 6.30
on January 28th, at the I.E.E., Savoy
Place, London, W.C.2.
Institute of Navigation
Three films on radio navigation
systems with a commentary by R. F.
Hansford, at 5.30 on January both, at
the Royal Geographical Society, i,Kensington Gore, London, S.W.7.
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"SUPER FIFTY WATT - AMPLIFIER

e
All

types of

MICROPHONES,
and

STANDS
SPEAKERS

available
stock
12 in

from

ircluding
GOODMAN

P.M.

SPEAKER

This AMPLIFIER has aresponse of 30 cs. to 25,000 cs. within
Idb, under 2 per cent, distortion at 40 watts and Iper cent. at
15 watts, including noise and distortion of pre-arnp!ifier and
microphone transformer.
Electronic mixing for microphone and
gramophone of either high or low impedance with top and bass
controls.
Output for 15 250 ohms with generous voice coil
feedback to minimise speaker distortion. New style easy access
steel case gives recessed controls, making transport safe and easy.
Exceedingly well ventilated for long life.
Amplifier complete in
steel case, with built-in 15 ohm mu- metal shielded microphone
transformer, tropical finish.
As illustrated, Price 313!, Gras.

•
30- Watt

RECORD

FOUR-WAY ELECTRONIC MIXER

REPRODUCER
in

metal case
PRICE 30 Gns.
•

10- Watt RECORD
REPRODUCERwith
MICROPHONE
STAGE, in case
PRICE 25 Gns.
•
CP20A AMPLIFIER
for A.C. Mains and
12.volt

Battery

PRICE £28.0.0

This unit has 4 built-in, balanced and screened m crophone
transformers, normally of 15-30 ohms impedance. It has 5valves
and selenium rectifier supplied by its own built-in screened power
pack : consumption 20 watts.
Suitable for recording and dubbing, or large P.A. Installations since
it will drive up to six of our 50 watt amplifiers, whose base
dimensions it matches.
The standard model has an output
impedance of 20,000 ohms or less, and any impedance can be
supplied to order.
Price in case with valves, etc., £ 24.

OUR FRIENDS OVERSEAS
are invited to write for Export Terms

257-261, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.19, ENGLAND

LIMITED

TELEPHONES :

LIBerty 2814 and 6242 73.

TELEGRAMS " VORTEXION, VVIMBLE, LONDON."

Advertisements
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25 WATT

• I.E.E.,
• BRIT.I.R.1
• CITY II( GUILDS ...

E

New high standard of stability and
reproduction.

Very high degree of

amplification. Simplicity of operation.

1949

If you are aller...

& 50 WATT

AMPLIFIERS

January

E.
5

m111111111111111111111

IN YOUR OWN INTERESTS first find out the
regulations governing the above examinations before
taking acourse of study. Ask us for this information and also that concerning EXEMPTION from
Brit.I.R.E. examinations obtained by taking our
POSTAL COURSES.
We will gladly supply the necessary information
together with our FREE BOOKLET which gives
details of POSTAL and ATTENDANCE courses
covering the above and other examinations—Postal
Courses in Radio, Television, Maths, etc.-2 and 3
year Day Courses in Telecommunications Engineering.
Special terms for groups of five or more postal
students enrolling together. Students
not requiring full courses may take parts
at correspondingly reduced fees.
Write for Booklet to:

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

LTD.

Dept. I6a, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
Telephone CHIswick 4417/8
E.31.1. Institutes— barked by the Elm-Ironic Organiantion which includes
•• II
.
Slarroniphorre. Columbia, et,
r..104

EXTREME SENSITIVITY. Perhaps the most noteworthy
feature of these amplifiers is their high sensitivity, which
allows wide-range pick-up with low-level high fidelity
microphones.
For example, the 25-watt has an overall power amplification
of 533 d.b. or twenty-million-million-times. This is mainly
achieved by the inclusion of a high-gain input stage completely enclosed in arubber-mounted magnetic screening case.

RHO- METAL SCRATCH
FILTER CHOKE
db

OUTPUT. The output transformer of each amplifier is of generous

size, and has an eight-sectioned primary in order that it can be
included in the inverse feed-back loop. The following outputs
are provided :—
Max. undistorted voltage (
R.11.5.) 100, 50, 25 volts.
Load impedance (25-watt) - - 400, 100, 25 ohms.
Load impedance ( 50-watt) - - 200, 50, 12.5 ohms.
These amplifiers are normally
intended to use with the toovolt-line system in which each
loudspeaker has its own transformer. This allows simple
parallel connection of the
loudspeaker load, the use of
long lines, and the rating of
loudspeakers
in
terms of
their actual power consumption
in watts.

ea\

MICROPHONE INPUT
Input required for full drive
0.8 millivolts
Impedance — Imegohm
GRAMOPHONE INPUT
Input required for full drive
90 millivolts
Impedance - - 0.25 megohm

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL
LIMITED

AMPLIFIER
CENTURY

HOUSE,

AVENUE,

LONDON,

I.V.C.2

0000

000-.

TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVES

A

Tuned
tor
maxinnuu
rejection at 4,000 cycles

B

Tuned
for
maximum
rejection at 9,000 cycii,

WHERE SURFACE NOISE IS THE LIMITING FACTOR TO
SUPREME QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION, fit a Sound
Sales alloy cored steep trough tuneable filter.
We know the
problem of removing Surface Noise or Hetrodyne whistle is not
easy to solve, but the steep trough filter has so far produced the
most encouraging results we have encountered when using a compact component which can be incorporated in existing apparatus.
CHOKE TYPE.

C SF, Dia.

SOUND

DEPARTMENT,

SHAFTESBURY

111 1111

length 31".

SALES

PRICE

£1.8.9

each.

LIMITED

ipecialist manufacturers of Trantiormers and Chokes of all types since 1930

WEST STREET, FARNHAM

SURREY
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ADMITTANCE
Better Than Impedance for Some Calculations

T

HE only units associated in
the minds of most people
with admittance are shillings
or °thert monetary quantities.
In print, such association is
peculiarly binding and rigid, not
readily set aside except perhaps by
ingenious and agile boys. But in
the pages of this journal, admittance if mentioned at all would
generally be reckoned in mhos.
My impression is that it is not
mentioned at all, or (at most)
rarely. Writers assume, I think,
that although impedance is understood, admittance might not be,
and so go out of the way to avoid it.
It is different in the learned
stratosphere of Wireless Engineer,
of course.
Ihave not hired a Mass Observation Service but rely entirely
on guesswork for the following
order of familiarity in which I
place the electrical " -ances."
Resistance is easily first, followed
at some distance by impedance
and reactance. Impedance can be
mentioned in circles of doubtful
technicality with rather more
confidence than reactance, though
perhaps the day has passed when
reactance was often understood
to mean the thing that squealed
if you turned it too far clockwise.
Conductance may actually be
encountered earlier in the pursuit
of learning than impedance, but
is soon discarded when it is found
to involve a different and rather
queer-looking unit of measurement. Admittance, as I said, is
hasdly legal tender even among
Wireless World readers; and as
for susceptance. . . .
Choice of System
What I want to do is to show
that the admittance-conductancesusceptance group of terms has
other uses than for throwing
about to create an impression of
unscalable height of brow. Anyone who is familiar with impedance, resistance and reactance
ought to have no difficulty with
them and should soon be able to
choose whichever group is the
more suitable for the job in hand.

By " CATHODE
In the very early stages we learn
that resistances in series can simply
be added to give the total resistances :
R = R,
R 2 + R, etc.
When we come to resistances in
parallel the thing looks awkward
in print:
R —
—R
—
etc.
,
R,
R3
and the arithmetic of working it
out is still more awkward. Conducting paths
in parallel are
reckoned much more simply as
conductances, when the formula
corresponds exactly to resistances
in series:
--

G = G, + G 2
G, etc.
The relationship, of course, is
Conductance (G) —

Resistance ( R)
That is all very well, you may
say, but the values of" conducting
paths" are always given in ohms,
and to convert them to mhos,
add them up, and convert them
back to ohms, is exactly what
one does according to the clumsier
formula.
And it wouldn't be
any solution to mark series resistances in ohms and parallel
resistances in mhos, because sometimes a resistance is both in series
and in parallel at the same time.
If they were all marked in both
units it would be very convenient
for adding them and inconvenient
in every other respect. In practice
it has to be one or the other.
Although conductors are, on the
whole, more important than resistors, it is not so often important
to know their numerical values;
so it is natural for ohms to be
used rather than mhos.
When one has become used to
reckoning quantities in one unit
it is very difficult to think of them
in another unit.
Thai is why
ridiculous units like stones and
jars take so long to die out.
Although the fact that I have
understood the official meanings

RAY"

of V.H.F., U.H.F., S.H.F. and
E.H.F. since their inception is
proof (according to the Editor)
that I have phenomenal ability
to absorb new. ideas, I confess
that after all these years I still
have to convert frequencies to
wavelengths to know where Iam
with them, in the medium waveband at least. So Ido agree that
there is some ground for a prejudice against methods of reckoning that necessitate different units
for the same things—and not
even directly-proportional units,
easy to convert.
A New Symbol ?
Mhos
are
handicapped
in
another way by having been
allotted no abbreviation.
Ohms
have their LI, but the only thing
one can do with mhos, other than
writing the word out in full, is to
say " amps per volt" and abbreviate it A/V.
And of course
the same for mA/V and µA/V to
stand for millimhos and micromhos. This roundabout system is
actually used in this country for
mutual conductances.
But can
you imagine anybody tolerating
the volt-per-amp as a unit of
resistance!
So the sooner the
poor mho is given a symbol the
better
My suggestion is u.
I
shall probably be told that in
handwriting it would be mistaken
for v. But that objection seems
to have been successfully overruled in the case of w and w.
By the way, the name " mho "
itself has from birth suffered the
stigma of doubtful legitimacy. I
believe that when it was brought
up for consideration by the appropriate international body the
German representative objected
on the ground that it was
derogatory to Dr. Ohm to have
his name officially reversed for
any purpose whatever;
so as
part of the appeasement programme it was dropped. It seems
a good chance now, before we are
obliged to adopt the zhdanov or
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Admittance—
the vishinsky, to get mho fully
instated.
Talking about mutual conductance, it is rather curious that this
has become generally accepted,
even by the assistant who sells
valves over the counter. Seeing
that nearly everybody thinks in
terms of resistances rather than
conductances, one would have
expected to find r„,, the mutual
resistance. The ratio of ra to rm
would be i.i. Since one conductance (even in mA/V I) seems to
have got by, why not others ?
Take the output resistance of a
valve, for instance.
That is to
say, the resistance the valve
appears to have from the point of
view of the load. In a straightforward amplifier it is equal to ra.
According to the usual " valve
equivalent circuit" (Fig. ib), this
resistance is in series with the
load, causing the voltage available across the load to be less

the other, and that is where
Fig. (c) may help.
Then think of the cathode
follower, where one effect of the
'coo per cent negative feedback is
to alter the output resistance from
— .
r. to ra
+

This

manipulated into

is

usually
. If one

g„. + —
ra
were to work in conductances, it
would be converted into the
simpler form g. + gu,where ga is
the anode conductance (—). And
if there were a cathode resistor 12,
to be taken into account, its
reciprocal, Go, could simply be
added.
Apart from arithmetic,
some people may see the cathode
follower more clearly as two conductances in parallel across the
output terminals than as a resistance divided by

Capacitances on the other hand,
habitually occur in parallel; and
it is a happy circumstance that
the total is calculated so simply,
by just adding them. But when—
Fig. 2. This is an
extremely simple circuit, but is not at all
simple to calculate in
terms of resistance,
reactance and impedance. It is quite easy
in terms of conductance,susceptance and
admittance.

j.

1

as often happens—it is necessary
to work in capacitive reactances,
it is quite a different matter.
Even converting a single C to X o
or vice versa, usually with large
negative powers of io coming into
the calculation, is bad enough on
paper
and
quite
maddening
mentally. And if there are several
capacitive reactances in parallel,
they have to be combined the
awkward way, like resistances.
So capacitive susceptance
(B, = 211C or 0,C)
is by comparison rather apleasant
thing to use.
If f is in c/s and
C in F, or f in Mc/s and C in »
B will be in mhos; and if f is in
Mc/s and C in pF, B will be in
raicromhos.
A very common combination,
especially in high-frequency work,
is C and R in parallel (Fig. 2).
That is because stray capacitances
are everywhere. Now just consider what happens when one
works out the impedance of this
very simple combination.
The
result, in one form, is

F,

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. i. Simple valve amplifier circuit (a), and the usual theoretical
equivalent (b). For some purposes it is more helpful to use the alternative
equivalent (c).
than that generated in the valve
(µv 9). In a pentode, Ia5 and ra
are generally both very large, and
it is often more helpful to think in
terms of the alternative (but much
less used) " equivalent," Fig. i(c).
Here the valve is considered as
generating a current, &,,v., some
of which (but not much in a
pentode) is wasted in the shunt r..
R, and ra being in parallel, it
would be convenient to treat
them as conductances were it not
that they are usually specified in
ohms.
Besides, Fig. i(b) is an
easy enough circuit to calculate
when it is as simple as shown. In
practice, however, one often has
to take account of several paths
in parallel; for example, stray
capacitances across valve and
load. A series-parallel circuit is
always awkward to calculate; it
is much easier to have all one or

I haven't forgotten that the
title of this article is Admittance.
But we are going to get round to
it via that unfrequented passage,
susceptance. Susceptance stands
in relation to reactance as conductance does to resistance; that
relationship, of course being reciprocal.
And its symbol is B;
so B

X

Reactances as all radio men
know, are of two kinds—inductive and capacitive.
The
formula for inductive reactance
(X, = 2irfL or 001.) is simple and
convenient and as inductances
are more often in series than in
parallel (being rather like resistances in that respect) there is
seldom
much
inducement
to
dabble with inductive susceptances.

Z —

/

71 2-.
Or using the j technique one
can work it into a form without
any square root:
X,12(X o — jR)
Z
—
X os
That doesn't look very attractive, either.
But in terms of
conductance
and
susceptance
nothing could be simpler:
Y = G
jB
Here at last we have managed
to gain admittance, denoted by
Y. It is reciprocal of Z.
For example, the maker's data
concerning acertain valve include:
Input resistance at 50 Mc/s
4, 000
Input capacitance 8.3 pF.
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From these, G = 250 µmhos
and
B
2ir x 5o x 8.3 = 2600
µmhos. So the admittance is
250
j2600 µmhos. Since B is
so much greater than G, there will
not be much difference in the
values of B and Y. ( Try working ,
it out, Y =
250 2 + 2600 2). The
input of the valve looks like a
capacitor with arather poor power
factor—somewhere near to per
cent.
If at any time it is necessary
to use inductive susceptance,
one thing to remember is that it
is negative; the opposite way
round to reactance, of which
the capacitive kind is negative.
Another possibly catchy point
is that although G = ¡ IR and
B = i/X when R and X are
alone or in parallel, it is not so
when R and X are in series.
Then G = R/(R 2 ± X 2) and B
X/(R 2 ± X 2).
But that is getting on to book
work. All I am anxious to do
is to show that admittance-conductance-susceptance is not a
good set of things to know nothing
about. Besides being useful for
working out actual quantities in
circuits, they make it easier to
talk and think clearly about
circuits in general. For instance,
suppose we are explaining how
valve amplification at, say, 50
Mc/s differs from that at r Mc/s
or lower. There is, we say, a
marked tendency
C,X,B
for amplification

side-down sort of way, tor die
greater X is, the less the coupling.
The most precise and simple
statement is that the coupling
depends on the susceptance, B;
being, in fact, very nearly directly
proportional to it. In Fig 3(b),
however, it would be most appropriate to say that the coupling
depends on X.
When discussing the behaviour
of a valve it is advisable to make
cléar what sort of theoretical
equivalent you are considering.
Are you regarding it simply, as in
Fig. t, as something that gives
a certain voltage out when a
voltage is put in at the grid, and
shunts the output terminals with
a certain resistance (or conductance if you have Fig. t(c) in
mind!) ? Or are you taking into
account the valve susceptances ;
that is to say, the A.C. paths
provided by the inter-electrode
capacitances, regarding them as
pure or loss-free capacitances?
Or, more exactly still, are you
taking account of the valve
admittances; allowing not only
for the inter-electrode capacitances
but also for their losses ? Use
of the correct terms may not
make
understanding of
your
meaning certain, but it will make
it more probable.
So much for admittance and its
component parts.
There may be room this month

to be less, because
of the input impedance of the
valve. That is not
clear, because the
more input impedance the valve
has the better.
We
might
say
(b )
(a)
"because of the
Fig. 3. While the coupling in (b) is appropriately
lowness of
the
said to be due to the reactance X, in (a) it is better
valve input imto ascribe it to the susceptance, B.
pedance; "
but
"lowness of impedance" is really
for a more general note. Many of
a clumsy way of saying " admitthe subjects I discuss in these
tance."
pages are those which readers
Or one might say that the couphave written to me to say they
ling in the filter circuit shown
have difficulty in understanding.
in Fig. 3(a) depends on the
Provided that I am not expected
capacitance, C. That may be
to write individual replies, I
roughly true, but is not precise,
am glad to receive such letters,
because topF at 2 Mc/s has more
especially from readers overseas
effect than at s Mc/s. It would
who may find it difficult to get
be true in a sort of way to say
light on their problems. They
the coupling depends on the
should be addressed to " Cathode
reactance, X.
But it is an upRay," c/o Wireless World.
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Automatic Model
PORTABLE

ELECT It IC
ItAMO PRONE
This instrument is fitted with
the latest type Garrard Automa:ic Record Changer which
operates with ten loin, or tin.
records.
Magnetic pick-up,
first-class amplification and a
iqin. dia, high-efficiency loudspeaker provide excellent quality
of reproduction with adequate
volume.
Volume and tone controls are
provided and the whole unit
is designed to operate on A.C.
Mains. The case is covered in
best quality leather cloth with
rubber feet and rust-proofed
fitlings.
All components are
tropicalised.
As an alternative there is a
Single record player instead of
the automatic changer.
Both these models have had an
enthusiastic reception in many
export markets and are now
available in limited quantities
for home buyers.
Send for illustrated lists and full
details.
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
I-5 Maple elate, Tottenhlm Court Road,
London, W.I. 'Phone: MUSeum 5817.
Grams & Cab:e,
7r radoo Wesdo, London.”
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SHORT-WAVE

CONDITIONS

November in Retrospect :

Forecast for January

By T. W. BENNINGTON and L. J. PRECHNER

DURING
average

November, while the
daytime
maximum
usable frequencies for these lati- •
tudes were much higher than in
October, the night-time M.U.F.s
were somewhat lower than during
that month, in accordance with the
seasonal trend.
Owing to the exceptional amount
of ionosphere storminess working
frequencies were rather lower than
expected, and, so far as is known,
very few long-distance contacts
were made on the phenomenally
high
frequencies which
became
usable during the winter of 1947/48.
However, there was occasional reception of harmonics of U.S.A. and
South America transmissions on frequencies of the order of 50 Mc/s, as
well as frequent reception of U.S.A.
police transmissions in the 40-Mc/s
band. Owing to storminess, reception on the 28-Mc/s band was often
none too good, and there was also
considerable attenuation
on the
lower night-time frequencies.
Abnormally high rate of incidence
of Sporadic E for this period of the
year was recorded, the value being
higher than in October. It is worth
noting that during the last few
months both the rate of incidence of
Sporadic E and the duration of disturbed reception conditions have
been abnormally great, which may
perhaps point to some connection
between
these
two
sets
of
phenomena.

SELECTIVE

D

ESIGNED as an A.C. bridge
amplifier, the Type GSA' made
by Mullard Electronic Products,
Centur y House,
Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2, is designed for the detection of harmonics
in
conjunction
with a
suitable indicator.
A frequency
range of r6 c/ s to 2oo kc / s is pro-

(
Engineering Division, 8.8.C.)

Long-range tropospheric propagation was observed on very few
occasions, mostly at the beginning
and the end of the month.
This
propagation was probably due to
the favourable weather conditions;
for example, the widespread fog towards the end of the month.
Sunspot activity in November was
less than in October. Two fairly
large groups were observed, which
crossed the central meridian of the
sun on the i8th and 20th respectively. However, the latter group
had
already
started
decreasing
rapidly on the 17th.
The month was again exceptionally disturbed, although rather less
so than in October.
The disturbances usually lasted for a long
period. Ionospheric storms were observed on 1st-6th, 18th- 25th and
27th- 28th, those occurring on 2nd,
4th, 20th- 23rd being particularly
violent.
Very few " Dellinger" fadeouts
have been recorded in November,
and none was really severe.
Forecast.—There should not be
much change in either daytime or
night-time M.U.F.s as between
December and January. Therefore,
daytime M.U.F.s will be, as in
December,
probably lower than
during November, because of the
mid-winter effect in the northern
hemisphere.
However,
daytime
working frequencies will still be
relatively high, and long-distance

Lommunication on very high frequencies should therefore be possible in all directions from this
country. The 28-Mc/s amateur band
should be regularly usable at suitable time of the day, but conditions
on higher frequencies for longdistance contacts will not be as
favourable as in November.
The
night-time M.U.F.s will fall to their
lowest values for the winter, so that
the night-time working frequencies
will be as low as 7Mc/s over many
long-distance circuits, and they will
be in use for relatively long periods.
Below are given, in terms of the
broadcast bands, the working frequencies which should be regularly
usable during January for four longdistance circuits running in different
directions from this country. ( All
times are G.M.T.). In addition, a
figure in brackets is given for the
use of those whose primary interest
is the exploitation of certain frequency bands, and this indicates
the highest frequency likely to be
usable for about 25% of the time.
Montreal :

Cape Town:

vided

Mullard selective
amplifier type GSA!.
The controls include
two
variable frequency scales, frequenc y selection
switch
and
gain
control.

0000
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2300

Chungking:

7Mels
9 „
11 „
21
26
21
17
15
11
9
7

PP
PP
PP

(11
(12
(15
(23
(27
(33
(28
(24
(22
(17
(14
(10

O Mc/s

(13 Mc/s)
11 „ )
16 „ )
20 „ )
(28
/
25 „ )
(20 „ )
(16 „ )
(13 „ )

0000
0200
0600
0700
0800
1500
1800
2000
2100
2300

O Mcis
7 „
15 „
21 „
26 „
21 „
17 „
15 „
11 „
„

13 Mc/s)
(11 „ )
(
20 „ )

0000
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1100
1200
1300
1500
1700

7McIs
9 „

(10 Mc's)
(14 „ )

7 „

r
13
27
19
15
2
(10

Buenos Aires: 0000
0400
0700
0800
0000
1000
1900
2000
2200
2300

AMPLIFIERS
in five steps and the response
is 2odb down at 1.51 and o.8 f, and
e db down to 21 and 0.5/, where f
is the resonant frequency.
Two
feedback networks of the twin T
null type are employed and give
negative feedback of unwanted frequencies. The amplifier is designed
for operation from A.C. mains ( tro245 V, 5o c/s) and
the dimensions are
rein by
in by
loin for rackmounting.
T he
price is 02.
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Ionosphere storms are not very
frequent in January, but if they dó
occur during period of darkness
they are
very troublesome on
account of the already very low
ionisation prevailing during the
winter night. At the time of writing it would appear that such disturbances are more likely to occur
within the periods 4th/5th, r2th/
14th, t7th/I9th, 23rd/24th, than
on the other days of the month.
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PORTABLE

DISC

Details of the H M. V.
'
rHE specification of this reccrding equipment is of a high
standard and makes it suitable for
professional and commercial applications as well as for home recording. It is divided into three units,
the heaviest of which weighs 74 lb;
the total weight is 125 lb.
The recorder unit consists of an
18-lb
balanced
turntable,
beltdriven by a 1/ zo h.p.
motor.
Blanks from
in to r3¡in diameter
can be accommodated. A protected
lead screw gives a groove pitch of
95 to the inch, and there is a safety
device which automatically lifts the
cutter and stops the traverse at the
minimum cutting diameter. A scale
is provided which indicates the correct starting position for records of
various diameters.
The traverse
clutch is engaged and the stylus is
lowered on to the disc by a threeposition lever.
The recording head is of the
moving- iron type, and is said to
have a • frequency
response fiat
within 3db from 50 to 8,000 c/s.
An adjustment is provided for
depth of cut, and the head is
rotatable to facilitate the insertion
of a fresh cutter.
A small lamp is
mounted on to the underside of the
traverse arm to illuminate the disc
in the vicinity of the stylus.
A lightweight play-back pickup
is provided, and a swan fbrush and
groove inspection lens are included.
The recorder unit also houses the
power pack, the output of which is
taken to the amplifier and control
unit through a roway cable.
There are four stages in the amplifier, which delivers 8 watts from
the push-pull output valves.
Bass
cut and top lift tone controls are
provided, and a 4- way master control switch has positions for recording either from the low-impedance

3.3

RECORDER
Model 2300H

ribbon microphone
supplied,
or
from a high- impedance source; also
direct play-back, or " public address" using the microphone and
monitoring loudspeaker. A jack i
also provided for high- impedance
monitoring headphones.
The loudspeaker unit is fitted to
carry the microphone and all connecting cables.
The case forms a
baffle for the loin elliptical permanent- magnet loudspeaker.
Operation
of
the
equipment
should present no difficulty, and
the monitoring meter gives reliablt
indication of the recording level
An instruction book gives useftt:
general information on the art of
cutting good records, and when a
little experience had been gained in
controlling the swarf and learning
the importance of a clean stylus,
etc., we were able to produce some
excellent noise-free recordings.
The makers are the Gramophone
Company, Hayes, Middlesex, and
the price of the complete outfit is
£235, including tax.
MEASURING RECEIVER
PERFORMANCE
UCH useful technical information
on methods of checking the performance of radio receivers and television sets is contained in a booklet
"Radio Measurtests," issued by Marconi Instruments, Longacres, St. Albans.
Herts.
It assumes that faults have
been traced and cleared and that it is
desired to check that the performance
has been restored to the required standard. Chapters are devoted to each of
the following instruments and theil
applications: — Type TF888 receiver
tester, Type TF894 audio tester, Type
887 valve voltmeter, Type TF899 valve
millivoltmeter, and Type TF913 F.M.
receiver tester.
Copies of the booklet are available to
servicemen who apply on business notepaper.

NEW
ECONOMICAL
A Two- Purpose
Loudspeaker which
Saves Capital
Expenditure

Pat. Applied For

Always there has been the difficulty in many
applications, whether the Horn type loudspeaker wit' its high power possibilities, or
the Cone type with its greater frequency
range for the same size, is to be used for any
particular installation.
Both types have their
advantages and limits. This new design by
FA. enables the major components of two
types to be interchangeable.
Main flare,
fixing device and assembling nut are common
to either ,f two assemblies.
Add centre
section and L.S.7. unit for a complete reentrant horn type 42 REH, or add PAC 6 and
special
mounting to have a cone and
directional baffle system : 42 RC.
Whichever type suits you most, you have the
opportunity of acquiring the components for
the alternative assembly when you are in
need of them.

Lfor Pm Th

HORN
LOUDSPEAKERS
CONE
LOUDSPEAKERS
MICROPHONES

FILM INDUSTRIES LTD.,
H.M.V. Model 2300H disc recorder. For transport, the equipment packs
into three carrying cases.

60, PADDINGTON STREET, W.1
felephone : WELbeck 2385
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Unbiased
"Respice Finem

J WAS greatly moved by the argu1- ment put forward by the unknown scribe in the October issue of
Wireless World in defence of 405-line
television; so much so, in fact, that
I feel like addressing to him a suitable paraphrase of King Agrippa's
famous remark.
The trouble is,
of course, to get the television- buying public to believe it.
Most of
them dwell in technical darkness
and are an easy prey to the suggestion, which has undoubtedly
been put into their minds by writers
who ought to know better, that
definition is directly proportional to
the number of scanning lines and
to nothing else. It is going to be a
hard job to persuade them otherwise. The trouble is that the argument of " More lines, more detail"
sounds so very logical on the face
of it.
The whole thing is, of course,
analogous
to
the
idea
which
listeners got into their heads—or
had put -there—when broadcasting
began, that range was directly proportional to the number of valves
in their sets.
The result of this
was that no set manufacturer dare
market any multi-valve receiver
which did not by hook or by crook
bring in an earful of strange noises.
Some
semblance
of
stability
was usually achieved in such sets
by positively biasing the so-called
H.F. valves, with the result that

A Radio Nero.
they became virtual passengers. I
well recollect that one of the less
scrupulous
manufacturers almost
made a fortune by adopting my
suggestion that he make some of
the valves real passengers by bypassing them altogether and feeding
the input direct to the detector.
In this manner he saved the expense
of so-called potentiometers and
other adjuncts to positive bias and
actually increased the set's range
by enabling the reaction control to
be given its head unhampered and

unhamstrung by damping devices.
His advertisements were, I need
hardly say, refused by W.W., for
obvious
reasons,
despite
his
specious arguments about the end
justifying the means since his sets
undoubtedly gave better results
than those of manufacturers who
remained within the fold.
Unfortunately for the cause of morality
he prospered, despite the words of
the psalmist, and had the temerity
to offer me a substantial cheque as
commission, which, of course, I
promptly refused.
To return to 1948, however,
there is in my opinion only one way
to deal with this insidious idea of
"More lines, more detail." It is,
to take the bold course and
appear to yield to it by announcing that from a certain
date B.B.C. transmissions will
be on a thousand-line system
and that technicians would
call at viewers' homes to alter
existing sets for a small fee.
The technicians could then be instructed to take the back off each
set and fiddle for an hour or so.
Surely that shouldn't be too difficult in these days.

Heresy Column
hate to be a spoilsport and
strike a discordant note in the
Hallelujah Chorus that is being sung
by radio writers everywhere over
the provisions of the Wireless
Telegraph Bill but, although, like
Galileo, I may be in a minority of
one, I cannot for that reason cast
truth aside and bow to the popular
clamour. Rather than eschew truth
and live, I would have my say and
then step into the waiting tumbril
with a quiet mind and a stout heart.
Let me say first that as a lover
of Anglo-Saxon I am glad that the
P.M.G. follows the example of
Wireless World and retains the good
old English word " wireless" instead of the alien " radio." I am
sorry, however, that the equally
alien " telegraphy" is retained and
this
hybrid
perpetuated.
One
might with equal lack of justification call this journal "Wireless
Spheroid."
Since the act makes
"telegraphy" embrace telearchy,
telegoniometry and " Uncle Tom
Cobley and all" why not turn the
word " wireless" into an all-embracing noun as most listeners do
anyway ?
But my great complaint concerns
the " interference" section of the
1-
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By FREE GRID
Bill for it makes no mention of what
is by far the worst and most offensive form of interference to the
peaceful enjoyment of broadcast
listening.
Since it does not mention it, I take it that such interference will be allowed to go on unchecked. I rejoice with " Diallist"
that the P.M.G. will no longer be
tied down to ineffective polite requests so far as electrical interference is concerned but in the matter

The shadow of " the Widow."
of
acoustical
interference
the
P.M.G. will, I take it, still be
fettered and forced to rely on the
feeble and ineffective bleatings made
during summer months by the
B.B.C. regarding this nuisance.
This omission from the Bill means
that the sufferer from this menace
has only one legal weapon left to
him and that is to buy a much
larger amplifier and loudspeaker
than the man next door and thereby
achieve the results so graphically
suggested by the line of the famous
hymn where the author tells of
volume so tremendous that it
"drowns all music but its own."
Yet another injustice in the Bill
is that by obtaining powers to control reflection as well as radiat;on
the P.M.G. stops my enjoying my
hitherto undoubted legal right of
installing without alicence aprivate
telegraph service by setting up a
reflector near a V.H.F. broadcasting station and using and modulating some of the available energy.
Almost the only freedom left is for
me to sit up in the gallery of the
House and warm my coupon-starved
body with the hot air rising so
freely from the floor.
But come, the driver of the tumbril is getting impatient and so are
the ghoulish mob gathered round the
foot of the steps leading up to " the
widow" . judging by the angry
murmur I hear in the distance.
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Export Drive
TN my report of the R.C.M.F.
-& October
show
in
Stockholm
(your December issue) I mentioned
the need for more information. May
I add a footnote to my report?
Messrs. X have now written to tell
me that their catalogue will appear
in February. My old friend Y still
has not sent me the samples he promised within a week: Ieven offered
him cash—sterling or kronor. This
sort of thing really will not sell
components,
even to a willing
buyer.
YOUR CORRESPONDENT.
Stockholm.

"Siting" of Radar Sets
poR twenty years I have sat

at
"Free Grid's" feet and have
listened, with wonder and admiration, to his views on many subjects:
but when he waves an angry umbrella at the word " sited" (
Wireless World, December, 1948), Imust
draw my own gamp in its defence.
It was found early in the war that
the accuracy of elevation measurement on the radar set GL Mk. /
(with Bedford attachment) was dependent on the irregularities in the
surrounding terrain.
Later,
on
zoo Mc/ s, it was found that the
amount of clutter on Early Warning
sets depended greatly on the positioning of the set in relation to the
natural contours of the ground.
Later still, on 3cm, it was found
that a change of position of the
radar set of only 20 yards could
turn a bad, cluttered presentation
into a good one.
Some concise word was required
that should mean " choosing the
spot of ground that best suits the
radar set."
Location was already
in use with another specialized
meaning; position and place were in
general and ill-defined use; site had
the right connotation of dependence
on terrain, and was adopted.
Its chief disadvantage was the
possible confusion between " siting
trials" and " sighting trials."
If the Southend equipment was
put on the root regardless of technical requirements, then I agree with
" Free Grid" that there are better
words; but if its position was

deliberately chosen w.th care for
field of view, for avoidance of local
horizons and for freedom from
clutter, then Site is Right.
IAN B. R. CATER.
Aberporth, Cardiganshire.

And now
the
STANDARD
RACK

"Scale Distortion—Again"
T APPEAR to have trodde n some what
heavily
on " Cathode
Ray's"
corns
(
Wireless
World,
November) by saying that in his
article in the March loth, 1938,
issue he " had been advocating remedies for scale distortion" and
that he visited the Queen's Hall
. . . to prove that there was such
a difference between the actual and
reproduced levels of sound that a
weighting
network
was
neces sary. . . "
I should have mentioned that I
had also been reading his original
article of September 24th, 1937, in
which he said about scale distortion: " Is there any way of getting
over the difficulty?
I know of no
automatic this or that which can
be fitted into the receiver to do the
job.
The only solution is to make
intelligent use of a fairly flexible
system of tone control." Also in the
same article appears: " But there is
still one condition, and an awkward
one . . . . The programme must be
reproduced at the original volume.
When a military or dance band, a
symphony orchestra or a cathedral
organ are playing with all their
might, the original intensity of
sound must be reproduced in the
home listening room."
In the
March loth, 1938, article describing
the Queen's Hall measurements he
said: " I will admit right away that
there was a closer agreement between the original loudness and
what could be done with an ordinary receiver at home than I had
supposed."
In other words, he went to the
Queen's Hall to prove his article of
September 24th, 1937, correct in all
aspects, but was compelled by the
results to modify his beliefs on the
total power required for comparable
pressures in the home. To me the
most valuable part of " Cathode
Ray's" work was the establishment
of q-W for this power level instead
of the 15 to 18W normally quoted.

Latest edition to the Imhof range of cases
is the new Standard Rack and Panel assembly. Of heavy gauge mild steel angle,
it is strongly constructed with welded
corners, and finished in grey stove enamel.
Standard 19' Rack panels of fr' thick mild
steel plate are available i
n f
our sizes:--1
r.
and 10}" deep finished in grey
stove enamel.

sr. er

Prices:—
Standard Reds frame 5'
Panels 1r x'
or
„
x

rhigh

£415s. Od.each
IIs. 3d. „
81. 9d. „
5s. 7d. „
3s. 2d. „
Plac ed chassis with associated mounting
brackets 15s. per set

sr
„ 1r xsr
„ 19" x I
r

PRECISION BUILT

•..

11
,
LTRUMENT

CASE

112-116, NEW OXFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C.i
Telephone: MUSeurn 5944
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Letters to the Editor—
I do not therefore feel that
"Cathode Ray" has any ground for
such strong statements as misrepresentation and corruption, but I
leave it to your readers to judge.
I may have been guilty of wrong
emphasis; if so, I humbly beg his
pardon.
H. S. CASEY.
Beckenham, Kent.

likFetering Programme
Appeal"
T DO not think that " Diallist"

"

I- (your December issue) can be
accused of exaggeration when, after
an outline of the Danish programme
appeal checking system, he states
that " The system has a good few
limitations."
Surely the domestic
wireless receiver is not the only type
of electrical equipment which causes
harmonic distortion in the mains?
What of accumulator charging rectifiers, etc.?
Also, will not the amount of dis- ,
tortion produced depend largely
upon the type and condition of the
receiver? There must be a big difference between the results obtained
from A.C. and A.C. / D.C. sets, for
exarnple.
N. MORLEY.
Cranwell, Lincs.

Copenhagen Broadcasting
Plan
World
THANKS

are due to Wireless
(
November) for publishing such a complete survey of
the Copenhagen wavelength plan.
While the completion of any such
plan obviously represents a very
considerable achievement in present
conditions, a preliminary study suggests the following reflections: —
(1) The number of listeners who
tune to foreign stations has progressively declined, due largely to the
increasing difficulty of receiving
them satisfactorily, and the listener
who wishes to hear stations other
than those in his own country
should have a rather better chance
under the new plan than at present.
this applies especially to the long
waveband, which has been almost
useless to many people for some
years. Further, most countries have
at least some clear channels in the
medium waveband.
(2) Certain countries seem to have
emerged from the conference with
much improved allocations, in some
cases out of all proportion to the
state of their broadcasting development.
(3) The increasing tendency towards still higher powers will cause
some misgivings, particularly in respect of the long-wave transmitters.
At the present time, " Luxembourg effect"
practically
ruins

reception of a few otherwise satisfactory medium-wave stations on
the Continent, and with powers increased to 400 kW and over, this
seems likely to become a serious
problem.
(4) Surely the tardy allocations to
Germany must cause trouble in the
long run; without entering into
politics, Germany has had one of
the most developed broadcasting
systems in Europe, and also a high
proportion of licence holders. The
allocation of only two channels to
each zone ( both shared and one
below zoom) with a third for the
occupying forces, seems bound to
lead to " piracy" at some future
date.
(5) The contifluance of the B.B.C.
European Services with anything
like the present coverage would appear to be impossible with the new
allocations.
G. H. STURGE.
Welwyn Garden City,
Herts.
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effects of each individual wire. By
adjusting the distance
between
them suitably, a state can be
achieved where reinforcement of the
radiation takes place in four directions lying in the cone of maximum
radiation of the single wire and
being symmetrically disposed on
either side of the horizontal and ver-

HORIZONTAL POLAR
DIAGRAM

VERTICAL POLAR
DIAGRAM

New Aerial
A SHORT-WAVE receiving aerial
I-1 developed in our laboratories
by T. S. Popham, for use overseas,
may be of interest to your readers.
The problem posed was that of
providing radio programme inputs
for a rediffusion system in Trinidad
from transmitters located at London
and New York.
An obvious solution would have been to provide
rhombic aerials; double diversity
reception requiring a total of four
such aerials. However, the amount
of space available at the receiving
site would not permit of this
arrangement and an alternative was
devised.
This new bi-directional aerial is
based upon the following apprecia-

Fig. 2

tical planes through the common
axis of the wires, while cancellation
will take place in the vertical plane
through the axis of symmetry
of the wires.
If, further, these
two wires are placed horizontally
above a " perfect" earth and their
height suitably adjusted, cancellation will take place in the horizontal
plane while reinforcement takes
place in two directions having the
same angles of elevation and lying
on either side of the axis of the
wires.
This arrangement exactly
met the requirements.
tion
The radiation pattern of a single
If the lengths of the wires are reduced, the angle between the two
lobes increases and the lobes them*selves become broader, the radiation pattern tending to a figure-of
eight form.
Thus for reasonable
directional properties and gain, the
angle between the two lobes must
not exceed 9o°.
If the lengths of
the wires are increased the angle
between the two lobes is reduced
and the lobes become longer and
narrower.
Hence the only limitation to reduction of the angle between the lobes is that of
the
physical size of antenna which can
Fig. I
be tolerated, while the performance
of the antenna will steadily improve
straight horizontal wire carrying a
as the length is increased.
progressive wave is of the form
Experiments made with a model
shown in Fig. 1, the pattern being
working on a wavelength of 9cm
a figure of revolution about the wire
gave
the radiation pattern shown in
as axis.
If now a second wire be
Fig. 2.
In practice the two wires
placed parallel to the first in the
are fed in " push-pull" and tersame horizontal plane and fed in
minated by a resistance so that
opposite phase a new pattern will
there is no reflection at the far end.
anse due to the addition of the

la 1114 ary
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The pattern will, of course, be
modified by the presence of an imperfect earth and by the exact details of the termination, but the
above example gives a simple picture of the mode of operation of this
new aerial.
R. P. GABRIEL, Chief Engineer,
Central Rediffusion
Services, Ltd.
London, S.W.r.

E.H.T. for Oscilloscopes
readers must have been
MANY
intrigued, as I was, by the
article in Wireless World for May,
1948, describing voltage multiplier
circuits. Faced with the problem
of providing E.H.T. for a modified
version of the oscilloscope mentioned
in the same issue, I decided to use
a multiplier for the purpose.
The
straightforward Cockcroft - Walton
circuit was preferred for its simplicity, and as the input voltage
was to be 25oV A.C., a three- stage
network was envisaged.
Obviously
a unit bulkier than the " Westeht
was inevitable, because the latter
has to supply only the beam current
for a television tube, whereas an
oscilloscope calls for the rather
heavier
potential-divider
current
also. Hence larger capacitors than
those used in the " Westeht " were
indicated.
Accordingly
paper condensers and 30-mA type selenium rectifiers (both Government surplus)
were employed in the circuit shown;
21.4.F

oU
AC
2p.F

the smoothing condenser, of course,
was a high- voltage type. The whole
assembly, mounted on a paxolin
base to insulate the condenser cases,
measured
12in x5in x3¡in.
The
total cost was less than LI.
The smoothed output voltage fell
from 2,100V at no load, to 1,500V
for a load current of r.5mA. This
denotes a regulation (inclusive of
smoothing) of approximately 2%
per roo µA change. The ripple voltage at the multiplier output, with
1.5 mA load, is shown by the formulas to be about ro%; the smoothing will reduce this to 1.5%. Hence
the regulation and ripple are rather
better than they need be.
This,
however, does not permit reduction
of the reservoir capacities, since
even with rmA drain the output
falls hv 400 V from the maximum.

D

With an input of 350 V A.C., a
two-stage multiplier should give
approximately the same output. and .
improved regulation.
C.A.R.

Series Capacitor Heater
Circuits

W

WHEN in my letter appearing i
n
the October issue of Wireless
IVorld, I drew attention to the
limitations of use of capacitors, I
made no reference to dial lights.
These, like all other components.
have
their
drawbacks which
I
enumerate as follows:
(1) Designed for intermittent use
in torches, these " flash lamp"
bulbs have a nominal life of only ten
hours under conditions of continuous
operation at full rated voltage.
(2) Such lamps operate at incandescence whereas valve heaters function at bright red heat.
(3) This dissimilarity of operating
conditions make the important consideration to be the voltage across
the lamp rather than the current
flowing through it.
(4) The peak voltage across the
lamp, for even short periods, should
be restricted to roughly 1.25 times
the rated voltage if a reasonable life
is to be obtained.
j. PARKINSON.
Uxbridge, Middx.

Value of an S Meter

I

T appears an accepted fact that no
modern communications set is
worth its salt unless fitted with an
S meter.
I have often wondered if
this fitment has
any real value.
As an amateur
100k fl ( WI
transmitter it has
▪
more
than
once
otp.F
puzzled me why
a local
station
should give an S5
report " according to the meter" which another
30 or 40 miles away upsets soon
after
by
reporting
that
it
is
an S8 signal.
According to the
accepted standard that is something
like 8db difference in signals.
The type of aerial must make a
vast difference while if Sr on the
meter is taken as receiver noise level,
the design of the pre-selector stages
must play a significant part.
Four or five gradations of signal
strength should suffice, not nine,
while for telephony a report such as
loud and clear is more useful than
S8 which incidentally is only the
carrier level and takes no account of
the modulation depth. Is there any
justification for the S meter, apart
from a modified form for telegraphy
reports?
G2MC
Rimier, Middlesex.
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Now available from stock
A NEW TUNING H.F. UNIT. 6 wavebands 5-2000 metres with High Gain R.F.
stage.

Brief Specification
I R.F. stage, F.C. with separate Oscillator.
Istage of IF., using our new I.F. Transformers,
iron cored, permeability tuned, with a Q
of 155, feeding into second detector of the
cathode follower type, using our new Audio
Citer unit.
Fitted within own power pack and smoothing
ready to attach to any good L.F. Amplifier

Controls
Main tuning control, no band-spread required.
Sensitivity control working on the first R.F.
valve. I.F. gain control with selectivity control
incorporated. 6 wave-band switch.
The chassis is built of 16 s.w.g. Aluminium,
rigid corners. Box type 6 wave-band coil unit,
fitted with our latest iron cored, high Q coils,
completely screened.
A.V.C. Magic eye tuning indicator. Measurements 91m. x Blin. x 1I
in. high.
A limited

supply

is

available

from

stock.

We honestly believe this to be the finest
Tuning Heart on sale, for sensitivity, selectivity and the High Fidelity obtained on the
Medium waveband, due in measure to the
cathode follower detector valve with its
distortionless output, in conjunction with its
filter system.

Price

on application

As above but with three wavebands, Long,
Medium and Short ( 16-50). Not available in
Kit form.

BLUE PRINT SERVICE
Full size practical (above and below chassis)
and theoretical blue prints for circuits of :
6 wavebands with 2 R.F. stages, 14 valves, 15/per set ; 6 wavebands with I R.F. stage, 9
valves, 7/6 per set ; 3 wavebands with Aerial
and Osc., S valves, 7/6 per set ; 3wavebands
with A. and Osc. Battery, 4 valves, I.4v., 7/6
per set ; 2 wavebands with A. and H.F. T.R.F.,
5 valves, 7/6 per set.
Audio Frequency
Site 3m. n2in., I5/-.

Filter

Choke

Unit.

307, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON W.C.I.

Phone•HOLho,n 465/
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RADIAT1oNs
By " DIALLIST "

New Magnetic Alloy
A NEW MAGNETIC ALLOY, which
seems to possess remarkable
qualities, was announced during this
autumn's meeting of the British
Association. It is a lineal descendant
of the nickel-aluminium-cobalt-iron
family, but it differs from its predecessors in containing a minute
percentage
of
the
rare
metal
niobium. It appears that an alloy
containing
the
above-mentioned
four basic ingredients plus a small
amount of vanadium was produced
for use in jet propulsion engines, in
which it proved most successful.
Then it occurred to someone to
investigate its magnetic properties
and it was found to have unexpectedly high coercivity.
The
Permanent Magnet Association and
the Electrical Research Association
collaborated in experiments and it
was suggested that even better results might be found if niobium,
which belongs to the same group in
the periodic table of the elements,
were used instead of vanadium.
This has proved to be the case and
in the new alloy, of entirely British
origin, we have a metal which
seems superior to anything in the
world in its resistance to de-magnetization. The old idea that iron
was capable of only temporary magnetization and that steel was required for permanent magnets must
go by the board. Like Alnico, the
new alloy, which doesn't yet seem
to have been given a' name (how
would " Niobalnic " do?) can't be
classed as a steel; for, though it
consists of some 56 per cent of iron,
it has no carbon content.

Sea-spray Ducts
A CURIOUS EFFECT has been
noticed recently in some of the radio
links used to enable the telephone
service to span wide estuaries or to
connect small islands with the mainland. The E.H.F. transmitters and
receivers and their aerial systems
are usually designed for ample
coverage oi the distances involved
but not for any greater range.
It
was found that at times some of the
signals could be received strongly at
distances two or three times as

great.
This freak effect has not
yet been completely investigated;
but the data so far obtained appear
to show that rough water caused by
high winds and an air temperature
some degrees below that of the
water form the combination of
weather conditions in which reception at phenomenal distances is
most likely to occur.
In such circumstances the air above the surface of the 'water may become laden
with salt spray up to a height of
many feet above the surface of the
water.
It is suggested that in this
way ducts, or wave-guides, may be
formed in the air which have bending effects on centimetre waves very
similar to the summer-time atmospheric ducts which are often
responsible for reception at ranges
far beyond the quasi-optical.

U.S.A. Television Standards
IT IS EXCEEDINGLY difficult to
obtain any reliable information concerning the ranges of modulation frequencies sent out by transmitting
stations or faithfully dealt with by
receivers in the United States. This
is perhaps understandable in the
case of transmitters, which have
been installed and are being operated by a number of different
bodies.
So far as I can discover
there is no standard adopted—or
at any rate aimed at—by all. Each
transmitter is erected and worked
as a commercial proposition which
must pay its way, either directly by
the advertising revenue brought in,
or indirectly by promoting the sales
of television receivers made by those
who finance it. The quality of the
transmission is, therefore, likely to
depend largely on the capital that
its owners are willing to invest in
the station and the extent of the possible short-term losses that they
are prepared to stand with a view
to long-term profits.
As regards
televisors, manufacturers are largely
content to lay stress on the wonderful performance of their , products, without giving data about the
bandwidth that can be handled by
their amplifying stages. If my calculations are right, the modulation
frequency range required to produce
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and vertical definition as good as
that of our 405-line, 25-image pictures is in the neighbourhood of
5.5 Mc / s. I make bold to doubt
whether any normal U.S.A. transmitter or any receiver sold in the
ordinary way for home use can deal
with anything like this enormous
frequency range.

A Form of Astigmatism
Unless the horizontal and the
vertical definition, or " sharpness "
are evenly balanced the result is to
produce on the screen of even the
best designed and most carefully
corrected C.R.T. what amounts to
a form as astigmatism. The eyes of
those who suffer from ocular astigmatism cannot focus an object in
both horizontal and vertical axes
simultaneously. If you suffer from
such astigmatism, your oculist prescribes glasses which correct it by
giving a shorter (or longer) focus
at the angle at which the focus of
Nature's optical system is too long
(or too short). I'm not suggesting
that the optical axes are at rightangles to one another; the angle
may be quite small.
You can see
what it is in your own case, if you
have astigmatism, by looking at
your . oculist's prescription. But in
television the two axes are at rightangles and, though the analogy
isn't exact for this reason, an image
with better vertical than horizontal
definition may be likened to what
a person suffering from optical
astigmatism sees when he views the
world without the help of glasses.

When is a Circle not a
Circle?
One gathers that linearity is not
the strong point of U.S.A. television in general. Here's a quotation from the American journal
Radio-Electronics which is illuminating. An article telling servicemen
how to make the best use of the test
patterns which some stations radiate
says:-"Many TV owners are extremely
fussy about having the circles exactly round.
Some of them check
the circles by holding a small plate
in front of the screen and others
measure the wedges to see if they
are of equal lengths. In some TV
areas this makes life extremely difficult for the television technicians,
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because it is an unfortunate fact ,
that some stations do not trananit I
good linearity. Also, the linearity
may be different from one camera
to another. In one particular city,
if the receiver is adjusted so the
test-pattern circle is round on the
first station, the second station will
be egg-shaped vertically and the
third station will be egg-shaped
horizontally .
The test patterns are nothing like
so elaborate as those sent out by
the B.B.C.
One understands why
in a few test- patterns all circles
are intentionally omitted."
Our
transmissions are pretty good as regards linearity; but I'm far from
claiming that all receivers are
equally blameless. Perhaps it's fortanate for servicemen that few of
our viewers display fussiness about
the roundness of circles!

SWITCHES
Glazed - Poreelai n - Bo dy-7ype s :

5.53 77---1t3.,
5.55 rii
nr-r
°:

Good Luck to It
ONE HOPES THAT the clauses of
the Wireless Telegraphy Bill which
deal with interference won't be so
toned down before the Bill becomes
the law of the land that they will
become more or less ineffectual. If
television is ever to have the success
it deserves as a form of home entertainment, the P.M.G. must be
armed with powers sufficient to
enable him to prevent the radiation
of interference with its reception.
The effects of interference on television and broadcast reception can
be so devastating; the cure is, as a
rule, neither difficult nor costly.
The rather pumped-up stuff about
the invasion of privacy struck me
as just silly. After all, the men who
read the gas and electricity meters
already have a right of entry into
he home and no one minds that. If
you have atelephone, the Post Office
people are entitled to take a look at
it if they suspect either that it is
out of order or that you have fitted
unauthorized gadgets to it. Should
you create a nuisance by keeping
pigs under your next-door- neighbour's back windows, you'll have
the sanitary inspector round last
enough.
Then why shouldn't the
P.M.G. inspector descend upon you,
if you create a nuisance by spoiling
the broadcast or television reception
of your neighbours?
A while ago
someone invented the silly word
"snooping." It has since been run
to death, and, having become what
A. P. H. would call a " witch word,"
should
be avoided
by sensible
people.

S.R.B.P.-Board-Eody-Types :

5.393 HE
°
H
',
5.39 F
.0..., E.

Q.M.B. roller-contact-Toggle or Lever Switches, with normallyblack polished moulded (Thermo-setting) dollies, rapid Q.M.B. spring
action, 6B.A. terminals for connections ( max. cable acceptance 16
S.W.G. or 23/36 or equiv.) and contacts heavily Ag. plated. Frame
and spring heavily rustproofed. Fixing by two . 187" cp holes at 1fg"
symmetrical ers., with dolly hole g
f"x er" (60-65° chamfer for thick
panels, or equivalent parallel hole). Rated ( 50 c/s) 4A. (on- off) or
3A. (C-.0) @ 250V. (max.)
8A. and 6A. @ 2-6V. ( min.), or
intermediately. (
Peak current ratings). Type-tested for 25,000 ops.
(15/min.max.) = NEARLY 70 TIMES A DAY FOR A YEAR!

,NW.eWo&&
A. F. BULGIN& Co. Ltd., -
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INVENTIONS

A Selection of the More Interesting Radio Des elopments

Intervalve Couplings

T

HE diagram shows a pair of I.F.
amplifiers connected by a network
which allows the coupling to be increased without altering the tuning of
either of the circuits, though causing
the peaks of their frequency response
curves to move further apart.
Coupling is controlled by means of
a switch S, and three star-connected
condensers, of which C2 and C4 are
equal in value, whilst C3 is always
common to both the valve circuits.
With the switch in the full-line position, the anode circuit L, CI, C2, C3 of
the first amplifier is coupled to the grid
circuit Li, C5, C2, C3 of the second
amplifier through the common condensers C2 and C3. When the switch is
moved over to the right, the tuning
is unaltered, because the condenser C4
is equal in value to C2. The coupling
between the two circuits is, however,
changed from that due to the condensers C2 and C3 in series, to that due
to the condenser C3 alone, the extent
of the change, and the resulting shift
of the resonance peaks, being deter-

particularly at close range. The application of gain control to the amplifiers
offers one possible remedy, though it
is difficult, in practice, to fix an optimum value for the control. If the gain
is high it makes it easier to detect an
aircraft at long range, though harder
to follow once its echo comes inside the
reach of the accentuated " ground
clutter."
On the other hand, if the
gain is kept low the intensity of the
ground echoes is certainly reduced, but
so, too, is the distance at which it is
possible to detect an approaching aircraft.
According to the invention, the amplifiers are subjected to a gain control
which changes from a fixed high value
during the period of one time-base
sweep, to a fixed low value during the
next sweep, and so on, in alternate
cycles. The gain-control voltages are
developed by a known type of multivibrator circuit, which is triggered
from one to the other of its two conditions of stability by pulses derived
from the time-base generator.
R. H. A. Carter. Application dale,
September 14th, 1945. No. 600494.

Variable I.F. coupling.

The purpose of the coil Li is to feed
back to the grid from coil Li the necessary fraction of voltage required to

Constant amplitude
oscillator.

,naiiitain the grid-cathode potential
constant at all operating frequencies.
A general formula equating the circuit
values necessary to ensure this result
(including the resistance of the coil L
and its turns ratio to the coil LI) is
given in the specification, together with
numerical examples for certain specified ranges of frequency.
The General Electric Co., Ltd.; D. W.
Berry; and R. Mateson.
Application
data, fuite 8th, 1945. No. 599149.

Waveguide Radiators

C
s

.1
mined by the comparative values of
the two condensers concerned. ,
Murphy Radio, Ltd.; P. C. Cullen;
and C. C. Holmes. Application date,
November 24th, 1944. No. 598662.

Radar Indicators

W

HEN a land-based installation is
used for detecting the approach
of aircraft, the echoes returned from
nearby fixed objects, such as local
buildings and hills, are often sufficiently powerful to mask the traces
given by the craft under observation,

Oscillation Generators
HE circuit shown is characterized
T
by the property of generating oscillations of substantially constant volt-

age over a considerable range of frequencies.
Feedback occurs through a resistance
R connected in series with the main
oscillatory circuit. This is connected
across the grid, and consists of a tuning condenser C in parallel with a twopart inductance comprising a main coil
L coupled to a grid coil LI, both in
series we a fixed condenser Ç.

A RECTANGULAR waveguide with
CI suitably flared ends is commonly
used for the directional transmission
and reception of short-wave signals,
particularly in combination with a
parabolic reflector or mirror. In practice it is found that a certain amount
of energy is reflected back from the
mouth of the flare or horn. This sets
up standing waves, which give rise to
mismatching and other losses.
According to the invention, one or
more reactive elements, preferably in
the form of narrow metal strips or bars,
are placed across the aperture of the
horn, close to the mouth and in contact with selected sides. These act as
variable reactances and can be adjusted
to provide the terminating load or surge
impedance required to prevent reflection losses.
E. Wild and C. S. Wright. Application date October loth, 1945.
No.
rio12,90.

The British abstracts published
here
are
prepared
with
the
permission of the Controller of
WM. Stationery
Office,
from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price
2 - each.
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SINCE

the earliest days of r
adi o b
roa d
casti
ng Standard

have set the

pace in the development of one of Britain's largest industries . . .
indeed, the story of broadcasting is the story of Standard Radio.
One of the six guarantor members of the British Broadcasting
Committee, Standard in 1922 were responsible for the installation
and oPeration of station SIT (Birmingham).
Since that time their
countless improvements id design, valves, and components, and in
the technique of high quality broadcasting is reflected in B.B.C.
installations to extend existing services on the Home and Overseas
programmes, and in similar transmitters supplied to administrations
throughout the world.
Standard installations for the B.B.C., include six Short Wave broadcasters at Skelton, the world's most powerful station, and two C.M.I0
high-quality transmitters, first post-war radio broadcasters, and first
of a series of new designs and power ratings in the Standard range.
.:.„
.91114

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
(Regd. Office:

OAKLEIGH

ROAD,

NEW

Radio Division

Connaught House, Aldnych, London, W.C.2.)

SOUTHGATE,

LONDON

N.1 1,

ENGLAND
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COULPHONE
IN

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
15 6

STOCK

l'ustage and Packing 116 extra

Send for the valve you want and have it by • Return
of Poet." BOT. Prices. Valves sont COD.

New Goods, Fully Guaranteed, Not Surplus
Regular Linea

WILLIAMSON OUTPUT TRANSFORMER.
"LAB " Precision Job to Ant hors l3pecillcat
Impregnat cd tropical MINI. Note the Price £ 3 7 6.

'Standard Replaeentent Types. Drop- through elm-,
1ype with top shroud.
Impregnated. Primaries
200/230/250 V.

GOODMANS AXIOM TWIN CONE HI-FI SPEAKER.
121n. PAL for the Connoleseur, £8 8 -.
PLESSEY

AUTOMATIC

RECORD

CHANGER.

The very latest. Takes only 4seconds to change records
Takes eight 10in. and 12M. records mixed. £ 18 4 -.
UNDRILLED

POLISHED

ALUMINIUM

CHASSIS.

4 aides, din. deep. 10In. x
10in. x Pin., 8,6 :
121n. x 9M., 10/6 ; 141n. X Pin., 161n. x 8M., 11/6 ;
20M. X Pin.. 12/6.
CARBON RESISTORS.
All values
1/8 each.

watt, 4d. each.

1 watt 8d. each, 2 watt,

LINE CORD.

Highest quality, .
3 amp. 6017012 re,' toot
yard ;
way 1,6 yard

1/3

COMPLETE RANGE
EDDYSTONE SHORT WAVE
COMPONENTS
640 RECEIVER

January, 1949

RADIO

VALVES
10,000

World

£27. 10. o

FEEDER

UNITS

MODEL B DE LUXE ( illustrated above). High
gain EA,. stage opertt lye on al/ nine wavebands.
45/145 M., 190/550 M., 900/2000 M. Plus six ranges
of Bandspread, 13.5-14.8, 16-17.4, 19-20.5, 24.2-26,
3042, 41-43.5 metres. Large colour printed glans
dial, 10In, x Ois, aperture. Horizontal drive. Wave'
range indicator and magic eye. Switched pick-up
sockets. Volume and Tone Controls. Completely
aligned ready for connection to audio amplifier.
Price leite valves £18/71.
Valves required, EF50, 611800, 51670, 6070, Y63.
Price for set office valves. 13/11/5.
MODEL A. A first class feeder unit wit
F. etage
operative on all wavebands, 16/50, 190/55W 900/2000
metres. Switched pickup sockets. Volume control.
Glass dial Sin, x 81n, in cohues. Completely aligned
ready for connection to audio amplifier. Price leso
valves, 110/8/6.
Valves required, 6K70, 6K8G, 6K7G, 6070. Price
for eet of four valves, £2/11/3.
A.P. AMPLIFIER POWER UNIT. Specially designed
for use with above units. Employs 6V60 output
(4 watts) and 554(1 rectifier.
Price leas valves £41101-.
Two valves if required, 11/8/10.

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

(a) 250-0-250 v. GO mA. 6.3 v. 3A., 5v.2 A. ..
(b) 230-0.250 v. 60 m.A. 4v. 4A., 4 v. 2A. . •
le) 230-0-250 V. 80 mA. 0/4/6.0 v. 4 A. QT.,
0/4/5 v.2 A. .. .
(d) 300.0-300 c. 80 mi. 0/4/6.3 v. 4 A. QT.,
0/4/5 v.2 A. ..
(e) 350.0-350 v. 80 mA. 0/4/6.3 V. 4 A. QT.,
014/5 v.2 A. ..
(f) 250-0.250 V. 100 mA. 0/4/6.3 v. 4 A. C.T.,
0/4/5 v.2 A. ..
(g) 300-0-900 V. 100 mA. 0/4/6.3 v. 4 A. QT.,
0/4/5 v.2 A. ..
(h) 3504)450 v. 100 mA. 0/4/6.3 v. 4 A. QT.,
0/4/5 v.@ A.
..
..
(i) 350-0-950 V. 150 mA. 0/4/6.3 v. 6 A. C.T.,
0/4/5 v. 3A. ..
(j) 425-0-425 V. 180 mA. 6.3 v. 4A. C.T., 6.3 v.
4A.C.T.,5 v.3 A.
..
do 425-0-425 v.180 mA. 4v. 8ACT.. 4v. 4A.
(I) 425-0-425 v. 1.
80 mA. 6.3 v..4 A. CT. 4 v.
2A.C.T.,4 v.2 A.C.T.,5 v.3 A.
..

The

Return

of

Post

Mall

Order

18

0

18 0
18

0

21

0

22 0
23 0
38 0
43 6
43 6
46

0

Types (I) 0) (I) are fully shrouded upright type.

SMOOTHING CHOKES

40 mA. 360 Q 5, 60 inA. 425 Q 66. 90 ntA. 180 52
71-. 100 InA. 400 Q 12 ,6. 200 IIIA. 150 9 21/-.
200 mA. 3009 22 6. 250 mA. 220 Q 25/ ,
NEW

Send 2jd. Stamp for New 32-page Catalogue.

COULPHONE RADIO

15 6
15 6
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GOODS

DERBY

ONLY

STREET,

ORNISKIRK, LANCS.

Service"

Tel.:

Orrriskirk 496

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICEMAN
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
Radio Course learns radio thoroughly,
completely, practically.
When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every- day
radio service work.
We train them
to be successful.
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept. stating yew
requirements.

You

may

Our advice is tree.

use this coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Ltd
DEPT. 313, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON,

W.C.2

Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales
Advanced Short- Wave Radio
Elementary Electronics, Radar, and Radio
And the following Radio Examinations:British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.
I.C.S.
Name
Address.

students

tor

Examinations

are

coached
Age.

till

successful.

ICS

Our Silvered Mica Capacitors reach the limit
of accuracy which can be achieved in a mass
produced radio component. Our recognised
technical standards will satisfy those set
manufacturers who wish their tuning scales
to be " dead on line ".

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS LIA
14, NORMAN'S BUILDINGS,
CENTRAL STREET, LONDON, E.C.I
Telephone

CLErkenwell 5977

Wirt.les%
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Diagram by rouriery of
McGraw Hill Pab'g. Co.

for balanced and unbalanced measurement at frequencies between 1 Mc, s and 100 Mc, s.

Wayne
(, tf Kerr
THE WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LIMITED, NEW MALDEN. SURREY.

PHONE: MALDEN 2202

Beg in
Sound
II E'(

Id itag

WITHOUT CAPITAL OUTLAY

eia
s,

With the DR33M Disc Recorder you can now start your own
recording studio without capital outlay, and receive free training,
guidance and maintenance through the new B.S.R. Hire Maintenance.
Plan.
The new DR33M has several new features and is the finest instrument
of its kind. It is individually constructed for the discriminating user
and backed by aunique service.
Hire maintenance is available over 18 months, 3years or 5years. Send
for details immediately.
Illustration shows close-up view of the DR33M cutting head.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LTD,

Claremont Works, Old Hill, Staffs.

Phone : Cradley Heath, 6212-3
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Hearty Christmas Greetings
to you, our friends in the trade, and may your
business prosper greatly in

»Michael
LIMITED

1949

ge.ea

London Office & Sales: 190 Strand, ‘1 . 2
Tel.: TEM 2085
Grains: RADIETHER, LONDON
Works: Slough. Bucks.

AMBASSADOR
4756 Chassis

*

Tel.: Slough 22311

etegigt, S a
e à
\

IHP

WIDEN

Ce Luxe Potted
Transformers & Choke;

Mal. 0-205-225-245 V.
300-0-300, qa /
a
120 mA; 5 v.; 6-3 v. CT. - - - wi"
Output,
0-3-15 12,
primary
25 watts
7000 ( 2 A-A Sec. 29/6

_

Smoothing choke 8 H 150 mA - - - 25i,
Post I'- each extra.

Set o 3above together £
4.14.0
with tip-top amplifier
,
)
can. paid
design ( 6SN7s,
6L6s

%.

COLLARO RADIOGRAM
unit, magnetic PU.,
auto stop,
latest type, £
5 . 15 . 6
inc. P.T. post free.

P.A. SPEAKERS
U.S A. make, reentrant
horn,
built-in 0.P. transformer
0-250 -500 - 1000-2500 52.
Complete with universal
tripod extending to 8ft.
Corr. paid £8. 8. 0.
All supplied in sets of 4
speakers in fitted transit
case.
Carr. paid £30.

Stockists for EDDYSTONE, DENCO,
SPECIFICATION;

5valve A.C. or A.C./D.C. Super- Het. 6 wave bands
covering from 9.4 to 1940 metres. ( Electrical Band
Spreading.) 10" P.M. Speaker. £22 . 8 . 2TAX PAID.
Immediate Delivery can be given.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO —

AMBASSADOR
HUTCH:NSON

R. N. FI
TT 0 N LTD.

RADIO

LANE.

WORKS

BRIGHOUSE.

YORKS.

FtAYMART, WODEN.
Latest Lists free on request

anua; •

v4e)

íreles% World

4IRMEt
Electronic
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:
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Generator

T

he Airmec Heat Gener ator

em

bo di es l
atest

III eed

yet

produced

elec -

tronic practice and is available in 5kW and 2kW

models for both dielectric and induction heating.

They are the

most compact units of their power rating.
Specification includes latest type air- blast cooled oscillator
valve, electrical and mechanical interlocks, efficient protection of
electrical circuits against overloads.

Repetition work by unskilled

workers is facilitated by an automatic control with locked settings.
Both models are clean and attractive in appearance, finished
in cream enamel.

List GAI57 explains fully the high standards

reached in our equipment— we will gladly send you a copy and
follow it with advice on any production problems you may care
to raise.

Please do not hesitate to ask.

AIRMEC
19

LABORATORIES

CHARTERHOUSE

STREET,

Tclephone :
Manufacturers of all

LONDON,

LTD.
E.C.1

Chancery 7843

types of industrial

electronic equipment and

test gear.

Works:

Fl,gh

Wycombe.

Bucks.

Made in Three Principal Materials
FREQUELEX

An insulating material of Low Di- electric
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators,
Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX

A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the smallest possible dimensions.
TEMPLEX

A Condenser material of medium permittivity.
For the construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at all
temperatures.

BULLERS

LTD.,

6,

Telephone : Mansion House 9971 ( 3 lines)

••.

O

LAURENCE

BULLERS

Buffers

POUNTNEY

Telegrams : “ Bullers, Cannon, London "

LOW

HILL,

LOSS

CERAMICS

LONDON.

E.C.4
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Green Screen

Max

VALLANCE'S
BENDIX RADIO COMPASS UNIT BC4330. 13 valves, 4 0K7, 2 6138, I 2051, 6N7'
SOC?. (IL?, 6.15, 524, 200 to 1750 k/w.
Brand new.
Makes afine long wave broad'
cast receiver. Price 1417 8. carriage paid.

EXCELLENT OFFER OF U.S. BUG KEYS.
Made by famoul American Radio Manufacturer,. Exceptionally well designed and
constructed being built on aheavy cast black crackle barge with all other part@ chromium
plated. Complete with @witch. A key that makes sending a real pleasure. Unused.
U.S. Army Surplus, 22111/8, post free.
CATHODE RAY TUBES. 3(in. SCREEN.
Made by E.M.I. Electrostatic Deflection.
Complete with base, 18'. post f
Tee.

January. 1949

VCR97 CATHODE RAY TUBES. New in maker's crate. Short persistance. Ideal
for television. Six inch screen. Price 35'8. Plu. 51- extra for crate and vantage
(not returnable).
INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 82. EX-A.M.
Containing twenty valves. 16 SP61, 2 EB34, 2 EA50. One crystal and VCR97 tube
Many other components including potentiometers, large assortment of resistors and
capacitors. Ideal for conversion into televielon receiving equipment, or building a
super C.R.O. A first- clam bargain at 13/7/6. carriage paid.

UT. 800 volts.

ELSTONE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
IdIti15. Rated at 15 watts, max. 18 % atto.
13, 16, 18, 20, 22., 27, 33, 40, 52, 66 and 80 to ONE
(Either Push-pull or Single Ended.)
Primary Loading 2,000, 16,000 ohms.
Secondary Impedance 1to 30 ohms.
Max. D.C. Current 100 ma. Complete with Chart. Price IT-, Inc. poet and packing.

MORSE KEYS. Sound construction.
base. Pelee 3 6 post free.

Heavy brew, fittingo on heavy polbhed wood

CELESTION TYPE P44 121n. LOUD SPEAKER.
Latest design. Special high flux density magnet with no external field, making it
highly suitable foc television receivers. Except tonal quality of reproduction, comparing
favourably with speakers at twice the price. Transients are well defined, and aspecial
convex high note cone gives good reproduction and diffusion of the upper register.
Very light in weight. Size of baffle opening 11f in. Price 23/1741 pout free.

ME/30. Specification a.e MR/15 but will handle 30 wat te.
Max. Primary Current 170 ma. Price 51/, inc. poet and packing.
BC-347-L INTERPHONE AMPLIFIERS. Complete with 6FliG valve. Terminal Panel,
resistore and capacitors. Metal case 51in. sc 311n. x2(in. with circuit diagram in lid.
Unused, 8/6, post free.

AMC DIAL AND DRIVE ASSEMBLY
An exceptionally line dial Inc the home constructed superhet. The scale to finished
in brown with cream calibrations. Calibrated in frequency, wavelengths and etation
names. SW 10-50 metres. MW 200-550 metre.. LW 800-2000 metres. Size or
opening required 101 in. x4111. Complete with rigid brackets, tuning spindle, &he
cord, pointer, drive drum and flexible coupler to drive condensers. Assembled read)
for use. Price 28 /
1
3. Post free.
MIDGET MAINS TRANSFORMER MT/ML.
We are st ill able to offer this excellent
transformer which tam achieved great popularity. This is asmall drop- through trar,.
former, imitable for signal generators, V.F.O.'s, and any other application where si,i
iN the limiting factor.
PRIMARY. 200:230,230 volts with internally connected electrostatic arreen.

BC-458-B. Modulator Units. 1235GT valve. transformer coupled to 1625 valve ( 807
with 12 volt heater), VRI50 voltage stabiliser, three relays and many useful components. Price 22/-, including packing and carriage.
DENCO LITERATURE.
Technical Bulletin D.T.B.1. (
All information on Demo Coils.)
Technical Bulletin D.T.B.2. (
Information on Denco Coil "'taffeta CTS and CT7.1
Technical Bulletin D.T.B.S. (Details on building aCommunication Receiver using the
C.T.4 Coil Turret.) D.T.B.1, D.T.B.2, D.T.B.3, 3/6 each, post free.
BRIZAR VALVE MANUAL.
(livra detailo and operating conditions of all types of American and International valves
(including loctals). Price 3 -, post free.

SECONDARIES.

GREAT CIRCLE ZONE MAPS OF THE WORLD. Printed on cloth In four colours
with zones marked and index to zone areas. Price 8,9, post free.

DIMENSIONS.
211n. X2in. x3M. with four mounting feet.
design. Price 24/-, poet free.
When

Speedy Postal Service C.W.O. or C.O.D.

VALLANCE
14-4

Staff call signs: G7HHV,
GilS X,

G3ABD,

ek

260/0/260 volts at 60 ma.
0 4.5 volts at 2amp',
0 6.3 volts at 1.5 ampo.

sendin g C.W.O. Please include sufficient extra

DAVISON

13RIGGATE,

LEEDS,

iit SCILNTIFIC

el6e,teer;ie8e7;ee gae
VALVE

and packin g.

LTD.

1.

G3CFIL.

BRMSH

for post

New and improved

Phone
29428 9

For precision alignment of Tuned Circuits
observation
of
Electrical
and
visual
Phenomena.

MADE

Illustrated are the
latest models of the
1200B
Oscilloscope
and the 1400B Visual
Alignment
Signal
Generator.
Special features of
the Oscilloscopeare:
High gain D.C. ampliliera
on
both axis,
linear time base with
perfect eynchronheation
at any frequency. Coin, - Mete independence of
all controls from each
other.
The 1400B Unit will
show the shape and
, characteristics of atuned
circuit response curve
on
the
Oscillograph
screen.
Thus perfect
alignment of an LP. or
E.F. amplifier in easily
accomplished.
Overall
*ire 01 combined instrumente : 7' wide, 11'
high, 9' long.
• We aim make electronic
equipment
for
special ParPmee. If you
hare a problem fa ihi.
field tm seUl be pleased
to co-operahL

I

Early Deliveries.
• Model 1200B Oscilloscope, £ 2 O 0

77/e eeeie,fé
ee-lit;tee.,,e4,4,de

Write

for

• Model 140013 Unit, £ 8 10 0

Specifications la:—

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
99, Grays Inn Road, LonCon, W,G.1.

Tel.: HOLbarn 9873 4 5.

Makers of Industrial Controls and Precision Instruments
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aylor Valve Testers
These instruments measure the mutual conductance of practically
every type of British, American and Continental valve. In
addition checks are provided for the emission of rectifiers and
diodes, heater to cathode insulation, filament continuity and
element shorts. In Model 47A, the indicating instrument forms
the basis for a 20 range universal meter with a sensitivity of
1,000 ohms per volt and covering D.C. volts and current, A.C.
volts and resistance.

TAYLOR VALVE TESTER
MODEL 45A
'I'

*

LOR VALVE TESTER
MODEL 47A

o IMMEDIATE

£27 -

PRICE

£2
Ile.
9d. • Deposit
and 11 monthly payments of £2 Ils. 9d.
TAYLOR PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

e CATHODE

e

DELIVERY

TAYLOR'

MULTIRANGE A.C. D.C. TEST METERS • SIGNAL

VALVE TESTERS e A.C.

e

TAYLOR

BRIDGES

e

CIRCUIT ANALYSERS

ee,e-ifot

ELECTRICAL

MONTROSE

BY

TEST

INSULATION TESTERS • MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS

AVENUE.

INSTRUMENTS
SLOUGH.

Stabilised
I

'WIND SOR

RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS • H GM AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS •

OUTPUT METERS

419 - 424

H.P. TERMS:

£2
28.
2d.
Deposit
and Il monthly payments of £2 2s. 2d.

H.P. TERMS:

GENERATORS

PHILE £22 - O -

MODERN

BUCKS

LTD

ENGLAND

•

Telephone

EQUIPMENT
SLOUGH

21381

Insulation

IMPREGNATION

METHODS

HYMEG

HYMEG Synthetic Insulating Varnishes are
recognised and widely used for their mechanical
rigidity, improvement of electrical properties of
windings; heat, moisture, oil, acid and alkali
resistance as well as for the considerably reduced
stoving time necessary.
Now, special methods of continuous conveyor impregnation and baking developed with the use of HYMEG have still
further reduced processing times to a fraction of those previously believed necessary.
Often faster than infra-red baking with none of the defects, reduced handling, absence of special jigs, with complete
freedom from blistering, bubbling and porosity, are some of the advantages claimed and substantiated for HYMEG
High Speed Production methods.

After much research in our laboratories and in
conjunction with many well - known specialist
manufacturers, we have now evolved the Hymeglas
system of Insulation which comprises modifications
of Hymeg as used for coil impregnation to meet
the varying conditions applying to each field
of manufacture.
IIns miegiated s) stem of development is successi id in enabling machines to be designed and operated without weak links
in the chain or insulation below 200°C. Thus the fullest advantage is taken of modern glass fibre insulation by providing
a degree of bonding and insulation at every point in which the uniting of Hymeg impregnation with the Hymeg as used
for subsidiary insulations gives a solid homogeneous winding of equally efficient characteristics and heat resistance
throughout.
Hymeglas therefore virtually eliminates any risk of insulation failure and enables motors and the like to operate under
abnormal conditions for long periods without risk of electrical breakdown.
Due to the excellent space factor of glass fibre as compared with the more usual asbestos and mica Class B insulations, it
is often possible in redesigning with the Hymeglas system to employ larger copper sections with well-known advantages.
The Berger Technical Service—the research work of which produced" HYMEG" and " HYMEGLAS"
is available to advise manufacturers on all problems of insulation.
Get in touch now with—

LEWIS
35,
MANUFACTURERS

OF

BERGER & SONS LTD. ( Est. 1760)
BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON. W.1.

Telephone: MAYtair 9171.
HIGH - PERFORMANCE
INSULATING

VARNISHES

gg

lines)

Grams & Gables .• TATUM" SLOUGH

AND

ENAMELS
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LET'S
EXPLORE
th^, possibilities of
using one of cur
Mine Detectors ! If
you are a geologist,
archeologist, plumber, surveyor, sawiniller,builder,municipal engineer or
veterinary surgeon
you will definitely
need one. Designed for the location of metallic objects
under ground or water, they will also detect the presence of
metals in any place where it has no business to be-even the
proverbial needle in the haystack ! Supplied complete with
amplifier, control box phones, search coils, poles, pack, spare
valves, full operating instruction and circuit diagram, as
illustrated, and despatched in solid transit case. Brand newOnly f6-15-0 A fraction of the manufacturing cost!

A

LARGE variety of Adjustable Iron
Dust Core Coils and Packs ranging
from 5to 2,000 metres, in suitable combinations and including high frequency stages
together with all necessary padding and
trimmer condensers, are available for most
needs.
Write for descriptive literature

CQ 2400 MEGACYCLES
TUNING UNIT 207A
to cm. KLYSTRON equipment comprising CV67 Klystron

stating your particular problem.

with tuning plugs, SZ4G rectifier, 3 neon stabilisers, and
power supply. BRAND NEW equipment may be adapted for
use with aSuper-regen receiver for the new 13 cm ham- band.
The cavity, with extra capacity loading, will be suitable for
13 cms. R.S.G.B. Bulletin July gives details on use of the
Klystron as foundation for the oscillator.

LABORATORY

20/ -ONLY (
carr. & pkg. 5,'-)

TESTED
H. C. ATKI NS Laboratories, 32, Cumberland Road, Kew, Surrey
Richmond 2950

Terms : C.W.O. Remittances payable to E. & G. Distributing Corporation Ltd.
MMAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., Dept., W.W.,
• am S • 3Robert St., Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.I.
CALLERS TO:24 New Rd., London, E.I. ( Stepney Green 2760-3906)

To say Iam
delighted is
not enough-' ,
"I am extremely satisfied
with the performance and
tone, and feel proud to have
such a very efficient and
beautiful Extension Speaker
in my home."

CABLES

•

SPA%
1,0

•icuLet

From one of many letters
sent us
by enthusiastic
users of the

- 13AFFLETTE 'eta, I•ou'r Ateri

CONSOLE
Precision- built, with independent volume control; stands in
corner or flat to wall; walnut
1
veneer cabinet. rA
mahogany a 10. I"'

EXTENSION

SPEAKER

5

THE LOWEST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR
ATTENUATION

Transformer 86 extra.
OTHER BAFFLETTE MODELS INCLUDE : De Luxe Standard

£4.15.0

IMMEDIATE
DEL/VER/ES
FOR HOME
et EXPORT

£4.4.0 }
Mahogany at small extra cost.
596

Junior .
AT ALL

GOOD

RADIO

SHOPS

TRANSRADIO
LTD
.......

Made and Guaranteed by

RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD.,

Oft

'
Grams, Acoustics, Batley

IlleilleglyillY116,111WW111r 1110110,4111,1111,11."‘W

ro re. 4c•Yr.......tr

roia,caomontii ROAD Kum» sari

Caledonia Road, Batley, Yorks.
Tel. Batley 1123

AITEX WADMIL
ato
oé

LOWDEN
TIM

by

71,•••••114.C.

è

1.0 1
M40

A1
A2
A34

74
74

73

LWOW Wit
11711

1.7
1.3
0.6

0.36
0.24 0.44
1.5 -088

tau« ME&

,
•«/A casi agi

7.3
C
P.C., 10.2
Cil 6.3
6.3
C2
C22 5.5
C3 5.4
C33 4.8
C44 41

150
132
173
171
184
197
220
252

2.5
3.1
3.2
2.15
2.8
1.9
2.4
2.1

HIGH POWER
ÇLE XIBL

Or
0.36
0.35

PHOTOCELL
CABLE

0.36

0.44
0.44
0.64
0.64
1.03

VERY LOW
CAPACITAWEI
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Eliminate Positive Feedback
(Mechanical)*" EQUIFLEX" PATENT MOUNTINGS
will eliminate Mechanical and acoustic Vibration from
being amplified and aBlack Spot on Quality Reproduction.
Call at your Dealers to see a complete set of special
"EQUIFLEX."
Damped units with all fittings and
assembly chart suitable for the GARRARD R C 6o Turntable.
GARRARD
RC
60
UNIT

I.

Price 2116 Per Complete Boxed set
of 4 Mountings and all fittings.

" EQUIFLEX " special Damped Mountings as' illustrated
for Chassis Suspension can be obtained from your Radio
Dealer. Loadings of these units are from 2lb. to 52 lbs.
Giving a choice of distributed loading of from 8 lbs. to
50 lbs. where afour Point- Suspension is used.
Ask to see these special Units at your Dealers.
TYPICAL RADIO CHASSIS
Wholesale Distributors and Dealers write for Terms and
Particulars.
Export Enquiries
Welcomed.
Illustrated
Brochure upon request.
Sole Manufacturers:

A. WELLS & CO. LTD.,
PROGRESS WORKS, STIRLING RD., LONDON, E.17
PHONE : LARkswooa 2691-4

RESISTOR
NOISE

METER

Manufactured to an approved Ministry of Supply specification for the measurement
of inherent noise above one microvolt in fixed and variable resistors.
PLEASE WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO

ERSKINE LABORATORIES LTD—SCALBY, SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.
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"You're CERTAIN to get
it at ARTHURS
* VALVES: We have probably the largest Stock
of valves in the Country.
Send your enquiries.
will reply by return.
PICK-UPS.
£4 II 0.

We

Decca £6 14 6.
Decca head for Garrard
Adaptors 5/, Connoisser el II O.

PERSONAL RADIO SETS IN STOCK
New Olympic Romac, Long and Medium Wave £17 16 II
Ever Ready
£12 18 10
Marconi
EIS 19 c
New Marconi9
£14 14
The famous high fidelity amplifier for home or music socie y. Distortion
level below 0.5 per cent. ensures fidelity, whilst the two channels of bass
boost give surprising depth to the reprocuction, particularly at low volume
levels. Designed for moving coil or miniature moving iron pick-ups, and
incorporating a radio socket, the CONCERTO is the ideal reproducer.

£27 10 0

Price

REMINGTON FOURSOME
210-250 v. ACi DC

SHAVERS
£7 17

ALL AYO AND TAYLORS METERS.
PHILIPS CYCLE DYNAMO SET

Dust cover with bottom plate and rubber feet 37 '6 extra. Delivery by passenger train carriage paid; adeposit ( retu-nabIe) of I0/- is charged for the crate
CHARLES
AMPLIFIERS
LTD.,
proudly
present " Llvitlç
MUSIC," their new 16 pp. catalogue, fully illustrated, showing
their range of amplifiers and tuning units.
No music lover
should be without a copy.
Kindly enclose 5d. in stamps.
DEFERRED TERMS
NOVV AVAILABLE.

6

List on request.
a

I 6

ALSO STOCKISTS OF ALL DOMESTIC APPLIANCES.

London's Oldest Leading Radio Dealers.

EST.
1919

/e6f-/eYri

PROPS:

AMPLIFIERS
1m PALACE GATE • KENSINGTON • LONDON • W8

Get)! LTD.

or T
ce
arz

with order.

Gray H ouse, 150, Charing Cross Rd.,
Dur Only Address: London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 583 3/
4.
ELECTRICAL. TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS.

Telephone: VVEStern 3350

TECHNICAL

EXCELLENCE
—combines

with

beauty

and soundness of DESIGN
in the

OXLEY
AIR DIELECTRIC TRIMMER
Type Approved Cat. A No. 464.
Width : 16.5 m, m.
Length : 22 m!m.
Height: 1.5 to 8pF-7.5 m m.
1.8 to 20pF—I 0 mint.
2to 26pF-1 Imm.
2ro 32pF—I2 rn/m.
Law:
Straight line capacity. Power Factor : Less than .001.
Insulation : Over
2,000 megohms.
Voltage: 500 D.C.

OXLEY

DEVELOPMENTS

ULVERSTON, NORTH LANCS.

CO.

LTD.

TELEPHONE: ULVERSTON 3306

A New Constant Impedance

MICROPHONE
MIXER UNIT
Permits
the
controlled
mixing and fading of microphone and, or gramophone
inputs.
Is valveless, and
requires no power supply.
Elegantly finished in matt
gold and black. Silent in
action, and long lasting,

by LUSTRAPHONE

Receiver Indicator Unit
Brand Neu! Ex-

No. n-31 AI'S-2I.
U.S.

Nay.,

Employing 40 cabal valves, 2 Cathode Ray tubes, power park, motor blower.
Ntilliainineters, et, The following are the valves: 13 6SN7GT,
6AC7, 261,6, 6
61.614, 3V14150-30,1 2X2, 35r4(1, 263150, 6H6.
SPECIAL PRICE £16 .10
MULRHEAD SLOW MOTION DRIVES, 7/8 EACH.
VOLTMETERS, 0-200 volts A.C., moving iron, 21in. dial, Bu sh type. 171 EACH.
ABM. SPARES KIT, including 32 valves individually boxed, 18 68117,6 6116, 87193.
also many .44111 Relays, Resistors, Condensers, and a Dynamotor with extended
Spindle which will work as apowerful motor on 260.250 A.C. maln without alteration.
145 items in all, brand new, properly packed. 70/- complete,
CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER UNIT, 3to 6.67 1.1cis In 3.switch steps, 807 Oscillator and
tuning control. Brand new with spare 807 valve, i
nstructIon hooks, etc. 56/- EACH.
RF AMPLIFIER, 100 124 M.eis for 2VT62 Triodes in push, poll, standard 19In. ruck
mountiug, easily modified far 144 31c;s. Brand new 76,',
L. WILKINSON, 204, Lower Addiscombe Road, CROYDON.

Television
FROM ANY

D.C. Ma ins

Valradio
Convertors
will
provide
adequate A.C. for Television, Radiograms and the like from as low as
I2v. D.C. input.
We give two examp'es from the VALRADIO Range.
Models for special inputs or outputs
may be ordered.
Standard Model-3 Input Channels.
4 and 5 Channel models available.
Deta ils on request from the makers.

LUSTRAPHONE LTD. l'oBeet'.;'.er

VALRADIO

•

MODEL 230 300
D.C. 200-250v. A.C.
200-250v., 300 watts,
50 or 75 c.p.s.

• MODEL 230/200/110
D.C. 100-110v. A.C.
230v.,200 watts,
50 or 75 c.p.s. £ 14

VIBRATOR
CONVERTORS

Leaflet detailing all models from :—
VALRADIO

LTD., 57, FORTESS RD., LONDON, N.W.S
Telephone: Gulliver 5165
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WARNING

Readers ore warned that Government surplus
components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturer's
guarantee. Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored.
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding
any such components purchased.
NEW ..RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
1155 receivers, new, £8/10; carriage
R
A.,.
and packing, etc.-Broadcast de Acoustic
Equipment Co., Ltd., Tomb.and, Norw.ch.
ii ARE the easy way with the Reveille clockVVradio; £ 12/12 retail plus tax; stamp for
leaflet.-Tnames Valley Products, 28, Camden
Ave.. Feltham.
[ 1941
19 49 nb
in
ae
ndwsparebd
an
flesdere5M. with.
ét
iL;Igi
stamp
for
illustrated
brochure.-Coulphone
Radio, Ormskirk, Lancs.
[ 2528
LiaLl Li( entatt...ist.s!-Are you contempassing a new set tii.s winter?-BCM/HIFIDEL.
•
bg
London. W.C.1, is toe address to remember for
all types of radio ana electronic apparatus omit
to specification.
11791
A
SPENCER-WEST television pre- amplifier
will effect a considerable improvement in
signal/noise ratio for long distance reception.Full particulars from Spencer- West, Quay Works.
Gt. Yarmouth.
[ 2488
"TELEVISION sound or vision units. 2111,
J. stages. 1 detector and 1 video amplifier
employing 3 EF50. 1 EA50, and adjustable iron
cored coils, brand new. only 45/- each, carriage
paid.-L. Wilkinson. 204. Lower Addiscombe Rd.
Croydon.
12317
TUNIOR version of Williamson's quality amplifler with specified output transformer,
12 watts. 7 valves, £ 16/16; 5- valve a.c. mains,
8- watt push-pull amplifiers, with output transformers, £ 9; Celestion
121n P.M. speakers,
3-ohm
voice
coil,
75/-.-R.
T.,
64,
St.
Leonard's Rd., London, S.W.14. [ 2400
WELICITY amplifiers now substantially reduced
in
price;
Junior
5- watt,
now
£14/19,9; " Extended Range " 8- watt, £ 27/10
complete;
response 20-20,000 cps. distortion
0.1% ensured by laboratory test of every 8watt amplifier; matched for either coil or moving iron pick- ups.- Details from: F.S.R.. Ltd.,
87a. Upper Richmon 1 Rd.. Pultney, S.W.15,
A STOUNDING year end offer, to clear stocks.
LS. Complete mains receiver kit, everything,
including valves, beautiful cabinet, all components, assembly drawing, etc., right down to
the last nut and bolt; not an odd kit set, but
a first-class commercial 2- waveband receiver.
ideally suitable for resale; offered for one
month only at £9/10. carr. paid: never again.Radio Constructors, 28, Spital Hill. Sheffield. 4.
et A.R.
ELECTRICAL
it
ELECTRONIC
•
DEVELOPMENT. Ltd.. Hubert St. Birmingham, d ( Aston Cross 2440), the Midlands
specialist manufacturers of hie .fidelity equipment, for " W.W. Williamson.
Electronola,'
and other quality amplifiers built strictly to
specification with finest components available:
also tone control stages, loudspeaker cross ovoi•
units, contrast expanders and radio feeders:
send 21.41 stamp for full details and prices. [ 2233
.A.F. I.F.F. responses' units, complete with
4 mains HF. pentode valves, 3 Mazda
television diodes. 2 twin triode mains valves
and 1 EF50 Mullard; also includes 24v motor
generator, suitable for modification to universal
motor, 2 magnetic relays, several mechanical
multi- contact relays; includes resistances, condensers, variable and fixed, and other useful
components; 25/- each, carriage paid.-Uncle
Tom's Radio Cabin, 5. Seven Stars Court. Manchester. 4.
[ 9623
MASON'S (
W.W.), Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester.
J.Y.L -5- and 10- waveband gram chassis, covering 3-60me/s and 150-1.500kc/s, feeder units
with r.t. stage and flywheel tuning, radio kits
auto-stop and 8 mixed changer units. amplifiers
5-500watts, Eddystone and Denco equipment and
companents, complete television chassis for
London or Birmigham transmission and constructors' kits for London area from £45; sae.
for details or send 9d. now for our illustrated
54- page catalogue.
[ 2020
rrHE now famous Williamson amplifier a>
I
manufactured by Radio Trades Manufacturing Co. ( Ealing). Ltd., is definitely acknowledged as the world's finest amplifier at a reasonable price ( vide numerous testimonials from
famous critics), built to specification from real
.ruality components on extra heavy gauge chassis
with cover, this amplifier constitutes the finest
product in the trade to-day: if you are genuinely
searching for quality reproduction your search is
ended as we can supply what you want: price
complete with cover £ 27/10; gram. motors.
tuners, pre- amplifiers, speakers and pick-ups
,upplied: trade enquiries invited.-Write cis call.
R.T.M.C. ( Ealing). Ltd.. Laurel House. 141.
Little Latins Lane. W.5. Eal. 6962. [ 20Z5

R

B

G

TOLWORTH
FACTORY
Our new modern transformer factory
and laboratory are now in operation and
equipped with up-to-date machinery for
the manufacture and test ng of quality
components.
Increased tacilizies have
enabled us to improve our service. As
well as having 100 different types of transformers and chokes available from stook,
we can wind to specification within 14-28
days depending on the quantity and types
involved. Our range has been increased
to cover power t-ansformers up to 25
K.V.A. and we shall be pleased to send
our catalogue and stock list upon request.

*

*

*

*

*

LONDON SALES
OFFICE
For the benefit of our many friends we
have made arrangements for the immediate supply from stock of small
quantities of our standard components
These can be collected from our address
at King's Buildings, Dean Stanley Street,
Millbank,
Westminster,
S.W.I. Tel.:
Abbey 2244. ( 250 yards from Big Ben).
Hours: 10 a.m.-1.0 p.m. and 2-5.30. p.m.
(Mondays to Fridays only). Kindly note
this address is for stock sales only.

*

*

NEW

*

*

*

ADDRESS

We should like to draw attention to our
new address at To•worth ( situated just off
the Kingston By-pass). This is now our
sole factory.
Callers and all correspondence should go to this address

II
fl

I

HA

PAR

eIDGE

TRANSFORMERS LTD H

Roebuck Road, Tcdworth, Surrey

55

C.348 American communication receivers,
new, £ 18/10; R.28 American 10 valve receivers, new, 45/-; BC.453 American 6 valve
receivers. 35/-; all carriage paid.-G. Lawrence
az Co.. 3, Slater Place, Liverpcol, 1. [ 2489
1-TNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS. 36,
Marylebone High St., W.I. Welbeck 4058.
Specialists in the design and manuiacture of
high grade fidelity gramophone reproducers and
radio units. If you are interested in obtaining
the finest possible reproduction from recorded
music we invite you to hear our equipment
demonstrated in conjunction with the Wilkins
and Wright coil pick-up and the Wharfedale
corner cabinet speaker. We will gladly give you
a quotation for the conversion of your existing
radio gramophone into a first-class reproducing
instrument, or for the design and construction
of equipment to your own special requirements.
Write for descriptive leaflets of our range of
fidelity amplifiers and radio tuning units.
OODSELL, Ltd.. 40. Gardner St., Brighton, I.
Sussex.-The finest range of amplifiers
available; to Williamson's specification, K.T.66
at £22; P.X.4 version at £ 17/17/6; and without
a doubt the finest of all. the P.X.25 amplifier
with two chassis and two power packs for 500
and 275 volts hl. at £28/7. carriage extra; all
on black crackle steel chassis, K.T.66 and P.X.4.
14 X10 X 3. P.X.25, two chassis, 12 1,I2X8 1/
2 X2I.:s,
paper condensers fitted on hl. except in P.X.4,
which has paper for reservoir Partridge transformers as standard, all valves B.V.A., beautifully finished with enclosed double fuse holder
and recessed mains input; for use with above
or any good amplifier, our tone control unit.
separate 6- way treble and bass control, boost and
cut available by turning a switch. 2 valves, L.635
at £ 6. or high gain with E.F.37s at £6/6; also
quality feeders, including a specially designed
superhet ( 2- band) for fidelity reception, variable
selectivity, distortionless detector, etc.
Components for Williamson: Partridge mains transformer, 57/-•. chokes, 21/6 and 31/6; output
transformer, £ 5; R.T.S. output, tropical finish.
to specification, £ 3/716.
[ 2573
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS-SECOND•HAND
ALLICRAFT Skyrider, perfect condition,
two speakers.-Box 2610.
[ 2302
.itis 8v battery superhet, £ 7; MCR.1 , Li
both as new.-Box 2634.
[ 2332
sra. W. SMITH de Co. ( RADIO). Ltd.. offers the
•
following, sound and perfect:- •TELEVISION.--Ex-R.A.F.
R.
585
receivers,
brand new in sealed boxes, a complete 4505es
T/V strip, using 5 t.r.f. stages ( E.F.50s), 1 diode
stage ( E.A.50) and video stage IE.F.50).
In
addition to the above there are some 17 other
valves, including E.F.50. VR.54. 55, 56, 65, together with dozens of condensers and resistors
all of useful values, supplied complete with circuit. £ 5/10; ex-R.A.F. type 1355 receivers, for
use with types 24, 25. 26 and 27 U.H.F. units,
complete with valves also suitable for T/V construction, 32/6; ex- Admiralty responses' units.
type W 4790B, brand new in sealed boxes complete with valves, very little modification needed
for a complete vision and sound pack, 52/6
each; television Polystrene 1/
2in slugged coil formers with dust cores, 6d each. 4/9 dozen; wavemeters, ex-R.A.F. type W. 1191, brand new in
sealed boxes. compiete with crystal and spare
set of valves, coverage 100kc-20mcs, can be
used as signal generator, £ 5/10 each; crystal
multipliers, brand new in sealed boxes with 2 807
valves. 39/6 each; meters. 0-20v a.c., 7/6: 0-20
amp a.c., 7/6; 0-0.5amp thermo. 3/6; 0-1.5amp
thermo. 7/6; 0-3amp thermo,
0-6amp
thermo, 4/-; 0-5amp d.c.. 7/6; 0-20v d.c., 4/3;
0-5ma, 4/9 each; 2- speed s/m dials, as fitted
to the 27 U.H.F. units, 5/- each. Special offer:
Ex-R.A.F. type 39, aerial coupling units, complete with 0-3amp and 0-6amp thermo meters,
also 100- watt dummy aerial, brand new, 7/6
each; Westectors. type W.6, 6d each; 12- volt
starter relays, 3/6 each; constant voltage transformers, 190- 260- volt input. 230- volt output at
100- watt. 60- watt auto transformers. 17/6 each;
amid Mansbridge condensers, 1.000- volt. 2.'9
each; diode valve holders. 2/9 dozen; 200ma 5
henry If. chokes. 4/6 each.
G. W. SMITH as Co. ( RADIO). Ltd.. 3, Lisle
St.. London, W.C.2.
Tel. Gerrard 8204. Open
all day Saturday.
[ 2576
Tai l CA, AR77, in perfect condition; £28/10.R.S.S.. Ltd., 68a, Park Rd.. N.8. Mou. 5533.
'OR sale " Hallicrafters " S2OR Sky Cham 1.'
pion
communications
receiver;
what
offers?-Box 2922.
'
[ 2398
A R88, 54-32mcs. rack mounting, perfect work.LS Mg order. £ 40; buyer collects.-Burchill.
75. Green St., London. E.7.
[ 2449
NVICTA televisor. mcdel
completely
overhauled by makers, condition as new.
£35 or nearest offer.-Box 2615.12308
MMARLU
ND Super Pro. 17- tube
." S"
meter, crystal gate. excellent condition:
requires separate pack.- Box 2931. [ 2440
WIRELESS World 2 R.F. 3 valve quality
VP tuner for use with quality amplifier; £6/10.
including valves: new and unused.-Box 1384.
2 4 -hr. television ( not Radar conversion) uses
V.C.R.97 tube: send large use.-T- H
PrOducts. 92, Leathwaite Rd., S.W.I1. ,Bat.
4889.
•
(2472
ALLICRAFTER S27 V.H.F. receiver: -toVering 144 nee hand, Sky champion 820:
first reasonable offer: wanted. AR813. cash, or
exchange for both above aw3Ky.-" Brixtni
Mount," Holyhead.
12352
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REALISATION OF PERFORMANCE
Last month we stressed the importance
of good service relations with our
customers.
Now a word as to the
equipment itself. We used to joke that
we were the only firm that did not
advertise perfect
reproduction, but
the fact remains that we have always
been precisely accurate as to what we
say in our advertisements about our
products.
We make no claim to
" perfect reproduction " because such
a claim is pure nonsense.
Neither
we nor any one else will ever be able
to give perfect reproduction of musical
sounds, so we content ourselves with
providing the maximum possible musical
enjoyment from radio and records.
The knowledge of designing non-distorting radios and amplifiers is widespread because the theory and practice
of the science admits of exact scientific
treatment. But the number of people
who can design anon- distorting speaker
is very small because more than science
is involved. There has to be added a
something which is really a fine art,
and the practice of that art must not be
hampered by having to design acceptable speakers for equipment which,
through economic considerations, introduces distortion.
It requires a
great deal of knowledge to design a
very good speaker and a great deal of
courage to refuse to supply them to
makers of equipment with an inferior
'performance.
But this is how the
Hartley-Turner 215 has made its name,
as did its pre-war brothers.
We have accumulated enough evidence
from all over the world to satisfy us
that in the Model 215 we have produced
a more musically satisfying speaker than
any other at any price, and your first
step towards realisation of performance
is to buy it. The few that have appeared
in the small advertisements of this
journal have been eagerly snapped up
and give unalloyed satisfaction.
That
these advertisements appeared at all
is merely evidence that no man can
please everyone.
But we do please
those who do want freedom from
distortion. Send for our free literature
to- day, and above all read " New Notes
in Radio," a half-crown guide to the
whole subject of high-fidelity which will
clear up most of the problems that are
worrying you. Like our speaker it gives,
we are told, the truth without distortion.
The HARTLEY-TURNER SPEAKER
plus I6.1. post
and
insurance.
5 - deposit on returnable carton.
NOW READY.
The Hartley-Turner Selected Record
Catalogue.
The first catalogue in the world based on
hyper- critical examination of the world's
records. No gramophone, especially a
Hartley-Turner, is complete without it.
In a loose-leaf binder with forthcoming
supplements.
Price 25 - post paid,

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.

I5/, HAMMERSMITH RD., LONDON, w
RIVersode 7387

Wireless

rrnozleAjoirndiscatedr.ceomeree3wr'rlaficekd,

all working order.-Offers to Box 3103, or Tel.
Eltham 7361.
[ 2463
MATIONAL HRO, 50 k/c -30 m/c, in 9 bands.
.1.1 230e power pack, all in very good condition; £32.-Callow, Ridgeway House, A.E.R.E..
nr. Didcot. Berks.
[ 2351
erlIALLENcrER 19 5-2,000 metres. 30 watts.
Magnavox 66. baffle, pick-up and motor
separate box; £ 35 or offer.- Allen, 9, Eaton
Place, S.W.1.
Sb. 4401.
[ 2343
VOR sale. 7- valve 8 waveband radio unit as
J. used in the Decola, perfect condition, very
little used; bought August, 1948; £ 35.-Millard.
44. London Rd., Baldock. Herts. [2482
YE D16T television receiver. £45; Murphy
television receiver, model V114. £ 50; both
in excellant condition.-R. W. Clitheroe. 42.
South Rd., Saffron Walden. Essex. [ 2420
ALLICRAFTER SX28, 7-550m. 15 valves.
excellent condition £40; spare set new
valves. £7: matched speaker £4. or nearest
offer.-53. Aston Lane, Birmingham. 20. [ 2313
PORTABLE amplifiers, 12watt a.c. gram mike
inputs, separate bass, treble controls, £ 10;
3watt a.c./d.c, speaker included same cabinet.
high fidelity. £ 5,10: London area.-Box 2393.
OING abroad, no reasonable offer for lot or
individual
items
refused,
RX1155 and
BC348 mod. mains and pen. output, 5 0-1 in.'
ammeters, 5ln m/e and Sin p/m speakers with
t/former, 200 vanous resistors and condensers.
--Box 3180.
[2525
11,f . R.C.I.
miniature
communications
receiver. 5- valve superhet, covering 2,00010 metres, with headphones and power pack, for
any a.c, or d.c. mains; just overhauled; £8 or
nearest offer.-Horsfield, Malt House, Willersey
Broadway, Worcestershire. [ 2423
.R.88 receivers, offers invited; 1155 rece i
vers.
new delivery, £8, carr. paid; 1124D receivers. with 6 universal valves, diagram and
gen for television adaptability, to clear 18/6.
carr. paid; 1224A receivers new, £ 4/10.-J. Rae,
39, Penn Rd., Wolverhampton. [ 2547
RAND new condition R.C.A. amplifiers for
230v a.c. operation, magnificent ventilated
steel case, finished grey wrinkle enamel, valve
line up: 6.
17-6.
17-6J7-6.17-6L6-6L6-5U4G a fine
quality product; price, carr. paid, with circuits.
£16/5, or less valves, £ 13/15.-Lawrences 61.
Byrom St., Liverpool. Cen, 4430.
Î386
Senior, 9 coils, bandspreads, Xtal,
Bendix p.p., H.R.O. rack fitted coil container, excellent condition. only s- meter missing ( obtainable). nearest £35; 8 H.R.O. coils.
set 100kc-30mc, 3.5,
14. 28mc bandspread.
nearest £20 or individual offers; 7-14mc
50/-.-The Amateurs Den, 181, Lake Rd., Ports
mouth.
[ 2551
high gain 25- watt amplifiers, ou t-LP Put impedance 2-15 ohms with two high gain
nuke,. Inputs with transformer to match M.C.
mike, etc., also two low gain Inputs, complete
with meter. switched to check all valves, mains
input 200-250v 50cy. price £ 12; also large power
amplifiers up to 460 watts-Please send for list
to: Barton. 41, Bedminster Down Rd., Bristol, 3.
ELIABLE quality P.A. ampl., 56 watts, sep.
_LIL P.U. and m.ke valves, 5 stages A.F., treo.
and bass lifts, 4 DA.30s, in class A, twin L.S.
transfs., mult, taps meter and jacks. exceptional smoothing, hum inaudible, adeq. gain
Xtal mikes, sep. power unit, 620v at 300 ma,
in trolley, usable separately, semi- port, with
motor board. Mal, P.O., B.T.H. motor and
radio unit, adj. whis. filter; used only 50 hrs.;
worth £ 85; what offers?-Archway 1016. [ 2322
VOR sale, due to move, carefully concealed in
genuine antique pieces, McMurdo- Silver
Masterpiece V. record changer, and single-dise
player with " Coil" pick-up:
receiver and
changer built into 18th century commode, with
doors to tuning unit and drawer for changer;
single disc player in 18th century workbox;
cinema type speaker in Regency cupboard with
two doors. 5 wavebands, variable selectivity.
B.F.O. treble and bass controls, 30watt P.P. output stages, two- stage pre- amplifier for coil PU..
with variable scratch filter, £ 175.-Flat 5, Greencats. Oroby Rd., Altrincham. Alt. 3596.
rrELEVISION.-Ex-Govt. radar receivers, as
brand new in makers' cartons, no alterations required, for use as vision receiver section
in television set. contains 4 EF50 R.F. stages. 1
EA50 detector. 1 807, meter jack and selector
switch, 70ohm co- axial input, supplied tuned to
45 mc/s, bandwidth 4 mc/s, and is equivalent
to corresponding section in many commercial
sets; 75/- inc. post, and pkng., circuit d:agram
and instructions for use as vision receiver and
for obtaining sound from same chassis; post
orders only, satisfaction guaranteed.-Hanstead
Radio. 38, Elsham Rd.. London. W.14. [ 2490
1-) . 1585 Western Electric U.H.F. miniature rein, ceivers. 234-258mc/s, 12 valves. 3-6AK5.
7-9001. EBC33. 12A6. 3 R.F. stages with ganged
tuner and 12 switched osc. coils giving 6- spot fre- ,
quencies. 2 I.F. IWO amplified A.V.C. det, and
power output, equipment offered comprises 3
units, receiver with 11 valves, rack mounting for
receiver with A.V.C. unit and valve, and a remote control unit; power unit and connecting
cables are not available: receiver size. 11InX6In X
51n; condition unused and as new in manufacturer's cartons; the 3 units complete with valves
as above, £ 4/10, plus 5/- carr. and 10/- dep.
on crate ( returnable): Circuit diagrams, 276
ea; a s.a.e, will bring you a 10- page list of
other surplus bargains.-H. English. Rayleigh
Rd.. Hutton. Brentwood. Essex. [2231
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A.W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.
OFFER A MOST COMPREHENSIVE
TRADE SERVICE TO ALL RADIO
DEALERS AND ENGINEERS.
Specialists

in

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS to most
types of commercial loudspeakers.
A.W.F. L S CONE ASSEMBLIES for
quick repairs in your own workshop.
Cartons con'ain 3, 6, and 12 cone
assemblies. Full instructions in each carton
TRANSFORMER REWINDS, interleaved and impregnated. 5day service.
INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMERS built
to your own spec. ( or we will advise) up
to 1kilowatt.
TUNGSRAM
available.

VALVES,

good

stocks

EGEN VOLUME CONTROLS, all values
in stock, less switch, S.P.S., and D.P.S.T.
T.G.C. CONDENSERS, large range available.
ERIE RESISTORS in 1,
and 1watt.
AND HUNDREDS OF LINES TOO
NUMEROUS TO LIST HERE.
SEND id. STAMP AND YOUR BILLHEAD
FOR OUR LATEST LIST " THE FINEST
VALUE IN THE TRADE."
ENJOY THE SPEEDY " SPECIALIST" SERVICE
GIVEN

BY

A.W.F. Radio Products Ltd.
Borough

Mills,

Bradford,

Yorks.

CONDENSERS
SURPLUS
SPECIAL OFFER.
3. 6

FOUR GANG 300 pf.
each.

ELECTROLYTIC.
All good makes. Revent manufacture.
Tubular.
Wire ends. 8mid. 500 v. 310. 50 mid. 12 v., lfe.
Metal tubular. Tag ends.

25 mid. 25 v., 1/6.

vertical eta. 8-8 mid. 450 v., 4/9. 8.16 mid. 450 v.,
53. IS mfd. 350 v., 2/9. 32 mfd. 350 v., 3/-. 32 mid.
275 v., ZS.
Ail vertical cas types supplied with clip.
METAL CASED TUBULAR (American).
.01 mid.1000 v., .25 mid. 350 v.. fild . 2/6 doz. . 02 mid.
730 v., U.. 3/6 doz..1 mid. 350 v., 4d.,3/6 doz.
CARDBOARD TUBULAR.
.1 mid. 350 v., 46., 313 dox. Midget . 1mid. 130 v.,
.05 mid. 350 v., ed., 5/6 doz.
MICA.
Midget 20, 80 and 200 pi., 3d., 2/9 doz. . 001 mid.,
American, 46., el dog. 200 and 250 pi.. 4000 pf
PAPER.
American. 1 mfd., COO v., 1/2, 12/- doz.
British,
t nid. 000 v.. 10d., 9,'- doz. 4mid. 350 v., 2/».
Cash with order. Post extra under 20/-.
List of many other bargains available.
Trade Supplied.

m.wArrs & co.
8 Baker
Weybridge,

Street
Surrey

Telephon.: Wevbr idge

January, 1949
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PORTABLE mains transmitter- receiver, 4inX
1
81nX10 1/
zin, 2 wavebands, 2 to 6 me, with
valves 6L6. 5Z4 6SC7. 6K8, 617. £5 only.B. E. R.. 39. Brighton Rd.. Birmingham. [ 2416
OCAL station radio feeder unit; £5/5; 6watt high fidelity
push-pull
amplifier.
£12/12; 12- watt model. £ 18/18; all complete
with valves; technical data sheets on request.E.A.D., 13. Bence Lane, Darton, Barnsley. [ 2455
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
RITE for details of the new Flexicone conversion which considerably improves reproduction of speech and music to existing speakers.
-Looker's Quality Radio, 106, Davidson Rd..
East Croydon.
[ 1923
IGH
quality,
precision- built
speakers.
Ticonal magnets detachable diaphragms,
die-cast
chassis,
twin
cone.-Broadcast
Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd.. Broadcast House.
Tombland, Norwich 26970.
[ 6435
rTIRIDEM 12 corner cabinet loudspeaker set a
new listening standard, special 12M unit
1
gives
response
40-15.000
cps
hand- made
cabinet.-F.S.R.. Ltd., 87a, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Putney, S.W.15.
[ 2354
LOUDSPEAKERS, SECOND•HAND
AKER 18in p.m. I5ohm, as new; 5gns.-Tel.
Chiswick 5975, after 7 p.m.
2305
[
XTOIGT
light
coil
twin,
field
rectifier.
• 0.P.T.•. £27.-4, Baldwins Park, Bexley.
ITAVOX K12/20, £ 6; Magnavox 66. 230v.
•
a.c.. £5.-113, Hazel Rd., Huyton. Lancs.
OWTHER-VOIGT p.m. light coil twin unit,
as brand new, £24.-Hewson, 28, Signhills
Ave., Cleethorpes.
[ 2493
.E.A.C. infinite baffle with Hi-fi speaker, £ 12;
Hartley- Turner 215, £7, or offers.-Haskell,
8, Ash Grove. Guildford.
[ 2330
10a1 AKER 18M p.m., 15ohm, in closed lin thick
elmwood cabinet, 26inX26MX18in; £ 11.111, Rupert Rd., Roby, Liverpool. [2360
OR sale, Volgt reflector corner horn with
twin diaphragm unit and a.c. power unit
for same.-Offers by letter to 34, Florence Rd.
Sutton Goldfield.
[ 245d
AKER super quality 12in triple cone speaker
with Ticonal magnet, complete with infinite
baffle cabinet in veneered walnut, 15ohms
speech coil; £7/10; new and unused, half
original price.-Box 1383.
[ 1764
Eix-u.s. Govt. P.A. reflex horn pressure loud.12.4 speakers, with built-in transformer tapped
250. 500. 1000, 2500ohms. £5/10 each; four in
transit case. £20.-M. A. Weston. Harman's
Cross. Corte Castle. Dorset.
[2505
17'010T corner horn, special model, in natural
•
light oak veneer, with horn mouth cover,
twin light-coil diaphragm, perfect, £55 or offers;
another, in dark walnut, French polished, £40.Brewer, Bethcar St.. Ebbw Vale. [2098
T_TARTLEY-TURNER 215. £7; ditto. Duode de
11 luxe. £ 6/10; Goodman 12M p.m.. £5110;
Connoisseur pu., 70/-; Telefunken 1001 pm.
and motor £ 10; a.c./d.c. meter. £4; or nearest;
all as new.-Gardner. 41. Miller Ave. Grimsby.
rrWO P.A. L.S.s, each takes 50 waits. BAEL
•
P.A./12/D, inf. baffle expon. corner horns
with bass chamber; each uniform top distrib.
over 90 deg. arc, suitable halls or open air;
high qual. Vitavox K12/20 units, 15ohm perm
mak flux lens. 17.000L,acoust. eff. 35%; 42X
22 X16.4in high, 16- yd cables, exc. condition,
cost £23 each, sold singly; also .two L.S.s, similar above, but IBCD; ' Hi -Fi ' PM/15 units,
30 watts each, 25% eff.' suit home and halls.
or open air ( slight addition), 26X20X16in. 18yd cables. exc. cond.; cost £ 15/5 each; what
offers?-Archway 1016.
[ 2323
VALVES
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ARMSTRONG
Model RFI03, Type 2

• Outstanding Selectivity •

L

U
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ENU1NE

The ever-increasing difficulty in separating stations after dark is apparent
to all. Our redesigned Model largely
removes this serious obstacle to good
listening.
The two stages of IF.
amplification with variable selectivity
permits of a maximum selectivity
better than 6 K.cs.
On the short
wavebands the actual sensitivity is
8 micro volts. It will be appreciated
that this chassis has a performance
of an extremely high order, and
coupled with the 10 watt output
makes, in our opinion, one of the
most desirable musical instruments
offe-ed to the public. For 200-250 v.
A.C. mains. Price 19 Gns. Plus Tax.
SPECIAL NOTICE
MODELS EXP83 and UNI83 briefly described hereunder now incorporate a remodelled coil pack with permeability iron
cored coils giving increased selectivity and
sensitivity and aa new tone compensating
circuit to still further increase quality of
reproduction.

Model EXP83.
8-VALVE ALL.
WAVE RADIO CHASSIS incorporating

G
E

waveband expansion. Large glass scale. Treble
boost control.
High quality push-pull output
gives 10 watts audio.
For 200-250 v. KC.
mains. Price 05. 8. 8. Plus Tax,

B

WAVE RADIO CHASSIS incorporating
waxeband expansion, e.g. the 16-50 m. band
covers just over 20 inches on the large glass
scale, treble boost control, high quality pushput' outputgiving 6watts audio. For 200-250,
D.C. or KC. mains. Price EIS. 8. 8. Plus Tax.

E

.C. to A.C. motor alternators, 200-250 volts
D.C. input, 200-250 volts 50 cyc. 1 ph A.C.
output at 200 watts, ball bearings, new, £ 12/10
each; also new rotary converters with special
smoothing equipment up to 500 watts output for
television, radiograms. etc.; prices on application-Johnson Engineering. 319, Kennington
Rd.. London. S.E.11, Reliance 1412-3,
12191
TEST EQUIPMENT
OSSOR D.B. Osc'pe with instructions. new;
£35.-Box 2640.
[ 2366
C. coupled audio osc., 5 steps, 20c/s-40kc/s;
£15.-Box 2642.
V 368
anA VO Minor, universal, as new; £6.-16,
ti. bury Dr., W. Timperley. Cheshire. [2499
LIMONT ' scope, 241, as new Sin tube. £20 or
offer; also Wee Megger, £ 5.-Box 3241.
OSSOR 339 oscillograph, reconditioned as
new, at present fitted single beam tube
£27; ( Hants).-Box 3106. [2468
'OR sale as new, G.E.C. Miniscope. £ 17;
1
Taylor signal tracer. £ 12.-Surtees, 78.
High St., Felling, Gateshead, 10. [ 2427
1IEICROAMPMETERS
0-100,
FSD.
blank
LVI scale, plug-in, new style. 2i/,in; 17/6.-A.
Stansfield, 62, Aireworth Terrace, Keighley.
S ALE, test equipment. Avo meters. Avominors.
testers, signal generators, big reductions;
list sac-Young, 134, Old Shoreham Rd..
Southwick. Sussex.
f1931
A UDIO signal generator, model 205AG, by
.t1 Hewlett Packard, Dumont,
oscillogmph
type 168, Corros and ultra oscilloscopes; cheap.
Write, B. E. R., 39, Brighton Rd., Birmingham.
NUSED Partridge oscilloscope transformers
combined EMIT., H.T. St L.T. double
screened, suitable for W.W. Oscilloscope, snip
45/-; Douglas power driven wave winder, sacrifice. £ 35.-Box 3108.
[ 2474
rrAYLOR 45A valve tester, £ 18; E. Edgecombe
1 all-purpose tester, £ 11, both as new; Shaftesbury model SC portable amplifier, complete
outfit, nearest £ 15.-Bartley, 64, Stour Rd.,
Christchurch, Hants.
[ 2462
MARCONI TF144G standard sig. gen. £ 59:
171 Cossor 339A d.b. oscilloscope, £29; Cossor
343 ganging oscillator. £25: near offers considered, all ex. cond.-The Amateurs Den, 181.
Lake Rd.. Portsmouth.
[2552
MIDGET battery audio modulated signal
.1•1 generators, directly calibrated frequencymetres, 6 ranges. 100kc-30mc. 3.000-10m, new.
ideal
radio
servicing: £5110 ( plus 2 /6 ).BM/AMSP. London, W.C.1.
[ 2333
rsNE Ayo valve tester, complete with latest
panel and instruction booklet; one Millard test bridge; one 18M Baker auditorium
P.M. speaker, triple cone, as new and unused:
best offer secures.-Box 2930.
[ 2431
ICKOK multi- range test set a.c./d.c., 1.000ohm p.v. inc. inf-resist VIM, Ayo valve
tester with 2 panels, Solar cond/resist bridge,
Weston and Philco oscillators, etc.•, all for immediate sale; best offers secure.-Box 2612. [ 2304
QERVICE equipment.-Cossor frequency modusJ
lated ganging oscillator. model 3343; Cossor
double beam oscillograph. model 3339; Cossor
a.c, impedance bridge, model 3389, and equipment rack: £ 55.-Superb Radio Co., 424. Henford Rd., Edmonton. /4.9. Tel. How. 2059. ( 2337
L'OR sale, Western Electric TS-34/AP oscilloscope, 2in tube ( SAKS. 6AG7, 651.7-GT,
J.
6AC7/18S2, 68N7-GT, 573- GT/G. 6X5-GT/G
valves), instruction book and fibre carrying
case. 29 inX9)í,inX10in, included, total weight
46lb; £ 40 or offer.-Indoe, 2, Lime Grove Gardens, Pulteney Rd.. Bath.
[ 2421
"¡IND the fault with our high efficiency signal
1 tracer; measure up with our multimeter:
retrim with our signal generator. oscilloscope
and wobbulator: whilst the big set's out of
action, listen on our personal portable; Nuplans
-each plan 2/6 from E.N.B.. Whinnie Knowe.
Sennett. Cornwall. S.a.e. list.
12487
QIGNAL generators by Marconi Instruments.
type 144g, as new, £ 75 each: audio frequency
oscillators by B.S.R.. type L050a. new and in
makers' carton. £ 22 each: all unused ex- Govt,
surplus; also voltmeters, ammeters, etc.; send
for lists.-Oak Instruments. 195, Coppermill
Lane London, E.17. Larkswood 6122. [ 2569
rsSCILLOSCOPE and wobbulator complete for
£20: T.B. 10 c/s to 350.000 c/s. X and Y
plate amplifiers, easy to handle and has outstanding performance, brand new and fully
guaranteed, immediate delivery complete with
set of leads and booklet on oscilloscope technique.
-Write for further details to Erskine Laboratories. Ltd.. Scalby. Scarborough.
11648
trEST meters, complete with leads in leather
J.
case with strap, surplus but absolutely nets'
and unused, made by Aso, ranges volts 0-220-200-1.000-2,000 d.c.; amps. 0-20ma. 100ma,
200ma, 2amps, 20arrps, 800ohms per volt. resistance 0-10.000ohms; an excellent present;
only £3/10 ea.; cash with order to.- W. Tombs.
" Long Acre." Pendoylan. Glam. [ 2296
OMBINATION portable valve tester and
multi- range
meters
by
famous
U.S.A.
makers.- ranges d.c. volts. 0-10. 50, 250. 500, 1.000
at 10.000 fl/v; a.c. vlts ditto at 2.000 il/v:
d.c. ma 0-1, 10. 50. 250; 4 resistance ranges
reading 0.1 fl to 15 meg fl: capacity 0.01 to
10uF tests over 1.000 U.S.A. valves black crackle
case with carrying handle, each instrument
tested and guaranteed, £ 17,10. carr. paid;
U.S.A. make output meters, 5 ranges. 1.5 to
150v a.c., in small bakelite case, £411716. Post
free.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT. Ltd.. 69-71, Churchgate.
Leicester.
1.2530
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WITH VARIABLE SELECTIVITY
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ALVE A
LL-WAVE C
HASSIS
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VALVES!
of valve
typo
Valves!
in stock;
Valves!-Almost
why wait for valves?.
every
All
of our stocks are brand new at makers' list prices,
no ex- Government stock; send no money, we will
send c.o.d. return of post-Mansard. Market
Place, Spalding.
[,2249
D'eNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
plug-on dynamotors for BC453.
etc, 14v in. 230v out. 12 6.-Lawrences.
61. Byrom St.. Liverpool.
Cen. 4430. [ 2387
.D.C.C. rotary converter, 110 d.c./230 a.c.
180w with alter and silencing cabinet;
perfect mechanically electrically; also Garrard
universal a.c./d.c. motor and turntable, little
use.- Box 2928.
[ 2418
ATTERY chargers, 4 models. 2-6-12v, 1-2-4
amps D.C.; any mains voltage; also larger
types. special transformers. chokes. test rr.ear. intenor car heaters. etc.-The Banner Electric Co..
Ltd.. Hoddesdon. Herts.
f
2212
LECTRIC motors.-Our famous
range of
motors again available from stock; example.
iiihp single-phase. 200-250v. 1.400 rpm. from
£6/16/6: send for lista - John Steel. BingleY.•
Yorks. Tel. 1066 ( 4 lines).19968
l\TEW Onan pet. generators. 12/ 15v 600 watt,
./.9 self-starter, air-cooled 4- stroke, voltage reg.
auto cut-out, ammeter. complete with tools,
snares and instruction book. £24. plus carriage:
chargers; RM. 50v, 50a. 3-cet. m/c meter, control panel. switches and fuses. input 200/250
1ph or 441/3/50, £ 20 only, plus carr; pet. gens.
12/15v, 360watt Aleo Lyons 4- stroke, new or
hardy used, ammeter. etc.. £ 16/10, carr. free;
others, 200/250 in 24v. 25a. In steel case with
control panel m c meters. rheos, fuses. etc..
£12. Plus '
Darr.; 6/24v at Ma, with meters,
tuses. etc. In steel case. £ 10. plus carr: rectifying unies. Input 230'1/50. Output 220v. 3a.
d.c., metal recta.. £8/10. plus carr.-Pearce. 66.
Gt. Percy St.. London. W.C.1 inear Angel). See
also under components.12534
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Model

UNI 83.

Model EXP125.

8-VALVE

ALL-

14-VALVE ALL-

WAVE RADIO CHASSIS
giving con
timsous waveband coverage from 11.9 m.
upwards. Waveband expansion. R.F. Preamplifier.
Two 1.F. stages with variable
selectivity.
Electronic bass and treble lift
cortrols.
15 watt push-pull output.
For
200-250 v. KC. mains.
Kindly write for Illustrated Catalogue
Demonstrations

ARMSTRONG

at our Showrooms.

Afl
"
TIERLEEVIlt:` CO.

LTD.

WAITERS RUAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, 8,7
NORth 3213
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3 AMPLIFIERS

that

meet

all

3 WATT ..

needs

11 Gns.

P.14.— A highly portable amplifier— it weighs
only 10 lbs. and is suitable for outdoor

USO.

Works from a low power supply of 2 amps.
at 6 volts.

Built into case I3in. n 6in, x

66 Gns.

P.10.—A quality amplifier in which the HT
supply is carefully filtered and all components
conservatively

rated.

No electrolytic con-

densers are used in any parc of the circuit.
Switch correction is provided for Decca and
HMV

recordings.

Mounted

on

polished

chromium plated chassis.

20 WATT.. .. 26 Gns.
P.16.— Designed for universal

mains supply,

its output of 20 watts is exceptionally high.
Total

harmonic distortion at full output is

only 4 per cent, and hum level is unusually
low.

Weight, 17 lbs.

Overall size lSin. x

7iin. x
Write for leaflets giving full details.

McIVIURDO
INSTRUMENT

Victoria

Works,

CO.

Ashtead,

LT D .

SurreY

YOU
can become
a first-class
RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify
for
well- paid
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

T. 6L C. RADIO COLLEGE
King

Edward

Ave.,

Aylesbury,

Bucks.

(Post in unsealed envelope, rd. stamp)
Please send me free details af your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio courses.
NAME
ADDRESS
%V.W.79.
1.1111•1»«11•1•111,01011•MIM

MOVING COIL

ETERS.-0-1ma, 23
/ in, m/c, 13/6; 3.5 amp, I
4
2m T.C., 5/-; 30ma, 2m, m/c, 6/-; 4 amp
br/2tn, thermo-coupled, 7/6: doub.e reading, 40-'
12Orna, 2in,. m/c, 8/-; 20 amp, 21/en, ma., 9/o
15 volt, 2Vain, m/c. 9/6; 300v. 21
2 1n, ma., 12/6
/
300v, 2'/,in. 30 amp, 61n,_ m.l.; Ironc.ad. 55/6.000v, 3
/ in, !we. o//o; 3,500v, 31n, m/c, 20/2
1
/ in, m/c. 10/-;
2
15v/60v.
double
150- volt, 21
ExGOVT., NEW, UNUSED & BOXED
reading. 2m, m/c, 8/-; 2in meter moveinent.
with magnet ( 500 mlcro-amp), 2/6; post extra;
Offered at a fraction of original cost
ex-R.A.F. 2- valve ( 2- volt) microphone amp.ifiers, as used in plane inter-com., in self-contained metal case, can be used to make up a
deaf aid outfit, intercommunication system, or
with crystal set, comp.ete with valves ( tiso uaused), 20/, p3st 1/6; wooden box to hold amplifier, 2/- extra; letters only; new illustrated list
sent on request with id stamp and s.a.e.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES, 58, New Wanstead,
London, E.11.
[ 2221
HARLES
BRITAIN ( RADIO),
Ltd..
11.
upper
Saint
Martin's
Lane.
London.
W.C.2. Tel. Temple Bar 0545.—Test set type
204. an audio frequency oscillator covering from
20 cyc.es to 40;tc/s in four ranges, a precision
instrument with a beautifully calibrated dial,
ready for use on 230v 50 cycle a.c. mains. price
£10. p.us 10/- carr.: American indicator unit
type APN4—By connecting a suitable power pact
this can be converted into a 5in scope, with
e‘ectr-nic switching for observing two signals
simuitaneously, contains 1. 5in C.R.T. 5CP1. and
26 valves; 3, 6SL7; 14, 68N7; 6. 6H6; 1.
6SHJ7; also 1. 100sc/s laboratory type crystal,
by famous makers such as Ferranti, Pullin,
a working model will be demonstrated to callers.
Metropolitan Vickers, Sangamo Weston, G.E.
price £311916, plus I0/- carr.; Mains operated
industrial oscilloscopes with 12in non- persistent
AMMETERS
tube in metal console cabinet. £ 15. or overhauled
ready to operate £20; de.ivered free in London
sin. Flurh, 5o- 0-5o auu:b
area; this is one of the finest bargains we have
ever offered; full range of components available;
VOLTMETERS
send for list " W.W." of other bargains; also see
display advert in this issue on page 62.—Charles
sin. Flush, o- so volt
sin. Flush, o-3,3
Britain ( Radio). Ltd.
[ 2496
TUALTON'S WIRELESS STORES, 203, StaveAll at 3/11 each.
Carriage paid
VV ley Rd.. Wolverhampton.—An astounding
offer in aircraft meters and instruments; in
Cash with order only.
order to reduce our colossal stock of meters and
instruments we are making the following special
,,eriire yours now—liniited q limit its.
offer for a limited period only: Selection of aircraft electrical recording instruments. consiSt:ng of ( 1) course Indicator which is a very sensitive centre reading microamp meter; ( 2) a fuel
or oil temperature gauge which is a sensitive
milliamp meter, and ( 3) a fuel tank gauge
which is a Desyn Follower meter with many
uses; all these instruments are brand new and
Telephone : EUSton def,
.
are in original wrappings; offered at the special
bargain price of 8/11 carriage paid. Note: A
tank transmitting unit can be supplied to suit
item 3 for 5/11 post paid. This selection consists
of six different aircraft flying and other instruments: in practically all cases they are brand
new and are taken from the following range:
Compasses, gyroscopes, direction Indicators, altimeters, fuel indicators, fuel transmitters, air
speed indicators, artificial horizons, thermometers, oh gauges, etc.. etc.; these are put up
to our selection, and we do not guarantee any
particular instrument to be included, but all
are despatched on the understanding that they
are to your satisfaction, and money will be
refunded in full if returned within three days:
original cost of this selection usually over £ 100;
our special price is 21/- carriage paid; send
s.a.e. to- day for our full list of radio, electrical
photographic
and miscellaneous components;
you will be surprised at the value we offer.
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
OUTHAMPTON County Borough Police.—The
VOLTAGES
WATTS
Watch Committee have for disposal one
medium frequency Marconi transmitting and
receiving equipment type TPEVRP.42/1 for a.c.
mains; also, one medium frequency Marconi
100110
110/110
receiving equipment type RP.42/1 for a.c. mains;
SS watts
120,130
200,120
both installations are complete with power pack.
Fitted with oval tapered
microphone, speaker, switch box and leads; offers
230
250
tilt or round pencil bit
to the under- signed should arrive not later than
Monday, 13th December. 1948.—Charles G. Box.
Chief Constable. Chief Constable's Office, South1001110
110/ 120
amoton. 29th November. 1948.r 2448
tzs watts
200,220
130150
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
Fitted with oval tepered
MON SOUND SERVICE have recorders In
bit or round pencil bit
stock.
f
8713
171» OTHERMEL BR2S sound- cell microphone.
ib0 lit
lie 120
.1.4, lead; £4.—Selby, 207. Blackfriars Rd., S.E.1.
240 watts
r\1:70TRAC Cellophane, original walnut
200 210
230 200
Fitted with oral tapered
cabinet, as new; 14 half-hour reels; first
reasonable offer.—Box 2636.
[ 2349
ti
RECISION tracker, under and over motor
board drive optional, 3 traverse speeds,
lOgns. plus carr.—Box 2639.
[ 2365
RKEMOVOX RD-6/ANQ-2 recorder, 1 hour's
1.XL speech. etc., on 71n disc using Micro- Groove
,echnique;
best offer.—Box 2638. [2364
.D.F. recorder.—The C.D.P. recorder at £32
is still the best value for money.—Bourne
Instruments. Bourne, Lincs. Tel. 224. [2581
RIERLEY ribbon PM. with trans., as new.
unused, £ 7; Connoisseur £3. Collar° head,
£1.-2, Caeglas Ave., Rumney, Cardiff. [2358
OLLARO ac. auto changer. £ 18; Lexington
lead and trans. for sanie. £2; both new.—
Write TODAY for folder Y. 10.
ker. 138. Mill Lane. N.W.6. Ham. 5264.
EXINGTON Senr, pick-up with sapphire,
2-valve PRE amplifier, as new; £ 6110.—
W.
T.
Henley's
Tiegraph
Works Co. Ltd.,
Wallis, Springfield View, Tiverton. Ba .

AMMETERS & VOLTMETERS

C

with controls and sockets at one end.

15 WATT..

M

January, Igo

FINEST QUALITY PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

H. H. LINTON & CO., LTD.

340snaburghSL,London,N.W.1

/Pew eaeta»
weed

/Oa - 250

S

S
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" S ° Method."
Pelt?
recording 0%. the
% e, geg avail1
able. 5/-. post paid. from Birmingham Sound
Reproducers. Ltd. Old Hill. Staffs.
12334

Electric Soldering Irons

Engmeenng Department,
SI -53.

Hatton

Garden,

London

E,C.1.

January, 1949
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QIMON SOUND SERVICE can supply your
nebds.
( 8712
rt.D.P. recorder, with extras, in good order:
£25.-Hobbs, Chadlington. Oxford. [ 2359
TRANSFORMERS.
tone control and
filter
I,
chokes for all " W.W." circuits.-R. Clark.
30. Langland Ores., Stanmore. Mdx
Wor 5321
ILL sell, or exchange for Magnetophone
Tons. B., 2 disc recording machines, with
amplifier, microphone. etc.; a.so 2 Ward convertors,"24v d.c. to 230 a.c. 250w.-B x 2643.
Philharmonic 30- valve Autogram. latest
violin model, burr walnut half- round cabinet.
overhauled recently by experts, performance as
new; any offers around £ 150, to.-41. Fearnville
Place, Leeds.
( 2346
.A. equip. comp.. Garrard autochanger , in
case. 12watt amp, 2 inputs, sep. controls.
R.C.A. circuit, 2 spers, 60ft cable, all in case;
200/250v a.c.; offers.-N. Guy, 117, Westbourne
Terrace. W.2.
[ 2311
NFINITE Baffle corner deflectors, scientifically designed acoustic chambers as reviewed
" Wireless World," June; send for catalogue.Broadcast de Acoustic Equ.pment Co., Ltd.,
Broadcast House, Tombland. Norwich 26970.
ARMEKO 30watt recording amp:ifler, cost
£85 new; MSS. recorder. offers; sound
sales baffle speaker, walnut. £ 10; also tone c_ntrol unit, both guaranteed; dua.-speed transcription motor playdesk with Wilkins- Wright
p.u. for 17in discs.-Marsh. 2b, Riding St.,
Southport.
[2397
itt4rESSIONAL recording equipment to me
trade: M.S.S. recording machines, recording
amplifiers, ribbon and M/C microphones, blank
discs. etc., etc.; gramophone motors and lightweight pick-ups, radio pre- stage units and
quality speakers, all from stock on full trade
terms; Victor 16mm talkie projectors for tonnediate delivery.-Sound Discs ( Supplies). Ltd..
37, Hoghton St.. Southport, Lancs. [ 1199
"ItTEMBERSHIP of the British Sound Recording
_CAL Association ensures the profesional and
amateur recording engineer, and quality reproduction enthusiast, of all the latest information
in the form of monthly lectures. puolications,
demonstrations and the official journal, " Sound
Recording," published quarterly, Vol. 3, Nos.
1. 2, 3, 4 available at 2/6 each.- Details ol
membership and application form from Memoership Secretary, Barrie J. King. 48 Mount View
Rd
N (Th•nzP, 91
LenAnn
A .
C. gram. motors with 9in Lt., 200-240v,
75/-;
Collaro ditto.
110/250v,
variaole
speed with 12in t.t. £5* Collaro ditto but with
universal autostop, .£// 6/3 ; co --aro N/j Unto
motor/pick-up/autostop. var. speed. 121n t.L..
£9; a.c./d.c. £ 12/18/9; Coale° a.t.o ( a c.) out
with rim-drive and 10in it.. £ 5/14/8; Garrard
model S. motor/pick-up/autostop unit. £5/18/4"
Plessey new, super- quick mixed record changer
with pick-up a.c.. £ 18; our 4watt audio amp.iflei
with pick-up and tuner inputs, volume, tone
and feedback controls. £511916; bargain list 21/ed.
-N.R.S., 102, Parkhill Rd., London. N.W.3.
COMPONENTS-sanurtu-rIAnu,
austpLus
SOUTHERN RADIO'S wireless bargains:-

W

sccrrT
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AMERICAN I.F.F. receivers, BC966A type, in
black
crackle
case,
3X
VR136,
3]C 6H6.
7X 6.8117, generator 18-480volt, easily converted to mains motor, relays and condensers,
etc., 22/6 each, carriage 5/- extra; Marconi
60ohm headphones, leather headbands, 5/6 each,
post 6d.; American crystals ( 2- pin fitting),
2.100, 2,115. 2,040, and 2,055kc/s. 5/post 4d.; Dewrance pressure gauge, 0-2,000lb
per sq in, £ 1. plus 1/- post; teleph.,ne line units
with relays, rectifiers, jack sockets and indicator
lamps, in polished wooden cases, 5/6 each, past
4d..; Naval signalling lamps, in wooden transit
case, 10/-, post 9d.; fractional hp motors,
203-250volts 50cps. size 41
/ inX2 1
2
/ in dia., black
2
crackle finish, 15/-, post 1./6.
Radio publications: Radiocraft books. • Unusual Patented
Circuits. 1944-1946." 3/6; " Radio Test Instruments," 3/6; " Elementary Radio Servicing,"
3/6; " Advanced
Service
Technique,"
3/6.
British publications: " Radio Valve Equivalents," 2/6; " Radio Repairs Manual." 2/6;
" The Walkie-Talkie Construction Manual," 2/6;
" Radio Designs Manual." 26; " Frequency
Modulation Receivers Manual," 2/6; " Modern
Battery Receivers Manual." 2/6; " Television
Constructors' Manual," 3/6; " Communications
Receivers Manual." 2/6: " Amateur Transmitters' Construction Manual,'
2/6; " Radio
Test Equipment Manual," 2/6: " Ultra Shortwave Handbook," 2/6; "' Radio Calculations
Manual." 3/6; " Radio Constructors' Manual,"
3/-; " Shortwave Radio Handbook." 2/-; " Radio
Inductance Manual." 2/6.
Midget condensers,
76pf, single gang, 2/6, post 4d.; twin gang. 5/-,
post 41.
Meters: 0-5ma thermo couple, 7/6,
post 9d.; 0-0.5amps thermo couple, 7/6. post 9d.;
0-20volts moving coil. 7/6, post 9d.; 0-1ma moving coil. 12/6. post 9d.: 0-750ma moving coil.
12/6, post 94. Oscilloscope transformers, ratio
0.1 to 1, 6volts 50cps, 3/-, post 94.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd., 46, Lisle
St.. Lonen. W.C.2. Gerrard 6653. [2582
"[NIGH quality I.F.s, 465 k/c 7/6 pair; s.a.e.
XL for similar component bargains-Grayward, Studio. Wells St., Rugby. [2437
MICR sale, new emiscope 15in c.r.t.. with
1,`
white mask deflector coils, focus coil, and
line output trans., offers over £ 20.-Box 3138.
ERVICEMAN giving up business has for
disposal complete stocks. including Western
analyser. Avo, condensers, etc.; offers single os
quantity; list.-Box 3137.
[ 2513

Advertisements

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
BEST BRITISH BARGAINS

THE
OR1ENTOR. A
positional
aerial
remote control. Adjust your beam from your
chair ; geared enclosed knob and 4in. dial with
window, folding handle, position friction lock,
first-grade job, 15/..
DYNAMOS, D.C.. 12 volts 10 amps., 1,4u0
r.p.m., £2 ; 30 volts 5 amps., 1,500 r.p.m., £4 ;
24 volts, 30 amps., 2,000 r.p.m., f2/10/- ,• 24 volts
40 amps., 800/1,000 r.p.m., E12/10/50/70 volts
10 amps., 1,000 r.p.m.. E18. Special 12 volts 10
amps. dynamo, 600/1,000 r.p.m. for Windmill
work, C.A.V., weight 24 lbs., 101in. x Sin.,
with doublt-ended shaft. a.
SMALL
MOTORS. Sewing
machine type,
square construction with pulley belt and bracket
easily connected to ordinary domestic sewing
machine, 1/25 h.p., 230 volts A.C. new, £41101-.
Foot control, 55:- ; 50 volts A.C. series motors,
1/12 h.p., with double-ended shaft, governor
fitted on one end, £3.
MOTOR COMPRESSOR. 230 volts f amp.
D.C. Higgs' motor, belt-driving Curtis com pressor,
2 1m.
x nin. 60 lbs. pressure. 400 r.p.m., on
channel iron base, £ 18.
CRYPTO CONVERTER. A.C./D.C. 230 volts,
50 cycles, S.P. input, 240 volts D.C. ' 400 watts,
1,420 r.p.m., 01/10/., carriage extra. Converters.
A.C./D.C., 210 volts D.C. input, 23/29 volts,
13/8 amps.
D.C. output, by Woods. E3/10/-,
carriage extra.
RESISTANCES.
Variable,
panel
mounting
wire wound on porcelain former, 10 ohms Iamp..
2/6. Slider resistances, 6 ohms 6 amps., 17 6.
3 ohms 10 amps., 17/6. 1.2 ohm 15 amps., 12,6.
11 ohms 41 amps., 12/6.
DIMMERS. Panel dimmers totally enclosed
for valves, small light controls, or safety switches
on test circuit, 100 ohms f amp., 50 ohms f amp.,
2/6 each.
RELAYS. G.P.O. model 10 relays, I make
contact and 10 with 2 break contact, on strip
and in metal case, 21* for 20 relays.
SOLDERING IRONS. New 230 volts or
110 volts, with flex and plug, 15/..
CIRCUIT
TESTER.
Self-contained
Govt.
model, unused, 6f
3.} x if/n., almost pocket
size, useful for all electrical circuits, totally
enclosed in polished wood box with carrying
strap and contact switch, 12/6, with battery.
METER MOVEMENTS. D.C., highly sensitive, 100 mrcro-amps movement only, with
pointer-,66, two in case, 10;6.
MICROPHONES.
The New Lesdix table
mike, high-grade carbon inset, in bakelite
case and mounted on
bakelite
base
with
transformer. A charming table model, 12/6.
G.P.O. mike buttons,
3/6. Insets, 2/6. Tannoy
hand
mike,
multicarbon inset in metal
case, with switch in handle, 10/-. Transformer,
10;6 extra.
BATTERY
CHARGER
KIT. Keep
your
accumulator in good condition from 230 volts
A.C. mains, double wound transformer, metal
rectifier, ballast resistance, terminals and base
plate, 2 volts f amp., 21/. ; 6 volts f amp., 35/-,
with connection diagram.
TELEPHONES for House or Office.
Constructors' Parts for your own set-up. Ex-G.P.O.
stocks wall type, comprosing Bracket Mike,
Transformer and Condenser, Magneto Bell in
walnut cabinet, Din. x 6in. x lin., fitted terminals
and connections, Switch Hook and Contacts.
Hand Magneto Generator and G.P.O. Receiver,
35/- per pair, with wiring diagram.
ELECTRO MAGNETS. Powerful I/C electromagnet 6/25 volts D.C. with screw-in solenoid
core, weight 1 lb. 10 ois.,
will lift
7-28 Ibs., type No. I, 4/-; small 2/6 volts D.C.
electro-magnet, weight 10 ozs.,lift If to 4 I
bs., 7/6
PARCELS.
10 lb. useful oddments for the
junk box. All clean, dismantled from Government and other surplus apparatus, 7/7 post free.
(Not for Overseas buyers.)

x

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRAD IX
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RADIOS

214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
-
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2159 -----
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OUGLAS wave winders. in excellent condition, with all attachments and spares' £ 30
each: ( Herts).-Box 3240.
[ 2559
OUGLAS No. 3 automatic coil winder, 3
Douglas wave winders. all excellent condition, with attachments. spares; £35 each. or
£110 the lot; : Herts).-Box 2030. [ 2064a
.S.A. rotary transformers. 18v to 450v, 60ma;
1-/ may be made into a.c. motor by making two
connections, 15/6; post 1,-.-M. A. Weston.
Harmsn's Cross, Corle Caste. Dorset. [ 2506
TZI.H.T. trans., Sky, U33 rect., cathode ray
0.1mf 6kv, as new, unused, £4 lot; unused
rewind. 425v 180ma 6.3v 3a, 2X4v 4a. £ 1/10.46. Station Rd., Orpington, Kent. [ 2363
IR- COLUMN ( tuned labyrinth)
chambers.
individually designed and built for optimum
resu:ts from any speaker; infinite baffles; basschambers; details. prices.-Box 2618. ( 2314
MELEVISION magnifying lenses of
famous
1.
make, to fit any and every make of receiver, just in; our price from £511916.-Duke
it Co.. 219. Ilford Lane. Ilford. Essex. [ 2479
UPPRESSORS: 5c/1002 ( containing 8 lmfd
350v condensers). 1/- each: 17/6 for 20:
5c/870. 2/6 each; 5 for 10/-: Postage paid.Smith. Highworth Rd., Faringdon, Berks.
MELEVISION scanning co.is.
Iraine out'.
put transformers. 17 ,6; line output transformers. 25/-; also mains transforincrt, cho'r'e;.
etc.-The Banner Electric Co., Ltd., Hoddesdon.
transformers, mains transformers and
chokes for electronic engineering homebuilt televisor; delivery ex-stock.- Metropolitan
Radio Service Co.. 1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.11.
Tel. Speedwell 3000.
11678A
"TELEVISION chassis and components of the
X
highest quality, ready for
assembly
to
" Electronic Engineering " specification: s.a.e.
for list.-Osmor Radio Products, Ltd., Borough
WU. Croydon. Surrey.
[ 2459
HT transformers, mains transformers and
chokes for general purpose oscilloscope, as
per W.W. May. 1948. delivery ex stock.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1021, Finchley• Rd..
N.W.11. Tel. Speedwell 3011111.
11265
OU'LL probably get it at Smith's, Edgware
Rd.! "
Everything for the constructor from a 1/10watt resistor to a radiogram
cablnet; lowest prices, biggest variety.-Near
militan arinc.r. Hall
Pad Steil
1. 8005
'p HT, transformers, mains transformers and
.1.4 chokes for cathode-ray oscilloscope as per
" W. World,' Dec.. 1948; delivery ex-stock.Metropolitan Radio Service Company,
1021,
Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Tel. Speedwell 3000,
Tie ATTERY eliminators, manufacturer's surpais, input 200-250v a.c.. output 120v 20ma.
smoothed ( no tappings), and 2v ii, amp for
accumulator. brand new. guaranteed 6 months;
post free, 39/6.-C. Brinkman it Co., Chitty St..
London, W.I.
[ 2494
T ITTLEWOODS.-Electronic Engineering tele ,1.4 visor, all components in stock, 3rd edition
book reprinted Oct.. 1948, containing latest revisions and modifications. 2,8 post free.-0.
Henson Littlewood 8,c Co.. 27, Bollards Lane.
Pity- Way, N.3. Fin. 3060.
( 2563
HE pi-neer manufacturers of the Williamson
amplifier offer finest quality set of transformers and chokes at £8/15, inc. car.; fully
shrouded, beautifully made and guaranteed.-R.T.M.C. Ltd., 141. Little Ealing Lane. W.5.
(See advert. under Amplifiers.) ( 2370
"PANEL indicator lamps, blue or red. 9d; toggle
X
switches. 3amp 250v, 1/-; unspillable accumu.ators, 2v. 9/6; rotary uniselector switches.
12/6; telescopic masts. 15f t. 10/6; control panel
of 16 switches. 5/6; post extra: list available.Stansfle d. Aireworth Terrace. Keighley. [ 2298
MAZING bargain. 9,6, complete kit parts
for 3 W.B. superhet coil pack. including
Yaxley type, coils,
chassis,
trimmers,
etc..
469. 7/6 pr.; amphenol octal, 41.
,
,d; send
for cheapest list in Engiand.-Sussex E.ectronics,
Ltd.. ( G) Bevendean. Brighton.
Tel. 4446.
raSMOR RADIO PRODLCTS. Ltd.-All components for the Osmor superhet available
at attractive prices, including the famous Q
collpacic. etc." designed for easy assembling and
Perfect =telling; send s.a.e. for free literature
to Bridge View Works, Borough Hill, Croydon
1220.
( 2458
11,1" ANUFACTURERS-Enamel,
coloPet. wires,
.131. all gauges, laminations, all types, huge
stocks radio components, s/m, m/m, p/t and
block condensers,
close tolerance and high
stability resistors to 1%; all goods guaranteed,L. E. Simmonds. 10, Valencia Rd., Stanmore,
Middx, Grimsdyke 608.
12515
PlIELEVISION, combined E.H.T.. L.H.T. trans.!»
formers for the electronic and home-made
televisors; PRI. 200-250, SEC. 350-350, 250ma/
6.3, 8 amps/4v 7 amps/5v tapped 4v 5 amps;
6.3v tapped. 2v 2 amp/4v tapped 2v E.H.T. rec.
2 amp/E.H.T. 4k 3ma; £5.--R.S.S.. Ltd., 68a,
Park Rd., N.8,
Mou. 5533.
[2433
AYMAX are your suppliers for radio tele XL vision and gramophone equipment, components kits and chassis; all at prices you can
afford; all necessary items, including cabinets.
for player or auto table radiograms; stamp for
general list or state your requirements.-Raymax Elec. Co. Ltd., 126, Norwood Rd.. S.E.24,
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IT'Smoulded,
foolishtubular,
but it's
silverfun"
mica, condensers.
50

valves, 5/-•, 1,(2 meg vol. controls. 1/9 transformers. 230 a.c. output, 14 and 20 volts at
5amps. 28/6; M.E.S. bulb holders, 1/6 dozen:
7- core multi- colour circular flex, 12yds 5 /6 .Paszingham ( Dept. W.W.). North St., KeighleY.
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SOUTHERN , RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
BENDIX COMMAND RECEIVERS. BC454, 3,5meas.
,
Ito 1415 be.) and 50422 ti- 9.1 mega. ( I/Fs 2830 go,'
6 valves: 128K7 ( 3), 128R7 ( 1) 12A6 ( 1), I2X8
Ideal for conversion to AC/DC receivers or car radio.
Either Set, new and boxed, 35/- each, postage 1/6.
RECEIVERS TYPE 76. 159-305 Vs, in too bands,
26 volt operation. Valves Vit92, VES? and ARTR2.
Flexible geared drive, Densynn , mitrol and other
high quality components. Sew, 35 ,-each, post 1/6
extra.
TRANSMITTER TUNING Wing.
T.1.7.913, 7,70010,000 lave. T.U.10B, 10,000-25,000 heu. TUSO, 300500 kes. Any Unit 61 Pius 2/6 carriage.
CONTROL BOXES POR BC453, BC454 AND BC455.
Comprising three slow motion drives and dials, three
volume controls and six rotary switches. la sealed
boxes, 126 each, plus 1, post.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES,
l'y Smith. or
Venue.. 10 hour movement giving two impulses per
second. Ideal for darkroom work. Brand New in
Soundproof box with thermostatic control. 10/-.
post 1/4.
DELCO HAND GENERATORS. 6volt 4amp. output.
BRAND NEW, with spare brushes, 17/6 post free.
SCREENED VALVE CANS with cil on base and spring
loaded valve retainer. 1.6 each.
FIFTEEN FOOT COPPER AERIALS in seven interlocking seething. 36. oo.a, 4d.
24 VOLT MOTGRS with slow motion gearing and
smoothing circuit. In maker's sealed cartons. 10/,
post 911.
BATTERIES. M.C.R.1 type, 90 volts H.T. and 71
volts L.T., 6/6 each. post 9d.
EVER-READY XINIMAX.
679 volts, 5/6 each.
post 4d.
V.C.R.97 TUBES. Brand new, 42/6, carriage and
special packing 5/• extra.
V.C.Mt 97 BASES, 2,6.
INSPECTION LAMPS with 21t, lead and Lucas plug,
2/8, post 4d.
THROAT MICROPHONES. I.ow impedance, with three
foot lead and jack plug. 3/6, post M.
WESTECTORS W.X.6 and W.112. 6/- per dozen, post

Southern Radio Supply Ltd.
4e, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
GERrard

6653

THE HEART
OF A
FIRST-CLASS
RADIO- GRAM

TYPE 1148
Radio-gram Chassis
Developed from the popular type 1047, this
receiver will form the basis for a Radio- gram
of unsurpassed performance, and at great saving
in cost. Principal features include :
12 stage superhet circuit • 11 valves with magic
eye indicator • 4 wavebands ( 11-2,000 metres)
• R.F. Amplifier • 2 I.F. stages • 4 stages
AVC • 10 watts push-pull output • Separate
treble and bass controls • Tropicalises! components.
Other Peerless equipment of interest to the enthusiast
includes: 16- valve Communications Receiver Type
1346 • RIF Feeder Unit (
comprising RIF Portion
of Type 1148 Receiver)•AIF Unit and Po., ,r Pack
Type r. All details on request.

PEERLESS RADIO LIMITED
374 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON W.14
Tei ,Phoue: WEStorn 1221
a

Wireless World
INS
transformers,
output
transformers
▪
▪ 1 and chokes for d.t.n. Williamson amplifier
- per " W. World." May, 1947, and for the
onornical 50watt amplifier. " W. World," Dec.
1,48;
delivery ex- stock.—Metropolitan Radio
-;ervice Company. 1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.I1
rel Speedwell 3000.
[ 2511
j'NUSED Sound Sales mains transformer.
L) model 500/250, primary 10-0-200-220-240
40/100 cycles; H.T secondary. 500-0-500Y.
250 mA; L.T. windings. 2-0-2 at 3.75 ampo; 2-0-2
at 3.0 amps; 2-0-2 at 3.0 amps; 2-0-2 at 2.0
.amps; 2-0-2 at 2.0 amps; price £6 or near
offer.—Standard, Peene House Cottages, Newington, Folkestone.
1242n
11- OUDSPEAKER bass and treble separator part,
AA consisting of choke 6/-_, and 15mfd condenser. 15/-; cross over at 1.000 c-ps.; suitable 2
to 15ohm speakers; circuit diagram of variable
selectivity 5 with constructional hints. 3/-'
variable selectivity
I.F.
transformers.
12/-:
scratch filter. 15/-• trade enquiries invited.-B. dx H. Radio. Huntley St.. Darlington. 12500
ATTERY chargers: Car. 6 or 12- vo lt, tor.
200-250v a.c.. 49/-; battery gram amplifiers in 11 1:.inX8inX6in cabinet with speaker.
push-pull output 120v h.t. 2v 1.t.. 48/-, less
batteries: electric motors, 200-250v a.c., with
3in grindstone fitted. 29/-; huge bumper parcel
of assorted components. 10/-' all c.w.o., postage
free.— Hughes Radio. 194, Mill St.. Liverpool. 8.
"[TITS of radio receivers from £7/8; 4- and 5valve new materials, table models, semimidget; our latest kit.—Wylwyn Star 1948 has
connections for gramophone pick-up, extensions
to loudspeakers. A.V.C., 6 hours average time
for constructing; full details, diagrams with
each kit; c.w.o. or c.o.d.—Isherwoods. Reme
House, 81, Plungington Rd., Preston. Tel. 3348.
Estd. 1936.
[ 6788
RANSFORMERS. special quality, tropicalises!,
att.inX6 ,..,inX7in, 230v primaries, secondary 350--0-350v at 300ma, 20-0-20v. 2X6.3v, 5v,
37/6; secondary. 2X350- 0-350v at 200ma, 2X 6.3v
CT,, 2X5v. 6.3v. 55/-. carriage 5/-: primary
tapped 200-250v, secondary 500-0-500v at 120ma.
3X4v CT., 10v, 32/6; 350ma L.F. chokes, 20/-;
many other items, s.a.e. list—Cross, Skerties,
Cross Lane. Grange, West Kirby. Cheshire.
QET of four coils, long, medium and short.
4- pole 4- way switch. pair 465kc standard
iron cored, ifs, twin gang condenser and circuit. 13,6; Rola 5- inch energised 1.000ohm
field with transformer, require recentrifig, 7/6;
mains transformer. 280-0-280volts 80mills, 6.3volt
3amp, 5volt 2amp screened pri. drop thru chassis
',lac, primary input 220 and 240 volts, 13/6:
l'Ite for lists.— Cohen, 67. Raleigh Ave., Hayes.
1., .
[
2478
I
lia -/s
television strip ( 5VR91) with
20
other valves, R3553 £ 3,10, 103515 new
.and boxed 21 valves. etc., 13.5mc/s IF strip,
£4; R1124 6 Brimar valves. etc., 20/-, 2- 35/-;
all with circuits; modulators ( 5 KT44 2-U17 or
VU111, 1-MH4. etc.). 30/-, 2-50,-• all carriage
paid; C.R.T.. 1,:
tinch screen VLB 492AG new
and boxed, suitable for small oscilloscope with
data. 17/6 post paid; s.a.e. particulars.—G. R.
Adcock, Norwich Rd., Wattan, Norfolk. [ 2451
TRANGE but true; brand new ex- Gov t. an d
manufacturers' surplus equipment at prices
lowest ever, offered to the public; example: moving coil microphone with recessed switch, 5/6;
60- ohm headphones. 3/6; long range xignal lamps.
7/6; motor generators, easily convert to approx.
tAhp motors. 20,-; smaller type , approx. 3/4hP.
1.7/6; 5-, 8-, 10-, 12- inch P.M. speakers. 10/6.
12/6. 22/6 and 85/- respectively; many other
lines, s.a.e.—Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon
Rd., Layton, E.10.
12252
rrELRAD ELECTRONICS. 70. Church Rd.,
J.
Upper Norwood, London. S.E.19.—Write,
call or ' phone Livingstone 4879 for television
components to W.W. or E.E. design, E.E. chassis
fitted with v/holders, coil formers, sockets and
screens. vision 22/6. sound 18/9; 6/base. 17/6;
power, 25/-; deflector coil ass, line o.p. trans and
focus coil ass, 32/6 each; gantrys, straps and
control panel, 10/-; 9in tube masks, cream 11/-.
black 10/-; everything for television, radio and
amp constructor.
[ 2572
rr ELEVISION.—Focus
coils
and
shrouds,
frame and line deflector coils, line output transformers, blocking oscillator transformers; complete focus and deflector assemblies also available, supplied correct to designer's specification for " Wireless World"
television receiver.
Television components of
all types, valves, condensers, resistors, tube
masks, mains transformers and chokes, etc..
etc., i
n stock at current prices.—For particulars write or ' phone, " Handy Parts," 226, 228.
Merton
Rd.,
Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
Liberty
7461.
Trade enquiries invited.
11420
QUPPRESSORS which really work, positively
best h.f. stoppers available, 4-section cast
case, dust cores, 16 s.w.g., 4 0.Imfd conds, 5/9:
new vitreous resistors. 11
/ to 75K ohms, 30 and
4
75w. 1/6; 100 and 200w, 2/-; selenium bridge
rectifiers. 2d per watt, viz.. 24v la 4/-, 5a £ 1;
Itia 300v 12/6. 1.500v 62/6: chargers, 24v 6e.
met. rect. 2 meters 3 switches. etc, £4; bakellte
t.r.f. midgets. 137.: 750v wkg oil coeds. 10-1-8
mfd 3/9. gmfd 3 -; 0.1 bake tube, 0.5 1,000v.
lmfd 250v, 2mf
250v. 21
/ X2in.
4
5/6 doz;
250v 5e sp. switches, panel lamps. 100olim preset potro, all 5/6 doz; enclosed holders. 2 5a
fuses, 1/-; 4- way ditto. 1/3; 20-32a overload
releases, 1/-; block connectors. 2- way 7d, 4- way
9d; goz 33 s.w.g._ en. wire, 1/3: screened inst.
cases, 11X7Y4X8%. 2/4. all post free, 110 c.o.d.69. Allerton Grange Way. Leeds, 7. Tel. 66146
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ETA
FOUR- STATION PRESET TUNER
TYPE TS41
A complete preset tuning unit for use in
superhet circuits to seect any three MW
and one LW station.
Exceptional sensitivity and stability are
achieved by the use of new type inductors which enable each coil to be tuned
over the whole of its band by adjustment of the dust iron core.
Supplied with full instructions and a
complete receiver circuit.

Price 33'- plus 7/2 Pur. Tax

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
SERIES IT1
A midget IF transformer for 465kcis
which sets a new standard of efficiency.
Permeability trimmers for both sections
are brought out at the side of the can.
"Q " in can- 110; Size- 1r dia. by 24"
high. IT 11 is critically coupled and has top
grid lead, 1112 is overcoupled for diode
circuits and has all connections at base.

Price 71- each
ETA

Components are obtainable from
local dealer or direct from

your

ELECTRO TECHNICAL
ASSEMBLIES
West Hill, St. Leonards-on-Sea,
Sussex.

January. 1949

1,-9 ERRANTI 7.5kva moving coil voltage regu1' >tors, input 200-250v + 8% to - 12%. 45
to 66cps, output 200-250v +%%, frequency compensated. as new and unused, with handbook.
offered at a fraction of list price to clear: ( Her(s).
-Box 3239.
12558
AGSLIPS and Selsyns. from 20/-: send for
list;
wirewound
potentiometers.
20watt
1200ohms and 5500ohms. 4/6 ea., lOwatt linear
Berro MIO, for bridges 1000ohms, 4/9: 50k, 5/ 2- gang carbon, medium spindle lmeg-Imeg. 3,6
high torque motors. a.e'd.c.. 12-24v. 600:1 reduction drive, final torque 45Ib per in. at approx.
3 r.p.m.. Ideal rotary beams, 30
all goods
guaranteed and post free.-Hopton Radio. 1 HopIon Parade. Streatham High Rd., London.
S.W.16. Streatham 6165.
12538
rr UNING scale assembly, glass scale 8X5
1
marked 3 wave in 3 colours, back plate to
mount on chassis, drum, drive spindle and
pointer, 15/6 complete; wafer switches, 3- wafer.
1p 6w each wafer, short spindle. 1/- each, 9/doz.; 2- wafer 3p 3w each wafer, 21/
41n. spindle
2/6 each: 5- wafer 2p 3w each wafer, 7/6 each:
condenser bargain, Micamold metal- cased tub.
0.1 500v 1/- each. 10/- doz.; 0.25 500v 1/3 each.
12/- doz.; 0.5 600v block type 1/9 each. 18/doz.-Stamp for full list to Will Owen ( Radio).
Ltd.. 538a. Mansfield Rd.. Nottingham. [ 2106
MAZING Radio surplus bargains, dynamotors
for RX BC453. etc., genuine plug- on type.
14v or 28v, 12/6; as brand new speakers, Trovox 5in., Rola 31,4in, 13/6; receivers. type
R1125. 2 valves. 38mc/s, complete. 8/6; U.H.F.
receivers, BC357, 2 valves. complete. 9/6, new;
U.H.F. receivers, R28/ARCS 100-150mcis. ten
American valves. 39/6; receivers. type 76. 150505gc/s, 6.3v valves, illuminated dial, new, in
transit cases, with circuit, 36/-• small 230v
a.c. motors, shaft yn, 15/-•. aircraft spirit
compasses, 6in, luminous cased, 15/ 6.-Lawrences, 61, Byrom St., Liverpool. Cen. 4430.
A MATEUR has surplus to requirements.11 Genuine B2 ceramic coil formers, 1/6:
0.0001 V/condensers with long spindles. Ideal
CO. or buffer. 3/6; R.F. meters, lamp, 4/6;
E.F.50 valve holders. micalex. 6d; 5- core metal
shielded maroon cotton covered cab>. 1/6 yd;
h.t. cable, as used sparking plugs. 60 yd; 250ohm
25w vitreous resisters, 60; round jack plugs.
3d; Nile batteries. 11 units delivering 26 volts
at 125amps, weight about 2cwt. £26; small single
units delivering 1.3 volts, size 6inX1Y,,in sq.
weight about 1lb 2/6 each; please add little
for carriage: large batteries to be collected by
purchaser.-G2FXIC, 82, Walsall Rd.. Aldridge.
EE ELECTRIC for quality goods.-This
IX month's special. Sin p.m. Page speaker, new
and boxed, 9/11: J.50 bridge rectifiers, 500v 2ma.
26: R.F. chokes. 1/-; new EF50 valve holders.
2 6 doz.; VR91 valves, in sound condition. 4/each: Ex-Philco 12v 80ma car radio vibrator
transformers. 8/11 each; 5- and 7- way circular
colour coded flexible cables. 35/- per 100 yds.:
mu- metal screens for VCR97 tube. 5/- pair:
0.0005 3- gang condensers with feet, long spindle,
standard size, 5/9; VOR97 c.r.t., guaranteed perfect condition, tested when purchased, only 27/6
each ( callers only); also a large quantity of wire
wound resistors. from 12-200 watts, prices on
application: postage extra, trade supplied.
GEE ELECTRIC, 15, Little Newport St., London, W.C.2. Ger. 6794.
[ 2491
RADIOCRAFT, Ltd.. Leicester, offer:
1 Mains transformers, 200/220/240v, 325-0-325
70ma. 4v 2a. 4v 5a c.t., drop through type.
brand new. 21/, plus 1/3 post; chokes, 12H
175ma, weight 111b. 2l/-. Plus 1/6 Post; ditto
I2H 400ma, wt 281b, 30/, plus 4/6 cam;
R.C.A. chokes, 5011. 670ma. wt 2001b. £5 c.
fwd; OUF 600vw paper condensers, metal can type.
4inX2inX4%in high. 5/-. plus 6d post; brand
new electrolytics ( not surplus). Hunts' miniature
tubulars, all one size. 23kinXlin, 8/450 vw.
4/6; 16/450vw, 5/9; 8+8/450vw, 6/1: 16+16/
350vw. 7/-; 32+32/250vw. 7/6; B.I. waxed carton type. all 500vw. 4uF 3/3. 8uF 3/6, 8+8,
4/9, 8+16, 6/1; 16+16. 6/11; vertical can,
8+8/500vw. 5/-; 16/500vw, 5/-; post 3d each
or dozen lots assorted post free; U.S.A. field
telephones, complete with streamline mike/tel.
handset, 35/-, plus 1/6; post; 2 sets ( making
complete intercom system). £313, plus 3/- post:
latest lists free on request; satisfaction guaranteed or cash refunded without question.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, Ltd., 69-71, Churchgate.
Leicester.
[ 2531
A STONISHING bargains in Supacoils! 3- wave
superhet permeability- tuned coil packs. only
21/- with R.F. stage £ 2/2! Push-button coil
packs with gram switching now only £ 1/10!
Tuning condensers. 2- gang, 7/6; fixed condensers. 60 ea.; resistors, 4d ea.; special offer of
miniature superhet coil packs with mediumwave, short-wave and gram switching. only 21/-1
These packs are the last word in high efficiency
miniature tuning units: comprehensive range of
radio and television components in stock at
lowest prices; full range of permeability tuned
iron- cored coils at 2/- each; mains transformers
from 25/-; complete superhet 4- valve plus rectifier, 3 wave- band ae, radio only £9/7/4! For
the television enthusiast we can now supply a
full set of television tuning coils and choices at
£1; our Illustrated catalogue and Home Constructor's Handbook is crammed full of useful
information. circuits, colour codes, hints, etc.;
send 3 21,/..,d stamps for this booklet straight
away: please add postage on all orders under £ 2;
snail
order . 11'.-Sispacoils.
98.
GreenwaY
Ave.. Loadon. E . 17.
12320
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TELEVISION
VALVES

6D1, 61f/2, 6L18, 14E41, SP42, D1341. PEN4 I, PEN45,
PEN«. P41. 11L4111D, D1, T41, U(77, 1122,
ACOPEN. A0P4, 6E12, 6E13. 6F14, 7P28, P61, P42,
1/43, MSP11, KTZ41, X4IC, KT4I, lilt, U17, OTIC,
if U50, KT44. KT45. 1119/23, 1133. 7,06. Z77, X81,
BAWL 11VR2, FIVR2A, EF50, EP0, TSP.), EL50,
TSE4, E591, PL33, ELUL PY31. PZ30, 4T8P,
4T11A, 4TPB, 4T8A 41MPT, 41MTI., 41MTA,
4131.TS, 202VPB, 202VP, 202DDT, 203THA., 405BU,
223DU, 42SP'r, 42MPT, 4511T, DDL4. 8130. 8130P,
807, CIDT413, 0112120 and 101 more types of Radio
Valves. Please enquire for anY tVP. not Ileted• Aleo
obsolete and rare valves.
Replacements for such
difficult types as 47, 12A7, 25A7, 321.7, 70L7, etc.
All at B.O.T. prices. Order C.O.D.
TELEVISION. Construction Books: Wireless World
'relee, Cono) r., 2/8 ; Electronic Eng. Televisor, 2/6
Trier. Comte. Manual, 3,5; '
relee. Parts: Vision
Unit Chassis, 2216. or completely wired, £7.15.10.
Sound Unit Chassis, 18/9 ( comp!. wired), £5.5.5.)
Time Base Unit Chassis. 17/6 ( 28.14.2). E.113.
Combined Power Transformer. 5,000 v., 2-4-6 v.,
91/6. 2,000 V. 2-4 v., 54.9. Focus Coils for 35 mm.
Tubes. 32/8. Deflector Calls, 32/6,
Line Output
Transformer, 32/6, Varley Choke, 1/P52, 5.5. Henries
at 250 mA.. 18/9. Rubber Masks (
cream for Pin. C.R.
Tubes), 11/-. (
io-axial Cable, white, brown or black,
1/3 per yard. Screen Enlargers, £6.8.0.
RADIO.-Burgoyne Table Model Sets, medium wave,
a few left ( then discontinued), reduced to 29.17.0.
Weymouth, pair of T.R.P. coils with beak circuit
8/6. Aerials. ex-Govt., 7extension», lift., collapsible
imitable as fishing rods). '
7/6. Fabric for speakers, etc.
modern weave, sq. ft., 3/8. Sin. Radio Extensions
(also suitable for MCRI). '
7/6„
Radio Extension» In
modern plastic cabinet, 15/-. Service Sheets, Arner.
and Brit., our best selection, 10/6 per doz. Amplion
Pocket Volt awl 51-illiamp Meter, 0-25 v., 0-250 v.,
0.23 nut, 21/-. Trimmer Ted Kits ( re-designed), 30 ,-.
Avo-minor Universal, £8.10.0.
Taylor Meters on
EASY TERMS.
Midget Soldering Iron. " Pencil "
type, works off 6 v. car battery. 10,/6. Granmnotor
with Rim drive Turntable. 14.19.3.
VIDOR TELEVISION.
18- valve Vision awl Sound
act, £67.7.1.
ERIE RESISTOR HITS.
(Reduced) 961 watt 32/48 w..t r16 -.
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS. Filter Type, 27/6
CONVETTE TRIPLE MASTER. Will operate Battery
Betatron. the Mains or out-of-doors without Battery or
Mains. £6.19.6.
AVO 7, £19.10.0., and the whole range from Stock.
TAYLOR 70A, £ 11.11.0., and the whole range on
EASY TERMS.
"TINY TI/d" one- valve Battery Receiver Kit. 25 -.
4mtd. 500 v. Condensers, 11. Piteo AS-in-One Radiometer, AC/DC, 25 ,-. Test prods, red and black. ',Let i,.
insulated, pair 36. 25 mid. 25 v. Condensers. 1.9.
0.5 mid, 350 v. Condensers, 1/6. Wonder Crystal Set
with pair of headphones. 25,-.
Rotax Ammeter,
amps, 19/-. Crypion 0-6 Ammeter, 15/-.
sin. Speakers. Goodman. etc., 15/-.
Compass liquid, ex-Govt
dial, precise instrument,
15 9.
Heileman Tool Kits complete with Tool
Lubricant, 250 Assorted Sleeve anti Cable Markers,
256.
Chassis Cutters, 15, 15. 15 in., each 12/6. Unifier Was
Polish for cabinets, etc., 1/3. 0-Cedar Polish, bottle,
1'-. Ries Soldering Irons, t.tate voltage), 10/-. Varlet,
V40 Accumulators, 16 6. Flat Irons, new and boxed,
(a few to clear), 10 -. B.P.L. Universal Meters (
a few
to clear), £5.55. Servisol, switch cleaner, per tin, 51-.
Cement, per tin, 5'-. Mains Resistance, 1,000 ohms .2
amp.. 4'-. 8 mid. 500 v. Electrolytic Can Condensers,
8'-. Line Cond, .
3amps ( 60 ohms per foot) ter yard,
2/6. Holders: Mazda octal, 5- pin British, 5- pin UX,
4-pin, per dozen 9/-.
Goldring" Pick-up Head,
gives old gramophone, radiogram quality reproduction,
31/6.
ELECTRICAL.- Vibro Engraving Tool, plugs straight
tato light socket, engraves metal, plastic, glass. wood,
leather. Jewellery, etc.. 52/6.
Elertr. Mixer and
Whisk, with 3different attachments, 30/10. Pressure
Cookers for rapid cooking, taker, minutes instead of
hours. 77/6.
Soldering Irons, heavy duty, onoff
switch 230/50 v., ex-Govt., 18/9.
Vidor Portable
Elec. Cooker, with oven ( no tax). 42/6. Mouse Traps,
Elec. Hygienic ( no wattage), (
11-.
VIBRO ARC. Elec, metal engraving pen, 115/-,
BOOKS : Radio Receiver Maintenance and Servicing.
8/6. Radio Upkeep and Repairs, 7/6. Wireless World
Valve Data, 2/-. " Radio Craft," new improved
American Radio Reference, Library of ten illustrated
books, clearing at 35/-•
STOP PRESS: 1TU8. 68E3-Potentiometers, 10,000
ohm wire wound, 2/..
Kit of speaker gauges, £/3.
Colour code indicator, W. White knobs, 01
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ELEVISION pre- amplifiers. R.1/.l 6F.12, 2
tuned stages coaxial coupled. 40-48mc/s.
flying leads, 6.3 heater. 200 h.t., £2/12/6; R.F.2
6 F.12s, 3 tuned stages. £ 3/12/6: E.H.T. transformers, pri. 200-250sec. 2-4-6volt taps. 5.000v
d.c.. 5m.a.. £3/6: power trans., 350X3507.
280m.a., 6v 6a., 4v 8a, £ 3/18/6; choke 1, 250m.a.
5h. £ 2/5; choke 2, 80m.a. 10h, £ 1/5; coax. cable
B.I television, 1/3 per yd.: anti-static coax.
sin diameter neoprene with copper braiding.
1/2 per yd.-Boscombe Radio & Electric. 595.
Christchurch Rd.. Boscomoe [ 2341
VXHAUSTIVE constructional manual enabling
even beginners to build a powerful 5- valve
3- waveband superhet of exceptional power and
range. a.c, or universal model 5/-: ail- dry
battery model ( 4- valve). 3/-: a home- built televisor book. 2/6: list of parts VA& e.g.: focus
coil. 30/-; deflector coil assemloly, 25/6; line
output trans.. 25/6: e.h.t. trans. 4kv. £ 3. 5kv.
65/-•, chokes 5h 250ina, 22/6: 10h. 12/6; heater
transformers 6.3v, 1.2amp, 10/6; universal type
6.3. 5 and 4v at 12watts. 17/6; loudspeakers:
high- flux p.m.s. Sin 12/6; 6t/,mn Celestion. 18/6;
8in R.A., 19/6; Goodmans lOin, 30/-; Wharfedale Golden 10in. 3 or 15ohms. 75/-; energised'
Plessey 8in 1,000 p.f., 21/-; R.A. 6%in with trans.
1,400 of. 25/-; electrolytics: 8s 350v. 2/6;
8+16 450v, 5/, 16+16 450v. 6/-. metal cans;
selenium recs. 250v. 40ma, 2/6: 350v. 70ma.
5/-; mains trans. 350-0-350 80ma. 6.3v, 3a, 5v.
2a. £ 1; the Lee Products super 4- valve, 3- wave
all- dry battery superhet kit, our price only £6:
send 2%d for W.W. bargain list; terms: c.w.o. or
c.o.d.: postage extra.-N.R.S..
102. Parkhill
Rd., London, N.W.3. Tel, Gulliver 1453. [ 2509
URPLUS equipment: 0-0.5amp thermocouple
meters, brand new, made by
Met- Vic.
boxed. 6/- each; terminal boxes, will handle
several amps, 6d each' Morse keys. 1/6 each;
micro switches. 1/3 each; precision bomb sights,
with high grade compass, 30/-•. new equipment:
Av.,.
Belling-Lee,
Bulgin,
Colyern.
Denco.
ERR.. Eddystone, Franklin. Gardners, Ram rad. Jackson, Labgear. Londex, M.I.P. Oak,
Partridge, Parmeko, Q.C.C. Raymart, T.C.C.
Woden.
The latest high gain, long distance,
television receiver, guaranteed 60- mile range;
chassis only with 9- inch tube, for fitting in
own cabinet, £ 65/11.
This model in table
cabinet. in walnut, nicely finished. £ 72/16/8;
this televisor can be obtained suitable for
either the London or Birmingham transmissions. secure yours now.
We repair, overhaul
and realign any type of British, American, or
foreign communication receiver and broadcast
radio, grams, television and amplifiers.
Our
catalogue gives details of all items we stock,
sent, post free, on request.-Write, call
or
'phone Larkswood 6377. The Radio Hospital.
50. Hoe St.. Walthamstow, London, E.17. f2476
no SeittgR AW oO
rL
pe
ECIn?
Lincs.-New gForoadnsceosnl

S

surplus goods; condensers, electroritic. 500v .
2mfd 3/3. 4mfd 3/6. 8mfd 3/6, 16mfd 4/7 .
.
8-8mfd 4/9, 16-8mfd 6/1, 16-16mfd 6/11, 25mfd
25v. 2/4; 50mfd 50v. 3/9; 25mfd 50v. 3/4:
tubulars, up to 0.0005. 7d; up to 0.005. 8d;
up to 0.1, 11d: lmfd, 2/2; tuning conds. 0.0005,
1- gang 4/3, 2- gang 11/-. 2- gang with trs, 12/-;
drum or epicyclic drives. 3/-: volume controls lg. spin. L's 3/3, W/s 5/-; wire wound
I/s, 5/-; resistances, carbon. %watt 4d. lwatt
7d, wire wound lwatt 1J-. 5watt 1/6, 20watt.
3/-;
mains droppers, 0.2A. 1,000ohm, 4/4;
0.3A 800 ohm. 4/11; transformers, output. pow/
pen. 5/6; Multiratio, 7/3; Intervalve. Parafeed.
5/-; dlr. feed, 3- or 5/1 ratio, 6/-; Class B
driver, 7/-; Q.P.P. driver, 8/6; mains. 250-0-250
or 350-0-350 6.3v and 5v or 4v heaters. 29/6:
loudspeakers. p.m., Sin 14/-, 6'/,in 15/6, BIn
17/-, 10in 25/-:' valve holders. eng 5- 7- pin. 60;
Oct. 7d; 17.X.. 4- 5- 6- 7- pin. 6d; Maz Oct. 60;
side cont. 1/-: toggle switches, single- hole fixing s.p. on- off, d.p. on- off, s.p./d.t.. 3/6 each:
d.p./d.t.. 4/6; Plico radiometers. 25/-• Wearite
P coils, all types, 2/9 each; condensers, mica,
up to 0.0005. 9d; UP to 0.005, 1/-; up to 0.01.
1/3: terms, cash with order; orders over 10/post free, tinder add 4d; c.o.d. extra; 21/
3d stamp
will bring you copy of our list. [ 2520
.F. units. type 24. 8/6; 25. 10/6: 27. 21/- ea..
plus 1/3 post; panel assembly with 23 res..
13 0.1 tubulars, 5 mica, 3 westectors, 6/- ea..
6 valve R.F. and I.F. strip with 3X12mc I.F.T.s
and R.F and oso coils, to receive TV sound. 6
ceramic V.H.s, 8/6; stamp trimmers. 3d ea.•, 24
on oanel. 3/6: Yatcley type switches. 9w. single
bank. 1/6: 5w, 51). 4/-; self energised magnetic
mikes with switch, 2/6; phones L11. 3/6 pr.;
Reed type. 7/6 pr.; MC. 7/6 pr.. or with MC
mike. 10/6: plugs and jacks, 1/6 pr: one-hole
type, 2/-•, Jones plugs for 24, S. 6, 7, R.F. units.
I, - ea.. 1155 and others. 1/6 ea.: most types
WD plugs and sockets in stock: midget output
tranny for 45olom MC earpiece, 3/-; res, and
cons. on pax panels. 50 assorted. 5/6 .100 at 8/6:
a.c. 230v power units, type 392. 600v, 120ma,
12v. la. with 2 reo valves. £ 3. carr. paid; Tannoy 24in PA horns. 30/- ea.: tuning condensers,
.0003 20. 3/6; .00015 30, 3/6; SW and UHF
chokes. 6 different. 3/-•' UHF coils, dust tuned
with ceramic air spaced trimmers, sets of 7 for
5/-; toggles on- off. 1/-•. Bolen dual. 2/-; R1124
receivers with valves, 19/6, carr. paid; Indicator
units with 97, etc., 9 types in stock: receivers of
all types in stock, including H.R.O.. Haiticrafter, Marconi and W.D. Oypes; frequency
meters. R.C.A. type TE -149, crystal controlled,
250kc/s-25mc/é. as new. £ 6/15 ea.; send s.a.e.
for lists please.-E. English, Réyle!gh Rd.,
Hutton, Brentwood. Essex.
f2555
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il ,UrFER SAINT MARTINS LANE,
LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone, TEMple Bar 0545

BEST BUY AT BRITAIN'S
VIDEO RECEIVER R1335. Contains 10 v4Ives I51140.
I IIVR2A, 8 8P61 and Incorporates 7.7 Mies 1.F. Strip.
Used In conjunction with the type 25 B.F. unit which plugs
straight Into this receiver, it forme an ideal vision receiver.
Simple modification instructions supplied with each unit.
May be seen working at our premises. Amazing bargain
at only 30'- pl.
carr.
TYPE 25 R.F. UNIT, 10,6 each. Post Free.
TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENSES for 6in. tubes.
Imp. over viewing by Increasing sloe of picture. Easily
fixed. Toe latest plastic deselopment in nil filled lenses.
Yours for 39/6. Poet paid.
E.R.T. TRANSFORMER. 1750 v. R.M.S. at 5miA 4v. at
2amps tapped at 2v. For 230 v. Input. Especially suitable
or VCR97 tubes. strand new and guaranteed at 291 each.
Poet free.
INDICATOR 62A. The hest Indicator of them all. Contains
21 valves, 12 EF50, 2 111334, 4HP131, 3 EA50, Gin. C.R.T.
VCR97, 15 wIrewound pot's, etc. Price 94!101. plus 15/NOrE.-411

tubes tested before despatch and demonstrated to

SUPPRESSOR UNIT. This is the simplest thing we have
seen for easy conversion Into a puepull audio frequency
amplifier. It contains Heavy duty mains power pack for
230 v. 60 cps. A.C. mains operation, 1 5040 mctifier,
I6J7, 3EIIIPI, input and output sockets. Contained
in heavy gauge metal cabinet size 141n. 101n. x91u. of
handsome appearance. Erceptional value even for Britain's.
All brand new in wooden crates. 93/10/- plo. 10/- corr.
T1-11S
MONTH'S
SPECIAL
BARGAIN
RECEIVER UNITS TYPES 25 OR 73. These are actually
the receiver portron of the T111196. They contain 6 valves
2 EF39, 1 EK32, 1 EBC33, 2 511036. one pair of 460 Eels
Transformere, resistor., condenser.. etc. Super value at
198 plus 3I• post and packing.
We have a few Super Qualty communication
receivers ( AR88, etc.) for cal.ers only.
Shop

hours 9 a.m.

Open

to 0 p.m.

all day Saturday.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO ,
Get this FREE Book!
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES"
reveal.

how

you

can

become technically- qualified at home for ahighlypaid key- appointment in
the vast Radio and Television Industry.

In xo8

pages of intensely interesting matter, it includes
full details of our up-tothe•minute home study
courses in all branches of
TELEVISION
RADIO,

A. M.

and
Belt.

I.R.E.,A.M.I.E.E.,City
St Guilds, Special Tele,ision,
Film

Servicing, Sound

Projection,

Short

Wave, High Frequency, and
General Wireless Courses.

We definitely Guatanlee

"NO PASS—NO FEE

9$

If you're earning less than ¿ lc, a week, this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today.
It will be sent FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
17 19.

January, 1949
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CHARLES BRITAIN ( RADIO) LTD.

..allers.

ireles% World

3881s, Shakespeare House,
Stratford Place, London,

W.I.

Utopia." Mayfield Rd., Herne
.A. DYALL,
Bay Kent; mall order only; postage or carriage extra; c.o.d. El or over; full list, large s.a.e.
n_ease; U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended
0.1m.f. 500v3/6 doe.. 350v 5/6 doz; U.S.A. tubular metal caged wifr o R
ns
ended 0.5m.f.
350 7/6 doz.;
Mansbrldge
wkg. 3-2/-; Mabridge
lint. 400v wItg. / 4. each; silver mica 10p.f..
40P.f..
3oopis., 400p.f.. meet 3/6 doz.;
mica 0.01m.f. 3-1/5;&1111 condenser/ guaranteed,
Amphenol type British 5- pin chassis valve
holders 3/6 doz.; international octal chassis
valve holders. paxolin. 4/- doz.; bar type 3gangs 5/-; bar type 4- gangs 5,-; retstors 1,,watt
and lZiwatt assorted 100 ohms to 2 meg. level
assortment 40-5/-; switches, SB. 2P 6w miniature
1/6. 313. 2? 6w live poles total 2/3 each, SB.
9w 2/, 28 SP 6iv 1/6, SB. SP. 3w 1/-, 2B, 3P.
3w 2/-. 8B. 2P. 4w 1/3; twelve- way group boards
with 9-1w and le resistances. etc., 2/- all
new; twenty other types in stock: octal plugs.
cap and chassis socket. 3-3/-. with tags 3-3/6:
high resistances, phones with sponge earcaps.
with good class microphone, all wired into plug
type 1011/10991, 10/9 pair; metal boxes, black
finish with quarter inch paiL•lin panel, fixing
lugs and corner sockets, size 81
/ X7 1/
2
2 X3 1
/ deep.
2
6/9 each new; 10.000 ohm bakelite cased volume
controls medium spindle 1/6; metal cased minimum depth l/imeg vols., short spindle 1/6 each;
special list for trade.
11613
OMPONENTS for West Country amateurs:
full range Eddystone components and receivers: Eddystone crystal calibrator, £ 12; tuner
unit 145mc/s. 17/6: 10mc/s. I.F. trans., 7/6;
8X8pf. butterfly. 7/-: Pyrex aerial instil.. 1/3:
glass lead-in maul.. 3/-: Denco CT4 6- band
h.f. comm. rec. turret. £ 12/14/11; CT6 5- band.
E6/0,9; CT? 5- band with r.t.. £8/13; BFO
units. 12 /6 ; DR21 constructors kits, E15/5/10;
W1191
ex-R.A.F.
sig.
gen, and wavemeter
100kc-20mc modulated, unused, complete with
valves. crystal. cal. book and spares, £8. plus
10 /
- ci and p.;
c.w.o, only; orders tinder 30/.
add post: s.a.e. for lists.-0. N. Pill it Partners.
49. Cobourg St.. Plymouth. [ 2510
rELEVISION branded components exact to
.11.
E.E. designers specificaticns, vision chassis
fitted valvehoiders, coil formers. 22/6: sound
ditto chassis. 18/6: time base ditto. 18/6; power
ditto chassis, 25/-; set Gantrys, clips, control
panel, 10/-; complete chassis assembly with
gantrys, etc., £4/14/6; Aden deflector coil assem bly, 32/6; line transformer, 32/6; focus coil,
32/6 ; set 8 coils, fully wound. 15/-; Hunts 0.1
mfd tubular condenser with clip, 7,000 v.w.
14,000v test, 19/6; rubber mask for gin tube
11/-; Magnavista screen enlarger, 6giss: coaxial cable, 1/3 per yard; Ultra midget 2- gang
variable condenser for personal portaoies, 10/-;
glass, s.m.l. dial, 6X8in 4/6, pan 4/6, escutcheon
5/6,• 8in P.M., less trans., 17/6; Okin P.M..
with trans.. 22/6; P.P. output heavy duty trans.
for 6L6 valves, tapped output 15 ana 1.5 and
ditto for 6V6 valves at 21/- each; American
throat microphones. boxed. 3/- each; condeniers
8 mfd 450v at 2/6, 8 mfd 350v 2/-. 8 plus 16 mfd
450v 5/8; trimmer kit in smart case, 17 Liens
Quairad, 45/-; rotary trans. In 6-12v, out.
200-480v 50 Ma, or as motor d.c. mains,
15/-; Collar° a.c./d.c. gram, motor and P.U.
on plate, E12/17/6; 4- pin vibrators, 6v, 6/-;
switches, Taxley type 3- pole 2- way 2/-, 4-pole
3- way 3/, 4- pole 4- way 3/6, 6- pole 4-way 4/6;
14- pole 3- way 7/6; midget switches 4- pole 3-way
3/
-; 4 Dole 2 -way 3/-; enamelled copper wire,
various gauges in 14113 reeis; tinned coopir w.re.
18, 20. 22 at 1/6 per 141b reel; full Ilse at 21,
,
id
postage all orders.-0: Greenlick. Ltd., 265.
Whitechapel Rd.. London, E.1. Bis. 5079. 12377

C

TELEVISION
Why not make
your own ?
"THE

BUILT

TELEVISOR"

Full scale blueprints
shortly available.
Units supplied ready wired.
E. H.T. Trans., shrouded
£3
ocus Coil.
II
Line Transformers
£2
Scanning Coils
El
9in. White Masks
I2in. White Masks
tl

7
17
2
12
12
0

6
6
0
6
0
0

Send now to

re.

keg a
157, Fore St.,
Edmonton, N.18,
(Phone 707 3386)

The Leading Kit Suppliers.

COPPER WIRE, Enamelled, Silk, D.C.C., etc.,
all sizes. TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES made
to
your
special
requirements.
SMALL
OOTORS I200 to I H.P. a speciality. ALL
COMPONENTS for the Radio and Television
constructor.
Send S.A.E. for list to

STAN.

HOLT,

349, HIGH ST., SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

rectifiers, charger kits, etc.. new
SELENIUM
goods, not surplus; charger kits guaranteed

ELECTRONICS

one

year. data sheet supplied; add postage 7d
up to l5/-, 1/3 above; standard charger kit for
motor:st or radio cells, 12v 3 amp S.T.C.
selenium rectifier with 50- watt tapped transformer and ballast bulb for 2v to 12v charger.
45/- ditto. 2-amp rectifier and 45- watt trans..
36/ditto, 1 amp rect. and 25- watt trans.,
32/also 6v kits. 3- amp. 42/-, 4-amp 47/6.
2-amp 32/-; handsome steel case, 2a 15/6.
3a 18/6; medium duty charger kit, 12v 4 amp
rectifier with 75- watt transformer and ballast
bulb for 6v, 12v charger, 62/-; steel case special
manufacture, 18/6; heavy duty transformer. 120
watts, with large 12v 6 amp rectifier for 6v,
12v charger, E3/15; ditto, with 0.5 ohm slider
and 0-6 amp ammeter, ES; d.tto, but with
ballast bulb in place of slider and ammeter,
£4/5,• transformer, 180- watt, with 24v 6 am p
rectifier, giant finned type, £6/8/6, tapped for
6v, 12v, 18v, 24v; rectifiers, 12v 1 amp 9/-, 12v
2 amp 12/6, 6v 2 amp 9,-, 12v 3 amp 21/-,
12v 4 amp 24/-, 12v 5 amp 26/6, giant finned
type, 12v 6 amp 33/-. 6v 10 amp 26/- ditto
24v 6 amp 62/-. 24v 2.5 amp 32/6, 36v 4 amp
55/-, also various rectifiers for garage charger
conversions in stock; H.T. rectifiers, selenium
small space type 250v 60 ma. half- wave 7/-,
ditto 110v 60 ma 6/-. ditto 120v 20 ma 6/-,
250v 100 ma bridge full wave 13/6; 350-0-350
PO ma, c. tap, 13/6; 450v ma, h/w, '7/-; crystal
diodes, new. capsuled. 3/9; fluorescent chokes.
80 watt. 16/6; h.gh-grade 0-6 ammeters, bakelite flush type, 12/6; Rola Ffin P.M.s, less
trans, 15/-; Aerovox 2mfd, 1.000v, oil filled
cond., 3/6; motorists' charters, 6v, 12v, 1.5
amp, heavy duty type. 55/-.
CHAMPION, 43, Uplands Way, London. N.21.
Tel. Lab. 4457.
[ 2583

HOME

Book of instructions,
wiring diagram and full
list of parts 6%6 post
free.

DM
%

LTD.

CRANMER AV. EAL NG.W 13.

PHONE EALING 5688

WILLIAMSON
AMPLIFIER
COMPONENTS
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
TO

DESIGNERS'

£476
SPECIFICATION

MAINS TRANSFORMER

£426

CHOKE, 15 HEN. 150 MA. £ 176
CHOKE, 30 HEN. 30 MA.

96

Send for details of above and full range
of standard transformers and chokes.
Manufacturers' enquiries invited

January, 1949
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ECEIVERS. R1155, complete working order.
£9/7/6; power units for above with output
stage built in and moving coil speaker, mains
operation, £5; field telephone sets. Canadian.
ELECTRICAL STORES
with Morse key, buzzer and ringing generator.
17/-• television or oscilloscope transformers,
suitable for C.R.T.s. V.C.R. 517, 97. and 5 CPI
408 HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.I3
etc.. 0-2000v 500-0-500v. 6.3v 8amps, two 4v
2amps. two 4v lamp ( N.V. insulated). for C.R.T.
Telephone : Lee Green 0309. Near Lewisham Hospital.
and N.V. rectifier, Pri. 0-200. 230. 250v. 50
cycles electrostatic screen. £4110; e.h.t. transTERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
formers. 0-2000v. R.M.S. 3ma 0-2-4v heater
winding. Pri. 0-230v. 50 cycles, vacuum impregnated. 24/- each: receivers. R1132. B.C. 348.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new, boxed.
EX GOVT.
MAINS
TRANSFORMERS.
P.C.R.2. all less valves, 70/-; heater transMoving Coil, first grade instruments, 0 to 20 v.,
former ( NV. Insulated). 4v. 2amps. Pri. 230v Input 230 volts 50 cys., output 450/0/450 volts
1111/. each, or 3 for 25/.; 0 to 40 v., 12/6 each;
50 cycles, vacuum impregnated. 12/-; breast 250 m'a, 6.3 v. 8a., 6.3 v. 8a., 6.3 v. 5a., 6.3 v. 5a.,
0 to 10 amps. 15f- each, all 2in. scale. 0 to 20 v.
microphones. G.P.O. pattern. complete. 7'6: 5 volts 4 amps 45'. each, carriage 5/-. Another,
A.C., calibrated 50 cycles, 25j- each ; O to 40
rubber- covered wire 3min 1/.029 300 yards 13, 6. same input, output 350/0/350 volts at 180 m'a,
500yds 20/-; tubular neons. 4i/21n. 1/6; bulbs.
amps., chermo-coupled 25/. each.
blue internal coated, 110v. 35watts, S.B.C. and twice 5 volts at 4 amps, twice 6.3 volts at 5 amps
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, as new, input
12v 36watts M.B.C.. 2 for 1/6: bulbs. clear ( car three times 47/6 each, carriage 5i-. Another, same
input
350/01350
volts
250
m/a;
50/0/50
volts
at
230 v., 50 cycles, output 12 v. at 84 amps., A.R.P.
size), 2v 2watts M.B.C.. 6 for 21-.-The Trading
Post, Ltd.. 40. South Ealing Rd., South Ealing.
shelter transformers, 25/. each, post 2/..
100 ny a, four 6.3 volts at 5 amps, also 5 volts
W.5. Tel. Eat. 5903.
12460 at 4 amps. 42/6 each, carriage 5/... ( Size of these
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size 174m.
MEW S.T.C. selenium rectifiers; the largest transformers is approx. 74m. x 74m. x
x 164in. x Bin., containing 5 circuits, 5 moving
-LI range of it. metal rectifiers In the country;
coil 0 to 15, Ammeters. 10 to 50 V/meter 4 I-ohm
makers current products; not surplus; from static weight 20165.).
H4/200 EHT for W.W. televisor 28/- ea., p.f.
CHARGING
UNITS,
Selenium
Rectifiers.
12 amp. resistances 1 I4-ohm 1-4 amp Resistance,
half-wave. 16v. 34a. 6/8; la. 8/-; 2a. 9/6, a
Input 100'250 volts 50 cys. for charging 24 volts at
all variable also Switches Fuses etc., condition
p. 6d.; 3a. 17/-; 45. 18/-; 5a, 21/6; 6a. 22/6
10 amps., complete with Meter, resistances,
as
new, 64/10/- each, carriage 10/,
10a. 24/6. all p. 10d: 30v. 2a. 14/-; 5a. 35/fuses, etc., complete in rack size 27in. x24in. x I6in.,
SWITCHBOARD METERS, 6in. scale, 0 to
8a, 38/6; 45v. 5a. 48-; 100v. 2a. 34/6. all p. 1/ full- wave bridge-conn.. 17v. 1.5a, 12/1; 2a, 15/5
to clear CIO each, carriage 10/-.
500 v. A.C., 50 cys., 42/6 ; 0 to 50 amps., A.C..
2.5a. 20/6', 3a. 21 6: 4a , 25/-: 5e. 27/-. a
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 volts
50 cys., 37/6 each.
pl.. 33v.
18/6; la, 21/3; 1.5a, 28/-; 2e
50 cys., Output 42 to 50 volts at 100 amps., E12'10
29/6; 3e. 35/-: 4a. 42,-•. 5a, 43/6: 100v. 1.5
EX-R.A.F.
CRYSTAL
MONITORS,
type
72/-. all p. 10: heavy duty type 7in sq. fin
each, carriage 101-, another 200/250 volts in steps
2, complete in wooden carrying case, the frequency
16v, 10a, 43/8; 20a, 80/-; 17v, 6a, 34/-' 33v, 6a
of 10 volts, output tapped 6, 12, 18, and 24 volts,
depending
on
crystal
used,
S/each.
Short
Wave
64/-: 10a, 71/-: 54v. 6e. 90/-; 65v. 10a. 130/at 10/12 amps, 45/- each, carriage 2/-, another
Aerial Coupling Units (Wave- meters), 5/. each.
all p. 1,4; industrial rectifiers, funnel cooled
230 volts input, output 12 volts at 84 amps.,
17v. 12a, 76,-; 17v. 50a. 188/-; 33v, 6a. 114/LARGE TYPE RECTIFIERS. Output 50 v. at
25/. each, carriage 2/-, another 220 volts input,
100v. 6a. 160/-. all P. 1/6: 1811v, 10a. 192/Iamp. 4 wave, input voltage 70/75 v., 17/6.
carr. 2/6: valve chargers. conversions to meta
output tapped 124, 25, 374, 50, 60, 75, 87I.,
rect. from stock. Philips 328 and 367; Tungar
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (
Auto Wound).
100 and 110 volts at 1,100 watts, £4/IS!- each, carr.
68504. 68530. U600. etc.. fitted in 5 mins. with- 7/6. (These transformers are all double wound).
input 200/250 volts, output tapped 14 and 174
out alteration to present charger; pse, state
volts
at
30
amps.,
45/each,
carriage
5/-. Another
make, type no. and max. d.c. output when MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 200/250 v.
same input with two 4 volt at 20 amps. output,
ordering charger kits; trans., red,. rheo.. 54v.
50 cys., 1 phase, input, output 700/0/700
70
6a. £ 11/10, incl, tapping switch; 33v. 6a.
25/each,
carriage
3/,
m'a., 4 v., 24 a., 12 a , 1 a., 30/- each. Another
£7/19/6; 16v. 10a. £6/12 6: 17v. 6a. £4 12/6;
FRACTIONAL H.P. MOTORS, 230 volts
16v. 5e. £3/10; vent steel case. 7/6 extra; 16v. 525/525 v. 150 mia, 6.3 v. 5 a. 5 v. 3 a., 371- each.
Another 2,350 v. at 500 m/a, 85/. each. Mains
series
wound
with
laminated
fields
easily
4a. £3, case 7/6: 16v. 2a, 38/6. case 7/6; transformers. 200/250 input 16v. 10a. 65/-. p. 1/4:
convertible to work off A.C. Mains, approx.
Smoothing Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 m/a., 6,1- ; 150
17v. 6a. 47/6. p. 1/4; 16v. 5a, 41/6. p. 1/-; 16v,
mia., 8,6 ; 350 mia., 25/- ; 5Hy., 250 m'a., 17.6.
16th h.p., 20;- each, post 1/6. Another of alarger
4a. 35/6. p. 1/-; 16v, 2a, 23/6. p. 10d: slider
type approx 4 h.p., 32/6 each, carriage 2/6. ,
res., all values from 24/6. p. 1/-; ammeters EX-GOVERNMENT ( G.E.C.)
ELECTRIC
0-6a, M.I.. 12/6: m/c. 0-5a. 15/, both p. 6d.:
EX R.A.F. R.F. UNITS (
New) containing' 6
FANS.
12 v., A.C. D.C. laminated field, complete
0-14a. m/c 5in dial. 32/6. p. 1/4: we stock the
Jalves including E.F.50s, 5U4Gs, Grounded Grid
new S.T.C. portable charger as advertised in with Sin. impellor. New, boxed, 20/- each, post
Triodes,
also
a
24
volt
Miniature
Motor with
the " Autocar. - etc.:
fully automatic
and
laminated Field, and approx. 60/75 Resistances
guaranteed 1yr.; charges 6/12v batteries at 3,5e,
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES (
slider
from 200/250 ac.. £ 10, carr, free; send for
and Condensers, 32/6 each, carriage 3;6.
illus. leaflet: another type to charge 6/12v at type), new, ex-Govt., 14 ohms, carry Ito 4amps.,
EX NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIFIER
5,6a. from 200/250 a.c. with rlieo, and meter graduated, useful as dimmers, etc., 17/6 each;
UNITS.
New, containing High Voltage Conin steel case. £6/18/6. carr. 3/6; see others another 0.4 ohms, carry 25 amps., 17/6 each,
under dynamos: terms c.o.d., post goods only;
densers, Resistances, Chokes, Volume Controls,
post 1/6.
Ex-Govt. Moving-coil Cell Testers,
others c.w.o., or pro- forma invoice; wholesale
all
mounted
on brass chassis, 22in. x 11
in., to
3-0-3 v. ( new), 15'. each.
and retail.-Pearce, 66. Gt. Percy St., London.
clear 37/6 each, carriage 3/6.
W.C.1 ( near Angel). Est. 17 yrs.
12533
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (
Auto Wound).
EX R.A.F. I.F.F. UNITS. 10 Valve Short Wave
UPREME RADIO. 746b, Rumford Rd., Manor Voltage Changers tapped 10, 20, 25, 90, 130, 150,
Park. London, E.12. Tel. Ilf. 1260. Est. 15
complete with valves. E.F.50s., S.P.41s, E.A.50s,
190, 210 and 230 v., all at 1,000 watts, acombination
yrs.-Television components as follows: E.H.T.
fitted with a motor generator, 12 volts input,
of
34
voltages
can
be
obtained
from
this
trans4k/v or 5k/v, 2v fil., tested at 20k/v. 55/- ea.;
450 volts at 50 m/amps. output, these units
former,
new
ex-Government
Stock,
£
5I0'
scanning coils. 25/6 ea.; line transformers, 21,are as new, 30!.. each, carriage 3/6.
ea.; focus coils, 30/- ea.; H.T. transformer, each. carriage 5/-. Mains Booster Transformer,
350-0-350v 6.3v &amp. 4v Bamp, 4v 3amp, 0-2v tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200, 220, 225, 240 and
EX R.A.F. AMPLIFIERS TYPE 6. Containing
6.3v 2amp, 250 mia, with screen. 70,'- ea.: Shy 250 v. at 1,500 watts ( new, ex-Government),
Input and Output Transformers 0 to 150 M,/amp.
choke. 250 m/a, 18/6 ea.; 10hy 80 m/a choke, £5/S/- each, carriage 5/-. Another Auto wound,
Output Meter, made to use with PX4s in push
8/6 ea.; valve holders for EF50 valves, ceramic
tapped
0,
110,
150,
190,
210
and
230
v.
at
1.500
pull, these are complete less valves and power
type, 6d ea.; retaining rings for E.F.50 valves,
pack. New, 37/6 each, carriage 3/6. Tests Sets,
8d ea.: valve holders for E.R.50 valves, bake - watts, E6/10/. each, carriage 5/-. Ditto, 2,000 watts,
lite. 1/- ea.; anti-Corona caps. 8d. ea.; co-axial 67/5/. each, carriage 5/,
Type 211, ( New) containing 4 E.F.50s, and other
cable or 8011 balanced twin feeder. 1/- yd., 11/useful components, complete in metal box, 25/EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS (
new.)
doz. yds. only; co-ax plug and socket, 1/- comeach, carriage 2/...
plete.
These components and also all values These consist of a Ferranti 0 to 450 miamp.
of resistances, variable controls and condensers scale meter shunted to I m/a. incorporated
LARGE CONDENSERS ( NEW). 80 M.F.D. at
for the E.E. television receiver in stock at the Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in
250 volt A.C. working, 10/- each, carriage 2/6.
keenest prices.
Just arrived, revised edition polished teak case, calibrated at present 0 to
CONVERTERS, 24 volts D.C., input 230 volts
E.E. laome built televisor handbook. 2/6 ea.;
10 v. 25/. each.
also lay out plan and wiring diagram for E.E.
50 cycles 1Phase at 100 watts output, 65/- each,
televisor, 3/6 ea.; tubular condensers: 25mfd EX-R.A.F.
CRYSTAL
CALIBRATORS
carriage 3/6.
25v Midget T.C.C.. tag end. 1/2 ea., 13/- doz.;
UNITS. Type 18. R.A.F. serial No. 103115237.
EX
NAVAL
TELEPHONES,
with
self
50mfd 12v. 1/- ea.. 11/- doz.'' 0.01mfd 1,000v,
0.02mfd 750v. 0.05mfd 500v, 5/6 doz.; 0.1mfd These units contain 100 kcs. xstal, 2-EF 50 valves
energised headsets, complete with buzzer (24
500v. 6/6 doz.; 0.1mfd 350v, 5/6 doz.; 0.001mfd and numerous other items all new and unused,
volts), and calling device, 22/- per pair, carriage
and 0.0005mfd Midget mica. 5/6 doz.; Metalmite 35/. each.
26.
condensers. 0.002mfd 500v, 6/- doz.. and 0.01mfd
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS (
Watt
350v, 7/6 doz.; screw base 0.5 metal condensers,
LARGE VARIABLE RESISTANCES (
Stud
Hour)
AC. 50 cys., 2001250 v., 5 amp. load,
350v. 6/- doz.: 8mfd 350v cardboard. 26/- doz.:
Switch-arm type), 25 studs, 50 ohms to carry 1.4
8mfd 350v tub metal tag end cond., 22i- doz.•.
18;6, post 2/-. 10 amp., 21/-, post ; 20 amps..
to 9 amps., 30/. each.
10 ohms to carry 9 to 14
16+8Mfd 350v can type. 46/- doz.: 16+8mfd 25/. post 2/- : also a few only Pre-Payment 1/amps., 32¡6 each.
540v Midget tubular cond., 56/- doz.; 4mfd
slot type. 20 amp. load, less coin box, complete
550v screw base tub. can condenser. 15/- doz.;
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
200,250 volts
with synchronous Motor, 35,- each, carriage 3/6.
16mfd 350v Midget Drilitic can condenser. 22/50 cyc. input, output 3500 .350 volts at250 m,amps.
doz.; 32mfd 350v can type. 3/- ea.. 33/- doz.;
EX- NAVAL 4m. SPARK COILS, approxi4 v. 8 a.. 4 v. 4 a., 6 v. 6 a. 6 v. 2 a. tapped at 2
1/. watt resistances. 100. 221i. 27f/. 470. 8211,
volts, 65/.. Ditto, 500/0500 volts at 300 miamps.
laon. 390fl, 8200. 2.2 Kn. 11 Kn ,39 KO. mately 3,000 v., from 6 v. supply, 8/6. G.P.O.
6.8 a., 4 v. 8 a., 5 v. 4 a., 62/6. Ditto, 350/0/350
470 Kn , 10 MO. 1/9 doz.. 18/6 gross only or Galvanometers, reading 300/30, vertical type,
assorted; 1
/ watt resistances, loon. 1500. zoon. 8/6 each. Ex-R.A.F. Impulse Transformer ( Mag2
volts at 180 mjamps. 4 v. 4a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5v. 3a.,
won. soon. 2 Kn. 2.2 KO. 10 KO. 16 K11. netron), output believed to be approximately
38/6, post 1/6.
Ditto, 50010/500 volts at 150
18 KO. 150 K1.
/. 20 Kn. 500 KO, 1.5 D.In and
15,000 v. at 3kw., for 1mia., 7/6 each. Variometers
miamps. 4 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v.3 a.. 45/., post
5 lan, these in doz. or assorted, 2/- doz., 21/I6.
Another 100 ,230 volts input, 12 volts at
gross only; also most other values at V- doz.. for No. 19 Mk. II Receivers, 6/4 each.
30/- gross only; 1 watt resistances. 4711. 47011.
IS amps. output, 32;6 each.
EX- NAVAL ( CROMPTON PARKINSON)
1 Kn. 3.3 KO. 8.2 KO. 18 KO, 33 Kn. 56 Kn.
Notice to our Clients in both Northern and
TONG-TESTERS, 0 to 100, and 0 to 400 amps.,
75 KO, 68 KO. 1 meg.. 4/- doz., 45/- gross only;
Southern IRELAND, when ordering please allow
new, in leather carrying case, 90/- each. A.C.
2 watt resistances. 2 Kn. 18 Kn. 1 MO, 5/6 doz..
at least double the amount of carriage stated to
60 gross only; trade enquiries invited; terms V/Meters, 0 to 300 6in. scale, calibrated 50 cys.,
allow for C.C.C. and part duty.
two., no c.o.d.; send 6d extra for postage orders 37.6 each.
under £ 5: 21,,c1 sae. all enpuiries and list. (2495
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TIRANSFORMERS. output, standard pentode.
2/6 each, guaranteed; chokes, 2/6 each; Lee
product. midget. 5 henry, 40ma; very large
quantities of these available.- Duke it Co., 219.
CASH or EASY TERMS
Ilford Lane, Ilford. Essex.
( 2575
ODING LABORATORIES ( ELECTRONICS).
-Owing to overwhelming demand, we are
Coodman's " Axiom Twelve" Speaker Unit about a week behind on delivery of 30 and 40
One of the finest quality speakers availahlc coil packs; 30 coil pack 3- wave s'het, 21/,
tO-day.
Cash price £8 8 0 or with pushbuttons ( inc. gram switching), 30/-;
model 40 ( with ri. stage). 2gns; midget Pack
Goodman's Standard 12 - Speaker " £ 15 150
(1 14in cube), 2- wave and gram, 21/-; If. Crans For(465 kcs). 5/- each; 0.0005 2- gangs. 9/-• 5Aye Model 7 Meter ..„ £ 19 100 valve chassis, steel, sprayed cream, 13inXiiinX
AIRCRAFT,
MARINE AND
10/-; drum drives complete. 2/7; hor.
Avominor AC/DC Meter ... „ £ 8 100
COMMERCIAL USE are available in
glass dials and J.B. backing plates. 8/7: poinAvominor DC Meter
..
£4 40 ters. 1/3; 61/4n Plessey p.m. spkrs with tr.
12/6: 2in Cossor M.E. with Cr. ( field 400 or the complete range from 35 kiloAyo New Wide Angle Signal
1,250 ohms), 15/-: 10in Plessey M.E. with tr.
cycles to 15 megacycles.
Generator. ( Ready soon).
£20 0 0 (field 1.250 ohms). 21/-; 11. trans. 11/6 dos;
a.c. or a.c./d.c. 4- valve plus s'llets ( less cab.
Ara Valve Tester, Complete . „ £ 18 100 and spkr). £9 17/4; complete set coils and
Alternative mountings in standard
chokes for sound and vision units of electronics
Collar° Radiogram Units- various models.
televisor, £ 1; completely wired and tested units two- pin A.M. pattern 10X, International
for same, vision £ 6. sound £ 4: panel signal octal, and miniature type FT243, can be
Stuart Centrifugal Electric Pumps for all lamps. 2/6 each: bakelite dielectric midget conpumping purposes.
densers. 0.0003(0.0005. 3/6: new books: Modern supplied for most frequencies.
Battery Receivers. 2,8 post free: Experimental
Specifications of all the above on request.
Circuits, 2/8 p.f.; Radio Test Equipment. 2/8
Prices are fully competitive, and
pl.; Valve Application. 5/2 p.f.: Anti- InterPlease ?trite for sor EASY TERM..
ference. 2/8 DI. Walkie Talkies. 2/8 p.f..• Radio we specialise in prompt deliveries for
Inside Out, 4/8 p.f.; Reference Handbook, 12/8
urgent requirements.
PERSONAL ATTENTION TO ALL ENQUIRIES P.f.: Home Constructor's Handbook. 26 pl.;
all goods brand new; send stamp for latest lists:
WE WELCOME
YOUR ENQUIRIES.
please include postage under £2; mail order
only.-Roding Laboratories. Mail Order Dept.
70. Lord Av.. Ilford.
THE
QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
Co., Ltd.
TIP) ADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.. 27. Tottenham
Est. 1925
63-71 Kingston Road,
Ak Court Rd., London. W.I. Tel. Museum
NEW
MALUEN,
SURREY
9188.-Master ose.
V.F.O.
by Wilcox Gay.
BALCOMBE, SUSSEX
typa
M.1.
19467A.
uses
807
electron
Telephone : MALden 03?4
coupled
ose.,
very
stable,
employs
2
circuits. grid 1-5mc/s in 6 bands, plate 210mc/s in 3 bands; • grid current meter ( 010ma), supplied in original cartons, brand
new, with accessories and instruction book.
£5115 carr. paid; Xtal multipliers. M1 19468.
Xtal osc. using 807 freq., 2-7mc/s, 0-10ma
ROTARY
meter, brand new, in cartons with inst. book,
CONVERTERS
etc., 45/-; receivers, R.II.19, 6- valve straight
set with 3 R.F. stages, using plug-in coils.
H.R.O. type, valves 3-78s. 2-77s. 1-1642, black
crackle case. 15in X8inX8in, provision for reFor Radio, Neon Signs, Telemote or local control, dial cal. 0-100. supplied
new, complete with valves and 6- coil packs.
vision,
Fluorescent
Lighting,
covering
0.187/305,
F.281/455,
Q.524 / 844.
E.1285/2155, G.2960/4620, H.3865/6265, M.5075 ,
X-ray, Cinema Equipment and
7780, K.8750/13950kc/s; heaters wired for 26v
operation. £ 4/10.
carr,
paid;
personal renumerable other applications.
ceivers, B.C. 728e. 7- valve rec. using 1.4v
valves, super het. with 4 push- buttons covering 2-6mc s: operates from 2v ace, by 2v
We also manufacture :vil,., with provision for charging from 12v by
vib., carried slung on shoulder; supplied brand
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
new
complete
with
valves.
telescopic AE,
Generators, D.C. Motors, etc., up to
access, and inst. book, built-in loudspeaker,
£9/9, carr. paid
mains trans., 500-0-500v.
15 K.V.A.
120ma. 4v 3.5a, 4v 3.5a, 4v 4a, all CT., 10v
la, primary 200/250v. 50c/s. 22/6, post /6;
mains. trans., 460v 200:na, 210v 15ma, 6.3v 5a.
CHAS. F. WARD
primary. 230 250v. 50 c/s, 16/6. post 1/6: mains
trans., 290-0-290, Berne, 5v 2a, 6.3v 2.5a, priLORDSCROFT WORKS, HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK
mary 210/250v 50c/s. 17/6. post 1/-; mains
Telephone : Haverhill 253 & 4.
trans., 290-0-290 80ma, 4v la. 6.3v 2.5a, primary 200/250v 50c/s. 12/6, post 9d.; smooth
chokes. 20H 40ma, 2200, 3/11: smoo'h chokes.
80ma 150S? 5 '-; smoothing chokes. 5H, 200ma,
900, 7/6: 20H 300ma. 1500. weight 1316, 18,6.
carr. 2/-; electrolytics, 100mf, 6v, 6d; 50mf.
12v. 1/-; 25mf, 25v, 1/6; 25mf, 50v. 1/9,
50mf. 50V, 2/-; 8mf. 150v, 1/6, 8mf, 170v.
1/9; 8mf, 500v, 2/6; 16mf, 350v. 3/-•, 16mf
450v, 3/6; 24ml, 350v. 3/-; 8+8mf. 450v, 48+16m!, 450v. 5/-: 8-1-24mf. 350v, 4/-: 16 ,
For Ex- Service Electronic Bargains.
24, 350v, 4/6; 164-16mf, 350v. 4/6; 16+16.
'450v. 5/-; 8+8. 350v. 3/6; 32mf, 450v, 5/-:
T.1154 awns. 4W.B. MODEL, with valves plug/k(.,
Imeters. all moving coil, 2in round metal case.
circuit ( less Power pm.k) at 910/10 1- ea.
500 microamp movements. 0-500 microamps
.,!so 3W.E. Model ao above £7,181 each, carr. paid
Is71,16u:nts0.-lee_01. 6/
with
sc1
6 -are 2bakertd
e c
0a
-s
4es. . 0-500
R.1155 RECEIVER. 5 W.E. MODEL, 18-3 me..
microamp. 9/6; 0-1ma, 7/6: 0-5ma.
01440-soo he's., 500-75 ke/s., 10 ‘ alves communicatiol,
,50ma. 7/-; 0-150ma. 6/-; 21
/ in circular bake2
and 9.18..with valves, pl./skto. and circuit ( lens pow, I
'lite cases, 0-500 microamps. 16/6; 0-15v.
park) at 512'12'- each, carnage paid.
0-30ma, 7/-; 0-100ma. 9 6; 0-200ma. 9/6; 0-6ma.
scaled 1.5v, 3v, 60ma. 5.0000, 12/6; 0-300v
Brand New, in maker's cartons. 38 A.F.V. METE
a.c. ( moving coil with rect.). 12/6: 0-1ma.
11C1,11., frequency 7.3-9 me/.., 6valves, complete s‘ it 11
•2i:,in desk type. 15/-: 100-0-100v, 21
/ in ( 1ma
2
12 v. vlbrapack in two units, with spares, aerial and
SIZE 3'.,2i"// 11".
instruction book ( less Junction cable) at 79/6 pr,
méve.ment). 7/-: 0-3.500v. 314,2in. 17/6; 21/0in
circular, 100 microamp, scaled for use in f
nart carriage paid.
AVAILABLE
IN
4 TYPES :sulatton tester, Am-inf., 18/6: metal rectifiers.
e.1134A AMPLIFIER, 2 valves, 2 stages, Intercom ,
250v 60ma. H.W.. 4/6; 350v 60ma. MW.. 5/-;
,•t% Complete ( less hat tell.) at 110!6 each poorpa
100v 120ma. H.W., 6/6: Mansbridge tonds.,
*I35 rsHoRT, MEDIUM & LONG
A.1/19 AMPLIFIER, 2valve,,. 2stages relay control!,
4mf, 600v, 3/6; 4mf. 1.000v, 4/-; Imf. 1.000v.
p.., .. oniplete ( lee, batteries) at 12/
1
3 earl,
I /-;
wire- wound
V.C..
2000,
4000.
500P.
138 .
1
.
WAVES.
paid.
1.500fl. 2.51t, 5k, 10k. 25k, all 3W type. 2/6:
throat mikes. American carbon. 1/6: British
SILICON CRYSTAL DIODE C. V.102 at 5,-each.
*B7112.5-37,
33-100, & 200-550
moving iron. 1/6 pr.: rotary trans. power units.
input 12 or 24v ( state which). output 250v
JOHNSON " JUMBO " VALVEROLDER FOR C.V.57
B8 '1.
metres.
I60ma,
6.5v. 2.5a., metal case 9inX4inX7in.
et c. II.V. porcelain base, retaining clamp at 21 gad.
7/6. post 1/6; receivers. type 76. cover 15026 - per dos.
505ioc/s, size 66.,in X EO ;, in X 10i
3 valves. ,
* Tuned with 365 pF.
Send now tor 112 pap) list No. 5. Print name and
VR53. ARTH2. ErA50, spiral S11. dial, 30/-; '
address.
control units with 2 meters, 2'n square, 0-5ma
,and 0-40v, 8/6: auto trans., 200'250v to 110v,
50c/s. 60 watts, in metal ease. 19/6; transPRICE
( 7/10 P.T.)
CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.
mitter tuning units, in black crackle eases,
with S.M. dials. tyre F. covers 6-9mc ,s. 22 ,6.
2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.S. ' Phone SOUth 2706
type C. covers 1.5-3mc 's, 17/6. both 2/6 carr.:
Visit our Branches in Scotland. England and Northern
'TUNING SCALES AND
Ireland.
telescope aerials, 15in closed. 7ft 6in extended.
311: E.H.T. trans.._ 4.000v. lma, 2v 2a, priDRIVES
CAN
BE
SUPPLIED
mary 230v 50c s 45/-.
[ 2584

QUARTZ

CRYSTAL
UNITS

The LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.

WARD
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gauge,
1/9 ea.
10-5 18/1
„,-21n, doz
3/3'
• ea..
aluminium
30i doz.; chassis
11-6-2'/.,in.
16
3/9 ea.; 12-8-2 1 in, 4/9 ea.. 16
--8-2in, 5/9 ea.,
brand new dry batterie,
20-8-2
22.5v, 1
21/8
/
in. ea.,
6/9 15/;'
ea • doz.; ex-R.A.F. test buzzer
and morse key, complete with battery. 3/11;
electrolytics, removed from vibrator units, élmfd.
150v, 1/9 ea., 18/- doz.' 200 m fd . 12v. 1/3 ea..
11/- din.; c.w.o. or c.o.d..over £ 1; postag e extra
under £ 2; trade supplied; lists 2''d,-Radio
Supply Co. 15_ Queen Sq.. Leeds. 2. [2554
WANT ED. EXCHANGE, ETC.
EQUIRED. Decca Portrola portable radio/IL gram.-Box 3134.
ELETYPE and teleprint apparatus urgently
2
T
required.-Box 2633.
OIGT unit and Brierley pick-up wanted.V152, Wensley Drive, Leeds, 7.
[ 2325
31
XXTANTED, large quantities of 584 spares. •• Mr. Jones, Burnt House, Bushey. [ 2424
u
or
sg
ten
co
tllyieell/ia
on
ntedito ny
32,t
i
ii.
anSEgtVy1Çe replace l
I output meter type Te340.-O l.
M
101, Senhouse St., Maryport. Cumb. [ 2546
IrOIGT H.C. horn and bars chamb r only, in
st e

e

•
good condition.-Robinson, 20. The Dene.
Wembley.
[2348
W TD.. Magnetophone, Tons. B.. or w ill ex change twin- channel disc recording apparatus.-Box 2644.
[ 23 75

VITANTED. Mark 19 TX/RX sets, also marine
d.f.
screening
loops.-- Matheson,
Fishmarket. Aberdeen 5304.
ANTED, Multiplex telegraph perforated tepe
transmitters; any age or condition; write,
-0*.-0,s0^-0••
giving details, to Box 2611.
[ 2303
WANTED. B.C.610 for cash, or would exchange American sound projector. 16nun,
Daily demonstrations at
with cash adjustment.-Box 2232. [ 2148
ILL exchange gear which includes K12/20
Vitavox ( new), gram motor erg. PU, 250
.m il. pack. etc., for comm. RX.-Box 2613. [ 2306
WANTED " Trader Sheets," acceptable conL owth
er House, St. Mark'sRoad,
vr dition from 1936 onwards; good once
BROMLEY, KENT.
.. lven.-V. Conway, 10. Evelyn St. Leeds. .
30/- per dozen paid for 12v It. rectifiers,
Ray. 5225.
10 D/2003 or 280/LU.670A, and same
1.1 . 2 or 4 amp
hot-wire" meters.-Box 2616.
WE Day too prices for used test euttiornent. all
•• types.-Universitv Radio. Ltd.. 22. Lisle
St. London, W.C.2. Tel. Ger. 4447 and Ger.
F9992
ciNDejiner
na
tdigf a
ccAmenricis
ntsu,
rg
8
15tEeil
reTHE
quired in large quantities; immediate cash available and fair prices paid.-Radio Agencies, Ltd.,
157. Wardour St., W.I. Gerrard 2640. [ 2208
RGENTLY required,
Auto-Memota direct
starters for 1
/ 11p 400-440v. list No. 14 A.D.,
2
amp rating of trips 0.6 to 0.9 or other amperages
would be suitable.- Full particulars, giving price
ESTO. 1940
md quantities available. to Denfords Engineering
Co., Ltd.. Box Trees Mill, Wheatley, Halifax.
WE buy for cash, new, used, radio. electrical
VV equipment, all types; especially wanted.
radios.
radiograms,
test
equipment,
motors
With Good Wishes for a
,hargers, recording gear, etc.-If you want to
sell at the maximum price call, write or ' phone
to University Radio, Ltd., 22, Lisle St., Leicester
Sq., W.C.2.
Ger. 4447.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
NÇAINS transformers rewound, new trans./VI formers to any specification.
Join the B.N.R.S. and
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstIass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co.
Ltd., Potters Bidgs.,
MAKE CERTAIN
Warser Gate, Nottinghim, Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.
AINS transformer rewound and constructed
.1".1 to any specification; prompt delivery.Brown, 3. Bede Burn Rd., Jarrow.
E OUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American.
LA any
make,
moderate
prices.-Sinclair
Radio, Radar, Maths., Physics.
speakers. 12, Pembroke St.. London, N.1. Ter-

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO

BRITISH

RADIO

NATIONAL
SCHOOL

vv

W

W
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Prosperous New Year

The B.N.R.S. FOUR YEAR PLAN
covers the full syllabus of :
A.M.I.E.E.,
CITY

and

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
GUILDS

Radio

and
and

Telecommunications Exams.
Six months' trial period
obligation to continue.

without

STUDIES DIRECTOR
BRITISH

68,

NATIONAL

ADD ISCOMBE

RADIO

ROAD,

minus
OUDSPEAKERS
4355.[3308
repaired;
clock
coils,
1,1 chokes rewound; prompt attention; prices
ouoted.-E. Mason, 5, Balham Grove, Balham.
London, S.W.
[ 7667
filLECTRIC ' gram motors, auto- changers reLA paired. rewound.- Radio ez Transformer
services, Manchester Rd., Hollinwood. Lancs.
Tel. l'ai. 2507.
[ 2410
EWINDS and conversions to mains and output transformers, from 4/6: pp equipment
a speciality.-N.L. Rewinds, 4, Brecknock Rd.,
N.7. Tel. Arnold 3390.
[
6283
REWIND service which duplicates or modifies as required; transformers, loudspeakers.
etc.: prompt returns.-Raidel Services, 49, Lr.
Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. Cro. 6537.
ERVICE with a Smile."- Repairers of all
types of British and American receivers;
coil rewinds: American valves, spares, line cord.
-F.R.I., Ltd.. 22, Howland St., W.I. Museum
5675.
(1575
EWINDS. mains transformers, speaker field
coil, chokes, high-grade workmanship. 7day
delivery; new transformers constructed to customers' specification, singly or in quantities.Metropolitan Radio Service Co. 1021. Finchley
Rd.. N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000.
13719

A

S

Send for free booklet te

SCHOOL

CROYDON

Phone : Add,scombe 3341

65

ULECTROLYTICS, brand new stock gmfd.
350v. tubulars. 1;10 ea.,
per doz.: 8mfd.
450v, 2/6 ea.. 27/- doz.; 8-16mfd, 450v, cans, 4/6
ea., 47/- doz: 32mfd. 350v, cans. 2/11 ea.. 30/doz.; 32mfd. 275v. midget cans. 3/3 ea. 33/- doz.:
selenium rectifiers, 600v. 40ma. 3/6 ea., 30,9
per doz.; 50v. 80ma. 5/9 ea., 52/6 doz.; 250v.
100ma_ 5/9 ea.. 52 /6 doz.,' 60ma. 3/3 ea.. 33/doz.: 0ma. 3/- ea., 31/- doz.; 40ina. 2/11 ea..
29/- doz.; 15v. la. 34W., CT,, 5/6 ea: 6v, .
5a.
CT., 2/3 ea., 18/- doz.; J.B. epicyclic drives.

THE " FLU XITE

QUINS" AT WORK

"Give us a hand.

Wrench him clear.

Steady now, boys.

Mind his ear.

And listen, young spirite.
Next time you FLUXITE
Just get at this set from the rear."

e

See that FLUX ITE is always by
you - in the house - garage workshop - wherever
speedy
soldering is needed. Used for
over 40 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins, 10d., 1/6 & 3/-

•
TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true
unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes amuch
stronger wheel. It's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

•

The FLUX ITE
F LUX ITE
where you want
it by a simple
pressure.
Price
1/6, or filled, 2/6.
ALL MECHANICS win

GUN

puts

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT"
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price Id. eac h.

FLUXITE

LTD.

(Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.1
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"LVERY make of electrical measuring instiu ments
repaired
and
standardised.-The
Electrical Instrument Repair Service. 329, Kilburn Lane, London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168. [ 2527
10Q1ADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaranAl teed
rewinds
and
repairs;
armatures;
F N.?. motors vac. units. etc.: good deliveries.
-139, Goldhurst Terrace, N.W.6. Mai. 6133.
e
r
l
a
ans
aa fora
m,ael,
" a nd
rewinds,
e da.maiest_t
S chokes
FY
prompt deliveries and satisfaction guaranteed.
_sturdy Electric Co., Ltd., Dipton, Newcastleon-Tyne.
•
L2430

R

EWINDS.-Mains
transformers.
chokes ,
fields, 0,'P transformers. etc.' prompt deliveries
and
satisfaction
guaranteed.-Thomas
Bolton 8,c Co.. 20, Heath Terrace. Leamington
Spa. Tel. 18.
[ 2483
CCURATE coil winding; tuning coils. IF.,
L.P. and mains transformers rewound and
wound to specifications; wave and progressive
wave winding.-Rynford. Ltd.. 17, Anvenack
St.. Falmouth.
[ 2497
EPAIRS to moving coil speakers, cones.
coils fitted, field rewound or altered; speaker
transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed
satisfaction, prompt service; we do not rewind
mains trans.-Closed Sat.
LM. REPAIR SERVICK. 49. Trinity Rd., Upper
Tooting. London. S.W.17
Balham 2359.
A SECOND to none rewind service. reliable,
21 clean, neat, return of post, new transformers, standard or to specification, EHT.
2HT, choke; stamp quotations.-R.E.F., 137A.
Ashton Rd.. Oldham.
2379
[
TRANSFORMERS and chokes to specification.
.1.
single or quantities; finest quality work
and finish: all units fully tested and guaranteed.-Millett St Holden, Ltd.. Oxford Garage.
Mews. Nelson St., Southend-on-Sea. Essex.
.D.?. recorder.- Any owner of an early model
C.D.P. recorder can have this brought in
line with the present day model at a cost of
£3/10; please write for particulars.-Bourne
Instruments, Bourne, Lincs. Tel. 224. [2580
any
r
ga e
riew irtrdonths'ing
sua
att
n
pt
uee,
ts and
Ifs. etc.; all types of ne'w transf., etc., supplied to specification; business heading or service card for trade prices.-Majestic Winding
Co.. 180, Windham Rd., Bournemouth.
EWINDING of all types of transformers,
chokes, clockcoils, etc.' quick service; new
transformers supplied to any spec. " Wireless
World," transformers a speciality; bobbin re
placements for all makes of trans.-Radio &
Transformer Services, Manchester Rd., Rollinwood, Tel. Fai. 2507.
[ 2409
EWINDS and repairs, mains transformers.
0/P trans., clock coils, field coils, pickups; vacuum and gram, motors; new transformen to any specification; guaranteed work;
competitive
prices;
delivery
2,3
days. - W.
Groves, Manufacturing Electrical Engineer. 154,

A

R

Type 2 units for 9.5 and 7.0 ile's banda.
Type JCF/200, 100 lie, ounit for inie as a (regime,
aubstandud.
Write for Liat QCA.4805A.
A limited number of reprints of the paper entitled
Quartz Crystals" by Edward A. Fielding, B.Sc. Tech.
(llone.),
A.M.I.E.E. read to the Radio Soeiet
of Great Britaii
Nov, nier 14th, 1947. are available Iree
reti .
SALFORD ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PE

E

WOP

M1

A

EGA

•

Propr.elo,, THE CENEPAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. Er,'
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Mr. A. C. BARKER'S
NATURAL

LOUDSPEAKER

is very close
to truth not
only because
of its smooth
and extended
response. but
self
control
which insists
on transients being transient and
complex sounds being themselves
in detail without blur, each note
clean and clear cut : that is, of
course, subject to the use of an
equally well behaved input. These
factors
are
fundamental
for
natural, satisfying, living sound
and they can only be achieved by
asound source critically damped
throughout the full audio range.
Mr. Barker's patent drive and cone
are the nearest approach yet.
BCNI/AADU, LONDON, W.C.1

24-igeose
r
v
ice 6

MORSE

CODE

TRAINING
There are Candler
Morse Code Courses
for
BEGINNERS AND
OPERATORS
Send for this Free
"BOOK OF FACTS"
it gives full details concerning all Courses.
THE

CANDLER

SYSTEM

CO.

(Room 55W). 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.7
Candler System

Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

THESE ARE IN STOCK
Radio Laboratory Handbook.
By M. G.
Scroggie.
lis. 6d.
Postage 5d.
Television
Receiving
Equipment.
By
W. T. Cocking.
lis. 6d.
Postage 5d.
Amateur Radio Valve Technique.
By
D. N. Corfield and P. V. Cundy.
3s. 6d.
Postage 2d.
The Mathematics of Wireless.
By Ralph
Stranger. 7s. 6d.
Postage 5d.
Television Explained.
By W. E. Miller.
3s. 6d.
Postage 2d.
Fundamentals of Radar.
By Stephen A.
Knight.
10s.
Postage 54.
The Amplification and Distribution of
Sound.
By
A.
E.
Greenlees.
16e.
Postage 9d.
The Principles and Practice of Wave
Guides.
By L. G. H. Huxley.
21s.
Postage 9d.
The Cathode Ray Oscillograph in Industry. By W. Wilson.
18s. Postage 94.
We have the finest selection of British
and American radio books.
Complete
list on application.

The

Modern
(Dept

Book
W

I)

Co.

19-23, PRAED STREET,
LONDON, W.2

R
R

The "ADCOLA" Soldering Instrument
Reg. Trade Mark.

Designed for Wireless Assembly
and Maintenance.
3116 • diam. Copper Bit, working temperature
reached in I! miss., consumption 25 watts,
weight 21 ozs.
Supplied in voltage ranges from 6 7v. to 230:250v.
Price 22'6 each.

Ickneild
A
W.F. Port
TRADE
.16.
Rd.. SERVICE
13'harn.
offers you slie1e4d532
Li. loudspeaker
repairs,
loudspeaker
cone
British and Foreign patents.
assemblies, mains transformer rewinds from
15/-• new transformers at keenest trade prices;
Sole Manufacturers;
transformers built to your own specifications;
lists ld.-A.W.F. Radio Products, Ltd., Borough
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
Mills, Bradford, Yorks, Tel. 22838. [ 1164
Alliance House, Caxton Street. London S.W. I
T . COTTENHAM, the leading repair specialWrite or Phone: WIIl, 0030.
LA 1st of the North for your loud speaker
repairs, all types repaired; fields rewound, any
resistance, transformers rewound;
guaranteed
first-class work at keen competitive prices;
quick service; factors terms; send your next repair to.-L. Cottenham. Loudspeaker Repair
Factory Whetley Lane, Bradford, Yorks. 12492
MATIONAL RADIO SERVICE St TELEVISION
.1.1
Co.-Trade service engineers; Immediate
service any district; rewinds to all types transformers, armatures, motors, loudspeaker cones,
speech coils fitted. British and American components and valves; enquiries invited for contract trade service; multiple transformer windMOTOR. Moue,
Io. input 10 - each, plue
ing.-63, High St.. St. John's Wood, N.W.8.
iaetage.
Primrose 6725.
CONDENSERS. (
Met. Surplus.
New. 0.15 pine
A MPLIFIER Testing; we have all facilitie[sefo52r
0.15 old., 7kv., oil-tilled, 15/-. 4plue 4raid., Skv..
LI_ testing and adjusting high-cuality ampli251.. 4 nid., 2kv., 12/6. plus postage.
fiers, no push- null feed-back amplifier will
CHOKES. 10E 100 ni/a 100 ohms, 7/6 . 20 H loo
operate really properly unless rigorously tested
mfr. 350 ohm,, 10/6. 12E1200 ni/a super potted lob,
and suitably adjusted-with its speaker system.
15.2011 500 m/a SO ohm., 25/-. Carriage extia.
We take a keen personal interest in this work.
H.T. UNIT, Regulated 140.120 v, up to 60 nia.
and gladly co-operate with you in obtaining
2.00/250 v. Input. Ideal for bias supply or battery
absolutely optimum performance
We also have
receiver. 35/, plus ?MI carriage.
facilities for light assembly. construction and
AMPLIFIER, 24 WATTS OUTPUT. TO10, with
production testing of note magnifiers and specivalves: 2 IlL6, 2 6N7, 2 6827, 5U4O, lees motor and
alised electronic equipment.- Donald Dun. Ltd..
P.E. cell. 110 V. A.C. input. 87/12/6. Auto-Leafle12. Hollywood Rd.. S.W.10. Tel. Flaxman 5705.
former. 21./- extra, plue 10/- carriage.
WORK WANTED
VIBRATOR UNIT. Jefferson-Traci.,
120.150
v.
'WE make wireless and radiogram cabinets for
511/30 m/a in black crackle case with leads. 12 V. input,
VI' home and export; immediate deliveries.19/6. plus 1/6 postage.
Radiac. Ltd.. 26, Brondesbury Rd., London.
INDICATOR UNITS. Type 73, Unite with VCR
138A tube, 4 SKR'''. 2 Siemens high-speed relays.
N.W.6.
Medic Vale 8792 .
considerable quantities of reeletors, condensers, etc
ADIO mfrs , n undertake development an
2d
5
assemblyofcaradio or electronic equipment;
E9E. pine 6/. pass. carriage.
TUBES. VCRI3SA tube. This is a super tube for
winding shop with vacuum impregnation plant;
'scope work, complete with Isse, 30!- each, plus I1i
ample space and labour available.-Box 685.
potage.
MIXTRA high grade receivers and amplifiers
AU designed to any specification; we design to
your own requirements; precision workmanship:
write for quotation.-Dennis Bryan, 30. Windsor
Drive. Timoerley. Cheshire.
28, BEDMINSTER PARADE, BRISTOL, 3.
ir‘RAwiNG and tracing work for radio (2a
1n
5c1
°
11 electrical engineering, jig and tool and
Tel.: 64314.
light engineering, photoprinting; full sets of
pan
drawings undertaken to commercial or Ministry
standards.- Drawing Sc Tracing. Ltd.. 456a.
Ewell Rd.. Tolworth. Surbiton. Elmbridge 7406

WESTERN GATEWAY HEADQUARTERS
for Radio Equipment and Components

ARTHUR H. RADFORD

January, 1949
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MISCELLANEOUS
ITZ. quantity 27/38 EDRC for disposal;
cheap.-Stanwell &
Leatherbarrow.
6,
Stanley St.. Liverpool.
[ 2155
rrRADE transfers, gold and black, your wordJ.
7 days' delivery; also decorative transfers; list free.- W. W. Axon. Jersey. C.I. ( 216G
T ONG distance television aerial array and r:.
(prototype).- Full
details from Pembre .
.
,
;, ,
Electronic Manufactures,
Ltd..
4, Pembro;: ,
1257
'Walk. London. W.8.
.MARCUS. Ltd.. 75-77. East Rd.. have
disposal a number of radiogram cabine;
6- valve chassis and Garrard player units w.'t
de. 2462.
119i
RASS cheese head slotted bolts and nut , .
ilen
Whit. and 10BAXin and
5 gross,
post
free;
reduction
quantities.-Harwood, Ltd., Orchard St., Oldbury.
1242'2
ADIO cabinets, hand made. Fren:h pollsw
latest veneered front. undrilled. 12X7 •
internal. 32 ,6 each. inc. latest dial.- Burma,
64. Re.ghton Rd.. C'ap'on. London. ES.
f2 , '
1319URE silk floss, excellent crondition: 20-5
116-38.bs each 55-66-77-99 Den.er respect.ve..
cop: icheeses I17.
4in d.am. lixin thick; carclooa:
core
long.
bore.-Philips Black'ouri.
Works. Ltd., Philips Rd., Blackburn. Lancs.
ADIO supervisors and technicians shou.d Join
their appropriate trade union. the Association of Supervisory Staffs, Executives and Technicians.- Write for free pamphlet to ASSET.
110. Park St.. London. W.I. Tel. Mayfair 8541-2.
IME switches, partly used. 14- clay, 5- amp.
0 to 250 volts a.c.. clockwork time switches,
excellent condition. £2; mercury sealed tube
10- amp type. £2/10; cash with order.-J. Donohoe. 2. Upper Norfolk St.. North Shields. [ 1172
HOTO electric cells, 1st grade cinema- television G.S.26T 4 pin top cap, similar to
GEC CMG8 A.M. surplus. 25, - each: each tested
in sound head circuit for full sensivity.-Bryce
Electrical Co.. 246. Stockport Rd., Levenshulme, Manchester, 19.12461
QPEAKER fabric latest interwoven; now tax
7 free; 14X12. 2/6; 18X14, 3/6; 21 X18. 5:6;
42X18, 10/-,• immediate delivery; post paid;
portable, midget and speaker cabinets; specification work' send detalis; personal service.Burmans, 64, Reighton Rd., London, E.5.
10PrER wires. enamelled. unneo. Litz. cotter'.
•
silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts,
washers, soldering tags, eyelets; eoonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers;
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio
publications, full range available; list s.a.e.;
trade supplied.-Post Radio Supplies. 33, Bourne
Gardens London. E.4.
11454
A HAPPY New Year to all our friends; we
/-1. trust that we may continue to receive
your enquiries during 1949; we can produce
almost any size and shape of chassis in aluminium and punch or cut any holes: our
range of precision coil packs include T.R.F.
and superhet types using iron cored coils and
includes model 22 at 12/6;
technical data
sheets and estimates, as always. free.-Ead. 13.
Bence Lane, Darton, Barnsley. [ 2454
SITUATIONS VACANT
Vacancies advertised are restricted to persons
or employments excepted from the provisions
of the Control of Enaanements Order , 1947
1109 ADIO testers required by large manufacturing
11/ firm in Erith; experience in production
testing.-Apply Box 2929.
[2425
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MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH
QUALITY RADIO RECEIVERS,
RADIO

R

GRAMOPHONES &

AMPLIFIERS
AVAILABLE SOON FOR
HOME AND EXPORT

ENTIRELY NEW RANGE
OF ELECTRONIC TEST
EQUIPMENT
ADDITIONAL

DISTRIBUTORS

THROUGH- OUT THE

REQUIRED

COUNTRY:

ENQUIRIES 70 BE MADE DIRECT TO: -

PENNINE AMPLIFIERS
(Est. 1924).
Head Office and Factory:
SOUTHG ATE, ELLA ND. YORKS

WATCH THIS

SPACE FOR

FUTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS

SWITCHES.
Double- throw.
Several
hundreds
all
at
3 6 each.
10 amps
125v.
5 amps
250v.
3 amps
460v.
2 amps
600v.
Normally open.
As above.
NEW CABLE.
Approximately 25,000 yards for disposal.
Price per yard.
5,000 yards.
Unistart VIN No. 1, rubber
covered, Single 57/036, in 5COyd. drums. 3/450 yards.
Lead Covered rubber
insulated 660v., single 7,06, in 50 yd. coils.
3The following are in 100 yard lengths :
1,000 yards.
Cab tyre cotton braided
Twin Flex, 136.012
1,700 yards.
Rubber sheathed, 12 core,
024.
I6
1,500 yards.
Quadragenmet
metal
braided. 4core, 3-136 ,012 8, I-9/012.
26
2,000 yards.
Quintosheath 4, Cab Tyre,
5core, 9/012.
36
500 yards. Tricomflex 4, braided cotton
flexible, 3core, 9,012.
I6
735 yards.
Unilowcapmet
No.
I.
Coaxial H.F. 7/022.
I6
1,235 ya ,ds.
Uniradio Is. Coaxial H.F.
16
7022.
1,600 yards.
Uniradio 6. Coaxial H.F.

s

-

1036.
3,400 yards. A.P. 13806. Coaxial H.F.
1036.
3,000 yards.
Duradio
II, Twin
Core
H.F. T032.
2 500 yards.
Flex Cord, 3 Core
I 500 yards.
Flex Cord, 2 Core
12,500 yards.
Duradio 28. Twin Feeder
H.F., 2:028
8d.
2,000 yards.
12 Flex Met. 12 core metal
braided 14 0092
26
Sample
Piece
supplied
on
Request.
24y. Relays. 4 point, approx. 2,400 at I ' 6 each.

-

The

Motherwell Machinery &
Scrap Co. Ltd.

INSHAW

ldvertzsements

Wireless World

WORKS,
MOTHERWELL,
SCOTLAND.

R
T
P

Write Box S5485. AK. Advg., 212a, Shaftesbury
Av., W.C.2.
F2485
rrHE advertisers under Box 1377 in the issues
J.
dated October, November and December,
wish to thank applicants and to advise that the ,
vacancies have now been filled.
[
2469
VOREMAN armature winder required for a.0
J. and d.c. motors, ikhp to 100hp; good prospects for the right man.-Southern (3z Redfern.
Ltd.
Woodhead Rd.. Bradford. [ 2498
A
SALES engineer required with experience
of modern air radio technical and operational practice and a sound knowledge of I.C.A.O.
reqs.-Write, quoting Ref. 148, to Box 2388.
VNERGETIC young salestnan, with car, for
1.4 demonstrations and service of new electronic apparatus used by watchmakers; state
..ge, experience and salary.-Reply Box 3136.
Reg
UnG H
of
'TSsilencers,
lVIAN w t inteaske
tpe r
a
i
e
nn
dc
e
exi
gau
th
s:
engines, compressors. etc.; post offers good opportunity for man of initiative and ability.'Box 2926.
[
2413
SENIOR electronic engineer required for circuit work on industrial equitiment in the
Midlands; salary range £600-£ 1.000.- Send de,tails of age. qualifications and experience. quoting ref. 144 te, Box 2234.
12151
XPERIENCED tester required to take charge
of test room for well known firm of sound
engineers; applicants should be between 35 and
40 and have a thorough knowledge of amplifying
equipment.-Apply Box 3105.
[ 2465
▪ 70131N0 radio engineer required for assisting
ing amplifier production and servicing, now
starting; must have had practical experience;
salary according to qualifications and experience.
' - App'y Mansion House 6744.
[ 2526
13>ADIO service engineer required, first class
IL experience of advanced radio and television
.receivers, ability to drive car essential. excellent
'pi ospeet6.-Apply Personnel Manager, Dynatron
:Radio. Ltd.. Ray Lea Rd., Maidenhead. Berks.
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A- ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS,

Resistances Special Offer.
Parcel containing 1no
piular as‘orted valur, ( watt type 6,6 per 100.
i.watt tyre 11,8 per 100 ( Trade enquirlea Invited).
Stoll Speakers. Well-known inflen eurplua: 1015
P.M. with Tie., 2743 ; 8M. P.M., 2,3 ohm., 176
ntin. P.M.. 23 ohins, 16/ ; sin. P.M., 2/3
129 ; 31n. P.M., 2i:: ohnIs. 12/9.
Rectified 31.Coll A.C. bleter. 0-000 v., 211n. 13 9.
Tuning fond. (
Twin gang.) . 0005 mid. ceramic, 7;6
(with Trim.. Re. . 0003 inftl. with Trim.. 818.
..11001 . nid., bi-. Midget . 0005 mid. wih
t
19 Midget . 00035 mid. 1j
,2in., 196. 4gang . 0003 id.. 59.
Cods. T.R.F. Matched pair, M. g 1.., 69. wevii,,i,,itt
ditto, 96 pair. it, Het .
S.51. g L. 8 9.
106 and 11.6 pair. All Wearite •• I' " Coil. each. Denco Iron core Maxi
Calla, mold,
rince available from 3,9 each.
Vibrator Tram!. 6V in, 250-0-250 v., 100 ni/a out
taleeo available in 12 v.). 8/6.
I.F. Tirane 465 kit-. New well-known Mfrs. Sundus
fin. o / In. o 111n. Penn, Tuned, 9,'- each.
Potentiometers. Centralab.
5K, 10K, 25K, 50K.
1(111K, I, 1, Iand 2 Meg.. less Switch, 4,3, with
switch.
biliget with Switch 1 and 1 Meg.,
61-. Special . 75 Meg., with Switch, 4,9.
Electrolytic'. B.E.C., Midget, 8-8 mid. 450 v. I u
lin.. 3/6, and 32 mid. 350 v., Illn, x lin. 5 T.C.C. 16 mfd. 150 v., 211n. o lin.. 31.
'nurse° V. 211n. x ¡ In., 4/-. Mid all makes and
,.
T.51
7 .C
6.
:
8-01
6
1 1::,
i4.1.. ,4511 v., 4,11.
Meter Recliners , Westinghouse. 0.5 m's., 3ill
10;6.
Selenium Reatifien. 11.T.. h,wave; 250 V. 50 mi...
5:0; 200 v. 100
6,9; 250 V. 100 m/s.
250 v.300 in/a., 13/9 ; Bridge Rect.; 6v.11 amp.,
8
123:
v.
«, snip.. 1.2 1
16
1 . .12v
23/
63:
.
37 6. Mao L.T. 2/4 v. 1a., h/wave. d,6.
an s1
00
.2.11.T. 4.000 v.3 ne/a., 2v.11 amp..
Tele5vi,-e io; nrm.05
4
v., 250 m'a., 4v. 5a., 6.3 V. 8a.,
715/-; 350-0-350 v. 250 mia., 6.3 v. 6a., 4 v. 8a.,
IV. aa., 6.3 v. ( tanned 2v.), 2a.. 7213.
Charger Traub, Each han Input 210430-250 v.
outputs: 24 v. ( tapped IS. 8 and 4 v.), Oamps.,
27 ,8 : 30 v. ( tapped 15 and 9v.), 3amps., 2e6 ;
I
S v. ( tapped 9 v.), 3acopo..
Filament Trines. Input 200-250 v., output 6.3 v.,
11 amps., 9,-. Aleo with ou. put 4 v. 11 amps.. 9,'-.
Ex-Govt. T.M.C. Reed-type Headphones. 70 ohms.
14 each 1313 pair with leads). Single earphones.
75 ohme, with adjustable liwniband, 1,6. Midget
Output Trans., 32-1, and Parafeed Tfr., 4-1, both
lin. a lin. x fin., 3,-each. I'
Intervalve
2.5-1 each half. Output Tfr, 60-1, Imth Ills.
Itin. x lila., 3/- each. Tannoy Transverse Carbon
Mike Meet, 2/3. Midget Intervalve 'Crania. 3-1,
3-1 or 10-1,3/9 each. Multi-ratio Matching Tranfs.
4 winding. (2 CT.) over 10 ratios between 10 awl
100-1, sin. x
3;9.
12 volt 11.0
motor imitable for models, 19/8. Moving Coil Mike
with 8/It Switch, 2/8. 11/Coil Headphone. 2 -.
Carbon Hand Nike, with 8/R fiwit,11, 2 11.

17e.
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STERN
RADIO
LTD.
109 Sr 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Tolephonc • CENtra

5814 and 228).

TELEVISION
The advance in Radin Technique offers unlimited
opportunities of high pay and secure posts for thole Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to become
technically qualified. How you can do that quickly
and easily in your spare time is fully explained in our
unique handbook »Engineering Opportunities."
Full details are given of
City & Guilds Exams., and particulars of up-to-date
courses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing,
Short Waves, Television, blathematici, cte., etc.
We Guarantee " NO PASS- NO FEE'
Prepare for to-morrow's opportunitiea and furur•
rompetilion by sending for your copy o, this very
informative 112- page guide SOW-FREE,
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 388) 17, Stratford I'lace, LOndon,W.1
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Advertisements
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HILL & CHURCHILL LTD.
BOOKSELLERS

SWANAGE,

DORSET

Available from stock
Markus&Zeluff—Eleztronics for Engineers
36/1. AtkinsonTelephony (British P.O.) Vol.
Sturley—Radio Receiver Design Volume I.
Sturley—

Radio Frequency Amplification 28/ditto
Volume 2
Television & F.M.Receiver Design 28/-

Brainerd— Ultra-High

Frequency

Tech-

Terman—Measurements in Radio Engineer27/Terman—Fundamentals of Radio

24/-

Weller— Radio Technology

21,'.

Postage Extra.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

THE oWILLIAMSON" AMPLIFIER
This amplifier has now been seen and heard
by a number of our customers and friends,
the majority of whom agree that it surpasses
all other versions in both construction and
performance.
All specified components are in stock,
including Partridge transformers and chokes.
T.C.C. super tropical type capacitors, Welwyn
high stability resistors, and matched valves.
Also now available separately, a completely
drilled steel chassis, stove enamelled in
maroon, and made to fine limits.
Dimensions :
I7in. long,
deep. Price 27/6 each.

1Iin.

wide, 24m.

Send for our illustrated leaflet dealing with
this fine amplifier.
Trade enquiries invited
ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
106, Heath Street, Hampstead, London,
N.W.3.
Telephone : HAMpstead 6901

RECEIVERS

for

WEST COUNTRY
AMATEURS.
EDDYSTONE

640

MELEVISION service engineer required, Bed'
ford Station of National Organisation; exreptional opp3rtunity right man.—Box 3242.
fi LASSBLOWER
required
for
research
1.-7(
laboratories; all round experience in hard
and soft glasses, including lathe work essential.
—Apply in person or write to Personnel Department, E.M.I., Ltd. Blyth Rd. Hayes, Middx.
eer
i
a
i
u
ng
ghts
company.
Me n re cii!.i
iirrél 1,0 err l ight
It Aengineering

33,

January, 1949
£115
TELEVISOR
This I. the title of our late,
publication giving 26 pages or
photographs, wiring diagrams
and constructional notes of an
excellent little TN. receiver.
You can make this front
Government surplus equip.
ment, andt he total cost should
not exceed 115. Bend 7,0
and start right away.

:ants with knowledge of electronics equipment
design preferred, but practical shop and drawmg office experience essential.—Write Box 2229.
LIENIOR mechanical designer with experience
C'S
of electro -mechanisms for work on industrial electronic equipment in the Midlands; salary
A demonstration receiver ..ar,
range £ 600-£ 1,000.—Details of age, qualificabe seen at our address.
tions and exp. quoting ref. D.0.23, to Box 2233.
A
LARGE
engineering
group
requires
MINE DETECTORS. For the location of metal even
tI_ draughtsmen of senirr and junior grades
under water— we can offer the famous American
in several parts of the country.—Men with sound
SCR.625—new in original packing complete with
electrical or mechanical drawing office experiin:411101ona and i'pores
Price is 110 10a. carriage
ence should apply to Box 1933
All replies are
paid. British made models £6 161.
acknowledged.
[ 1960
INFRA RED IMAGE CONVERTER. Complete with
ritEVELOPMENT engineer wanted, with extechnical data Price 14/6.
perience in radio test equipment, good pay
and prospects.—Write, giving full particulars of
EST. TRANSFORMER. 4000 v. 2 and 4 v. heater
experience and salary required, to Taylor Elecwinding. WI-. Television Transformer, 350-0.35n.
trical Instruments,
Ltd.,
Montrose Avenue.
250 mA., 6,3 v. 7amps., 63v. 4amps., 0.4-5 V. 3amps..
Slough, Bucks.
2466
v. I amps., 69/6. E.R.T. Rectifier Ilivac
QENIOR design draughtsman required for wore
5000 v. 4 v., 11/-. 250 mA. Choke, 10 henries, 9 6.
in connection with commercial radio reElectrolytic', 350 V. working. 32 rerfil., 2f- : 8 mfo•.
ceivers and electronic equipment—Write, giving
; 8,000 volt tubular, for E.H.T. Smoothing, 2 full particulars of experience, salary, etc.. to the
Labour Manager, Bush Radio, Ltd., Power Rd..
Chiswick. W.4.
(2005
PRODUCTION
1
engineering research associa
tion requires instrument designer with wide
ELECTRON HOUSE, WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP
electrical and mechanical experience.— ApplicaMANOR, MIDDLESEX.
tions giving full details. Including salary required, to Secretary, Staveley Lodge, Melton
Open Saturdays staid 5p.m.
Mowbray, Leics.
[ 2411
10IRST-CLASS mechanical designers required;
men with experience in the design of
domestic radio receivers and components preferred.—Applications in writing to Personnel
Department,
Murphy
Radio,
Ltd.,
Welwyn
Garden City. Herts.
( 2481
N engineer with considerable experience in
Field - free,
Hi - Q,
Toroidal
Windings.
pulse circuitry technique required immediPermalloy
Cores — Permanent
Accuracy.
ately; please give full details of experience to
date and state salary required.—Application
Low. High,
Band - pass or Cross - over.
form from The Staff Manager, Ferranti, Ltd..
ADJUSTABLE Whistle and Scratch Extractors.
Hollinwood. Lancs.
[ 2406
ENIOR and junior. experienced development.
LYNCAR LABORATORIES
research engineers and draughtsmen required for radio, television, electronics, radar.
29, Cambome Road, Niorden, Surrey.
LIB. 324 7
speakers; preference B.Sc., H.N.C.; also testers.
inspectors, repairers, service engineers. etc.
Technical Employment Agency, 179. Clapham
Rd., S.W.9. ( Brixton 3487).
[ 2556
HYSICIST required for research on the magnetic properties of powder metallurgy products; applicants must hold an Honours Degree
and should possess special knowledge of magnetic
Sapphire needles for this Pick-up
measurements; the post is in Northamptonshire;
salary according to qualifications and experience.
are available at 10 - each,
—Please reply to Box 2924.
2
plus 45 tax.
'ElULLY qualified electronic engineer required
J.
by hearing aid manufacturers 50 miles
from London; able to carry through developWILKINS & WRIGHT LTD.,
ment to production stage; sound technical background and practical experience essential.—
Holyhead Road, Birmingham 21.
Apply in writing, stating qualifications and
salary required, to Box 3107.
[2473
T don ffr in
t
bi SW. Lonwith B.Sc.
(Eng.), should have had some experience of electronic development work.—Write, giving full
details of age, experience, qualifications and
salary required, to Box 635. c/o J. G. King it
Son, 150, Fleet St., London, E.C.4. [ 2445
TNTERNATIONAL Company has two vacancies
1
for radio/radar engineering instructors in
Karachi; applicants preferably single should
have recent teaching experience and knowledge
of civil airline radio/radar equipment air and
ground; salaries £ 600 and £ 500 pa., plus ample
allowances.—Particulars to Box 2925. [ 2408
Technical Publication No. 29. Post FREE
rIORRESPONDENCE clerk required by ieadHAYNES RADIO Ltd., Queensway, Enfield.
ing manufacturer of radio and electronic
components; essential qualifications are ability
to handle voluminous and varied correspondence. rudimentary technical knowledge and
similar recent experience.—Write, stating age.
experience and salary required. to Box 3135.
ADIO service engineer required for provincial
firm of high standing. must be of first class
technical standard and have had considerable
practical experience, knowledge of television an
advantage; wage according to ability and conSEND YOUR " BURNT OUT"
firmed after one months' probation.— Apply to
TRANSFORMER TO BE REWOUND.
Barnes & Avis. Ltd.. 140-1. Friar Si-.. Reading.
ADIO technicians required at Ongar WIT
NO TECHNICAL DATA REQUIRED.
transmitting station; candidates should
OUR TRANSFORMER WINDINGS
have had practical experience of operating high
ARE DOUBLE WOUND
power transmitting apparatus; preference given
AND BACKED BY A
residents North Weald and district— Apply in
writing to Manager. WIT Station, Cable Ss Wireless, Ltd.. North Weald. Epping. Essex, giving
qualifications and experience.
LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS,
6
A PPLICATIONS are invited by a company
21. situated within a 25 miles radius of Lon- ,
FIELD COILS.
don for the position of senior engineer to take
charge of a laboratory engaged upon design, I
development and application of R.F. heating; I
applicants should have an Honours Degree in '
science and previous • experience of the work
297,299, HIGH STREET,
upon which the laboratory is engaged; salary ,
£700 to £ 1,000 p.a., according to qualifications
Telephone : CROYDON 4870.
—Applications should be addressed to Box 2923.

BULL'S EX-GOVERNMENT DEPOT

AUDIO FILTERS

A

S

P

THE COIL PICK-UP

EcmiA
.assistan

required

TELEVISION SCANNING
COILS

INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER
REWINDS

R

SPECIALISED SERVICE

Cash £27 10 0 or terms

G. N. PILL & PARTNERS
49,

COBOURG

STREET,

Telephone : 2239

PLYMOUTH

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES LTD.,

January, 1949
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POTENTIOMETERS

VACANCIES
for
draughtsman/designer
V
(mechanical) and junior television development engineers.— Write, Personnel Manager,
Sobell Industries. Ltd., Langley Park, Langley,
Bucks, stating age, qualifications, experience.
and salary required.
[ 2426
.
VOUNG man required, energetic, adaptable
and imaginative salesman to give demonstrations of high fidelity amplifiers, to deal with
correspondence and advertising, salary and commissionibasis giving ample scope, London area.—
Box A. C. 35106, Samson Clarks, 57-61, Mortimer
St., W.I.
[ 2441
UALIFIED radio service engineer, fully experienced with domistic receivers; take
charge of modern service dept. quick diagnosis
essential, fully conversant with all types of
valves and modern test gear, smart appearance
and able to drive; good salary and commission
on service work; fullest particulars.—Bernard
Smith. 106, High St.. Barnstaple. Devon. [ 2470
A QUALIFIED engineer, experienced in the de2-1. sign of teleprinter and magnetic recording
technique, required to participate in a development project of considerable interest; applications should give details of academic training and
subsequent experience, together with salary required.—ApplicatIon
form
from,
The
Staff
Manager, Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs.
T;LECTRONIC engineer required with a degree or equivalent technical qualification
and design experience of centimetre wave transmitters, receivers and test equipment; a vacancy
also exists for a general electronic circuit engineer.— Write indicating salary required, etc., to
Personnel Manager, The Sperry Gyroscope Co.,
Ltd.. Great West Rd.. Brentford, Middlesex.
RAUGHTSMAN. vacancy London for young
draughtsman with general experience precision light mechanisms or instruments; electronic knowledge an advantage, but applicant
with interest in design of electro-mechanical
product preferred; good practical and technical
training; state age and full details, experience
and technical qualifications, also salary required.
—Box 3197.
[ 2550
ENIOR development engineers required. must
have good technical training, preferably
with Hons. Degree in Physics or Engineering
and radio laboratory experience; able to carry
through development, with assistants, to production stage; salary up to £800 according to
qualifications.—Apply in writing to Personnel
Department, Murphy Radio. Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
[ 2105
T"'t EVELOPMENT engineer required to work on
experimental types of cathode ray tubes;
applicants should possess a physics degree and
have had practical experience in the design,
development and manufacture of cathode ray
tubes.—Apply giving details of qualifications,
experience and salary required. to Personnel
Department C/F.. E.M.I. Factories, Ltd., Blyth
lid., Hayes, Middx.
[ 2438
ESIGN draughtsmen are required by the
English Electric Co., Ltd., Stafford, for
lesearch and development work on electronic
equipment; applicants must have higher national
certificate or equivalent, and shop experience'
salary
according
to
experience.—Send
full
details to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co., Ltd.. Queens House, Kingsway,
W.C.2, quoting Ref. D0.25.
[ 2192
ADIO operator mechanic required for radio
station situated fifteen miles north of London; applicant should be able to receive morse
at 30/35 w.p.m. using typewriter, and possess
good all-round technical knowledge particularly
communication receivers, experience in teleprinter operation and maintenance an advantage,
shift duties, salary according to qualifications.—
Write, stating exp., qualifications.—Box 3102.
A PPLICATIONS are invited from engineering
21 and physics graduates and from designerdraughtsmen with a degree or equivalent qualifications, by the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Co.. Ltd., East Lane, North
Wembley, Middlesex, for work on telecommunications equipment; experience of pulse and wave
form techniques an advantage.—Apply to the
Director, stating age, academic record and exp.
TUNIOR engineer required for examination
el
and analysis of cathode ray tubes; previous
experience desirable but not essential, providing suitable technical background; vacancy offers
good prospects for enthusiastic junior
and
facilities extended
for
furthering
technical
training.— Apply giving age, details of experience if any, together with technical qualifications. to Personnel Department, C/F., E.M.I.
Factories, Ltd., Blyth Rd., Hayes, Middx. [ 2439
AINTENANCE engineers required by S.W.
London firm, successful applicants should
have higher National Certificate or equivalent
and some experience in service and maintenance
of electrical control equipment with particular
reference to programme controllers and general
electrical furnace control equipment, age 25-30.
—Write, giving details of age, qualifications, experience and salary required. to Box 634. c/o
J. G. King 36 Son. 150. Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
MILECTRONIC engineers with honours degree
.1:4 or equivalent are required for research and
advanced development work by the Nelson Research Laboratories, English Electric Co., Ltd..
Stafford; preference will be given to men with
sound electrical engineering experience; salary
according to qualifications.—Apply by letter to
Chief, Administration. Nelson Research Laboratories. English Electric Co.. Ltd., Stafford. stating age, experience and academic qualifications.

Q

RELIANct

Type P.I.W Power Wire- Wound
Rating

RANGES
10-500,000 a Max.
(linear)
150.250,000ft Max.
(graded)
100-50,000 SI Max.
(non-inductive)

20 W. Max.
(linear)
IS

W. Max.

(graded)

CHARACTERISTICS : linear, log., semi
og., inverse log., non- inductive. etc.
FULL DATA FROM

RELIANCE
Manufacturing

Co. ( Southwark)

Ltd.

Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, London, E.I7
Telephone , Larkswood 3245

ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD.

D

S

D

R

Type 320 5- wave band coil unit.
A comprehensive pre- aligned assembly consisting of switch, complete set of aerial, H.F.
and oscillator coils and all associated trimming and padding condensers for 5 wave
band operation with tuned H.F. stage on all
bands.
All coils have dust iron cores for
inductance adjustment. A six position switch
is used with provision for pick up connections and H.F. muting on the sixth position.
For use with any of the standard frequency
changer valves ( 6K8, ECH35 etc.) and an 1.F,
frequency of 465 Kc.
Ranges: I, l3-40. 2, 30-100. 3. 80-200.
4, 200-550. 5. 900-2000 metres.

PRICE

£5 19

6

Send for latest catalogue of our full range of
components for Radio and Television.

ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD.
Tower Road, Willesen, N.W.10
Telephone Willesden 3675

M
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VALVES. We have over 10.000 new boxed I.V.A.
valves in stock at current B.o.T. prices.
Lett, know your requirements.
THE NEW GARRARD YODEL S. GRAM MOTOR.
Latest riot driven motor. Popular Garrard
magnetic pick-up, out o stop, 101n. turntable
spring suspension. A.1%200/250 v. only 15/1814.
including P.?.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER. 6.3 v. tappet at 5 v.,
4v., and 2v., at 3a., only 15 -.
PUSH-PULL
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS.
For
6V6's, matching to 3. It or 13 ohms, 10 watts. 17E.
For 111,6s or P.X.Pe, 3, 6or 15 ohins, 80 in /a D.C. each
halt 18/- only.
TUFNOL SHEET. First
grade. polished finish,
size Olin. x 13in. x / in. thick. Weight 10 lb, Drilled
at intervals around the edge for IBA count er-sunk
screws — only 15/- per sheet.
VCR 97 CATHODE RAY TUBE. Thle very toeful
tnhe, can now be euppliel. /,rand new and individually
bote!. to callers only at the very low price of 35 -.
POCKET VOLTMETER. Ex-Bovl.
Two
range,
0-15 v.. 0-250 v., D.C. Bntrol new complete in Web
carrying .'ase, only 108.
THE E.T.A. FOUR- STATION SUPERHET TUNER.
Completely self-contained tutter, may he set to select
any three medium and one long wave Mallon. No
tuning contienrnr required.
Four- position switch.
Tuning hy high permeating y toot ores. Litz wound
coils. Once set requires no lurt her adjustment. The
Clot II>n you want at afth.k of aswit eh. Size Olin, high
by lin. > tin. Complet ewith full aligning Mat ruct ions
and Imitable A.C. and AC/D.C. circuit. Only
plus 7,2 Purchase Tax.
TELEPHONE HANDSETS. O.P.O.t ype (
eel f-energlsed)
with prettsel switch. Complete lead and plug. Brand
new. 10/6 each only.
TELEVISION
SCANCO" television componen'.« can
no, he supplied from stock as under. Scanning Coils.
25 6; Line Transformer, 25/6; Foes, toil, ;
41EV E.H.T. Transformer 58 ,6: 5KV E.H.T. Transformer 85/, Th,-,e ,« tioteonents II re ruperl, and guaranteed standard in every respect. PORTHRINSTER
Television Mains Transformer, exactly to t' Electronic
Engineering" specitirnt lon.
HUNTS, . 1
7000 v.w., 18/8. T.C.C. fdicadisc Condensers, :mold
26 each. ALADDIN coil formers, contplete will,
Iron duet coree, Bt. each only.
Bin. C.R.T. CHM92, available from stock to callers
only, and many other useful accessories. including
drilled chaesie, et,. etc., and all valves required for all
17v circuit,
DENCO" COIL TURRET TYPE. — CT8V. Improved
version. Five wavebands. 150-400 ke/s, 530-1,500,
1.5-4 met., 4-12 nicis, 111-30 unile. Foolproof construction, eliminating wafer 'twitches. Extra position
tor " Oratn.•• Iron-cored coils. Polystene formers
and insulation throughout. Silver-plated contacts.
Supplied complete with tuning emideneer, drive
assembly, and large vertical readinehlack glass dial
Also provision for magic eye. The dial is illuminated
from the rear, and two M.E.S. bulb bottlers are provided
for the purpose. Cabinet opening for dial should
measure Clin. x (gin. The whole complete sill, tub
wiring diagram and instructions, 1419 6. Plu-Li/I/O P. Tax.
NEON INDICATOR LAMPS to be directly connected
to 200/250 volts. Complete in holder, for one hob
fitting ;in. diameter, 3 9 each complete. Quotation,
for quantities.
All goode supplied by us are guaranteed 100%
Our reputation is your guarantee.
TRADE SUPPLIED
Send Stamp for Current Comprehensive list.

HENRY'S

5,

HARROW ROAD,
PADdlogron

W.2

1008 9

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

SINCE

1925

We hold large stocks of Iwo Model 7 and
Minor Meters, Valve Testers, Collar() Gram.
Motors AC and AC DC, Pick Ups, Wearite
"P" Coils, Components by Bulgin, Belling- Lee,
Colvern, Carr, Dubil:er, Erie, Gardner's, T.C.C.,
Philips, Westinghouse, Weymoulh,
Every Well-known Quality Component.
SEND FOR OUR 1949 COMBINED LIST
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE, COIL DATA
SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENT CHART —

Price Complete 9d.
YOU CAN

Post Paid

DEPEND ON

COVENTRY RADIO
DUNSTABLE ROAD.

LUTON,

BEDS,
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PPLICATIONS are invited from physicists or
A
engineers for work in a group engaged upon
the manufacture of x-ray tubes in the NM.

WE OFFER

January, Igo
FI

OPPORTUNITIES'

London area; experience of vacuum work and
high
voltage
useful;
education
to
Higher
Ibis Un/que
Abook
A , arge range of used and new Test
National Certificate or Pass Degree standard
billow.
Ihe •.1...w.st
way
en
preferred.— Write.
stptinK ale,
qualifications
Equipment, Converters, Recorders,
and experience to Box• GM.", c/o Geo. J.
secure
AALL1Wrch.E.,
Smith de Co.. Ltd.. 154, Fleet St., E.C.4.
A.M.I.E.E.,
Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers,etc.
ARGE electrical organ.sasion retiu.res an
City and Guilds, etc.
assistant engineer, capable of writing speciWe Guarantee—
fications, dealing with tenders and contracts for
All guaranteed and at very attractive
sound installations; design work on special am" NO PASS— NO FEE."
plifier and electronic circuits; successful appliprices.
Details am ell/en , e ow, 150
cant would be required to assist in special surveys
of factories. etc.; some general experience of
Home-stud yDiploma courses in
office routine; B.Sc. and/or A.M.I.E.E. qualifiall
Uralic Os s o
CiVii, meta.,
We buy good modern used equipcations preferred, but not essential.—Write,
Elec.,
Motor, Asgo.
Radio,
giving full details as to age, previous experience
ment of all types for spot cash.
Television
and
Production
and salary required. to Box 2231. [ 2142
Engineering, Tracing, Building,
fl ADIO and electronic senior engineer required
14 by leading firm of manufacturers; appliGovt.
Employment
R.A.F.
cants must have extensive practical experience
Maths., Matriculation, etc.
in technical development of electronic equip22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
Safeguard
your
future;
send
ment. with special knowledge of circuit techfor your copy at once— FREE,
niques; post is wittun 20 miles' radius of
Tel.. GER 4447 & 8582.
London and is prgressive; recognised qualificaB.I.E.T., 387, SHAKESPZIARE HOUSE
tions are desiraole, but practical aoility is the
1RATFORD
LACE LOND,N w.I
essential factor, age preferaoiy not over 35 years
fares paid for interview; salary approx. £450
pa., according to qualifications and experience.
—Written applications, giving date of birth, full
details of qualifications and experience, etc.. and
quoting reference 439M, shousd be addressed ts,
tor
Regional
AppAntments
Office,
Ministry
of
Laoour As Nat. Serv.ce. 23, Va.py St.. Reading.
Talking Picture Apparatus.
HE Admiralty invite applications for appointMANUFACTURED OR REWOUND
-1.
ment
as
temoorary
araughtsmen
(
mechanCatalogue now available
ical. e.ectricai, eActronic, con.structiona.) at
Filter Coils + l9
a Speciality.
RADIO- ELECTRONICS LTD.,
research and deve.opment estaoiishments situated in various parts of Engiand and ScoLand
St. George's Works. South Norwood,
(principally southern Eng.and); cand.dtes must
London, S.E. 25.
be British subjects and have served an engineer9- II EASY STREET TOAQUAY DEVON
ing apprenticeship or had equiva.ent workshop
'Phone: Torquay 2162
experience; if 25 years of age or over, they must
possess the Fligner National Certificate ( or
r e W I E To those who own a
equivalent); if under 23 they shou.d possess the
Ordinary National Certificate ( or equivalent);
MAN
Voigt Loudspeaker
drawing office experience in the preparation of
designs of components and comp.ete projects
BUYS
we wish a
Idea: Itr
deslraole; experience connected with experimental
he and low and deveLpment work add be additional ad/term gnus.
rodage testing; 1/3t, vantage; sa.ary will be assessed on age and exTo those who do not yet
perience within the range of £283—£.440 rising
100/861, A.C. ano D.C.
own a Voigt speaker we
All .
wance made on old models.
to £525 according to age, experience and locawish the best Xmas possible
Send for • nteresting leaflet ( R.I4) on Electrical sr d tion of emp.oyment; appointments will be on
in the circumstances.
temporary basis but with an opportunity, which
Radio Testing, from all Deale-s or Dire:t.
is expected will arise within 12 months, to comV OIGT PATENTS LTD.
pete for established appointment; successful
RUNBAKEN•MANCHESTER.I
LONDON, S.E.26
mel
n
iath
slecLo ce
agetm
Ae
pn
)t
iica
totia
on
ny
s
e 'lher t
esst:Ilskir
should be sent to C.E.II ( Room 88), Empire Hotel
Admiralty, Bath; original testimonials should
not be forwarded. on.y candidates for interview
will be advised.
[ 2432
.in essential acces=ory for
.B.C. invites applications for a senior post
in the Television Section of the Research
Department at Kingswood. Surrey; cand.dates
must possess a University Honours degree in electrical engineering or physics, and must have a
A type AC 2 pre- amplifier.
The wave- change switch with silversound knowledge of telecommunications theory;
they must also have a sound knnv.edge and
plated double contacts.
Full particulars from SPENCER- WEST,
practical experience of modern television; knowNorth Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.
A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD.,
ledge and experience of the optical and colour
problems involved in television, and of the workGreat South-West Road, Feltham, Middx.
shop techniques involved in the construction of
electrical and optical apparatus are very desirable; experience of laboratory vacuum coant and
a knowledge of photo- electricity are also desir"PER IIVIET" ELECTRODE
able. The successful applicant will be expected
High Quality
Vacuum Impregnated
Soldering and Brazing Tool
ot show initiative and take a leading part in
research work in television, especially that on
Operates from 41 or eVolt Accumulator or Transformer
high definition and colour; such work will include the development of experimental mono18s.
chrome and colour television apparatus. and on
Post tree
ancilliary equipment; it will also involve the
LOWER CARAS
devising and carrying out of subjective and obSTOCKPORT
jective appraisal tests; copies of any original
zaASS TRANSFORMER 3Beat, 3.5s. Post free.
papers should acccmpany applications for this
Telephone; STO. 3791
fst a
.blished 20 years.
post; the salary is in a grade rising by annual
11-10LBOROVV as CO.,
increments of £ 60 to a maximum of £ 1.360 per
71, Weymouth Bay Avenue, Weymouth.
annum.—Applications, stating age, qualifications and experience, should reach the Engineering
Establishment
Officer,
Broadcasting
FEEDERS FOR E.R.5 AND E.R.I0!
For correct pitch and tempo,
House, London. W.1, within 7days of the sowerE.R.F.I :
For radio and records ;
treble
ance of this advertisement. [ 2443
your Turntable must be running
control is on Il-way switch giving five
SITUATIONS WANTED
at the correct speed.
" cut "—mid,
straight
line—five " lift "
ADIO engineer ( 26). grad. Brit. IRE.. City
and Guilds final, seeks progressive post in
in steps of 3DB at 10K c.p.s. Bass control is a
industry; NM. England preferred—Box 3195.
The new " UNLIMITEx " Universal
" pot," straight line at minimum to max.
-Ir‘EVELOPMENT engineer, age
23, first-class
of 23DB at 50 c.p.s. VALVES : 3 x L63 (
or
C. ês G. IV radio. 5 yrs, lab. exoerience.
STROBOSCOPE
615). PRICE complete: S gns.
seeks progressive position in North London area.
indicates both 78 and 33; r.p.m, when viewed
—Box 3194.
[ 2543
E.R.F.2 : Exactly as above but with high
ADM
engineer
(
28)
requires
progressive
by
2;,-,
50-,
or 60- cycle light. A most useful
gain stage for gram. VALVES : 4 x 163 ( or
post London or S. England; qUalific. equiv. •
.icerstory for recording and transcription.
6.15). PRICE complete : E7/10/..
C. êt G. IV, matric.; exp. VILE'. technique from
installation to development.—Box 3193.
E.R.F.3 : For records only, a single L63 or
Price
each, post paid.
lECHNICIAN. age 27. married, three years as
6.15
with V/C and " top cut" control.
transmitter engineer in B.B.C.. five years in
PRICE: £3/5/..,
R.A.P. as radio mechanic and operator/air '
(Trade enquiries for quantities invited.)
crew, industrial experience, seeks post as tech- ,
Details shortly of Ian Bailey Concert Repronician in research or development laboratory:
ducer Series 2 at about £35.
prospects more important than pay.—Box 3104.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
(Props. Unhmitex Radio Ltd.)
CONSULTANTS
flONSULTING physical chemist, own labora264-266,
Old Christchurch Road,
tory. high academic qualifications, offers
1102 LONDON RD., LEIGH- ON- SEA, ESSEX
services for research and development on PhyBOURNEMOUTH, Hants.
Leigh- on- Sea 75168
sical and chemical problems, development of
inventions. etc.—Box 3111.
( 2480
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AGENCIES
A SSOC. Brit. I.R.E. wishes to contact menu-'
facturers of all electronic Instruments desirous of being represented in West Africa.-Box
3181.
AGENTS WANTED
12535
WNQUIRIES invited from established service
J.:4 engineering sh„ps with interest
n high
fidelity equipment to act as so.e district representatives for London firm; demonstration
,evriitiemerlsuelniadolirp(i(enasloean‘,:iiiirig.oricerxs dealt

For CONSTRUCTORS
and CONNOISSEURS
only, please....
The ACOS G.P.12 Crystal Pick-up
(with permanent sapphire stylus) is
intended only for those who demand
perfection in recorded music.
Editorial reviews in the technical
radio press have been unanimous in
their endorsement of the superlative
reproductive qualities of this remarkable pick-up. It can be obtained from
leading radio dealers for 104/- inc. P.T.

B

FREE ILLUSTRATED
FOLDER describing the
G.P.12 ( and also crystal
and magnetic nmdels
for the less exacting)
may be obtained by
returning
the
coupon below.
TO COSMOCORD LT D..
ENFIELD, MIDDX. I

•

I

Please send folder of ACOS Pick upe.

1 NAME

!ADDRESS
W.

I

TELEVISION
FROM

EX-GOVT

GEAR

At the coat of only a few pounds it is possible to build
a Television Receiver, utilising ex-Govt. Radar Units.
The FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS can be
purchased for only 7/6, but if the under- mentioned
Radar L'atte are ordered the data Is 'glorified gratis.
Alternatively, the cost will be allowed U the units are
purchased within 14 days.

UNIT 1is a Vision Receiver IF Strip at 55'-.
UNIT 2is o Radar Indicator containing CR Tube.
etc., at 76 -.
The combined H.T. sad E.H.T. Mains l'reastormer is
specially made, and costs 110 ,-. If thin is ordered with

the above two unite the total coat is ONLY 211 ,10',
showing a saving of 10/'. Customer, ordering by post
are requested to add 12/6 carriage, pine 10
deposit
on returnable packing case.
An optional item is our specially made MAGNIFYING
LENS which adds to the entertainment value by
increasing the picture else. This costs ONLY 29.'6.
pine 1/6 postage.
For the convenience of callers we are 2 mils. from
High Holborn (Chancery Lane Stn.), ami
maso, from
King's Croas ( Busee 18b, 613, etc.). We are oPeo from
9-6, Saturdays 11-L
C.W.O. please.

S.A.E. for note

THE RADIO CORNER
138

GRAY'S

INN

LONDON,

ROAD,

W.C.I.

35509, Samson C.arks. 57/61. Mortimer St.,
ARGE factors of radio equipment and spares
.LA (
ex- Government) seek commission agents
for the following cities: London and district;
Bristol 'and Cardiff; Birmingham and district;
Leicester and Nottingham, Leeds. Sheffield and
district; Newcastle- on- Tyne and district; Ipswich and Norwich; Southampton and district;
North Wales; Glasgow and district; Inverness
and district.-App.y by letter in first instance
to. Weston Proaucts ( Liverpool). Ltd.. Sales
Department, 71, Great George St., Liverpool.
1. Tel. Royal 5754.
[2446
13USiNENs AND PROPERTY
ELFAST.-Office- showroom; over 1.000 sq.
ft.; main street centre; fine light; good
access.-Write Box 3110.
[ 2477
T IMITED company for sale at Brighton. whole.Li sae and retail radio plus e.ectrical ccntracting, modern d.f. shop with office and workshop on 14 years lease and separate stores, present turnover £ 80 per week, 1.500 postal customers. unlimited scope; £ 1.500 p.us s.a.v. aPP 10 x.
£1,000; modern unfurnished fiat available with
garage 1 mile away; full particu.ars at interview
only.-Box 3109.
FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP ( 2475

£750 1sIgterianctei o
-

partner

ree
cgri
mil
ialest
atb
p:

able comp.ete control; S. Lond_n.-Box 2501.
TECHNICAL TRAINING
A .
MIKE.. City and Guilds. etc.. on " No Pass
- No Fee " terms; over 95% successes; for
full details of modern courses in all branches of
electrical technology send for our 112- page handbook, free and post free.-B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 388M.
17. Stratford Place; London. W.I.
16270
-UNRIVALLED opportunities for training in
V
electronics; a few vacancies remain in 2
and
3 year
telecommunications
engineering
courses commencing early in 1949; in addition
to considerable practical work at the Institutes
the 3 year course includes 1 year's training in
the extensive E.M.I. factories and laboratories
at Hayes ( 11.M.V., Columbia,
Marconiphone.
etc.).-Full details, including information concerning postal courses, from Dept. W.W.. E.M.I.
Institutes, Ltd., 43. Grove Park Rd., London.
W.4. Tel. Chiswick 4417-8.
12577
TUITION
THE British National Radio School
OFFERS you a career.
WRITE to- day for free booklet describing our
wide range of training courses in radio, Radar.
telecommunications,
principles,
mathematics.
physics, and mechanics; correspondence and day
classes for the new series of C. Sz G. examinations; we specialise in turning " operator " into
" engineers." and for this purpose our " Four
Year
Plan" ( leading
to
A.M.I.E.E.
and
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., with 9 C. Se G. Certificates
as interim rewards) is unsurpassed; our " guarantee has no strings attached."-Studies Director, B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.. 66. Addis f6811
combe Rd... Croydon Surrey.
ENGINEERING careers and qualifications
BOTH Government and industry have announced
and emphasised that young men with technical
knowledge and qualifications must receive every
chance to rise to the highest positions within
their capacity, in post-war engineering and
allied industry; write to- day for " The Engineer's
Guide to Success "- 200 courses free-which
shows you how you can become A.M.I.E.E,
A.M.I.Mech.E.. A.F.R.Ae.S.. etc.. and covers all
branches in radio, automobile, mechanical. electrical, production, aeronautical, etc.
THE Technological Institute of Great Britain.
82. Temple Bar House, London. E.C.4. [ 1776
ADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
Diploma; prospectus free.-Technical Col [0611
Hull.
postal course for radio t
Examination
diploma,
also Certifipostal
courses
for P.M.G.Board's
2nd and
1st class
[Mlets

R

;re.

cates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
-Apply British School of Telegraphy, Ltd..
179. Clapham Rd., London. S.W.9. ( 40 years'
experience in coaching students in wireless
telegraphy and allied subjects.) [ 2486
ADIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL. Air Service
Training, Hamble. Southampton, provides
the best full-time training for responsible positions in industry or aviation; students coached
for C. at G. Inter. and Final Certs. in radioor tele -communications; Graduateship of Brit.
IRE.. M.C.A., radio engineer licence, and for
air and marine radio officers' licences; full de60
tags
THEfrom
Institute
the Commandant.
Engineers
of Practical Radio

R

J.
have available Home Study Courses in
every phase of radio and television engineering. specialising in the practical training of
apprentices in the retail trade; enrolments
limited, fees moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained post free from
the Secretary. I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20.
Fairfield Road. Crouch End. London, N.B. [ 1614

LASKY'S

71

RADIO

L EAD WITrl THE BIGGEST NEW YEAR'S
BARGAINS

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62, Containing 20 yawn and
tin, cathode ray tube type VCR97 ( short persistence).
Valve une up: 16 SP61, 2 EA50, 2 EB34. Dozen.
of componente, resistances condensers
117 Mc/0
crystal, Muirhead slow motion drive with dial. etc..
16 pot/meten. Totally enclosed in metal rase. else •
181n, x Olin. x Ills. Enamelled grey or blare, with
coloured control knobs.
LASKY'S PRICE see,
carriage 7,6 extra.

BRAND NEW AND UNUSED EX-GOVT. CATHODE
RAY TUBES TYPE VCR97, 61n. 'Mort Resistance.
Each tube is contained in sprung woods° transit case.
Fully guaranteed and tested. Heater 4 volte, 1 amp.,
H.T., 2,500 volts max. LASKY'S PRICE 35; -,carriage
7;8 extra.
We advise you to collect there tubez by hand if possible,
owing to the great halt of breakage alien transported
by carrier.

AT LAST IT'S HERE.
THE MAGNIFYING LENS TO PIT A VCR97.

It
makes your honie-built television set almost equal to
a Sin. commercial set. Fite directly to front of cabinet.
simple and easy, requires 4 screws only. LASKY'S
PRICE 296. pool age and packing 1/8 extra.

BIGGER, BETTER. CLEARER, AND SHARPER
PICTURES FROM YOUR 8in. CATHODE RAY TUBE.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A ( GEE BET). Containing

21 valves, 117 Mcis crystal and 61n, cathode ray
tube 1ype VCR97 (short persistance). Valse line up
12 EF50, 2 EY134, 4 SP61, 3 EA50, also 15 pot/meters
(wire wound), hundreds of varloue componente,
condensera, resietances, switches, Muirhead slow motion
rinse and dial, etc. Totally enclosed in metal cabinet,
size: 18in, long, Olin. wide, 111e. deep. Blaca enamel
finish, front panel black with coloured control knobs.
Wgt. 40 tbs. LASKY'S PRICE 99/6, carriage 7/6 estro.
Send a Rid, stamp with your name and address in
block lettere
lease for a full 1,1 uf our Ex- Govt.
barge Its. It will pay you to pay us a vsit.

LASKY'S

RADIO

370, HARROW RD., PADDINGTON
LONDON, W.9. (Opp. Prdahngten Hosed a I
Telephone: CUNNINGHAM 19 79
Hours. Mos.-Sat. 9.30 a.m. 106
Thun. Half-day

1p.m.

gramen•

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
BRAND NEW GOVT. SURPLUS STOCK
ELECTRIC TIME CLOCKS runs for over 1 year from
., volt cycle battery. 44-day, 24- hour letting, oleo ore.
nand, jewelled movement, 311n. die. by lin., brand

liew, boxed, 25'. poet 9.1. EX-G.P.O. TELEPHONE
STANDS (leas handsets) consiste of hand generator,
bell, dial ( numbers and letters/ 6- way cord and ter.
misal bicot, 15.i. poet 1/4, two post free. DittO leas
dials, 12/6 poet 1/4 ; dial» only, 3/6 poet l'ai.
ELECTRIC PUMPS, centrifugal type, self priming.
max, head approx. 25f t., delivery 10.z.p.m.. Ideal
for water supply, garden fountains, bilge pampa, et...,
two models. 12 or It V. A.C./D.C., 25 ,- post rt.
TRANSFORMERS, input 21O V. 50 oy.. outwit 50 V.
11 amp., or with little alteration, It, v. at 54 amp.
25: - carriage 5/-. ALTIMETERS, sensitive ••
man " tyPe 15 ,- poet 94. ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
contains Sperry gyroscope, coat 125. 3/8. Post 1,..
DIRECTION INDICATORS. gl."roIl ,t
,Ilin
ermIPlnales
76 post 1,-. MAGNETIC COMPASSES, type l'- t',
alcohol fluxgate, engraved 360 deg.. luntinoin crois'
wires, In wood carrying caws. 111- poet 1/..,
P-12 0-2A and 0-6A magnetic compasses in stock.
D.R. MASTER COMPASS SETS. special offer, limited
stock, all brand new, consists of one master compass,
one pilot's repeater compaas, one obeerver'e repentir
compass, one variation letting corrector, 15 carriage
10/-. WALKIE-TALKIE AERIALS, copper collapsible, 1
bections, 711. long, fin, dia., tapers to 3/32in.,
also nases good fishing rod, 2/8. Poet 6.1. RADIO
SUPitIESSORS TYPE " D," 6.section metal cases,
dust cored coils and condensers, minable for newt
types of radio interference, else 6in. X 41in. x lin.,
eaelty worth 25 ,- our price 2/6 post 1/-. MICROPHONES, ell tilted ewitch, corbel, differential, l'6
post 4.1.. elect romagnet lc, l'6 Poet 4.i.• flowing roil.
post 6.1. REPEATER MOTORS small repeater
compaso • type, 2'6 post 74. TELEPHONE SETS.
consists of two combined microphones and telephones,
Slit. connecting flex, provides perfect too way con,munIcation, eelf-enegleed, no battery
required,
7/6 poet 9d. MOTORS, fitted overload clutch and
4fr. flexible drive, 24 V. A.C./D.C., I h.p., exceptional
offer 20/. post 1/4. MAINS MOTORS. 200/260 v.
A.C./D.C., takes approx. I snip., fitted gearbox, final
drive approx. 25 r.p.m., another final drive with
step, intermittent 'panne cross movement, also
fitted enclosed fan blower. 25/ -.Peet 1/4.
Hundreds of other interesting Item. Send foe our
current fiat 2d, with s.a.e. Orders over 30/- post.paid.,
carriage order. are extra in all eases, our C.O.D.
service has been cancelled for the time being.

MOOR1POOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17
T.I. HARborne 1308 or 266e
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A .
M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.I.E.E., City and Guilds,
etc.. on " No Pass—No Fee " terms, over
95% successes: for details of exams, and courses
in all branches of engineering. building. etc..
elite for 108- page
handbook-1ree.—B.I.E.T
iDept. 387B). 17. Stratford Place. London, W.1.

ACtitl RATE LY ana QUICKLY
Chassis, kirackets, Shrouds, condensar and Transformer clips —
TREPANNING 8t6e1 or alunaiLiora
Five sizes— ir to 66'
PoU po•ticularr, from
A. A. TOOLS, ( W),
197e. WRITEACRE ROAD
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE

Y

BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
OURS for the asking; grand new catalogue
of over 100 new publications dealing with
every aspect of radio, television and electrical
engineering; also 6- page ditto of exceptional bargain lines in radio and gram equipment, % id the
pick of current Government releases; s.a.e.
please, to: Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon Rd..
Leyton, E.10.
[ 2251

FORREST

LOOK
Mains Transformers,
Screened,
Fully
Interleaved and Impregnated.
H.S.63. Input 200/250, Output)
250/01250,60 m/A, 6.3 vat 3amp.,
15/6
5v. at lamp.
}
Half
H.S.40. Windings as above, 4 v.
Shrouded
at 4amp., 4v. at 2amp.
F.S.2. Input 200/250, Output
250/0/250, 80 m/A.
I9/6
F.S.3.
Input 200/250, Output
Fully
350/0/350, 6.3-4-0 v. at 4 amp.,
Shrouded
5-4-0v. at lamp.
H.S.2. Windings as F.S.2, 80
iv6
m/A.
Half
H.S.3. Windings as F.S.3, 80
Shrouded
C.W.O. ( add 1/3 in the
Over a Carriage Paid).

for

Carriage.

H. ASH W ORT H, 676 G reat Horton Rd.,
Bradford, Yorks.

FOR

QUALITY

Candler System Co.
Charles Amplifiers, Ltd.
Chloride Electrical Storage,
Cinema-Television, Ltd.
Clydesdale Supply Co., Ltd.
Collaro, Ltd.
Cosmocord, Ltd.
Coulphone Radio
Coventry Radio
Davis, Alec
Denco ( Clacton), Ltd.
Desoutter Bros.. Ltd.
Drayton Reguiator & Instrument Co., Ltd
Dubilier Condenser Co. ( 1925). Ltd.
Dupley Electronics, Ltd.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
11,
Electradix Radios
Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd. ....
14.
Electro Technical Assemblies
Electronic Instruments, Ltd.
Elmsleigh Rad'o Co.
Erie Resistor. Ltd.
Cover
Erskine Laboratories. Ltd.
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71
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• CHOKES, ETC.
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REWINDS (
all makes)

SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM

. SHI. 2483

B

EDDYSTONE
£27 10s. 9d.
H.P. Terms available.

'640

Orders nore being booked in strict rotation.

Full range of components.
All C.O.D. orders promptly executed.
Send for Catalogue, If- post free.

SPECIAL OFFEn
BRASS, COPPER, DURAI,
ALUMINIUM,
BRONZE
ROD, BAR, SHEET TUBE. STRIP WIRE.

P.M. Speakers
Goodman 's, Tru.ox, Rola ( as available).
5 inch I3/- ; 6 inch I4/- ; 8 inch I6/including packing and postage.

3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
Nu Quantity too Small

TO

B .T. S .

List on application

London: H.ROLLET & Co., Ltd. Liverpl:
6, Chesham Place, S.W.1.
Kirkby E .
SLOune 3463
SIMONSWOOD 3271/3
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WEBB'S 1948 radio map of world, new multiVV colour printing, with up-to-date call signs
and fresh information, on heavy art paper, 4/6,
Post 64; on linen on rollers. 11/6. post 9d.—
Webb s Radio, 1-4. Soho St.. W.I. Gerrard 2089.
RANS' " Radio Valve Vade -Mecum," 1948
edition ( two volumes). 18/6, post free,
listing over 10,000 types; also Brans' " Radioschema's," 5 volumes circuits and technical
data on Continental and some British and
American receivers, £4
postage 2/6; fuller
details in November issue; only one copy may
be sent to any one address.—Peter Armstrong,
136. Bic:renhall Mansions, London, WI.
Welbeck 4893.
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THERE ARE

MANY

BRANDS

OF

SOLDER

MADE

IN

U.S.A. - YET

American manufacturers of radio
and electrical
equipment prefer
British made
GENERA L `"-e) ELECTRIC
COMPANY
c ...... on,. e.L.,,.cs,•••

liai e, 194'7

The girls on our wiring line are loud in their praises of Ersin Multicore
Solder. Ifind it superior to that which we are now using and the flux is
non-corrosive.
Ihave instructed our factory to switch over to Ersin
Multicore Solder."

STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY
ROCHSIER

1 HEW 101 1

august 15,

14:44

7

.* We are using this on radio production lines with very good results. I
beli?ve this is being used with greater success than other solder previously
used.
We have proved to our own satisfaction that Ersin Solder is
not corrosive."

Emerson
RADIOiii AND PHONOGR APH CORPORAtION
ttownt AVENUE
N 1W IOU OM IISet,
16,

1.94 ,

After testing your Multicore Solder on our production lines, we found
it to be the fastest solder we ever used. One of its salient advantages is
its extraordinary effectiveness in the soldering of tarnished metals."

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF

SCIENCE

Cony...Los. ORCGON

nay 15, 1947
Ihave found Ersin Multicore Solder excellent for electrical instrument
work as the fluxing action is such that a minimum of solder is used in
producing a neat job. Ialso use Ersin Solder in instrument construction
where there is danger of distortion when heating with a flame. Joints
made in this manner with Ersin Solder have less solder on the outside of
the work due to the excellent penetration of Ersin flux."

ERSIN
MULTICORE
SOLDER
Despite the fact that there are freight
charges and duties to be paid on the
importation into U.S.A. of Ersin Multicore
Solder and its higher initial cost, many
American radio concerns prefer to import
this British made solder for use in the manufacture of their equipment. They find that
the use of Ersin Multicore—which alone has
3 cores of extra- active non- corrosive Ersin
flux—effects great savings in material and
labour costs, giving high speed precision
soldering without waste. It will pay you to
use only Ersin Multicore Solder.

, „
/ilikt in ere /hi/ id

Ersin Multicore Solder is supplied on nominal 7 lb. reels for use by manufac
turers.
Prices on application. The prices for the size 1 Carton illustrated.
are detailed below:
Catalogue
Ref. No.

Alloy
Tin-Lead

S.W.G.

App rox. length
Per carton

C 16014

60/40

14

34 feet

C 16018

60/40

18

88 feet

C 14013

40 60

13

21 feet

4

C 14016

40 60

16

46 feet

5

MULTICORE
MELLIER

HOUSE,

ALBEMARLE

SOLDERS

STREET,

LONDON,

List price per
carton (subject)
s.

6
6

d.

0
9

10
3

LTD.
W.I.
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